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ABSTRACT 

In spite of their ubiquitous presence, the artisans who make serialized souvenirs for the 

tourist markets in the US-Mexico border and the people who buy these objects are 

invisible to the academic communities on both sides of the national divide. 

Simultaneously ignored by the Mexican folk arts canon; borderlands studies; Mexican 

historiography; and the anthropological literature interested in signs and symbolism, 

these allegedly low-grade and marginalized objects and people are nonetheless integral to 

the development of capitalism in Mexico. This work is an ethnography of the system of 

objects known as "Mexican curios" from the point of view of those who make the objects 

and those who consume them. It focuses specifically on one family of artisans that 

makes plaster figurines in Nogales, Sonora and shoppers at a Flea Market in Tucson, 

Arizona. The ethnography seeks to answer the questions: "Why is the most visible 

invisible?" and "How does invisibility become socially-installed and contested? The 

study argues that instead of considering Mexican curios as the degenerate rear-guard to 

standards of good taste, or, as affronts to state-sanctioned ideas about folk art, these 

objects and the meanings attributed to them by makers and consumers must be read "in 

reverse." That is, as subtexts of fragmented projects of nationalism and social distinction. 

Curios distort by negation and playfril inter-cultural negotiations dominant intellectual 

ideas about national patrimony and "worthiness." Plaster curio artisans and shoppers 
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invent their own narratives to counter perceptions about their value as human beings and 

citizens. They appropriate, exppropriate, transform, and invent discourses about 

aesthetics, work, class, gender, and historical memory to invest meaning into their 

practices and their identities. The study stresses the importance of vernacular social 

histories as a mean through which subordinated people can regain a sense of 

empowerment when they interact with structures of power over which they have no 

control. In addition, the ethnography attempts to open a dialogue about the limits and the 

opportunities afforded by the disciplines of Folklore and Anthropology when they are 

wielded by research participants for their own goals. 
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My interest in the topic of this dissertation was largely shaped by a personal 

experience in a Mexico-United States border town when I was seven years old. While 

conducting research for the present work, I kept running into objects that spoke to me in a 

very personal way. Yet, it was not xmtil the final stages of the research that I recognized 

that all along dynamics of desire and personal reckoning were doing their work in and 

through me. Connecting autobiography and ethnography is not that unusual in 

anthropology. As a literary device, autobiography can be useful in expanding the range 

of analytical lenses embodied in an ethnographic narrative (cf. Okely and Callaway 

1992). 

I want to share a personal story that shaped my involvement in the topic of this 

dissertation for two reasons. First, the story is relevant to the overarching theme of this 

study. Much in the same way in which I argue for a theoretical understanding of the 

culture and practices of the border curio industry that emanates not from intellectual 

extrapolations and abstractions but from the practices of real-life border actors, I want to 

share how my own intellectual lens came to me experientially, before it was formed and 

molded academically. Secondly, the story I want to share registers a sense of hope. I 

believe that the desire to imagine the world differently lies both at the heart of my own 

attraction to anthropology and of the research participants' determination to tell me the 

stories that really "meant something" to them. 
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In 1969, my family entered the United States as political refugees from Cuba. 

Our port of entry was the border crossing point from Matamoros, Tamaulipas to 

Brownsville, Texas. My family was leaving Cuba in one of the most austere moments of 

the socialist transformation. During the 1950s, my parents lived in New York City and 

had returned to Cuba in 1959 to support the Revolution. Shortly thereafter, my father 

became disillusioned with the new regime and made arrangements to leave the island. I 

was bom in Cuba in the intervening years between my parent's return in 1959 and their 

permanent exile in 1969. 

In New York, my parents worked as assembly line workers in textile factories. 

They lived in the ethnic enclave tenements of Queens. On weekends they took the 

subway train and went to Manhattan, where they had discovered the exciting and simple 

pleasure of walking around Central Park and Fifth Avenue. My parents lived in a small 

apartment owed by an Italian emigre and enjoyed as newlyweds in a strange country the 

simple comforts of a new refiigerator, a TV, and a short-wave radio. They watched the 

"I Love Lucy" show, bought affordable yet fashionable clothes, and had a little extra 

spending money to go to Coney Island occasionally. My father documented the couple's 

life in New York through color slides that he sent to his family in Cuba. But in the 

1960s, when they found themselves back in Cuba, the politics of the island had taken a 

turn that my father had not anticipated. He began to long for the "liberating" working 

class life he had experienced in New York City. His days in New York and a brief stint 

in the U.S. Army during the Korean War became for him both an obsession and a myth. 
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In 1969, our departure from Cuba was arranged through a special three-part 

agreement between Cuba and the United States, with Mexico as intermediary. Since 

Cuban planes were not allowed to land on U.S. soil, our destination became a small town 

along the US-Mexico border that would allow easy access to a U.S. port-of-entry. As an 

American bus transported approximately twenty Cuban families and mine across the 

border, the adults in the group pointed, marveled, gasped, laughed, and sighed in awe at 

the abundance of objects, knickknacks, gadgets, food stands, and every other conceivable 

kind of commercial product one could imagine. The very first thing my parents wanted 

to do in the United States was to go shopping. The first place we went shopping at was a 

border town. 

That was the first time in my life that I saw the tourist souvenirs known as 

"curios." I remember seeing the objects on the shelves and bins of the stores of 

Matamoros and Brownsville through the active imagination of childhood: finding simple 

pleasure in bright colors, amused by funny shapes and new images, entertained by the 

gestures and poses of unusual characters. We walked around the curio shops of 

Matamoros and Brownsville admiring everything; calling each other to check out 

novelties; touching and smelling things; listening to the rapid-fire speech of the peddlers, 

and indulging in the pleasure of buying non-essential items. It would be many years later 

that I would come to realize that the objects my family was buying and enjoying were 

what many people called tourist kitsch. 
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I also came to realize that the phenomenon known as kitsch is considered a 

marginal system of items that represents for many people the waste of capitalism. As 

such, the enjoyment my family derived from those items allegedly said something about 

what social class we occupied. But at that time, my family's social class was in question 

and in transition. In the curio shops of those Texan/Tamaulipan bordertowns we were 

symbolically recapturing the purchasing power that my father associated with the sense 

of personal freedom he had experienced in New York City. Even though I was very 

yoimg, I have never been able to forget the experience of pleasure and self-empowerment 

that those days of "border-crossing" embodied for my family. 

Whether or not those days were really as exuberant as I make them sound or 

whether they were experienced differently by different members of the family, the fact is 

that my family constructed a particular symbolic meaning out of that experience. It was a 

story retold many times over the course of our lives. This dissertation is about other 

kinds of "crossings" and other kinds of "meanings" which are at times significantly less 

euphoric. But it is also about how people, not ostensibly different from my family in 

1969, invest their lives with meaning vmder conditions of emotional and economic duress. 

In a way that resembles my family's experience, the French sociologist Pierre 

Mayol described how adding Saturday to the weekend constituted a historical watershed 

for French blue-collar workers. The possibility of having an additional non-work day 

allowed workers for the first time the freedom "to practice the city" as consumers and not 

just as producers (cited on Rigby 1991:25). In retrospect, I think that the experience at 
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the bordertowns of Brownsville and Matamoros more than thirty years ago made clear to 

me something that my parents continued to embody their whole lives and which also 

stands at the heart of what the subjects of this anthropological study assert again and 

again: the all too obvious realization, as Raymond Williams called it, that "culture is 

ordinary" (1989). 

By evoking an autobiographical anecdote in the introduction of a work that I have 

produced as a scholar, my intention is to say something about how the border can be 

experienced differently by people situated in different social spheres. All too often, the 

world of Mexican curios has been described in the crudest terms of capitalist exchange, 

without regard for the ways in which experiences within capitalism can become 

pragmatic deployments of personal and social meanings. I also seek to restore through 

this text intellectual curiosity about things, people, and experiences, which we, as 

academics, think we know. 

It is my contention throughout this dissertation that "familiar" things in our social 

order must be provoked "unfamiliar" in order to make possible a humanistic engagement 

with the world. By presenting in this work an ethnographic account of a system of 

"disorderly" objects in an in-between place like the border, it is my hope to insert into the 

body of scholarship about Mexico's handicrafts a small sense of that human curiosity, or 

intellectual "freshness," that official discourses of authenticity, nationalism, and 

patrimony have trampled (Jameson 1972). 
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INTRODUCTION: 
A BURNING CURIOSITY 

FOR "INSIGNIFICANT" THINGS 

"Mexico, for most casual visitors, is a 
land to be seen, smelled, tasted." 

Carleton Seals 
(1938:206) 

Fifty Million Coyotes Can *t Be Wrong 

It is one hour past noon and the heat of the high desert weighs like a metal plank 

over the shoulders of street vendors walking along the international crossing lanes in 

Nogales, Sonora. Ambulatory merchants carrying crucifixes on one hand and 

leatherwear, plaster statuary, and coin purses inscribed with the word "Mexico" on the 

other, march along the corridor that separates two nations. Cars headed back to Phoenix, 

Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, and Tacoma wait in line to pass inspection by U.S. Custom 

agents. Swaying between moving vehicles, peddlers and hucksters offer ''recuerdos de la 

frenterat bargain prices (Figure 1.1). 

Almost by accident, this has become one of the most lavishly adorned borders in 

the world: the bright ^^rosa Mexicano" of oversized papier-mache flowers contrasts with 

the iridescent amber hues of miniaturized Corona beers and the translucent greens and 

pinks of balloons and inflatable toys; the starchy white surface of tablecloths embroidered 

with purple and yellow pansies blends with the melancholic silver tones of a Sacred Heart 



Figure 1.1 - Peddler approaching cars waiting to cross "/a lined''' in Nogales, 
Sonora. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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velvet painting. The term "colorful" has been preferred by North American visitors to 

describe this region for more than two centuries. In the symbolic context of relationships 

bom out of colonial encounters, the word "colorful" evokes shades of inequality—a veiled 

reference to the unconscious pleasures often associated with childish things, carnival and 

exuberance, loud laughter, outdoor markets, or people once considered "without culture" 

yet caught in the quagmire of "too much culture" (Huyssen 1986). Colorful is an 

adjective that stands in contrast to the opacity of a more developed nation. In contrast to 

its southem neighbor, the United States is a place where chaos has been domesticated 

into muted signifiers of predictability. 

Driving south from this side of the border, Mexico can be immediately recognized 

as a conglomerate of houses, shops, billboards, bodies, cars, and objects that seem, at first 

sight, to resist capitalist discipline, rational politics, prevailing law and order, strategic 

planning, enterprising businessmen, and the practical detachment that makes "progress" 

so evident in the US side. Yet, the explosion of color and chaotic excess noticeable in 

Mexico is also part of the country's own sense of history and identity—a seduction both 

astonishing and disorienting. The perception of Mexico as a place "overwhelmingly 

visual" that possesses "an irmate aesthetic sensibility" has fueled the constmction of a 

romantic primitivism about the people and the objects of this enigmatic country (Delpar 

1992:125). The American poet John Dos Passos once said that in Mexico "everything's 

so goddammed pictorial" that it took his breath away (cited in Delpar 1992:199). 
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Yet, the pictorialism of the border is not exactly the same as the rest of Mexico. 

While the beauty and color found in the colonial towns and Indian villages of Mexico's 

interior are presumably awash in an aura of authenticity, the abundance of visual signs in 

the border is often cast as detrimental to the nation's "good image." The "beauty" of the 

objects found here is also suspect. Conventional intellectual opinion holds that in this 

hybrid landscape, things are never quite as substantial and "real" as they are in the rest of 

the country. Superficiality and hybridity are presumed to rule the border's cultural 

production. 

A peculiar industry of objects called "curios" developed in these borderlands as a 

small yet important symbolic component of the mythologies that inform the identity of 

the place. The curio industry of the US-Mexico border is emblematic of the region itself. 

As stated by geographers Curtis and Arreola, "it is probably fair to suggest that most 

North Americans consider the tourist districts in Mexican border cities to be the border 

cities" (1993:77 emphasis in the original). Consequently, a visit to a border city is for 

most North Americans essentially a visit oriented around the perusing and purchasing of 

Mexican curios (Figure 1.2). 

While the two neighboring nations drew boundaries, signed fraudulent treaties, 

and embraced and rejected each other at various historical crossroads, small objects of 

petty trade began to appear sometime in the second half of the 19''* century. The idea of 

forging a imique Mexican identity had been set in motion since the fight for 



Figure 1.2 - Shoppers barter for "curios" in Nogales, Sonora. Photograph by 
M. Alvarez. 
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Independence from Spain in the early 1800s. During the period of nation-building 

throughout the 19^ century, political leaders and intellectuals, including Porfirio Diaz, 

turned to the country's "great" Mesoamerican past as a source of national pride. Through 

a process of "selective tradition,"^ Mexican intellectuals and rulers developed a discourse 

about the value of "cultural things" in the construction of Mexican identity. That 

discourse focused attention on "folk objects" as symbols of Mexicanness. Later on, 

during the first decades of the 20*** century, the ideals of the Mexican Revolution 

provided new impetus for an unprecedented discovery of the country's "national 

treasures." For the first time, crafts produced by Mexico's living indigenous 

communities became objects of interest as well. 

"Curios" developed parallel the esteemed folk arts as an alternative system of 

objects based on a more fluid, ambiguous, and hybrid interpretation of national 

patrimony—one based on the "infinite quotidian reproducibility" of archetypes, 

prototypes, and stereotypes of Mexicanidad (Anderson 1983:183). These cheaper, 

simpler versions of native crafts were specifically designed for the consumption of 

foreigners. Curios are mementos of a place both real and elusive; they represent a 

material Mexico that "gets in-your-face" with its bounty of tradition and cultural deposits 

but that simultaneously evades classification by insisting on an uncomfortable hybridity. 

Curios are signs from a place that accrues market value by asserting its difference from 

' "Selective tradition" is a term developed by Raymond Williams to describe instances when "an 
intentionally selective version of a shaping past and a preshaped present" are mobilized by the state or other 
dominant social elements in the "process of social and cultural definition and identification" (1977:115) 
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the United States, but that borrows freely from North American culture to concoct its 

own version of such difference. These unofficial representations have always straddled 

the line between genuine national products and commercial detritus. 

The present study examines the production and consumption of one particular 

kind of "cvirio" characteristic to the border region—serialized figurines made by plaster 

molds (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). Border plaster figurines are ubiquitous in the landscape of 

the United States Southwest. They are used as lawn and garden ornaments, religious 

icons, children's toys, and house decorations across social, economic, and ethnic levels in 

households on both sides of the border line. Curios made out of plaster molds are 

excellent candidates to become the ultimate and quintessential symbol of border 

hybridity: they are made by urban, non-Indian manual laborers, using non-durable 

materials, on the margins of the nation-state. In order to understand the significance of 

these objects, however, it is necessary to look beyond the objects themselves. 

The methodology used in this study moves along a series of interlocked 

movements: first, it recognizes the overwhelming presence of the objects; secondly, it 

decides to "follow the thing" to the multiple sites where it is manufactured, traded, and 

consumed;^ third, it marks a trail that connects various human actors and their 

subjectivities around the significance of the object; fourth, it discovers stories, 

^ "Follow the thing" was a term used by Dr. Barbara Babcock in her Folklore classes to describe the kind of 
"grounded semiotics" advocated by the late Victor Tumer~an investigative move beyond the objects 
themselves. The phrase has also been used by anthropologist George Marcus to describe one of various 
empirical paths available to anthropologists pursuing what he calls "multi-sited ethnographies" (1998). 



Figure 1.3 - Tweedy Bird figurines in hip-hop attire dry on the patio of the Hernandez 
Plaster Workshop in Nogales, Sonora. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 1.4 - "Sleeping Mexican" statutes, also known as "Panchos," on display at a curio 
shop in Nogales, Sonora. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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perceptions, and ideologies behind the obvious material "thing" in front of us; lastly, it 

composes a narrative that emphasizes social history rather than object analysis per se, and 

embraces a method of cultural critique that foregrounds what up to now has been simply 

"backdrop." 

Thus, starting from the observation of a rovmd piggy bank, a donkey, a "Sleeping 

Mexican" statute, or a Spider Man figurine, I set out to investigate: 

1. The people who produce the objects; 
2. The people who buy them; 
3. The geographical and physical sites in which the objects flourish; 
4. The Mstorical trajectory of their invention and perception; 
5. The economic and political context in which the objects circulate (the market 

and the state); 
6. The rhetorical strategies through which they acquire no-respect; 
7. The people who challenge and abhor these forms of handicrafts; 
8. The people who transform them and re-inscribe their meanings; 
9. The disputed and negotiated fields of social relations in which they fimction. 

While the growth of retail and tourism in the border has been widely 

acknowledged in the surge on literature about this region that has occurred in the last 

thirty years, up to now, no single study has focused on objects and practices of the curio 

economy (Weaver 2001). Since plaster figurines are recognized as a cottage industry 

indigenous to the border, the absence of any substantial study of this craft is puzzling 

(Arreola 2001). Hence, one of the questions that guided this study from its inception 

was: Why is the most visible invisible? More directly, I questioned: (1) how invisibility 

is produced and installed; (2) how it is lived and experienced in the everyday; and (3) 

how it is contested. 
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In light of this paradox of visibility/invisibility, I attempt to connect a range of 

social phenomena up to now considered insignificant within a general theory of social 

meaning. In doing this, I also strive to say something about the way in which 

anthropological investigations of commercialized objects and commercially engaged 

actors ought to be structured. In this sense, although the study necessarily engages 

questions of theoretical significance throughout, its core goal is considerable more 

modest and fundamental: I seek to record how the people who make and buy border 

curios regard these objects of''^segunda categorid" (second-grade). 

I will argue throughout this work that, notwithstanding the critiques that have 

been leveled against its past collusions with domination, anthropology can be utilized as a 

vehicle of representation to accomplish something quite extraordinary and necessary—to 

record perceptions, forms of local, popular knowledge that have been "disqualified as 

inadequate" or "insufficiently elaborated" (Foucault 1980:82). The recording of the 

makers and buyer's own perception of the social "realities" of curios offers an alternative 

theorization "against the claims of a unitary body of theory which would filter hierarchies 

and order them in the name of some true knowledge" (Ibid). 

In order to bring into clearer focus the contested meanings and relationships 

surrounding Mexican curios, I will elaborate a theoretical framework that combines 

certain elements of political economy with a semiotic approach to culture, yet it would 

skirt the categorical application of either orientation.^ I have been influenced in the 

^ Semiotics refers to the study of "signs" in society. An important approach to cultural studies elaborated in 
France after WW II, this field of study has its roots in the concept of "structure" as developed by the Swiss 
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design of this research project by four distinct fields of study, which constitute the 

academic expertise of the professors in my research committee and academic training at 

the University of Arizona in the mid 1990s. In this sense, I attempt here a synthesis and a 

disciplinary collaboration-one that opens new paths for the analysis of material culture in 

the context of the global economy. 

I began with an interest in the distinction between high and low art elaborated by 

visual and museum studies. My first approach to plaster statuary was oriented by a 

practical curatorial and aesthetic curiosity in the context of contemporary artistic uses of 

"low" art forms. Departing from a visual clue, I drew upon theories of structuralism and 

post-structuralism that allowed me to unpack the binary construction of high/low 

hierarchies themselves and to understand the multiple layers of symbolic meaning and 

inversion conceivable within a theory of social signification. Once I moved beyond the 

object itself to consider the site and the historical context of its production, I availed 

myself of the literature on urban studies, border cultural geography, and political 

economy to add sociological texture to the investigation. As a result of the kinds of 

stories that curio makers and buyers told me about their relationship to the objects, I had 

to turn to Mexican social and political history and to studies about state-formation and 

linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and other philosophical currents in European and American letters. For a 
succinct survey, see Hawkes 1977. Sometimes differentiated from "semiology" (the study of the structure 
of language), semiotics aims to understand how any system of signs (images, gestures, musical sounds, 
objects) constitute "if not languages, at least systems of signification" (see Barthes 1964). In its 
anthropological application, semiotics derives from two fimdamental premises: (a) that all human behavior 
is always "meaningful" (see Sahlins 1976); and that (b) the meanmg of signs are always embedded in social 
relationships (see Eco 1976; Geertz 1973; Boon 1982; Basso and Selby 1976; Singer 1980; Turner 1967). 
For a classic study of tourist arts through a semiotic lens, see Jules-Rosette 1984. 
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popular culture to understand the "invisible" voices that framed what "had been said" 

about Mexican curios well before I began my intervention. My contention in this 

dissertation is that a multi-layered analytical lens like the one just described is the only 

adequate method to "see" and understand the "invisible." 

I suspect that one of the reasons for the systematic erasure of curio objects from 

the literature on the US-Mexico border may have something to do with the blatantly 

commodified nature of these products. A prevalent but often unstated political-

intellectual ethic associates such commercialization with the imposition of crass cultural 

imperialism. It is very common among educated sectors on both sides of the border to 

reduce the logic of the curio phenomenon to the imperatives of the market. 

Among intellectuals, to say that a culture has been "commercialized" is to evoke a 

deep feeling of loss. Certainly, it cannot be denied that commercialization stands at the 

core of the border curio experience. Yet, as Walter Mignolo, speaking in another context 

has remarked, "the Third World produces not only "cultures" to be studied by 

anthropologists and ethnohistorians," (I would say, not only border regions mired in 

corrosive dynamics of domination and exploitation), but also "intellectuals who generate 

theories and reflect on their own culture and history" (Mignolo 2000:131). This 

ethnography attempts to treat cijrio makers and buyers as intellectual interpreters of their 

own life situations. Thus, the material reality of border livelihood—whether based on 

commercialized handicrafts, assembly lines, managerial expertise or intellectual 
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production—is always lived through forms of meaningful engagement; that is, as a 

cultural process. 

This work relies on textual strategies borrowed from journalism, literature, and 

classic ethnographic description to shine the light on a world oddly familiar yet 

unfamiliar to most readers. The study argues for the analytical benefits of approaching 

questions of subjective and aesthetic meaning by means of concrete analyses of social 

conditions. In this ethnography, Mexican manual laborers, American middle class 

tourists, working class consumers, and cultural critics react to social structures that 

continuously attempt to "highjack" meaning into categories that hold things in their 

place. As a result, a wide range of mystifications about this system of objects and social 

practices circulates as common sense among the educated classes on both sides of the 

border. 

Seen in light of the discourses of high/low hierarchies, plaster figurines are 

deemed corrupted crafts that reflect the triumph of Disney-like cultural imperialism; 

border artisans are regarded as frustrated artists who sell their creativity in exchange for 

basic survival; and consumers of plaster figurines are dismissed as "masses" superficially 

enthralled with the quick satisfaction derived from kitsch. The designation a priori of 

certain types of practices, objects, or kinds of persons as insignificant, predictable, or 

inconsequential obscures valuable information about the elements that make life more 

"livable" for people under conditions of economic inequality. In this sense, the present 
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study is as much about un-learning the codes of tourist objects and practices as it is about 

learning about an unexamined sector of the Mexican handicraft industry. 

The following ten theses summarize the major arguments of the study: 

• Artisans and shoppers in the US-Mexico borderlands give a variety of meanings to 
souvenirs, which are considered ordinary, low-grade, stereotypical, and trivial. 

• In turn, as souvenirs come into being, circulate, and invade diverse social settings, 
they give a variety of meanings back to the people who interact with them. 

• The meanings attributed to these objects and these social actors are both personal and 
socially consequential. These meanings do not only encompass objects and 
individuals; they also speak about the significance of social practices involving work, 
consumption, lifestyle, taste, and political consciousness. 

• The makers and buyers of border curios live, work, and shop with a self-conscious 
awareness of how these objects are regarded by others outside their social networks. 

• This social awareness forms the basis for the development of vernacular ideologies of 
value and meaningfulness about tourist handicrafts. 

• Such self-reflexive ideologies exist in contrast to judgments about these objects in the 
dominant cultures and officialist "folklore" of both the United States and Mexico. 

• The only possible way to "see" these invisible subjects and objects within the 
prevailing epistemologies is to read "in reverse" the chronicles of patrimony and 
state-formation. 

• Workers and shoppers of the Mexican Curio industry appropriate, expropriate, and 
transform meanings to regain a sense of personal and social empowerment. 

• The US-Mexico border zone is a site where struggles for livelihood and human 
dignity involve not only maneuvers over material conditions, but also poignant 
symbolic contradictions and reversals of socially-sanctioned meanings. 

• Subjects of anthropological research appropriate the tools of ethnography to tell their 
own stories; reimagine themselves as active participants of the nation-state; and write 
themselves into the chronicles of social memory. 
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Notwithstanding my intention to focus attention on the processes and people that invest 

Mexican curios with meanings, and to find ethnographic modes of representation that 

advance rather than obstruct understanding of these types of objects, at the end of the day 

this study materiaUzes into a concrete and tangible object—namely, those called ''monos." 

A plaster coyote is not just a souvenir, a commodity, nor even a symbolic object; it is first 

and foremost, a "type" of object embedded in a category and in the categorization of the 

world, as we know it. The kind of object at stake in this investigation determined to a 

large degree the methodology that was required to yield understanding about it. The 

category or "type-thing" that Mexican curios represent and through which they in turn are 

represented operates as a huge granite boulder that blocks the view to their social 

significance. 

Prejudices against figurative representations in the border region run deeper than 

it is often realized. The Spanish priests that arrived at the Rio Grande Pueblos in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries found a prolific industry of figurative ceramics, or 

effigy vessels. Concerned that these figures represented reUgious "idols," they were 

"zealous in destroying them and discouraging further manufacture" (Babcock 1987). 

Despite the efforts to stamp out Pueblo figurines, the objects survived. Yet, they became 

inscribed into a different social order—the production of "odd" pieces for the emerging 

tourist markets. As a result, the clergy's condenmation of figurines endured and the 

objects became identified with the "grotesque" (Ibid). Until the late 1960s, scholars and 
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collectors used the condescending word "mono" (monkey, silly fool, mimic, doll) to refer 

to all figurines manufactured for sale (Ibid). 

Such history of subordination and ethnocentrism led Cochiti potter Helen Cordero 

to renoimce the label "mono" to refer to her famous Storyteller figurines. Yet, the men 

who make plaster figurines in Nogales call themselves "moneros" and refer often to the 

plaster mold figures they make as "monos." In doing so, they are not ignorant of the 

connotation of debasement embodied in the word. To the contrary, they self-reflexively 

appropriate the word "monos" to enact a double epistemological leap: on the one hand, 

they acknowledge the hierarchical inscription of "low grade" taste in the plaster figurines 

as seen from the perspective of outsiders. On the other hand, they adopt a position of 

sarcastic self-effacement towards their participation in the craft. Before proceeding to 

describe how border human actors maneuver these dense acts of signification, I believe it 

is necessary to place the discussion of objects, curios, and "monos" in a broader 

sociological context. 

Curios: A Conspicuous Silence 

Eric Wolf once said that "one of the virtues of the anthropological enterprise 

stems from its long-standing proclivity to pay attention to what others left unheeded" 

(2001:50). For most of the 20"* century, anthropologists, sociologists, and art historians 

dismissed tourist souvenirs as meaningless "debris" of modernization not worthy of 

academic study. Although anthropologists have long recognized the importance of 
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material culture (Thompson and Parezo 1989), a diligent researcher is also expected to 

know how to discriminate the trivial from the substantial. Part of this fine-tuned sense of 

discrimination implied for a long time the recognition that not all objects have "symbolic 

value." Malinowski, for instance, refused to consider home decorations as objects of 

study (Weiner 1994:391). Researchers working in the American Indian pueblos in New 

Mexico often get impatient when confronted with Western objects such as baseball caps 

which mean a lot to Indians but which they cannot (easily) place in the preconceived 

blueprints for Indian "artifacts" (Babcock 2002). Anthropologists have also been known 

to airbrush "impure" Western items from photographs from the field (Parezo 2003). 

Nonetheless, almost two decades of increased attention to commodities by 

cultural theorists has yielded a profound realization that relationships between people and 

mass commodities can be complex and rich in symbolism. While suspicion over the 

detrimental effects of materialism persist, there is now a prevalent awareness that people 

are not simply passive dupes manipulated by economic imperatives (cf. Appadurai 1986 

and 1996; Fiske 1989a and 1989b; Williamson 1980). 

Anthropology today has a newfound appreciation for the fact that people actively 

and self-consciously put commodities to work in a myriad of ways that mediate between 

themselves and social structures. Moreover, in today's economic world system there is 

very little that can be experienced outside commodified processes of one form or another. 

While souvenirs manufactured for mass consumption may in fact function some of the 

time as perpetuations of power asymmetries that dramatize the schism between object-
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producing "others" and object-consuming "us" (cf. Hendrickson 1996; Silverman 1999), 

they are also manipulated by their creators as best they could to improve their life 

conditions (cf Parezo and Troutman 2001; Goertzen 2001; Nicks 1999). In many cases, 

indigenous groups and poor urban dwellers can support a relatively good standard of 

living through craft production (Phillips 1995 and Grabum 1999). In addition, the sale of 

crafts can supplement income when other forms of production are compromised by shifts 

in the world-markets (Cook and Binford 1990; Nash 1993; Kleymeyer 1994). 

Anthropologist Christina Toren relays an instructive story about her discovery of 

how people in Fiji used commercially-made tapestries depicting The Last Supper as a 

way to assert aspects of sociality and authority integral to their own culture. Initially put 

off by the widespread use of such an obvious low-grade object (similar to the velvet 

paintings sold in border towns), Toren later realized that it was her own ethnocentrism 

which prevented her from seeing how Fijians enacted a symbolic showcasing of local 

meaning through the display of these tapestries at their homes and churches. She 

expressed regret over her own "pious" attitude and attributed her initial dismissal to 

notions of Western superiority which lead researchers to assume that Western culture is 

"enriched by borrowing from others" while the latter are inevitably "undermined by 

borrowing from us" (1991:263). 

In some instances, however, objects are passed on for analytical consideration 

because the ethnographer's own sensibilities are not stirred to curiosity based on either 

professional, class, or gender biases. In the case of Mexican tourist souvenirs, disdain 
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has occasionally taken psychological and political overtones. Mexican-American 

scholars in particular have argued that certain stereotypical objects and images can 

embarrass or hurt a community's sense of dignity (see Noriega 1992; C. Rodriguez 

1998). Such has been the case when crafts embody the reproduction of ethnicity, in 

direct representational forms such as those of Indian maidens, Indian Chiefs, or the 

infamous "Sleeping Mexican." Hence, the question "/zow can tourist souvenirs that 

stereotype and degrade be understood as a meaningful practice?" can be very delicate to 

answer. 

The proximity of the border towns to the Native American communities of the 

U.S. Southwest influenced the development of ciorios as a form of commercial ethnic 

representation. Mexican entrepreneurs in the Northern states emulated the "curio trade" 

between the Navajos, Hopis, Pueblo Indians, and White Anglo-Saxon middlemen by 

appropriating the terms used to describe these objects and assigning them to Mexican 

products. Between the establishment of the railroad in the 1880s and the early years of 

the 20*^ century, several Americans emulated the practices of railroad impresario Fred 

Harvey and promoted the sale of Mexican "sundries" and "curios" to railroad passengers. 

Fred Davis, for instance, was an entrepreneur who established one of the first folk art and 

curio shops in Mexico City after spending several years in the border working for the 

Sonora News Company (Delpar 1992). In the 1930s the Carrasco curio shop in Nogales, 

Sonora, advertised itself as a place to buy "Mexican Native Arts"~a term in English 
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meant to entice North American visitors to associate the Mexican crafts with the 

Southwest native arts trade. 

The presence of Mexican handicrafts in the border region was barely incipient in 

the latter part of the IP*** century, yet the traffic in these kinds of objects grew very 

rapidly once the railroad began to connect the "folk-art-producing" Mexican South with 

the allegedly "culture-lacking" North. In other parts of Mexico, it was easier to observe 

the transformation of folk art (unique organic pieces) to curios (mass-produced 

commodities) insofar as these transformations surfaced amid traditional groups and traces 

of "genuine" Mexican traditions. Thus, for example, the commercialization of Oaxacan 

textiles built upon a pre-existing indigenous system of craft production (Stephen 1993). 

Indigenous artisans made the first versions of curios; but later on, curios acquired 

a connotation of detachment from original native creators and the term came to refer to 

any mass-produced craft, regardless of ethnic origin. Already by the 1920s, a recognized 

"curio" industry consisting of "trifling articles" and "knickknacks" circulated images of 

Mexico through a variety of familiar codes (Terry 1923). These simple and insignificant 

souvenirs existed parallel the more esteemed traditional ''"artes populares" or "national 

crafts" either produced by indigenous communities or inherited from Spanish traditions 

Yet, the word "trinkets" (baratijas, chucherias) was also used in reference to items that 

evoked association with "primitives." In the popular imagination of postcolonial nations, 

the Indian "trinket trade" represented both a bounty of material culture desirable to 

explorers and collectors as well as an excess to be ridiculed. 
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In the border, commerciaUzation of souvenir objects followed a path less 

intrinsically connected with indigenous groups and instead more broadly conceived in 

relation to the nation-state as a holistic entity. In other words, rather than promote folk 

arts associated with specific villages or ethnic groups, the border curio industry sought to 

promote "Mexico" as the metonymical producer of objects. In the border, curios 

developed in reference to an improvised binational dialectic. They became peculiar icons 

that catered both to the ''gusto Americano'^ (North American taste) and to ''gusto por lo 

Americano" (taste for American things). Such ambivalence made curios ideal targets for 

the disdain of Mexican nationalist elites who worried about the derogatory message 

implied by an industry intent on catering to the whims of a foreign market. 

Historically, Mexicans have always been ambivalent towards their "native arts." 

In order to understand the roots of that ambivalence, it is necessary to understand first the 

complex negotiations of national identity and state-formation that have shaped the 

Mexican experience since the Spanish Conquest. Specifically, it is necessary to 

understand the ways in which the system of indigenous crafts known as "artesamas" has 

functioned to produce representations of Mexicaimess since the 19''* century. Following 

the Mexican Revolution, state intellectuals and leaders fermented a new sense of national 

identity that relied, in part, on the invention of a national "folklore" (Zolov 2001). From 

typical music to typical dress, handicrafts, toys, textiles, and games, the Mexican state 

vigorously sponsored research and exhibitions that promoted "Mexican folkways." The 

state-sanctioned project operated at two levels. On the one hand, native objects were 
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heralded by Mexican intellectuals and state policy makers as "patrimony" of the nation; 

on the other hand, native crafts were (and still are) for many middle class Mexicans 

symbols of pre-modemity, Indianness, and backwardness. 

Due to their obvious commodity status and impure mixing of low and high forms, 

curios test and strain even further the already compromised Mexican sensibility towards 

the "popular arts." In 1994, when I mentioned at a dinner party in Tucson, Arizona, that I 

intended to study the curio industry in the border, a Mexican professional present at the 

gathering shook his head, rolled his eyes, and declared in utter astonishment: "With so 

many wonderful crafts in Mexico, why would you study the worst of the worst Mexico 

produces"? The apprehension that such a study may ultimately reflect negatively on 

Mexico and Mexicans underscored the concern expressed by this individual. 

One of the only ways in which Mexican curios are "noticed" by intellectuals on 

both sides of the line is when they are characterized as a necessary evil that border folks 

have had to accept in order to earn a meager existence. The agency of popular actors in 

choosing alternative paths in relation to their own perception of the state-sanctioned 

national program of "folklore" has been largely ignored in current intellectual opinions. 

The Mexican state, which spends millions of dollars each year sustaining approximately 

50 State programs dedicated to the promotion and sales of national handicrafts, claims to 

shriek at the proliferation of cheap copies that emulate foreign aesthetics (Novelo 1976). 

Yet, the sales of "curios" and not just of exquisite "folk arts" is a vital economic activity 

for the Mexican economy. This paradox is manifested as a no-win situation for the 
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artisans, peddlers, and intermediaries of the curio industries: simultaneously Mexicanos, 

but hybrid. 

While hybridity is considered in many currents of thought in the humanities as a 

positive, innovative characteristic of a decentered and fragmented world, the concept of 

hybridity also carries connotations of contamination and defilement. Border curios are 

inescapable material reminders of an economic world order that makes the overwhelming 

demand for commercialization known, even in the smallest ornamental object. Such an 

invasive form of power, intellectual and nationalist advocates fear, leaves no room for 

authentic cultures to thrive uncontaminated (Ortiz Angulo 1990). Fantasies of a power so 

pervasive and insidious identify the "market" and "market forces" as the silent cancer 

that eats away the essence of peripheral cultures (Hannerz 1998). 

In the border, these considerations become hardened, concrete realities of 

economic survival. These realities circulate through forms of acerbic humor, as in the 

expression of vendors at the curio shops in Nogales: "come here, please, here we will rip 

you off less than at the next shop (pdsele, aqui le robamos menos)." Everyday rituals of 

cultural negotiations are perceptible in the human capital deployed at la Imea: foreheads 

covered in sweat, the cadence of tired bodies familiar with the routines of bartering, eyes 

that glint in recognition of a driver who rolls down the window to invite closer contact. 

Bodies disciplined to walk the same stretch of pavement for eight hours straight sell 

curios, fictions, and life histories embodied in objects that will most likely end up in a 
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dark comer of a suburban garage. But, today, the popular ideology of the street advises a 

persistent pitch to the potential customer: ^'Ande, compreme algo, no? 

Strange sightings take place in these lands: in violation of US copyright laws, 

Mickey Mouse becomes an illegal border-crosser smuggled in the trunk of an SUV 

headed for Scottsdale. Today, it may be Mickey who entices that one sale needed to 

make ends meet. Vendors hope that familiar Disney characters will evokes memories of 

childhood that will prompt border visitors to buy. The plaster Mickey will have the 

words '^Hecho en Mexico''' inscribed at the bottom, evidence of the invented 

"authenticity" of serialized reproduction characteristic of a frontier zone. But here even 

American entrepreneurship has been appropriated. Reproducible commodities like 

Mickey Mouse can only be possible at such low prices outside the regulatory eyes of the 

Disney mega-empire. Tomorrow, it will be Spider Man, Hello Kitty, or Beauty and the 

Beast; whatever Americans are watching at home they are sure to find staring back at 

them in the border markets. 

Border souvenir peddlers act like tricksters who trade on the preconceived ideas 

North American visitors bring with them to the border. Through these uneven 

interactions, however, urban artisans are able to exercise a sense of human agency vis-a-

vis the established parameters of taste and value that predominate on both sides of the 

line. Is such agency a form of empowerment or a source of cannibalism? Experts at 

"reading the Gabacho,'"^ border peddlers and artisans are also impotent and fhistrated 

The word "gabacho" is a derogatory term for White people from the United States. It is intended to be 
more biting and hurtfiil than the generalized "gringo." Visiting Nogales on one occasion with border 
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think I want to buy anything today."^ 

While one can argue that such complexities are common in any context of the 

contemporary world, the US-Mexico border region is especially noteworthy. Perhaps 

one of the main reasons for this singularity is that nowhere else in the world does "a poor. 

Third World country shares a common border with a wealthy, powerful neighbor" (Ruiz 

1998:xi), The border embodies a history of inequality, imperial domination, and 

ambivalent identity that amount to making it a unique site of cultural struggle. 

Coining a term that has proven to be very helpful to describe places where 

ambivalent meanings seem to take a special life of their own, Pratt has referred to such 

areas as "contact zones" (Pratt 1992:6). "Contact" refers to an improvisation bom out of 

necessity, when people "geographically and historically separated" are, so to speak, 

thrown together with each other and must find a way to communicate. The results of 

such improvised means of social intercoxirse tend to be "chaotic, barbarous, lacking in 

structure" (Ibid). 

Rather than use Pratt's "contact zone" term simply as a signifier meant to be self-

explanatory about border culture, my intention in this work is to evoke the "interactive, 

scholar Elea Aguirre, a young boy hawking wares to the cars waiting in line to cross back to the US 
approached us. When we turned him down, he said to us in Spanish: "si parecen gabachas" (you act like 
White Anglos) and walked away upset. 

' One of the most dramatic examples of the fragility of earning a living through craft sales and of the kind 
of frustration experienced by people who depend on the inclination of tourists to buy or not to buy native 
wares can be seen in O'Rourke's film Cannibal Tours (1987), in which an Aboriginal woman at a Tepic 
River tourist stop explodes into an angry harangue when tourists looking at her wares refuse to buy. 
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improvisational dimensions" that encounters "within radically asymmetrical relations of 

power" engender (Pratt 1992:7). In other words, rather than approach the curio industry 

and its participants from the point of view of what is known about these forms either in 

Mexican anthropology, borderland studies, Norteno historiography, Southwest cultural 

studies, or regional folklore studies, I seek to authorize improvisation (of meanings that 

may or may not appear at first "soimd," "accurate," or "sensible") as a mode of cultural 

analysis befitting the ethos of border life and culture. Such improvisation is, after all, not 

less valid than "what is known;" much of what has passed for informed criticism about 

curios among Mexican and North American intellectuals up to now has been mostly 

based on anecdotal evidence of going to the border and "seeing" a reality that seemed to 

speak for itself This study interrogates the validity of intellectual opinions about the 

border curio industry based simply on transactions observed at a distance, regardless 

whether the observer is a tourist, a corporate manager, or of an ethnographer. 

Historically, the cultural objects of non-Western people have been assigned to one 

of two categories; ethnographic artifacts or primitive and folk art (Phillips and Steiner 

1999:3; Phillips 1995). Anthropology and art history have been the two disciplines 

contending for the right to represent and interpret these objects according to different 

academic standards of value. Even though commercialized objects have been part of the 

relations between indigenous communities and colonizers since the very first moment of 

contact, these commodities have been essentially left in analytical limbo by the great 

majority of scholars (Thomas 1991). Anthropologist Ruth Phillips tells the story of how 
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tourist souvenirs kept coming up repeatedly while she rummaged through museum 

storage shelves when researching historic Native American art. These objects, she 

writes, "seemed to flaunt their stylistic hybridity, their unfashionable brash colors.. .and 

to make the case for their own importance through the sheer weight of their numbers" 

(Phillips 1998:ix; also Phillips 1995). 

The very reproducibility of certain images and not others is indicative of a 

political process. The more allegedly debased a tourist object, the more it can be a rich 

source of information about the processes by which socio-cultural asymmetries 

developed. In their predictability, tourist objects belie the conflictual histories that they 

embody. The seemingly obvious commercial fimction of curios obscure the fact that 

these cute and sentimental souvenirs constitute also an "object record of historical 

processes by which ideas of cultural difference" came into being (Phillips 1998:xiii). 

The kinds of subjective appropriations and expropriations of the meanings of 

souvenirs that ordinary people make would be difficult to accomplish if the objects in 

question were symbolically dense and weighty—if they were inscribed into ponderous 

categories that declared them "art" or "indigenous artifact." The objects known to belong 

to "serious" categories also carry the burden of being "pinned succinctly and securely to 

their meanings" (Willis 1993:214). Hence, the triviality of tourist commodities is part 

and parcel of their symbolic flexibility, of the "promiscuity" that allows them to become 

many different things for many different people (Thomas 1991). Because curios are 

mass-produced, they also reach more people are can potentially multiply the range of 
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possible uses and interpretations attributed to the objects. Yet, most studies of mass 

culture have emphasized the singularity of the communication codes of mass objects, 

which, in spite of being mass circulated, are nonetheless presumed to share a unitary 

effect. Tested empirically, however, it is hard to sustain this conception of how "people" 

use "popular culture" (Hall 1981). 

Even though it is now possible to speak of the semiotic depth of tourist objects, 

the fact remains not all tourist objects are created equal. There is art, there is tourist art, 

and there is what many refer to as "tourist kitsch."^ So-called tourist kitsch presents a 

different set of problems for scholarship: the objects are quintessentially commercial; in 

many instances, they have no direct association with any of the traditional native crafts; 

they are primarily ornamental; and they are quickly disposable. And yet, ironically, the 

cheap gaudy reproductions, because of their replaceability, run the engine that keeps the 

markets turning, the tourist economies vital, and most importantly, they police the 

symbolic boundaries that preserve the aura of authenticity for the objects that really 

matter.' 

® Kitsch is the term used in aesthetic criticism to refer to objects that emulate or copy the styles and tastes 
of the educated, sophisticated class, resulting in an inevitable caricature, or "bad taste." See Chapter 7 for 
an elaborate discussion of the term's historical context. 

' One example of this dynamic from contemporary Mexican handicrafts is the case of Oaxacan 
woodcarvings. The aura of a single "genius" creator so vital to the Art discourse is transferred to folk arts 
to increase the value of selected pieces. The more widespread woodcarvings produced by aspiring carvers, 
the more value and authenticity that the pieces carved by Don Manuel Jimenez, the "mventor" of Oaxacan 
woodcarvings, acquire. In 1997,1 visited Don Manuel Jimenez in his home in Oaxaca and talked to him 
about his point of view on the proliferation of carvers. He told me that he considered such a mass level of 
production a benefit he had been blessed to bestow upon his own community for it helped many people 
make a living. His ovra work evolved towards more elaborate and sophisticated creation partly in response 
to the stimulus he received from collectors and folklorists to deliberately differentiate his own work from 
the generalized wood carvings popular in tourist markets. A different opinion about the relationship 
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Because souvenirs are objects with little "symbolic density" they are traded with 

impunity; this expandability also functions by way of contrast to hold a space for the 

objects that are inalienable (Weiner 1994; 1992). Nation-states are the particular 

beneficiaries of this bifurcated system. While on the margins of states (at the border) 

supposedly contaminated crafts function as "cultural dirt," at the center of the nation, it 

becomes easier to identify those objects that stand for patrimony, for the substance of 

"the people." In the case of Mexico, the association of the ''patrid" (fatherland) to the 

authentic sources of the people's "true" identity has been one of the most important 

ideological constructions underwriting the country's nationalist project or "patrimony." 

The installation of a complex "Folkloric Apparatus" through Mexican state agencies has 

resulted in very clear lines of demarcation between Mexican "fine crafts" and "curios." 

Although the untrained observer (for example, the average middle class North 

American tourist in Nogales) may not be able to tell the difference, very clear parameters 

of scholarship and expert knowledge exist between these two realms. In Nogales, 

Sonora, there are several stores that specifically promote themselves as distributors of 

"'artesanias firms" and attempt to distinguish themselves from the generalized curio 

industry. One of the elements that distinguish curios from sanctioned national 

between mass produced objects and single-author craft traditions was expressed to me by Miguel Linares, 
of the renowned family of papier-m&che artisans, also inventors of the famous Mexican "alebrijes." For 
three consecutive years, I had the opportunity to work with Miguel Linares during extensive residencies in 
San Jose, California. For Miguel, mass reproduction negatively affected his craft not because it was not 
possible to be commercially successful with both forms, but because mass consumption was based on 
reproducing the same kinds of images and for him, the best part of the alebrije concept was the continuous 
creation of new fantastic and imaginary forms that were highly personalized. He extended the same kind of 
criticism to the Mexican agencies in charge of national craft promotions, which tended to favor certain 
iconic images and in some instances discouraged innovation in the craft form. 
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handicrafts is the identification of a specific geographic location of origin (i.e. clay devils 

from Ocximicho; masks from Guerrero; lacquered boxes from Olinala) or the signature of 

a well-known folk artist (clay figures by Josefina Aguilar, candelabra by the Castillo 

Family, masks by Juan Orta). 

Curios, on the other hand, are of multiple and diffiised origins and almost always 

anonymous; leatherwork sold in the border can come from a wide number of places and 

is rarely signed. In the best of cases, collectors and guidebooks for Mexican collectibles 

can establish the "original" design of a form or craft item that later on became widely 

copied and circulated as a "curio" (a classic example are sarapes or rugs, which 

command thousands of dollars if they happen to be "original" and "old" or only a few 

dollars if mass-produced for curio stands). There are gradations, however, within the 

curio industry itself as to different kinds of levels of quality among curios. Talavera 

pottery, for example, can be found in three different forms in the contemporary market: 

high-quality, original pieces from Puebla master workshops; good-quality reproductions; 

and bad-quality reproductions. Either one of the two last kinds can be found in a typical 

curio market in a border town, sometimes on the same shelf. 

The disregard for plaster figurines in the literature about folk arts and crafts of the 

Southwest is particularly intriguing in light of the fact that many other informal, 

commercial-oriented, folk urban adaptations of equal popular appeal have been amply 

considered. For example, Jim Griffith's (1988) survey of Southern Arizona folk arts 

included practices such as yard shrines, pinata-making, paper flowers, low-rider cars. 
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embroidery, and cookery, but made no mention of plaster statuary, even though a large 

part of the industry involves the reproduction of saints and religious figures. A similar 

documentary project in Texas (see Graham 1991), covered everything from 

blacksmithing to matchstick sculptures to tire-art (car tires adopted as conmiercial signs 

or gardening containers), but again was silent on plaster figurines. Groundbreaking 

studies like the ones just mentioned have demonstrated that it is possible to dislodge the 

folkloric discourse from pastoral and romantic biases to consider instead popular culture 

in terms of the relational and processual dimensions of these expressions (Joseph and 

Nugent 1994:17). But, can the discourse of folk arts be stretched to consider 

reproductions of Donald Duck, Elvis, and Power Rangers as legitimate popular 

expressions? The scholarly record so far suggests that this may be too much to ask. 

Disdain towards tourist objects emerges from a variety of philosophical and social 

o 

arguments, most of which caimot be explored here due to time and space constraints. 

What is perhaps most important to note is that such discourses of disdain are cultural 

^ Among these other reasons it would be important to consider: (1) A deeply engrained philosophical 
premise in Western societies, represented by Kant, that privileges "Reason" and "Progress" and fears the 
constraints of the material world upon human freedom. As stated by Miller, "The Kantian aesthetic is one 
of refusal, a forgoing of the immediate pleasure of the sensual and the evident in favor of a cultivated and 
abstracted appropriation through an achieved understanding" (1987:149). This aesthetic is "clearly 
expressed in the cool, detached and 'difficult' forms of modem art" (Ibid). Hegel's and Marx's notions of 
objectification added to this problematic. See Miller 1987 for an illuminating discussion; (2) the vexed 
relationship between intellectuals and "the masses" and the fears of political castration set in motion by 
ever expanding modes of capitalist consumption. Miller calls this the "division between the knows and the 
don't Imows." See Ross 1989 for a brilliant exposition on this topic; also Strinati 1995; Aronowitz 1993; 
and Gans 1974; (3) the ideology of folklore and its implications for issues of nationalism, especially in 
places like Latin America where tensions between tradition and modernization are integral to the "imagined 
communities" that authorize nationhood and citizenship. See Garcia-Canclini 1999; 2001 and Anderson 
1983; (4) a persistent, although rarely acknowledged, frame of cultural reference based on old diflfiisionist 
and evolutionary ideas, that suggests that cultures can be evaluated based on the quality of advancement of 
their material world. See Phillips and Steiner 1999; Stocking 1985. 
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constructions that constitute a system of common sense beHefs about difference. Phillips 

calls such a system of valuation "the authenticity scholarly apparatus" (1998: ix). 

Objects are continuously assigned to different categories of value. For instance, silver 

jewelry from the US Southwest Native American communities, or from Taxco 

silversmiths in Mexico, change categories all the time; sometimes they are framed as 

traditional native fine arts, other times as iconic mass-produced souvenirs, other times as 

objects between traditional crafts and affordable collectibles. 

The greatest difficulty in attempting to achieve a better understanding of the 

ideologies at work within the system of value surrounding curios and native crafts is that 

in large part the critical language available to unpack the fictions upon which the system 

is constructed has been theorized from inside the system itself. In this regard, when 

popular sectors attempt to inscribe their own interpretations of how objects came to be, 

what they mean, how they fit into their lives, and when they attempt to create and argue 

for their own versions of political-economy and value theory, their interventions can 

seem "illogical" (Beverly 1999:16). 

The anthropologist who works with abject topics, objects, and persons, has to 

contend with the effect of these social assumptions upon her own intellectual production. 

The marginality of tourist commodities as a valid object of study can tempt the 

ethnographer to become overzealous in "setting the record straight." Motivated by a self-

imposed mission to theorize the heretofore "untheorizable" cultural critics have in many 

instances resorted to abstraction as a defense against accusations of triviality; language 
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games and postmodernist high theory are expected to cover the "thinness" of the material 

at hand (Ortner 1995). In the effort to make relatively questionable topics of 

investigation acquire "semiotic weight" anthropological analysis can occasionally lean 

too heavily on the side of "cultural elaboration" (Rosaldo 1989:12). 

Anthropologists sometimes can invoke categorizations that obscure rather than 

illuminate the practices they study. When I began writing about plaster souvenirs in the 

border, I accepted the art-speak designation of these objects as "tourist kitsch" and for a 

long time used this term as an orienting concept for the present study. But departing 

from a premise that these objects are kitsch presented an ethical dilemma: the producers 

and users of plaster crafts do not necessarily see these objects only as kitsch. What 

"frame of reference," then, should be privileged empirically and interpretatively in 

analyzing these practices? 

Because the term kitsch is a pejorative category, both etymologically and 

discursively, once I immersed myself into the discursive field of aesthetic criticism, I had 

to contend with the fact that in that literature objects are not the only entities considered 

kitsch; people themselves are attributed a kitsch-mentality and a kitsch-subjectivity (cf 

Kulka 1996; Greenberg 1957). A similar obfiiscation over practices and identities of 

ordinary people can be exerted by the use of terms like "subaltern" or "marginal," which 

in their apparent call for solidarity can inject into academic texts a troubling 

homogenization. 
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But if categories of language can get in the way of a grounded approach to 

cultural analysis, theorizing itself can also be a source of confusion. When theory is used 

to redeem the allegedly unredeemable, it also runs the risk of being used as the "finishing 

touch" of cultural research and therefore something that the researcher needs to add on to 

the ethnographic experience to make it coherent. Nothing could be farther from the 

reality of how truly dialogic is the process of interpretation that takes place in 

anthropological studies. 

During my fieldwork, I also came to realize that the people I interviewed often 

engaged me primarily as an interlocutor and rarely as an "expert interpreter." How much 

I knew about a given topic was always less important (sometimes even irrelevant) than 

how open I was to follow the natural rhythm of a conversation that started in one place 

and ended in another. In spite of Meno Hem^dez's initial hesitancy about what he knew 

about curios, he had plenty to teach. But he was, like many others whom I met, very 

aware that "conversations" about value, power, and la frontera were taking place 

"somewhere else" where he did not have a chance to interject. In the narratives of curio 

artisans, sometimes that "other place" of disciirsive authority was the government 

agencies in Mexico's central capital; sometimes that place shifted to an abstract entity 

known as "the economy;" sometimes it was a museum, a maquila, or a university. 

Participants in my research project demonstrated a sophisticated sense of what 

Herzfeld has called "exegetical virtuosity" (2001:9). That is, the capacity of ordinary 

people to gain insights into their life situations. The sustained interest of these research 
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collaborators in offering possible explanations for their own and others behavior's and 

the easy comfort with which they formulated, discarded, revised, laughed at, puzzled 

over, and imagined variations on "the meaning of things" highlighted a dynamic and 

indeterminate conception of theory. This conception deployed theory as a practical tool 

for human understanding "on the ground" and not primarily as a grand cerebral feat. 

Again, this is not a particularly novel revelation. The reason why it is important to 

remark on it here is because the study of tourist commodities for too long has presumed 

categorizations that work to blur the simple anthropological etiquette of listening before 

speaking. 

Organization of the Text 

This manuscript is divided into a Preface, eight chapters, and a Postscript. The 

first and last chapters serve as conventional Introduction and Conclusion. They can also 

be seen as bookends that hold together dense ethnographic material in the middle. The 

present chapter seeks to lay out the general context of the ethnography in term of the 

subjective and theoretical parameters that orient the research. It provides an overview 

and introduction to the major underlying assumptions of the research project, particularly 

the treatment of curios and "low-grade" art in visual and material culture studies. 

I hope I have been able to render the main theoretical concepts bare and open for 

discussion. Sometimes this has required the use of specialized words or academic jargon. 

I have tried to write as clearly as possible about the conceptual elements embedded in the 
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text, by defining terms as much as possible and placing the discussion in historical 

context when necessary. In a deliberate way, I have sought to engage select theoretical 

points directly—writing polemically sometimes about theoretical positions that I wish to 

question. 

Chapters 2 (Fieldwork and Worksite) and 3 (Borderlands and Bordertowns) 

continue the thread of introducing concepts, but in this instance the voice changes from 

the theoretical to the journalistic. Chapter 2 describes the ethnographer's entry to the 

field and the way in which this project, which started as a classroom assignment, grew 

somewhat inadvertently into an in-depth research endeavor. The chapter also introduces 

the main protagonists of the story: the Hemtedez Family Plaster Workshop of Nogales, 

Sonora. The basic operations, layout, and production sequence of the Hem^dez's work 

space is described in detail. Chapter 3 introduces the reader to the physical and 

geographical settings in which the investigation took place. It examines the notion of the 

"borderlands" both as a physical and a metaphorical entity and identifies the key socio

economic conditions that frame everyday life in Nogales, Sonora. 

Chapters 4 through through 7 provide textured ethnographic accounts of various 

aspects of the plaster curio industry. These chapters are especially concerned with those 

elements of the primary data that "paint a picture" of the complexities of lived experience 

in the making and buying of plaster figurines. Each chapter attempts to demonstrate a 

particular strategy employed by people in the construction and investment of meaning. 
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Some of the strategies identified in the ethnography are appropriation, expropriation, 

negotiation, and transformation. 

Chapter 4 (Story and Nation) examines the origin and invention of plaster 

moldings in Mexico's craft markets during the 1940s and their subsequent establishment 

as a "border craft." The story of Don Manuel Hemmdez, the patriarch of the Hem^dez 

family, is told in parallel fashion to Mexico's own story of nationalism and tourist 

economic development. The historical context of Mexico's struggle to define a true 

sense of national identity through selective promotion of material and expressive culture 

is discussed in detail. The chapter demonstrates how meanings can be appropriated 

through the mobilization of life narratives that "borrow" plots fi-om official histories 

while at the same establishing their own praxis and interpretative authority. 

Chapter 5 (Perceptions and Metaphors) explores the way makers of plaster curios 

think about their work, their products, and themselves as "border people" (Martinez 

1994). The chapter illustrates how anthropology can be apprehended by research 

participants as an intellectual resource to advance their own goals. The chapter 

demonstrates how meanings can be expropriated through ideologies of value and self-

worth developed relationally; that is, derived from specific social relationships rather than 

fi-om abstract notions of taste and worth. A consideration of issues of quality control, 

bartering relationships with tourist buyers, and the general regard in Mexico for ''cosas de 

fronterd" (border-type-things) are offered as examples. 
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Chapter 6 (Labor and Discipline) examines what it is like to work as an artisan in 

a border workshop. Since decisions about how one makes a living is not always 

something over which many people in the border have control, the work of artisans is 

examined in the context of the border's political-economy. The idealistic notion of 

working with one's hands has been perverted in the border economies by virtue of the 

fact that detailed manual labor of great dexterity and precision is precisely what 

multinational corporations seek in assembly workers south-of-the-border. Being an 

artisan, therefore, is a mode of manual labor that stands in sharp contrast to other kinds of 

waged labor prevalent in the region. A consideration of the benefits and limitations of an 

artisanal mode of production articulated within a capitalist commodity system led the 

workers in the workshop to express some rather brutal critiques against the state. The 

chapter demonstrates how meanings can be transformed through the reflexive process of 

attempting to own one's own labor. 

Chapter 7 (Souvenirs and Shoppers) narrates what the world of a Flea Market 

curio shop feels and sounds like from the vantage point of ethnographic observation. The 

chapter contains references to actual shoppers and their statements, ideologies, and 

perceptions of social structures expressed in the process of shopping. The recording of 

such dialogues, alone, constitutes a breakthrough in anthropological research, or at least, 

a departure from the extant literature. Most critiques of "kitsch" have no subjects; they 

are generalized commentaries without reference to discreet persons behind the categories. 

The narratives presented here contests a number of assumptions about curio consumers. 
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The chapter also includes an extensive review of the most prominent arguments about 

kitsch and consumption. The chapter demonstrates how meanings can be negotiated 

through modes of consumption that attempt to be self-empowering. 

Chapter 8 functions as a conclusion, but it would be more accurate to refer to it as 

a "meditation" on the crucial political implications of the kind of work undertaken and 

expressed through this ethnographic text. In light of the ethnographic evidence in the 

preceding chapters, it retakes the question of marginality and meaning as analytical 

concerns for anthropology. Instead of echoing the now famous question posed by 

Spivak, "can the subaltern speak? (1988), it raises the question; When ordinary people 

speak, who listens? 

The chapter ends with a brief discussion focused on questions of methodology. 

This discussion is an attempt to elaborate further on a recurrent theme throughout the 

manuscript—namely the role of anthropology in the lives of poor people. I conclude the 

work with the argument that the recording of "marginal" points of view (the "small 

voice" of history, as Guha once described it) constitutes the only hopeful terrain still open 

for the renewal of anthropology as a humanistic endeavor in the world today. Lastly, the 

dissertation ends with a Postscript that discusses the condition of the Hernandez Plaster 

Workshop and the tourist market in Nogales, Sonora in the aftermath of the "9/11" event. 
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FIELDWORK AND WORKSITE 

"Un verdadero hombre nunca se cansa" 
(A real man never tires) 

Enrique Alvarez 
(1927-1998) 

Fieldwork 

I approached the counter and addressed politely the woman standing behind it. I 

introduced myself as a researcher from the University of Arizona who was interested in 

the objects she sold at her stand at the flea market. I asked if it would be all right with 

her if I asked her a few questions. She cocked her head to the side, squinted her eyes, and 

replied: "well, we get all kinds of people around here asking all sorts of questions, but 

they are usually tourists from out of town, never anyone from the University." She 

agreed to be interviewed. But she warmed me, we may be interrupted repeatedly by 

customers coming to pay for their purchases or asking questions of their own. 

Linda was a no-nonsense woman; she was very friendly, but also very direct. She 

had not attended college, but she was a savvy businesswoman who had firm convictions 

about the importance of good customer service. In her mid-thirties. White, the mother of 

two children, she worked hard and took pride on the knowledge she had acquired about 

the export of Mexican goods for the tourist market. 
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Linda's stand specialized in the sales of figurines made of Plaster of Paris 

imported from Mexico.^ She sold pieces finished and unfinished. The finished pieces, 

colored with bright commercial paints, were sold as souvenirs or as home and garden 

decorations. The unfinished pieces were sold as hobby crafts, predominantly to a female 

clientele who bought the objects to paint and finish them on their own time. Plaster 

statuary is relatively inexpensive. A decorative vase approximately 26 inches high, 

detailed with gold leaf, sells for $10 dollars. A piggy bank sells for $5 dollars. These are 

retail prices; when the same items are bought at the artisan workshop in Mexico, the price 

is approximately one half to one third less than retail price. This is an industry that trades 

in small currency and therefore depends on volume to make small margins of profit. The 

most expensive piece I ever saw cost $25; it was a large Sun and Moon patio plaque (also 

called Eclipse) which had been touched up with a bronze patina. 

Over the next 18 months, I came back to the shop many times to engage Linda in 

conversation. She was always in the midst of selling, wrapping, tidying up, stocking the 

makeshift shelves she had propped up against the walls, repairing broken pieces, and 

attending to the many new and repeat customers who came either "just to look" or to buy. 

In order to minimize the imposition of my presence at the shop, I began to work there 

whenever I made a visit. I answered customer questions, helped Linda wrap pieces and 

collect money for purchases, and when traffic in the shop was slow, I approached 

' Plaster of Paris is the commercial name of the material otherwise known simply as plaster or gesso, which 
is a mixture of powdered and heat-treated gypsum. 
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customers and asked: "Are you looking for anything in particular? If you have any 

questions, just let me know." 

When I first approached Linda, I was only interested in obtaining a very general 

overview of the operations of her shop. I thought one or two short visits would be all I 

needed to fulfill the requirement of an assignment I had received as a participant on a 

seminar on "the anthropology of the visual arts" taught by Dr. Nancy Parezo at the 

Arizona State Museum. The seminar introduced students to the extensive literature on 

ethnic, native, and primitive art, museum collections, commercialization, and the politics 

of representation around high and low forms of artistic expression. As part of the 

seminar. Dr. Parezo required that students conduct several short field assignments. I had 

already written a short paper on museum gift shops and for my second assignment, I was 

intrigued to find a shop that sold "Southwestern" souvenirs. When I entered the Flea 

Market on the outskirts of Tucson on a Sunday in January 1994, the first stand I saw was 

Linda's. Since I had never seen a shop dedicated exclusively to the sale of plaster 

figurines, I quickly changed my original intent and decided instead to investigate how the 

owners of this stand came to determine that plaster statuary was sufficiently 

commercially successful to be sold and traded on its own. 

Although I was still a few years away from having to meet the requirement of 

conducting original field research for my Ph.D., I found myself coming back to Linda's 

shop more times than I originally anticipated. After each visit, I began to look at the 

landscape of Tucson with different eyes, noticing plaster figurines in places I had never 
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before consciously registered. The conversations and time spent with Linda increased in 

length and frequency, even after I had completed the requirements of my assignment. I 

did not know it right away, but I had begun to slip slowly into a mode of inquiry that 

connected me with Linda and her views on the world in a substantial and sustained way. 

I was, in fact, engaged in "participant-observation," the age-old methodology that 

anthropology had invented. It would take at least another three months of recurrent 

interactions with Linda before I began calling my inquiries at the shop "fieldwork." 

Having entered the graduate program in anthropology with the expectation of some day 

doing fieldwork in a place unfamiliar and "far away," it took me a while to assimilate to 

the idea that I would conduct research close to home. 

After I wrote a short paper on my first encounter with the plaster figurines and the 

Flea Market shop. Dr. Parezo encouraged me to delve deeper into this conspicuous form 

of handicraft and suggested that this could be the topic of my dissertation. At the same 

time, though, she warned me: working in material culture studies of low-grade forms 

such as tourist souvenirs went against the grain of what many in the discipline considered 

"serious" research. Although this judgmental position had been gradually changing over 

the last few years, there were issues of marginality and theoretical oversimplifications 

that I would have to confront if I decided to pursue this work. Dr. Parezo knew of what 

she spoke, for in the late 1970s she became one of a handful of North American 

anthropologists who studied what critics called "airport art" (Grabum 1999). 
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Specifically, she studied the transformation of Navajo sand paintings from religious ritual 

'y 

to commercial art (Parezo 1981). 

On a memo written to Dr. Parezo on February 10,1994,1 wrote: "I have spoken 

to the owner of the store who told me she makes bi-weekly trips to Nogales to buy the 

plaster items, which sell very well. I have heard lots of people comment on the plaster 

items since I first told you about them. They call it everything from "border art" to "bad-

taste-art" to "/o peor del kitsch Mexicand" (the worst of Mexican kitsch). These 

comments come from both Anglos and Mexican nationals, with the latter expressing a 

definite sense of embarrassment about what they consider are "vulgar" popular products." 

Dr. Parezo responded with a long list of suggested readings—the required canonical texts 

for anyone seriously interested in material culture studies, and a simple suggestion: "Do 

a short interview; ask to hang around the people who make them." 

And so I did. As it turns out, Linda was not the owner of the shop. She worked 

for a man named Orville who was a long time fiiend of her family. Orville was a White 

retiree in his late 60s who had decided to get into the business of plaster exports from 

Mexico as an activity to keep himself busy after the loss of his wife. Orville told me that 

through a friend he had met a family of artisans in Nogales who produced plaster 

figurines in their own home-based workshop. He had been buying truckloads of plaster 

items from them for the last couple of years. He sold some of the merchandise at his own 

^ The &st breakthrough in this area was the publication of the book Rthnic and Tourist Arts by Nelson 
Grabum (1976). 
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shop in the flea market and he also wholesaled to other vendors and shops in the Tucson 

area. Orville agreed to take me with him to Nogales and introduce me to the artisans. 

The following week, I was in Nogales with Orville, following the trail of coyote and 

roadrunner back to the workshops where they are imaged in plaster molds for the tourist 

markets of the borderlands. 

Fieldwork can be a disorienting experience. When an anthropologist enters into 

scene, people have been known to put their hands in their pockets, shift their body 

weight, don a mask of polite interest, and establish emotional distance. Sometimes, 

though, the anthropologist's presence is welcomed with such levels of sincere 

conviviality that the conventional apprehensions about the encoimter between researcher 

and informant seem to fade away. 

This is how I felt upon first meeting Meno Hem^dez, the leader of the 

Hernandez Plaster Crafts Workshop of Nogales, Sonora. Like in so many other small, 

seemingly accidental encounters up to that point, I had underestimated how willing 

people in the curio industry were to talk about these objects and their meanings in their 

lives. When Orville introduced me to Meno, his initial reaction was similar to Linda's. 

He shook my hand gently and said: "I don't know if I have the information you are 

looking for; there's really not much to say, but I will tell you everything I know." 

From February 1994 through June 1996,1 visited the Hernandez workshop every 

two to three weeks; altogether, I made approximately 36 visits to the workshop. I spent 

most of my time there interviewing Meno, his father Don Manuel, his two brothers Lalo 
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and Raiil, and other workers in the workshop (Figure 2.1). Except for the interviews with 

Don Manuel, all other interviews took place while the men were working. Occasionally, 

I helped around the workshop touching up small pieces, handing paints and brushes to the 

artisans, or counting items being loaded into wholesale trucks. The majority of my time, 

however, was spent observing, taking notes, and "hanging out" with the men while they 

went about their tasks in the workshop.^ I also spent a lot of time photographing the 

work process, an activity that the artisans welcomed and encouraged. Whenever I went 

to visit the Hem^dez Workshop, I also usually stopped at the tourist district in 

downtown Nogales to observe and document transactions of curio sales to tourists. In 

many of these occasions, I engaged sellers and peddlers in informal conversations about 

the products and the industry. 

During August and September of 1995,1 increased the frequency of my visits to 

the workshop in preparation for an exhibition on the border curio industry that I 

organized and curated for a gallery in Nogales, Arizona. Over the course of two months, 

' There was a gender dimension to these exchanges. While women have been known to work in plaster in 
other workshops throughout the border, the craft is ahnost exclusively a male occupation. On one 
occasion, I asked Raiil whether a woman had ever worked at the Workshop and he replied: "well, only 
women anthropologists." He went on to explain that it was necessary to diminish the risk of sexual 
tensions among workers (he referred to this as a "conflict"). He told me: "We have you here among us 
because, well, we respect you and we hold you m high esteem, but women would be distracting to the eye 
and an artisan cannot be distracted that way, because we have to pay attention to our work." I understood 
from these statements that Raul and the workers associated the intellectual nature of my intervention in the 
workshop as a higher form of engagement that militated against a sexualization of our interactions and 
resulted in "respect" and "esteem" instead of "distraction." This position reinforces a gendered hierarchical 
division between occupations of the mind versus manual labor; the former is associated with Reason and 
man and the latter is associated with bodily practices, disorder, and woman. Another factor contributing to 
the gender neutrality that the artisans granted me was the fact that I was at the time a married woman and 
my husband had often accompanied me to the Workshop and had established his own relationship with the 
workers. 



Figure 2.1 - The Hernandez brothers-left to right, Raul, Meno, and Lalo-at their 
"Taller" in Nogales, Sonora. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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I traveled between Tucson and Nogales several times a week to transport plaster items 

back and forth, to check on the accuracy of facts and notations, and to work with the 

gallery representatives on the logistics of the exhibition. The exhibition played an 

important role in the development of this ethnography. Instead of being the culmination 

of a research project, as is the case with many exhibits, the exhibition took place during 

fieldwork while key areas of the investigation were still undefined. 

As an investigative tool integral to the experience of fieldwork, the exhibition 

provided a public vehicle to work out in non-textual format theoretical problems centered 

on the question of representing the curio industry in juxtaposition to works of art. It also 

gave people in the communities of Nogales and Tucson the opportunity to respond to the 

presentation of curios in an art setting. Comments from a notebook in the gallery and 

from gallery audiences shaped my thinking about plaster curios and added to the depth of 

the research data. Several of the topics of this dissertation were first conceptualized 

through visual installations created for the exhibition. Elaborating textually what was 

first apprehended visually proved to be a challenge of its own in the writing of this 

ethnography. 

By the summer of 1996, my intense fieldwork stopped, but I stayed in touch with 

the Hernandez family. I had collected a lot of information over the past two years; I had 

taken photos, recorded conversations, produced the exhibit, and taken many pages of 

notes. During the time of fieldwork, I also submitted myself to a harsh regime of 

reading; I wrote at least two extensive papers "testing" some of my ideas, received 
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extensive feedback from several professors, and made a number of oral presentations to 

classes about my research. When I completed my requirements at the University, I 

decided to return home to California. 

After a two-year hiatus, I returned to Nogales in April of 1998. I spent a week in 

the workshop revisiting and reminiscing with Lalo, Raul, and Meno about my previous 

visits. On that occasion, I recorded additional conversations and took more photos. In 

this ethnography, I use the real names of the Hernandez family and of Linda and Orville. 

When I interviewed buyers or other shop keepers, I kept their identities anonymous. 

Since I see this ethnography as a work of documentation, I thought it important to enter 

into the ethnographic record the actual identities of the protagonists of this story. I have, 

of course, obtained the permission of my collaborators to reveal their true identities. 

The stories, anecdotes, and excerpts of conversations are re-told in the text exactly 

as they were told to me. Only in one instance, I felt the need to change a few details. 

That decision, not surprisingly, was in reference to a nvimber of less-than-pleasant 

incidents with governmental entities. Although my collaborators did not instruct me to 

consider the details of such incidents "off the record," I feel that the point of the story can 

be made without disclosing the embarrassing details. This incident, however, reveals 

how aesthetics and symbolic considerations cannot be divorced from material realities (or 

meaning from social structures) in the understanding of life in the border. Finally, the 

ethnographic work was conducted bilingually. With tourists, Linda, Orville, and most 

people "ife este lado" (on this side), the majority of conversations were in English. With 
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the Hem&idez family and other artisans all conversations were in Spanish. For purposes 

of clarity, I have decided to translate most of the Spanish quotes and place them in 

English in the narrative. I have only included quotes or words in Spanish when I felt that 

the translation was not able to capture the intent or tone of the original utterance. 

The Hernandez Workshop 

To arrive at the Hemtodez Plaster Crafts Workshop in Nogales, Sonora,'^ pass the 

Border Crossing Station, follow the main traffic artery towards Hermosillo, turn right 

towards the hills, swirl around several residential streets, and make a right turn onto 

Puerto Rico Street. Midway down the block, you will see two small houses painted in 

aquamarine green. Unless you happen to come by when a truck is loading a wholesale 

order or a buyer has stopped by to discuss business, the front doors will be locked. All 

the activity happens in the backyard. 

You can enter through the side metal latch that protects an area that was once the 

driveway of the house. The house on the left serves as central headquarters for the 

Workshop. In the house on the right lives the widow of Don Manuel, the mother to the 

three Hem^dez brothers. The location is convenient, because she cooks breakfast and 

lunch for her sons and sometimes for the other workers in the Taller. The houses show 

signs of decay: the front door of the business house is coming off its hinges; the door on 

the other house has been condemned, only the back door is fimctional. The paint is 

The name in Spanish inscribed on a rubber stamp that Mefio uses on his sales invoices is "Centra 
Artesanal de Figuras de Yeso." 
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flaking; the bathroom plumbing in the business house has stopped working; the small 

rooms inside are cluttered and dusty; light is scarce, and Meno has a hard time finding a 

pencil amidst the chaos of papers, broken statuary, last year's calendar, and empty bottles 

of Squirt or Coca-Cola crowding the desk in what is supposed to be the Taller's 

"business office." 

Sometimes the side latch door is locked and the front door is closed. You don't 

know how to get in. You start yelling out greetings and calling Meno's name, hoping 

that today the volume of the communal radio in the back is low and someone will hear 

you. When Mefto opens the front door, his hands are usually covered in paint or plaster 

residue. He quickly wipes them on his pants and stretches his hand for a handshake. 

Meno is a heavy-set man, with a broad face and a shy smile. He always looks you in the 

eye, with the sincere and relaxed stare of someone without ulterior motives. His voice is 

deep and raspy; he speaks hesitantly, often repeating himself after he has just made a 

statement, as if to confirm to himself what he just said. He tends to nod in agreement 

when someone speaks to him; a habit that has nothing to do with whether he agrees or 

not. Being polite is one of the things he is best known for. 

The men's clothes are always splattered with plaster chips and swatches of color. 

A peculiar chemical smell saturates the air at the Workshop. Plaster is a natural 

substance, but it is hard to say what effects the everyday inhalation of dust particles may 

have in the long-term health of these workers. Fortunately, for the most part they work in 

open-air spaces. More potentially dangerous than plaster dust are probably the 
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commercial paints and glosses the artisans use to decorate the pieces. The Hem^dez 

workshop is unique in the quality paint and finish of their plaster sculptures. A piece 

produced here is always sure to shine with the brightest colors and "6rr7/o" (gloss). 

The Hem^dez Family Plaster Workshop was established in Nogales, Sonora in 

1957 by Don Manuel Hernandez Mateos. For the last 45 years, without interruption, the 

workshop has been the main source of income for the Hem^dez family and some of 

their relatives. It is hard to imagine any kind of small business lasting almost half a 

century, but in the volatile, shifting environment of a bordertown this is indeed a 

remarkable accomplishment. Meno, Lalo, and Raul began working alongside their father 

when they were children. Functioning between the classic manner of a family artisanal 

mode of production and a small artisanal workshop with wage earners, work at the Taller 

has provided both opportunities and limitations for the Hernandez children (Novelo 

1993). 

For example, Raul, the oldest, did not attend school in order to stay home and 

help his father in the workshop. Raul is a very intelligent man; sharp, witty, well 

informed, and full of intellectual curiosity, yet he does not know how to read or write. 

The two yoimger brothers, Lalo and Meno, did attend school. Although his academic 

preparation is minimal, it was enough to make Meno responsible for keeping the business 

books and serving in general as the "director" of the Taller operations. Raul is in a very 

obvious way the most outgoing and quick on his feet of the three brothers, but his 

illiteracy has prevented him from playing a more direct role in the direction of the family 
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business. Raul defers to Meno on all business matters. Lalo is quiet and has a 

melancholic personality; he told me once that he would have liked to become an artist but 

that the need to work at the family workshop prevented him for pursuing that path. He 

has been able to satisfy that personal longing by becoming well known in the region as a 

master restorer of religious figures. 

When Don Manuel retired, Meno became the head of the workshop. Although at 

different moments in their lives one or two of the brothers have pursued temporarily other 

occupations, they always came back to the workshop as their main means of earning a 

living. Every single time that they have ventured into other forms of employment has 

been as a result of a decline in the business, mostly due to devaluations on the Mexican 

peso or economic downturns in the US economy which affected the tourism industry. 

For the most part, however, tourist traffic in Nogales has been steady and 

predictable. This predictability is tied to the continuous appeal of Arizona as a "winter 

haven" for people from the very cold North states. The "tourist season" in Nogales 

begins in November and ends by April. The months between May and October are 

usually too hot in the desert for people to travel here. The Hem^dez brothers struggle 

through the summer months and eagerly anticipate the arrival of Fall and Winter for the 

tourists to begin arriving in large numbers. It is not atypical of small retail operations, 

even in the United States, to make up to 75% of all their profits for the year during the 

December holiday season. The same is largely true at the Hem^dez curio workshop. 
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The workshop employs the three Hernandez brothers, two of their yoxinger sons, 

and anywhere from 3 to 6 additional workers, depending on the season and the demand. 

One of the non-Hemtodez workers is a man who has worked at the workshop for 25 

years. He is no longer called by his name, but by the moniker ''compadre"—the extended 

family liaison established through the baptism of a child. The workshop functions 

Monday through Saturday, for approximately 6 to 8 hours a day. The money the men 

make through their work here, waged or self-earned, is enough to get by in Nogales, but 

it is definitely not abundant. The socio-economic status of the Hem^dez is one of 

moderate poverty; perhaps more accurately, they are what is known in the United States 

as "the working poor." 

This means that they have a place to live; they can buy the food they need; their 

wives and children dress modestly but well; they own basic home appliances; they have a 

phone; they can celebrate special occasions like children's birthday parties; and 

occasionally they can make repairs and improvements to their houses. But they cannot 

take a vacation; buy a car; indulge in luxury items such as computers for their children; 

got to concerts or restaurants; or put money aside every month in a savings account. If 

they lived in the United States, they would probably have a hard time buying health 

insurance. Yet, as vulnerable as a curio cottage industry can be against the external 

factors that affect the flow of tourists in Nogales, the Henmdez live relatively better than 

many workers in the export assembly plants known as maquiladoras. 
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Work in the Hernandez Plaster Workshop is divided into five sequential stages of 

production: (1) molding; (2) priming; (3) drying; (4) painting; and (5) detailing. 

Molding. Each one of the figurines produced at the workshop is a reproduction 

from a mold. The Hernandez continuously make new molds of sculptural pieces that 

they think would sell well. The sculptural pieces or statuary that they copy come from a 

variety of sources; they may be a new clay vessel from Oaxaca recently arrived at a fine 

craft store; or a new action figure produced by Disney; or a decorative angel produced by 

a large retailer. In some workshops, artisans who are skilled in sculpture shape into 

three-dimensional forms images from comic books or video games. Those original 

molds are reproduced and circulated from workshop to workshop throughout the border; 

whoever can get them sooner is in a better position to profit from the reproduction. 

The most remarkable and enigmatic aspect of the plaster curio industry is the 

speed with which new images appear. It is as if plaster artisans have a secret 

underground network that feeds the latest toy, movie hero, or Hallmark card theme, back 

to the border within hours or days of its release. The fact is that the chain of symbolic 

production that connects border curio artisans to the tastes of North American consumers 

is remarkably efficient. Border plaster curios constitute a veritable, up-to-date "catalogue 

of mass taste" (McAllister 1995). 

A mold is a hollow form made out of two halves. The men mix the plaster in dust 

form with water to obtain the amount and consistency that they need (Figure 2.2). Plaster 

or gesso (commercially known as Plaster of Paris) is a mixture of powdered and heat-



Figure 2.2. - As a first step in the production process, the artisan mixes plaster in powder 
form with water. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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treated gypsum. Gypsum (calcium sulfate dehydrate) can be fotind in a variety of forms 

as natural deposits. When heated and deprived of its moisture, gypsum forms the 

substance commonly known as plaster. Plaster can be the material cast in a mold or the 

material of the mold itself. 

There are large deposits of gypsum in Sonora; the plaster used by the Hemmdez 

workshop is processed locally and therefore very affordable. If it were not, it would be 

very easy to obtain plaster in large commercial quantities, although the price would be 

higher. When it dries, plaster hardens to a smooth solid, which does not shrink or lose 

volume because the hardening occurs before all the water can evaporate. Therefore, 

plaster does not need to be fired the way clay does. 

Plaster is a very common building material, as well as a versatile medium in 

sculpture dating back to 1,800 B.C. when it was found in some Egyptian vessels. The 

term plaster is sometimes used as a synonym for stucco, which is the finest and whitest 

type of plaster commonly used for modeling and molding. Sometimes a mixture of sand, 

dirt and straw, which is the same set of ingredients in adobe, is also called "plaster." 

Plaster can be painted when it is dry or mixed with pigments while still wet, as in fresco 

painting. To ensure longevity, the surface of a plaster sculpture must be sealed to keep 

dirt from building up in the pores of the material. Among the artists especially known for 

their use of plaster were Auguste Rodin, Marcel Duchamp, and the American sculptors 

George Segal and Claes Oldenburg.^ 

' Most of the information above was obtained from the online Art Dictionary www.artlex.com. 

http://www.artlex.com
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After the artisan makes the plaster mix, the substance in liquid form is poured into 

the mold to obtain the desired shape or figure (Figure 2.3). Large rubber bands are used 

to hold the two halves together (Figure 2.4). The molds used at the workshop consist of 

two parts, a soft inside rubber liner that allows the newly poured object to be peeled away 

from the mold after it is solid (Figure 2.5); and the external cast of the mold, which is 

hard and is made of plaster itself After the liquid plaster is poured into the mold, the 

artisan rocks the mold to make sure the substance is distributed evenly inside the mold 

(Figure 2.6). 

A fimdamental step of quality control gets introduced at this early stage in the 

reproduction process. When the new piece is pulled from the mold, excess plaster chunks 

or residues are likely to show in the figurine. This is almost an inevitable consequence of 

the molding process. Workshops lacking concern for quality, mostly interested in quick 

mass reproduction with no pride of craftsmanship, will not bother to clean the excess in 

the molded pieces. Thus, one can find plaster pieces in curio shops in which the details 

in the original sculpture are distorted or deformed. The Hemmdez Workshop stands 

apart for the quality of its work. This means that once the piece is removed from the 

mold, artisans shape and clean the details of the sculpture by hand, one by one (Figures 

2.7). 

Priming. Another quality control step in the Hemtodez Workshop involves the 

application of a primer before pieces are painted. A primer is an undercoating paint 



Figure 2.3 - Liquid plaster mix is poured into a hollow mold. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.4 - Large rubber bands hold together the half-molds. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.5 - A rubber liner is used to prevent the new plaster figure from sticking to the 
plaster mold. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.6 - The artisan rocks the mold to make sure that the plaster mix is evenly 
distributed. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.7 - Artisan cleans plaster residues from a piece just separated from the mold. 
Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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applied to a surface to seal it, thus creating a better bond and providing a more smooth 

ground for painting. Again, many plaster curios statues are painted directly on the 

molded piece. The paint job fades and chips quickly, especially when exposed to rain or 

direct sunshine. This is important because the majority of plaster statuary is used as 

garden decorations. At the Hem^dez Workshop, priming (fondeo in Spanish) has been 

assigned its own area and personnel. Pieces are either bathed completely in a priming 

basic color, either black or white, or hand-primed and sanded (Figures 2.8 and 2.9). 

Drying. One of the advantages of working with plaster, as the artisans who 

invented the plaster curio industry would tell you, is that unlike clay it does not need 

special equipment or time to be fired. Good sunshine is all that plaster needs to dry 

properly; this is always in ample supply in Nogales. In order to accelerate production, 

however, the Hernandez Workshop has created a special drying room in the back 

equipped with a room heater. Nonetheless, the usual practice at the Hernandez shop is to 

lay out the objects to dry in the sun (Figure 2.10). 

Painting. The heart and soul of a plaster figurine are its vibrant colors. At the 

Hem^dez Workshop painting is reserved for the experienced artisans; namely, only the 

three brothers and the compadre. In this sense, the workshop follows the division of 

labor or traditional artisanal workshops where the most rewarding creative activities are 

reserved for the master artisans. Each painting artisan gets to have his own designated 

worktable or work area, in which he can keep the tools he is most comfortable using. 

Painting is accomplished in one of two ways: by the use of an airbrush for small pieces 



Figure 2.8 - In the "priming" stage of production, a plaster figure is bathed in black paint 
mixed with adhesive to seal the pores on the surface. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.9 - An artisan sands a "Pancho" figure in preparation for painting. Photograph 
by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.10 - Plaster figurines dry in the sun in the patio of the Hernandez Workshop. 
Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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(Figures 2.11); or by use of a paint gun for larger pieces (Figure 2.12). Chapter 5 

expands on the conceptual importance the Hem^dez assign to painting and quality 

control as part of their self-representation as artesanos. 

Detailing. Lalo and Raul have achieved the honors of being the master detailers 

at the Hem^dez Workshop (Figures 2.13 and 2.14). Detailing includes small hand-

painted sections of certain pieces, but also the finishing touches to create specific effects. 

For example, in order to create the illusion of fur on plaster coyotes, the figurine is 

painted two times; a beige base covered by a light coffee-color layer. After the second 

color has dried, the piece is rubbed with cheesecloth soaked in gasoline to erase the 

coffee-color layer, leaving only speckles in between the pores on the surface of the piece. 

Indeed, the completed piece gives off the desired illusion of fur. 

Because plaster molding is a relatively low-capital and low-skill operation, it has 

lent itself to be tried by many speculators. The Hernandez brothers face an interesting 

dilemma: they have infused their plaster curio work with a level of commitment to 

quality and pride of craftsmanship that is not only rare in their business, but sometimes 

antagonistic to the demands for depersonalized mass production, which fees the curio 

industry. The genesis of this peculiar dilemma is the traditional artisanal mode of 

production that they have so deliberately embraced (and copied) to make their living and 

reproduce themselves as workers and as artesanos. 



Figure 2.11 - The ''compadre" adds color with an airbrush to a Mickey Mouse. 
Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.12 - Meno uses a spray gun to paint a large decorative vessel. Photograph by M. 
Alvarez. 



Figure 2.13 - Raul details a Kokopeli hanging figure. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 



Figure 2.14 - Meno's son, Manuel, applies details to a large plaster gecko. Photograph 
by M. Alvarez. 
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The chapters that follow take the reader into the world of the Hernandez family as 

they struggle to make sense aesthetically, ideologically, and practically of the 

contradictions which they have partly opted to set in motion and partly received as part of 

the social and political structure of work and labor in a bordertown. 
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CHAPTERS 

BORDERLANDS AND 
BORDERTOWNS 

"Nonetheless, what is most surprising about 
the boundaiy is its power to divide. ..it can be 

crossed but never ignored." 

William Langewiesche (1995:17) 

Borderlands 

Driving south from Tucson, the border announces itself in spurs and somersaults. 

Signs of the impending boundary are everywhere: mint-green Border Patrol trucks 

establish watch on the side of the road; the white adobe walls of the San Xavier and 

Tumacacori missions are stark reminders of relationships established 400 years ago; 

handicrafts in the tourist stopover called Tubac (Arizona) anticipate the curio shops of 

narrow-streets and baroque arcades in Nogales (Sonora). The southbound driver 

recognizes that she is leaving one country and preparing to enter another through 

unmistakable codes of difference that reveal themselves in small things. Green road 

signs announce the distance to the International Crossing Station in kilometers instead of 

miles. The expressway stretches like a long hardened vein that leads from one 

cosmopolitan world to another.' 

' This metaphor evokes what artist Judy Baca has called the process of hxmian flows and experiences 
becoming hardened through the literal pouring of concrete to m^k boundaries. Baca's work as a muralist 
in the City of Los Angeles provides the context for her insights into this transformation (see 
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The first thing one notices is the vastness of the land; in what human mind could 

it have ever occurred that slicing this desert into two distinct nations, political units, 

economic systems, was the rational thing to do? But here they are, in their overwhelming 

materiality: first, the desert and then, the steel fence (Figure 3.1). Two different 

alchemies; two different ways to write History. 

Yet, one of the remarkable features of the greater area known as "the borderlands" 

or "the Southwest" is how relatively easy historical liabilities were transformed, 

especially in the popular imagination, into "exotic, mysterious assets" (Rodriguez 

1994:145). Consider, for example, the following factors: the rugged, isolated material 

conditions of the area (deserts, rivers, valleys, mesas, canyons, and a mountain range); 

the social and racial inequality of its human populations; the antagonistic and violent 

history of its conquest; the ideologies of expansionism and "progress" of the Spanish 

Crown and of Manifest Destiny respectively. It is nothing short of extraordinary that all 

these elements combined to make this region "awesome and transcendent" instead of 

simply intolerable (Ibid; see also Herzog 1990). 

The US-Mexico border has been described as an "intercultural world unto itself 

(Saldivar 1997:5). The thesis that the border constitutes a "third country" has been 

debated by geographers and public policy makers for several decades (Miller 1981). One 

www.sparcmurals.orgV Similarly, Chicana poet Loma Dee Cervantes (1981) writes about the construction 
of the 280 Freeway in San Jose, California, as a literal and a symbolic "hardening" and "slicing" upon the 
Mexican American barrio in which she grew up. In the same light, when the border between Mexico and 
the United States in the region of Sonora was drawn, it made "little hydrologic or human sense; it carved up 
the Santa Cruz and San Pedro River basins and divided indigenous peoples" (Ingran et. al 1995:30). For a 
consideration of urban zoning as a negotiation of identity, see Mike Davis 2000. 



Figure 3.1 - View of the border fence dividing Ambos Nogales. Photograph by M. 
Alvarez. 
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side of this debate assumes that at the core, neither Washington nor the Distrito Federal, 

really "get" or care about what happens here. Others insist that this is historically 

inaccurate; that both the United States and Mexico have much at stake in securing each 

side of the boundary towards their own national interests (cf. Pastor and Castafieda 1989). 

The truth most likely lies in a combined version of both arguments. 

The fact is, in many ways, state actions "make" the border (Heyman 1994). Even 

after the border was officially created in 1848, the political boundary was enforced 

sporadically and at the convenience of state interests. Whenever those interests, for one 

reason or another, decided temporarily to "leave the border alone" people in the region 

went about their business with a remarkable ordinariness. But as the 20^ century 

unfolded, the border became a tangible "artifact" imposed upon the human populations 

and the natural geography of the area (Alvarez 1995:463). 

The border region is too important economically and geopolitically to be ignored. 

At the same time, the area is always reinventing itself anew through the shuffling of a 

power triad involving varying configurations of capital, commodities, and labor (NACLA 

1999). Throughout the 20^ century, the economies of bordertowns were characterized by 

a profound vulnerability to "convulsive booms and busts" (Lorey 1999:2).^ Signs of 

similar cycles of uneven prosperity and decay are already apparent in the first few years 

of the 21®* century. While on the one hand it may be tempting to romanticize the flux and 

^ The literature on the economic development of the border region is extensive and highly developed as a 
field of study. Lorey (1999) and Martinez (1988) provide two very accessible introductions, which readers 
are encouraged to consult. 
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furor of border life as an existential lesson, on the other hand, the sordid realities of a 

place literally "fenced in" or entrenched in marginalization are not to be taken lightly. 

Being close to the United States represents for Mexicans and fronterizos today, as it did 

in the mid-1800s, both "an opportunity and a problem" (Bustamante 1992). 

The debate over the singularity of the border has not been simply semantic. Vital 

matters of everyday life such as water supply, sewage treatment plants, environmental 

regulations, transportation systems, local law enforcement, commerce, housing, and 

employment are central to cooperation agreements between policy makers on both sides 

of the binational divide (Fernandez 1989; Ingran et. al 1995). 

In the last two decades, the United States government has grown increasingly 

nervous about the border as a "problem region" (Heyman 2001:54). Cyclical shifts in 

capitalism and the resulting tectonic demographic changes in the US Southwest have 

resulted in increasing fears of decline among the US middle classes. Such fears have 

awakened the not-too-sleepy giants of intolerance and ethnocentrism, especially in those 

states most vulnerable to the "invading hordes" from the Brown-South. Liberals and 

conservatives alike have pushed the US Federal government to "micro-manage" the 

border through an increasingly large number of regulatory and surveillance agencies 

(Ibid). For anyone who doubts the material consequences of cultural perceptions, a close 

look at the rapid militarization of the US-Mexico border in the last decade should provide 

a convincing argument. 
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The notion of a "third country" has also been invoked metaphorically. 

Proponents of this approach see in the hybridity of border life an apt metaphor for the 

complexities of our times. Border theorist Gloria Anzaldua draws a distinction between 

the notions of "border" and "borderlands." She states; "a border is a dividing line, a 

narrow strip along a steep edge. A borderland is a vague and undetermined place created 

by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary" (1987:3). The metaphor of "border 

crossings" is also invoked as a sign of the epoch. The idea of transgressing established 

social boundaries feeds into an alternative imaginary of who we are and how we relate to 

one another in times of rapid economic and social transformations (cf Rosaldo 1989). 

In spite of evidence to the contrary (i.e. people continue to want to "die" for their 

country), contemporary intellectuals continue to theorize social reality based on notions 

of an increasingly "deterritorialized" world. In such a world, presumably, borderlands 

and border-crossings logically become two of the preferred metaphors to reference the 

variety of social hierarchies involving racial, sexual, gender, and class differences that 

frame people's existence (Alvarez 1995). 

But while the border metaphor can be suitably poignant to describe complex 

social conditions (Calderon and Saldivar 1991), in some instances the literal (and literary) 

application of such metaphors can seem inflated. Among certain intellectual circles, 

exaggerated use of rhetoric and figures of speech comes across like a perverse pleasure in 

and of itself, which tells the reader very little about life conditions in the region (cf 

Michaelsen and Johnson 1997). For example, when the borderlands are described as the 
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place where "NAFTA and Kafka cohabit" or as an "infected wound: half a bloc from the 

end of Western civilization," what kind of instructive commentary can follow? (Stavans 

1998; Gomez-Pefia 1993) 

Anthropologist and border scholar Alejandro Lugo argues that the phrase "border-

crossing" has become "overly optimistic" when applied in the context of contemporary 

cultural studies (2001:355). The reason this optimism is unwarranted, Lugo states, is 

because border inspections are actually more pervasive and common than border 

crossings in the lives of the majority of people at the physical border. The ambiguity of 

border experiences that appeals to North American intellectuals is hardly tolerated at the 

inspection stations that police the boundaries of nation-states. 

Border scholar Josiah Heyman makes a similar point when he argues that cultural 

critics may be missing an all-too-obvious point: when "border images" are used to 

remark on life experiences in the metropolitan centers of the world, are writers not 

presuming that readers know what the border implies? (1994). In other words, without 

ever having lived or worked under the constant specter of a policed and militarized 

border, do people in Seattle, Montana, and Ohio really know what crossing the border is 

•J 

Uke? The contemporary border, some critics tend to forget, was not too long ago also a 

"frontier"~a dangerous place, an "outpost of the civilized polis" where "the struggle of 

^ For the same reasons, civil rights advocates and many Chicanos a few years ago found offensive the ad 
campaign for the fast-food chain Taco Bell, which encouraged people to "run for the border." In a similar 
insensitive faux paux, the California-based restaurant chain Chevy's designed a campaign to promote their 
"Fresh-Mex" food; ads promoting Fresh-Mex featured police dogs in a raid trying to find out imposters 
who were not truly "fresh." Civil rights groups protested the use of a law-enforcement image to promote 
Mexican food. 
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human beings against the wilderness assumes a particularly harsh form" (Alonso 

1995:15). 

Nonetheless, the arguments over the metaphorical versus the physical border 

coalesce into one point of agreement: the border is both a place and an idea. In both 

forms, it embodies a peculiar kind of contradiction that resonates with the world as most 

of us know it today. Hence, while there is a localizable border defined by "the territorial 

nature of state activities," the cultural slippage of border-type-experiences has become 

widespread in urban centers in both Mexico and the United States (Heyman 1994). The 

phenomenon associated with the world capitalist system known as "globalization" has 

resulted, if not in an absolute effacement of territorial boundaries, in at least a partial 

experience of "there" being "here" and the "here" being "everywhere" (King 1997). 

Curios provide fertile ground to empirically demonstrate the impact of such flows of 

power. 

Border curios embody the paradoxes of globalization. They represent a valuable 

index of ideological and economic changes in contemporary societies. Plaster figurines 

in particular are emblematic of the types of cheap/fast/hybrid transactions made possible 

by new conditions of global exchange. Because plaster figurines emanate from border 

settings, when they "travel" they take the border with them, so to speak. Curios bring out 

to public light the paradoxical tension between heterogeneous and homogeneous effects 

on cultural experiences brought upon by globalization. For instance, under new global 

conditions of time-space compression (Harvey 1990), Bart Simpson plaster figurines 
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appear simultaneously in markets in Tijuana, Bangkok, and Paris. Hence, one derives the 

conclusion that cultural representation has become border-less; it is heterogeneous, and 

not bound by territory or social essence."* Yet, the same observation can lead one to 

conclude that in fact homogeneity is what ensues from these new types of global flows, 

for in the end the street markets of Tijuana, Bangkok, and Paris look remarkably similar. 

The border, therefore, can be considered an instructive entity for what happens 

elsewhere. Perhaps where cultural criticism falls short is not in metaphorizing the border, 

but in assuming that such processes of meaning-making are the exclusive prerogative of 

intellectuals. The people who live in border settings and who confront border inspections 

on a daily basis have much to contribute to the theoretical extrapolations of border 

experiences. Mefto Hernandez, for example, was always remarking to me about how his 

cousins in Guadalajara could notice differences in their toiarist markets in the last few 

years through the increasing flows of "border-type-things." We often talked about how 

plaster figurines were invading markets previously reserved for "fine crafts" and of how 

the world was changing in general. Our discussions often included analyses about the 

Another example that helps make my point: the cover of the 1997 Routledge edition of anthropologist 
Michael Taussig's difficult but fascinating book The Magic of the State, features a photograph of serialized 
plaster figurines representing the three principal deities of an indigenous religious movement in Latin 
America. There is no credit for the photo, but I think I am correct in presuming that it was supplied to the 
publisher by Taussig himself Although Taussig does not engage the question of plaster reproductions in 
the same way I do in this dissertation, the curios represented on the cover image represent an intriguing, 
silent subtext throughout his ethnography. Taussig does include in his book a chapter entitled "Kitsch is 
Where Fear Locks with the Mute Absurd" where, in his characteristic (and much condemned) writing style, 
he hints at the ghostly presence of curious in the Active Latin American country he describes. I return to 
Taussig's work in the concluding chapter of this manuscript. 
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role of maquilas in the border and the changing political-economy of Nogales throughout 

his lifetime. 

I don't recall ever using the word "globalization" to refer to those changes, but the 

phenomenon which this academic word attempts to describe was certainly not beyond 

Meno's comprehension. In fact, it was more real for him than for a cosmopolitan 

stockbroker in Los Angeles, for Meno and his family have little on which to "fall back" 

if, and when, global markets collapse or capital flows slow down. Just as much as an 

incontrovertible physical reality sanctioned by policies of nation-states define the border 

as a conundrum, in the same way symbolic disparities are no less dramatic or real. 

Hence, the border presents itself as a place always exploding into a dizzying array 

of cultural signs. For example, youth in Tijuana concoct a new musical experiment 

called Nortec and throw parties attended by thousands of hip Angelinos and San Diegans. 

The Nortec Collective has redesigned the stereotype of the "Mexican bandido " into a 

cool, ironic, logo featuring the cultural icon with blazing guns on CD covers, t-shirts, 

concert posters, and art works that are exhibited in the avant-garde galleries of San 

Francisco. Get close to the border or to "extended border communities" in Redwood 

City, California, Denver, Colorado, or Chicago, Illinois, and signs of cultural pastiche 

proliferate everywhere, but especially among the 20-something generation: handbags 

made out of kitchen oil cloth, greeting cards reproducing Mexican movie posters from the 

1940s, Frida Kahlo earrings, Virgen de Guadalupe night lamps, date books emblazoned 

with Loteria motifs. At the megalithic annual San Francisco Gift Shows (when three 
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times a year products for the "gift retail market" are introduced and promoted) there is no 

limit as to what new ideas for Mexican or Borderlands "pop retro" gift items one might 

find. 

The material culture bom out of border hybridity forces itself as an insidious 

undercurrent unto the social landscape of cities in the binational metropolises. It is a 

stubborn and inescapable presence laced with humor and irony. In the San Francisco Bay 

Area, a powerful radio station that calls itself "la Mexicamsima " (the most Mexican), 

drives a wedge with its Norteno music style into the antiseptical order of Silicon Valley. 

An aesthetic of excess and recycled iconography defines border-type-things as a favored 

style of early-21®* century bohemia. The contrasting cultural elements usually associated 

with bordertowns pair up with a broader and residual Latin American Modernism to 

create a new artistic imaginary. The result is what some critics call an "ultra-baroque" 

world of goods, tastes, and social practices (Armstrong 2000). 

But in spite of the proliferation of allegories and cultural vignettes, neither as 

place nor as metaphor is it easy to sum up or define what life in the borderlands is like. 

While popular accounts and journalistic reports about the region predominantly refer to a 

single signifier, namely "the border," its heterogeneity is notorious. In a material and 

physical sense, the border is an ensemble of divergent institutions, bureaucracies, patterns 

of industrial development, environmental laws, urban zoning ordinances, natural 

resources, and demographics. The border's economic development corresponds with 

cycles of upward and downward movements along "commodity chains" that encompass 
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"the exploitation of raw materials, labor, its reproduction, levels of processing, 

transportation, and consumption" within a capitalist world-system of unequal exchange 

(Weaver 2001:106). Mexican intellectual Carlos Monsivais has called this system of 

articulations a "global savage capitalism" (NACLA 1999). 

The very real and not-so-soft underbelly of material border life is in constant 

negotiation with the aesthetic and subjective discharges that make life meaningful, or 

simply make life what it is, in these contact zones. In a symbolic and subjective sense, an 

assortment of contradictions is quite palpable. The people who live here do not regard 

the social landscape of this area in a monolithic way (Aguirre 2002; Vila 2000). 

Nortenos, Fronterizos, Chicanos, Mexican-Americans, recien-llegados, undocumented 

workers, seasonal migrants—each one of these groups have multiple and conflicting 

relationships with the ideas of nation, race, and citizenship that define border identity 

(Maciel and Herrera-Sobek 1998). 

A stratified system of social classes complicates how "border people" weave in 

and out of different periods of economic expansions and contractions (Martinez 1988; 

Velez Ib^ez 1996). For example, in places like Monterey, Nuevo Le6n, upper middle 

classes have been engaged in the active construction of a sophisticated modernization 

since the 19"^ century (Bunker 1997). A discriminating taste for high-quality consumer 

goods, selected American educational institutions, and "la buena vida " (the comfortable 

life) has been part of the lifestyle of Northern elites in Chihuahua, Sonora, and Nuevo 

Le6n since the mid 1800s. Upper class Sonorans have more in common with upper class 
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Americans from Santa Barbara, California, than with other Mexicans. At the same time, 

a marginal, informal economy characterized by severe levels of underemployment thrives 

in the border. Hundreds of thousands of poor people inhabit the borderlands; their 

presence is felt in the most basic visual images of what the majority of travelers have 

come to associate with the border. In the borderlands, the experience of being human "is 

a paradox" (Alvarez 1995:461). 

The material culture of the region bears visible marks of conflicted feelings about 

border diversity. Modem industrial parks are built next to hillside squatter settlements. 

Along the hills that hug the legal crossing point in Nogales, Sonora, billboards 

announcing three different kinds of beers signal the industriousness of the border 

economy. Yet, only a few yards away the architecture of a curio shop arcade attempts to 

create the feeling of "old Mexico" through faux Spanish colonial motifs. 

More than three million trucks cross the Laredo/Nuevo Laredo border station each 

year bringing cell phones, televisions, cars, garage door openers, and fresh produce back 

and forth. Approximately 400 people die every year attempting to cross into the US 

illegally. For all the media hysteria in the United States over illegal immigration, only 1% 

of all the people who cross the border from Mexico to the US every year do so illegally 

(Lorey 1999:3). The Campestre district in Ju^ez is lined up with million-dollar homes; 

but 31% of all tuberculosis cases in the United States are found in the four border states. 

Governments on each side continuously face the ironic dilemma of simultaneously 
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restricting and enabling the flows of goods and people between the two nations, of 

"ensuring one kind of access while denying another" (NACLA 1999). 

Disparities in the economic and material landscape of the border can be so glaring 

that the editors of a Time magazine special edition on the border stated that covering the 

area felt "like a kind of time travel" (Kelly 2001). Social scientists have come up with 

less mythical terms to explain what has happened here: the economic development of the 

region has fluctuated in time and space according to various modes of production. These 

different economic mechanisms, from mining to agriculture to manufacturing to tourism, 

in turn unleashed processes such as urbanization and migration which obtain certain 

social effects (Weaver 2001). The borderlands are therefore scarred territories that bear 

permanent marks of diverse ways of life. 

Bordertowns 

If it is true that the border is experienced differently, it is also true that one of the 

codes of active difference is the binary sensation of being in two different places. Across 

the border, things look different, they smell different, and they are louder. The tastes of 

Mexico can both delight and make a traveler sick. The visual juxtapositions of border 

landscapes can seem absurd to the casual observer. In the bridge between Ciudad Ju^ez 

and El Paso, Tarahumara, Raramuri women can be spotted wearing traditional skirts 

made with fabrics imprinted with Daffy Duck. In Tijuana, plaster artisans create original 

sculptures depicting Los Angeles "cholos " (urban, Mexican-American hustlers) that are 
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sold with the words "Hecho en Mexico" inscribed at the base. In Nogales, tall, athletic 

American college students sit at outdoor bars and holler a screech that attempts to imitate 

the Mexican "grito." hi Mexico, popular American legend contends, one can "let go," 

sing at the top of one's lungs, consume alcohol under age, and risk saying sexual 

irmuendos at strolling "senoritas" which would be otherwise offensive to college co-eds 

on this side of the border. 

North American visitors are not the only ones to notice the immediacy of sensory 

overload and the spectacles of exuberance that distinguish things south-of-the-border 

from the order of the United States. Mexicans, too, "feel" different when they cross the 

line between the two countries. Returning to Mexico, working class Mexicanos speak 

about crossing into a zone of sensual recognition utterly familiar and comforting, in spite 

of the obviously dirtier streets and congestion. Sonoran anthropologist Guillermo Niiflez-

Noriega describes the crossing as a process of "erotization" that reminds the crosser that 

his body coimts for something (1996). Chicano scholar Arturo Aldama thus describes his 

own experience: "despite the cacophony of human traffic, and cars, trucks, and buses, as 

soon as the turnstile is behind me the tension in my shoulders drops away, my psychic 

shield fades, and my breathing slows measurably. Safe again" (2001:37; emphasis in the 

original). 

These sensorial transitions are not irmocent change-of-scenes. They also 

represent ideologies of difference coimected to power inequalities between a place (the 

U.S.) imagined as organized and law-abiding and a sensual and exotic "other" place 
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(Mexico) allegedly less "rational."^ But most importantly, these spatial changes also 

refer to how bodies move, labor, congregate, and decay in environments charged with a 

sensory density unfamiliar to most suburban North Americans.^ 

The laboring bodies that inhabit bordertowns are very often anonymous to the 

people who receive their services and their labor (Aldama 2001:36). When I first met the 

Hem&idez brothers of Nogales, Sonora I was stunned by how little anyone in the 

academic community in Tucson knew about the presence of artisans in the border. That 

is, about people who attempt to keep control of their own labor in a labor market 

dominated by assembly-line waged jobs. Such anonymity is socially constructed; it 

functions in tandem with a naturalized myth of place and moral character (Bustos-Aguilar 

1995). The historical invisibility of Mexican subjects in the borderlands (the paradox of 

all paradoxes) has served as a rationalization for violence as well. When asked how 

many notches he had on his gun for all the lives he had taken, the famous Texas gunman 

King Fisher replied "thirty seven not counting Mexicans" (McWilliams 1948:97). 

' In his book The Taste of Ethnographic Things: The Senses in Anthropology. Paul Stoller argues for a 
return to sensual sentiment in the writing of ethnographies; a position contrasted to distanciated and 
intellectualized narratives. Regrettably, Stoller attributes "sensuality" to the squalor and misery of life in 
Africa but not to the physical comforts of a Western hotel (1989:3). Sensuality therefore is part of the 
essential quality of a disorderly and eschatological Other, which both horrifies and fascinates the 
anthropologist. The West is fixed as a sanitary space of intellectual knowledge and it takes a trip to Africa 
for the young male American to have his senses "assailed." 

® Visiting a Latino cultural arts center located in one of the poorest areas of Philadelphia a few years ago, I 
sensed in the umer city the same kind of human density and "otherness" that is often attributed to the 
border. In fact, the eminent sense of danger combined with the hope, and jouissance, of the people I met 
there made me think that the allegorical references to "borders" within the mefropolis has not been 
theorized as forcefiilly and concretely as it could. The fact that we experienced irrational difficulties in 
getting a taxi to come pick us up on that part of town made concrete how physical and not just metaphorical 
"borders" exist within the United States as well. 
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The paradoxical conceptualization of Mexican lives and bodies in the border has 

been captured and disseminated through images in film. In North American movies, for 

example, bordertowns are predominantly represented through the genre of the Western 

(Saragoza 1992-96:158). In Western films, "it is always hot along the border; sweat 

invariably marks the brows and bodies of actors" (Ibid). Heat in this context signifies 

"moral laxity," a weakening of the spirit encoded in the Protestant ethic of "resistance to 

vice" (Ibid). But at the same time, American films and literature feature the escape 

across the border as a flight to a place where people really "know how to live;" where it 

may be possible to retire to live a good life. Mexico thus appears in the North American 

imagination as a contradictory land where "beauty and brutality exist side by side" (Root 

1996:49). 

Nowhere is this contradiction more evident than in the so-called "bordertowns." 

The notion of a bordertown as we use the term today is approximately 100 years old, 

dating roughly to the 1880s. A "bordertown" is an idea that encapsulates the experience 

of human settlements in Northern Mexico in relation to the United States. Although 

human settlements along the Rio Bravo, Spanish missions and presidios in New Mexico 

and California, and small villages in what is now Arizona existed for hundreds of years, 

they did not become "bordertowns" until after 1848. The 1848 border line came into 

existence with the signing of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo which ended the war 

between Mexico and the United States. Later on, the border was augmented by the 
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Gadsden Purchase of 1853. That purchase of $10 million, which included the territory of 

Arizona, facilitated the construction of the transcontinental railroad. 

Fears of Anglo-American aggression in the borderlands had preoccupied 

Mexicans since the early 1800s. Specifically, the purchase of Louisiana in 1803 signaled 

the desire of the United States to expand south and westward. By the mid-1820s, 

thousands of Anglo settlers had moved into the area today known as San Antonio, Texas, 

thus setting the stage for the upcoming conflict in that state. But it was not until the 

construction of the railroads that bordertowns "boomed" (Martinez 1988). Tourist 

districts in each bordertown came to represent the contrast between Mexico and the 

United States (Curtis and Arreola 1993). The contrast was manifested through 

architectural markers and zoning strategies that promoted the establishment of saloons, 

bars, dance halls, race tracks, brothels, and other "tantalizing" forms of entertairmient 

catering to American visitors (Ibid). Ideological and symbolic messages reinforcing 

wanton behavior over thrift, relaxation over industriousness, and pleasure over discipline 

froze the image of bordertowns as legendary, "almost camival-like" environments "akin 

to amusement parks" (Curtis and Arreola 1993:87). 

Ciudad Ju^ez was the first tourist bordertown (Arreola 2001:25). In 1884, the 

Southern Pacific Railroad made El Paso, Texas, a major stop between Chicago and 

California. Thousands of North American travelers acquired their first taste of Mexico at 

Ju^ez. Perceptions of what they would find on the other side, however, had been 

brewing for a long time through newspaper accounts and frontier chronicles circulated 
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among the educated classes in the US eastern seaboard (Robinson 1992). Hence, since 

their inception bordertowns were conceived to conform to a predetermined image in the 

North American imagination. The motivation of Mexicans to "give the Americanos what 

they want" (an expression frequently used by the Hernandez brothers) was primarily 

economic, but also formed part of a peculiar Norteflo pragmatism that had been forged 

out of the dual dialectic of isolation from Mexico and closeness to the United States. 

In spite of their questionable reputations as marginal zones, Mexican bordertowns 

"nonetheless have their appeal" (Curtis and Arreola 1993:79). Millions of tourists cross 

the border every year to visit bordertowns. Tijuana claims to be the most-visited city in 

the world; in 1986 it attracted 19 million visitors; that number is the equivalent of all the 

tourists that visited the rest of Mexico in any given year during the 1990s (Curtis and 

Arreola 1993:78; Clancy 2001). In the late 1980s, one study estimated that 70 million 

brief trips took place across the border every year. Today, some analysts put that number 

as high as 100 million on any given 12-month period (Nolan and Nolan 1988:22). 

Although general characteristics such as marketplaces, entertairmient outlets, and 

a service industry catering to US military personnel are common, each one of the major 

bordertowns developed distinct touristic cultures. Variations are a result of diversity on 

the United States side. Some of these perceptions survive up to the present. On account 

of the railroad, Ju^ez was predominantly a place of high-volume transit and ephemeral 

transactions. Tijuana originally flourished as a health spa for Califomian aristocrats. 

Later on, it became "a playground for the rich, famous, and gambling crowd" under the 
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shadow of Hollywood and wealthy San Diego (Arreola 2001:26). Today, Tijuana and the 

city of Ensenada to the south are integral parts of the culture of leisure and play 

commonly associated with Southern California. 

In Arizona, the tourist environment of Nogales catered in part to the broader 

bohemian culture developed aroimd the mythological U.S. Southwest. Commingling 

with the interest in Native American art and archaeology, intellectuals and artists who 

flocked to Arizona and New Mexico often added a visit to the border as part of their 

excursions. In addition, Southern Arizona also held the appeal of stereotypical frontier 

towns such as Tucson and Tombstone, which became forever codified in the American 

imagination through John Wayne movies filmed at the Old Tucson Studios. For many 

years, it was obligatory for sophisticated travelers coming to Phoenix and Tucson in 

search of "ethnic tourism" to travel to Nogales to have dinner at the famous La Caverna 

restaurant. The restaurant had been a jail in what was once a cave carved out of a hill. 

Part of the allure of La Caverna was that it once held Geronimo, the fierce Apache leader 

(Rios 1999). 

The development of bordertowns from the 1880s throughout the 20^ century can 

be broken down into five periods.^ The first can be called the birth of the border properly 

speaking, from the 1880s to 1910s. This period was also tied to an organic dependency 

^ This section provides only a sketch of the main developments, for the purposes of contextualization. The 
richness of the area and the complex forging of relations between Mexico and the United States deserves 
more extensive consideration than what I am able to provide here. A robust body of work in border 
economies and social relations is now available. One excellent introduction to the topic is the classic study 
by Carey McWilliams North From Mexico (1948). 
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on the United States through large American investments in transportation, mining, 

agriculture, cattle, and emergent forms of trade throughout Northern Mexico. These 

rapidly expanding and profitable ventures were aided by the establishment of the 

railroads as well as by the policies for foreign investment promoted by Mexico's ruler 

Porfirio Diaz. 

The second period comprises what is known as the era of Prohibition in the 

United States, from 1919 through 1933. In some ways considered the "Golden Era" of 

border tourism, the economic success of this era also engendered the development of an 

unshakable "black legend" about bordertowns as gaudy, dangerous and filthy. Also 

known as the era of the "border barons," towns like Tijuana and Ju^ez developed 

reputations as "sin cities"~raimchy, honky-tonk drags devoted to racing, gambling, 

drinking, and sexual vice (Curtis and Arreola 1993:103). Martinez (1988) remarks on the 

opportunistic nature of this kind of development: many American merchants displaced 

by the moralistic climate in the United States during Prohibition needed "safe pastures to 

relocate their operations." 

A brief interlude during the decade of the 1930s constitutes a third period. The 

Depression Era was a "mixed blessing for the border region" (Lorey 1999:78). On the 

one hand, the Depression brought economic devastation to the border economies; but on 

the other hand, it set in motion long-term investments in infrastructures through 

Roosevelt's New Deal. These government-initiated investments caused both the United 

States and Mexico to start looking at the border as an important economic region. This 
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coincided with the nationalist and socialist-leaning policies of the C^denas 

administration in Mexico, specially the policies of land reform which had striking 

consequences for the major agricultural interests in the Northern Mexican states. 

Cm-denas also set out the "clean" the border from the bad image of the 1920s. For 

example, gambling was banned. This, in turn, opened up an expanded role for the curio 

industry, both through the encouragement of cottage manufacturing in bordertowns and 

through the promotion of less lurid forms of tourism. 

A fourth period in the evolution of the border tourist industry ensued with the 

Postwar era, from the mid-1940s through the decade of the 1950s. These years ushered 

in manufacturing as a key economic activity in bordertowns. At the same time, tourism 

was formally reconstituted as a leading economic component for border livelihood. 

Local Chambers of Commerce were formed; these associations played a critical role in 

designing publicity campaigns to attract tourists to the border. 

During the war years, bordertowns continued to offer North Americans an 

affordable outlet for entertaiimient and petty trade, mostly to military personnel. The 

Postwar economic boom in the United States multiplied those opportunities several fold 

and expanded them for the first time to a civilian, mass public. Now that Americans were 

becoming economically robust, Mexican businessmen on the bordertowns sought to 

entice them to "visit Mexico." During the same period, Mexico launched a significant 

effort to jump-start tourism as a vital economic national project. By the early 1950s, 

when Elvis Presley filmed his movie Acapulco, and the Broadway musical Guys and 
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Dolls featured a vibrant Latin number, Mexico, along with Cuba, had managed to become 

part and parcel of the American ideal of "fun." 

The fifth historic period began in the 1960s and continues to the present. In spite 

of occasional fluctuations based on economic cycles of expansion and contraction, 

tourism held relatively steady as an important area of economic activity in the border. 

Although still relatively small in proportion to the entire urban layout of most 

bordertowns, tourist districts have become standard features in the urban landscape. In 

fact, they are "the only places that most tourists traditionally visit" (Curtis and Arreola 

1993:77). 

The paradoxes remain: while on the one hand bordertowns continue to be the 

most popular tourist attraction within Mexico, visited by millions of people every year, 

the tourist economies of bordertowns always feel tentative, nervous, and vulnerable to 

shifts in consumer taste and perceptions of pocketbook strength among American 

consumers. Considering the long-standing presence of tourism in the border, it would 

seem that this sector of economic activity should feel more secure and predictable than it 

does. Yet, as Meno Hernandez often says, "you never know what will happen; in the 

meantime, we are still here doing our thing." 

In the 1960s, Mexico launched ambitious economic development plans for the 

northern frontier. One of these, known as PRONAF (National Frontier Program), set as 

its goal the capturing of millions of dollars in trade and retail for the region that were 

otherwise being siphoned to the US due to the lack of appropriate commercial 
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infrastructures on the Mexican side of the bordertowns. Part of the analysis that 

prompted the plan included the fact that in spite of the monumental state efforts since the 

1940s to bolster foreign tourism in Mexico, close to 70% of tourist spending in Mexico 

was happening at the border (Arreola 2001). To catch some of those tourist dollars, 

PRONAF included a recommendation to channel artesamas (native crafts) from the 

interior of Mexico to the outlying margins and to offer government financing for 

improving the physical appearance of bordertowns. 

Mexican leaders did not only wish to capture the potential profit of border tourist 

markets, they also wanted to Mexicanize them. Thus, the concerted effort to move crafts 

from Southern and Central Mexican indigenous communities to the border began in 

earnest. Ironically, this move was only partially successful. 

A generalized discourse of folklore and national identity that had existed with 

regards to Mexican crafts since the 1920s enveloped "border crafts." The authenticity of 

these was soon cast into question by folklore experts and intellectuals. The same system 

of symbolic distinction that dubbed the North vulnerable to foreign contamination was 

applied to handicrafts sold and made in the region. Over time, the fate of crafts in the 

border fell under the same ill repute that bordertowns in general had acquired in the 

Mexican and North American imagination. Today, it is not uncommon to describe the 

contamination of traditional craft markets in Central and Southern Mexico has having 

suffered the fate of becoming "border-like." The term "border crafts" eventually came to 

be associated with cheap reproductions. The mystique Mexican leaders hoped to 
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promote of preferring goods "made in Mexico" had not anticipated the inclusion of 

Donald Duck plaster banks as primary icons of border artesamas. 

The historical precedent of a tourism industry centered on various forms of social 

vices "seriously marred the image of the border zone" (Martinez 1988:113). Although 

the PRONAF program was mildly successful in transforming the perception of 

bordertowns, the generalized aura of seediness, danger, and most of all, of entrenched 

marginality, persisted. By the 1980s the sexualized image of bordertowns was replaced 

by another equally despicable mental impression: that of drug-trafficking, 

environmentally devastated, overcrowded hubs that represented Mexico's desperate last-

ditch effort at modernization. But perhaps more important is the fact that the people who 

live in the border, especially the poor sectors, have been cast negatively. Unfortunately, 

despisinghas not run only north-to-south; it has also been a salient theme 

within Mexico's internal debates over nationhood and nationalism. 

Bordertowns have the unique distinction of being simultaneously considered 

"real" and "fake" Mexico. According to one version of border mythology, in these zones 

"nothing is original and all things are their own parody.. .the region is hypnotizing in its 

artificiality" (Slavans 1998:vii). The perception of the bordertown as simulacrum is 

connected in part to a differentiation of class in United States tourism. The border is as 

far south as many North American tourists can afford to travel. North Americans have 

constituted the border experience as a "taste" of Mexico, but not the "real" Mexico. 

Mexico has in turn fortified this perception. Border day-trippers knew that border 
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tourism was different from the high-end indulgence on resorts, spas, and 

ethnic/archaeological explorations more typical of Mexico's interior tourism, but 

stepping out of the routine of one's life only a short drive away, proved to be more than 

enough to entice visitors. 

The development of border tourism as a mass phenomenon after World War II 

also coincided with two significant American social phenomena: the expansion of the 

middle class and the proliferation of the automobile. The road trip became emblematic of 

newfound democratic leisure. Bordertowns afforded an inexpensive escape. Many 

Americans who wanted to experience the accoutrements of comfort and leisure 

associated with the idealized "white picket fence" life of the 1950s still were not able to 

afford vacations in Acapulco. The border offered a "taste" of Mexico with the added 

safe comfort of returning to a US-based motel at the end of the day. 

In 1970, under the leadership of Mexican President Echeverria, border tourism 

began to change from a predominant focus on licentiousness to family-oriented daytime 

excursions. This change was propitious to the birth of an indigenous border craft 

industry such as plaster, which catered to children in the form of and banks 

and later on to the home and garden market. Border dwellers and nomad artisans from 

Central Mexico like Don Manuel Hernandez deserve credit for their sawy reading of a 

shift in border tourism that has remained steady for more than five decades. 
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Nogales 

According to Raul and Meno Hernandez, Nogales has provided their family just 

the right balance of opportunity and security that artisanal work requires to succeed. That 

is, a place with enough traffic for curio sales to prosper, yet sufficiently small and quaint 

to promote the kind of personal social networks that make them feel at "home." Raiil and 

Meno base their assessment of Nogales on things they have heard about curio industries 

in other bordertowns—namely, Tijuana and Juarez. In their view, "TJ" and "J Town" (as 

these bordertowns are still called somewhat derogatorily by North Americans) are 

abrasive, gargantuan urban settlements where the pressures of securing basic needs are so 

high that the feasibility of artisanal labor and quality products becomes severely 

compromised. Meno and Raul fear Nogales becoming like Tijuana or Juarez. The base 

of their fear is their perception that in those high-density cities it would not be possible 

for them to retain control over their labor in the same way they feel they can do in 

Nogales. 

Indeed, compared to megalopolises like Tijuana and Juarez, Nogales is considered 

by many people in the Southwest a "nice" bordertown. Or at least, it was for the greater 

th part of the 20 century. Unfortunately, things started to change about two decades ago 

and today Nogales, Sonora and Nogales, Arizona are two embattled communities 

besieged by a variety of social and environmental problems. The dramatic change has 

been partly the result of unprecedented population growth. Between the early 1980s and 

the mid 1990s, the population of Nogales tripled, reaching the figure of 350,000; it is 
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estimated that 80% of the workers in the more than 100 maquilas in Nogales today are 

new arrivals from the interior of Mexico (Davidson 2000; 10). While the population of 

Nogales, Arizona has remained steady at around 20,000 people, the impact of the human 

mass and industrial boom across the line has exacted a high cost in this once "sleepy" 

border community. Nogales, Arizona counts "an inordinate number of lupus cases and a 

cancer rate five times the national average" (Martinez 1994:12). It is believed that these 

clusters of disease are the result of severe levels of toxic contamination in the water that 

floods downhill from Sonora to Arizona. 

The easygoing feeling of familiarity that once characterized Nogales stood in 

contrast to how Sonora was regarded in Mexico for most of the last 300 years. Duly 

considered the epitome of the badlands, Sonora was notorious for the isolation and 

harshness of its territory. Naturally blocked from the rest of Mexico by the Sierra 

Madre, Sonora was connected by railroad to Mexico City almost 30 years after 

Chihuahua, Coahuila and Nuevo Leon had established routes (Tinker Salas 1977). Yet, 

in the same way in which the US Southwest is a Active "miracle," Sonora overcame the 

odds and became a compelling force in Northern Mexican politics and development. 

The region fought against many odds; it was in constant fierce and bloody 

struggles with the Yaquis and Apaches; it was afflicted by severe internal political 

fragmentation; interests in mineral weahh, agriculture and cattle surged. Nonetheless, by 

the turn of the 20^ century, Sonora went from "backwater state" to one of the most 

prosperous regions of Mexico. The invention of Sonora as a fiercely independent and 
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hybrid social space resulted in part from the intricate balancing act between the external 

pressures from the United States and the internal pressures from Mexico City. 

In ancient times the area was known as Pimeria Alta, extending from the Sea of 

Cortes to Tucson. In 1692, Father Kino established several missions in the area we know 

today as Southern Arizona. During the Spanish colonial era the unusually plush desert 

and rolling hills saturated with mesquite trees, cottonwoods, sycamores, and of course 

nogales (walnut) trees, was home to a successful trading route. When huge silver 

nuggets were discovered in the region, the Spaniards for a time expressed interest in the 

area. However, exposed to constant attacks by the Apaches and confronted with 

uprisings by the more friendly communities of Pima and Tohono O'hdam, the Spaniards 

were reluctant to expand their operations in the area. When gold was discovered in 

California, thousands of Sonorans abandoned the area. From 1861 to 1871, Apache 

leader Cochise exerted a remarkably destructive ten-year campaign against the Mexicans. 

Even though the North was a big headache for Mexico, when Anglo settlers began to 

arrive in Arizona, Mexico still went to war with the United States to retain control over 

its territory out of principle and pride. 

When writer Alberto Alvaro Ruiz was growing up in Nogales in the 1950s, the 

town "had a smell of woodsmoke in the evenings" (1999:2). It was also a time when the 

separation between the American and the Mexican sides of Nogales was easy on their 

residents. The border was a juridical line, not the leviathan of contradictions that it now 

represents. Ambos Nogales (the literal translation is Both Nogales, but I prefer to call it 
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Nogales Two Times) developed as a direct result of economic exchange with the United 

States. When American investors became eager to establish a railroad route that 

connected the eastern United States with the west coast of Mexico, the chosen path was 

the old trading road between Tucson and Guaymas. The completion of the railroad in 

1882 occasioned the founding of the twin municipalities, exactly at the site in the 

Nogales Valley where the rails were joined. Prior to 1882 the customs inspection site 

between the two nations was located in Magdalena, almost 50 miles south of the current 

border. 

Nogales seen through the eyes of Rios is not the stereotypical "loud and fast" 

bordertown that predominates in media representations. In the beginning, Rios tells us, 

"there wasn't any particular reason to stop in this place" but people "made up every 

reason to stop" and that sensibility persists to this day (1999:9). In the "Canyon of the 

Walnut Trees" Rios detects "real life" behind the spectacle that has become la frontera. 

"it's hard to see.. .but it's there. One need stay only the minute or two that stopping 

takes, and looking up instead of down, or left instead of right, there it is" (1999:14). 

This "other" Nogales, fiill of hope and enterprising Norteno energy, has been 

eclipsed in recent years by a series of overwhelming changes. The economic 

development of Nogales followed the same general pattern of other border cities: 

beginning in the 1990s export-import businesses burgeoned, specially the trade in 

produce. More than 600 trucks cross the border at Nogales every day; half of all the 
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winter vegetables consumed in the United States come through or are processed in 

Ambos Nogales (Ingram et. al 1995). 

After World War II, a large flood control Public Works project sponsored by the 

US federal government jump-started the twin town economies. During the 1940s and 

'50s, the labor recruitment program called Braceros established recruitment offices in 

Nogales, thus encouraging the migration of thousands of Mexican workers to the border. 

The first maquila (assembly plant) opened in Nogales in 1967; by the early 1990s there 

were over 100 plants which employed approximately 50% of Nogales' workforce, a 

higher percentage of maquila workers than in any other border city (Davidson 2000:11). 

Journalist Miriam Davidson's book Lives on the Line (2000) presents a stunning 

portrayal of Nogales, Sonora as an industrial border city fiill of conflict, violence, and 

poverty. An unfortunate chain of action and reaction has transformed the city into a 

paradoxical militarized zone of booming free trade where industrial pollution, drug 

trafficking, crime, disease, and everyday violence are quite noticeable. 

To regain "control" of the area, in the mid-1990s the Border Patrol tripled the 

number of agents assigned to Nogales and replaced the chain link fence with a 2-mile 

long, 14-foot tall steel wall. But the spread of squatter camps and violence in the area has 

not subsided; many consider it the inevitable cost to pay in exchange for the "benefits" of 

the "successful" border industrial boom. All these disruptions in the social fabric of a 

community once thought of as mellow and spiritual, have given Nogales two faces: a 

"welcoming" and a "rejecting" face which symbolize the tension between the "growing 
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economic integration of the first and the third worlds" (Davidson 2000; 18). Still, people 

in Nogales invest meaning into their lives in spite of the structural forces working against 

them. If there is laughter in this border town, Rios reminds us, "it is aimed at life, and 

not any anything funny" (1999:14). 
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STORY AND NATION 

"History is the enemy of memory... [yet] there are regions of the past 
that only memory knows.. .Memory, like history, is better thought of as plural, 

rather than singular." 

Richard White 
(1998:4-6) 

A Handful of Mental Pictures 

When Don Manuel Hernandez Mateos was a child, he loved to smell the scented 

jars produced by the potters of his native town of Tonala, Jalisco. To drink water from a 

Tonala earthenware jug was to be invaded by a host of strange, earthly sensations; the 

water acquired the scent of clay and sent a cooling wave of earthy aroma and taste 

directly into the senses. Tonala pottery acquired an almost mythical reputation 

throughout Mexico for its unique and desirable characteristics. Six decades later, when 

he was an old man living in the US-Mexico bordertown of Nogales, Sonora, he often 

evoked memories of his childhood in that renowned potter's commvmity. 

Don Manuel had become increasingly melancholic as he advanced in age. He 

often felt like a cartographer who had been given the assignment of tracing the 

boundaries and coordinates of his own life. The more he remembered the past, the more 

that it seemed to envelop him all over again. When an anthropologist from the University 

of Arizona came to interview him, he felt he might as well tell her that everything was 

"the same way that it has always been." But that was not much of an explanation; 
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besides, he had already put a lot of time into this idea of "taking inventory" of his life, so 

he made an effort to trace better lines of cormection between the past and the present. 

The thing was that, in a strange way, Nogales in the 1990s had a familiar resemblance to 

Tonala in the 1940s. 

Maybe the resemblance was not apparent to the tourists, or to the politicians 

whose colored photographs appeared every Sunday in the local newspaper's "social 

pages," or to the many "'recien llegados" (newly arrived) who crowded Nogales lately, 

but one of Don Manuel's guiding philosophies was that "things are not always what they 

seem." For Don Manuel, Tonala had not been the idyllic craft-producing paradise that 

was sometimes portrayed on anthropological documentaries shown on TV on Sundays. 

He remembered that in the same way as he had witnessed Nogales transformed by a rapid 

wave of inmiigrants from Mexico's interior hoping to sell their labor in exchange for 

some level of economic sustainability, Tonala in the 1940s and 1950s was a place 

swarming with anxiety and speculation. 

The Mexican government had taken an interest in Tonala pottery and rumors 

about large and small State initiatives to "help," "improve," or "control" production 

spread throughout the potter's community.^ Foreign impresarios had moved in to 

capture, and feed, the wave of interest on Mexican pottery that had begun to grow in the 

United States and Europe. Don Manuel remembered distinctly that a peculiar "air of 

' Although State efforts to promote native crafts date to the 1920s, the decade of the 1940s saw a particular 
increase in institutional chWels of support through the expansion of a number of anthropology-related 
agencies and projects that complemented the industrialization policies of the government of Avila 
Camacho. 
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insecurity" swept through the town. Uncertain about whether there will be enough 

employment for everyone in the craft markets; about the demand for Tonala pottery from 

phantom international markets that government agents touted; and about whether family-

based or small artisanal workshops would be likely to "make it" (sobrevivir) through the 

new emphasis on tourism and craft promotion campaigns, Don Manuel recalled that he 

and many of his fiiends felt apprehensive (inseguros) about the optimism that local 

politicians seemed to place on the State efforts to promote Tonala pottery. 

As it turns out, Don Manuel may have been too impatient. A marked increase in 

demand for the pottery of the region exploded precisely in the years following his 

departure from Tonala (the 1960s). Scholars attribute the booming of Tonala's ceramic 

industry to the intervention of a select number of brokers and entrepreneurs who 

improved techniques and introduced a market-awareness among artisans. These foreign 

agents usually worked alongside the State in the design and implementation of plans for 

the promotion of national handicrafts (Katz 1973). As a result, Tonala underwent a major 

transformation. The most immediate result was a significant increase in the standard of 

living of most Tonaltecans. For example, whereas in 1959 anthropologist May Diaz 

reported that there were only six televisions in town, a decade later nearly every family 

^ The establishment of the Instituto de la Artesania Jaliscense in 1965 multiplied at the local level efforts 
aheady in motion at the federal level. Part of the mandate of the Institute, in addition to collecting, 
promoting, researching, and teaching native crafts as a source of employment, included "to buy products 
from all artisans in order to diminish their economic dependence on intermediaries so long as such products 
meet the requirement of quality, authenticity, and Mexicanness as required by the state" (cited in 
Hem&idez Casillas 1996:91; emphasis mme). 
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owned one and it was rare the Tonaltecan rooftop that lacked a TV antenna (Katz 

1973:12). 

These visible changes in the availability of goods and services and the expansion 

of modem forms of leisure among the town's population were also partially the result of 

Tonaltecans finding jobs in Guadalajara and participating of Mexico's overall "golden 

age of industrialization" (Joseph et.al 2001). Inextricably, the "boom" in artesamas was 

also part and parcel of the general expansion of Mexican capitalism mid-way throughout 

the 20*^ century (Novelo 1976). But the young Manuel Hem&idez Mateos did not stick 

aroxind to see or participate in those changes. "Come to think of it," he told me without a 

hint of regret in his voice, "maybe I was impatient, but maybe it was just that I did not 

believe." It would take many years of hard work and tough life lessons for Don Manuel 

to make sense of the skepticism that prompted him to leave Tonala before he could taste 

the "good life." 

But back in the 1950s, Don Manuel was not so sure of what good would come 

from the many promises for a "better life" that circulated in Tonala and Mexico in those 

days. Nogales, too, he now noticed, had acquired a new sense of uncertainty, especially 

in the last decade. Would the maquilas uplift or destroy this border community? Would 

drugs and violence continue to chip away at the once peaceful and familiar ambiente 

(ambiance) of this outpost of the nation? His own family had been inadvertently caught 

up in circumstances with the law that he could have never imagined. It happened in the 
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years of "the Crisis," when the peso was devaluated and economic hardship hit Nogales. 

His sons had become desperate; they made bad decisions. 

The one thing Don Manuel knew for sure, however, was that the gringos kept 

coming. He had seen them come day after day, year after year, for more than three 

decades, always curious about the border, always eager to take home a little piece of 

memory from Mexico. And as long as they came, Mexicanos would always invent 

something to sell to them. From Tonala to Nogales, sometimes more anxious (nervioso) 

than others, Don Manuel had managed to forge a life course that held meaning for him. 

Now that I made him think about it, Don Manuel told me, sometimes he wondered if he 

had not dreamed his own life and was constantly returning to the same place where he 

started. 

I met Don Manuel in 1994, when he was 74 years old, only one year before his 

untimely death. He was the father of three sons-Raul, Meno, and Lalo. Collectively, 

they owned and operated the Centra Artesanal de Figuras de Yeso (Plaster Artisan 

Workshop) in Nogales, Sonora. Don Manuel thought of himself as a man of action and 

few words. All his life he had been driven by a peculiar restlessness that had motivated 

him to uproot himself from his family at an early age and try his fortune in a far away 

place. Don Manuel made it a point to emphasize that rather than stumble upon things, he 

had actively sought out the opportunities that shaped his life. 

^ Starting roughly around 1982, the Mexican peso began to suffer severe devaluations, which caused 
unprecedented inflation in the country. The economic crisis coincided with a number of political tensions, 
scandals, and grassroots disruptions, which eventually led to the loss of hegemony of the PRI party (see 
Villegas 1993). 
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As he got older, Don Manuel found himself more inclined to meditation. When I 

asked in the mid-1990s whether I could interview him, Don Manuel surprised his sons by 

sharing with me bits and pieces of information that they had never heard. Eight years 

later, as I finally sat down to write the stories he had told me, I paid a visit to his son 

Mefio to check some inconsistencies I discovered in my notebooks between sequence of 

events that Don Manuel had shared. Mefio was categorical: "if that's how he told you 

the story, then that's how it was." The fact was that Mefio was in no position to be a fact 

checker; many of the events Don Manuel had relayed to me were simply unknown to his 

children. But even those events that they thought they "knew" had suddenly acquired an 

order and coherence unfamiliar to them. The once perky and skeptical young man, who 

had made the leap fi-om the traditional pottery-making community of Tonala, Jalisco to 

the "barbaric North" had turned into a reflexive thinker. Over the years, Don Manuel had 

become a historian, storyteller, homespun philosopher, patriarch, and "organic 

intellectual" of the border handicraft industry. 

The pottery produced in the renowned region of the Valley of Atemajac, near the 

present day city of Guadalajara, dates back thousands of years before the Spanish arrival. 

The Tonaltecan Indians of the region produced a peculiar kind of decorated pottery up to 

the 16*'' century. The region is remarkable because several different kinds of clay are 

natural to the area and more than 20 different techniques of pottery production thrive 

there. In Nahuatl, the word Tonald means, "place of the sun." 
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Pottery can be considered the quintessential "traditional" craft. It is not only one 

of the most ancient of the craft forms practiced by human groups, but ostensibly one of 

the most alluring for the simplicity of its beauty (Bunzel 1972). Yet, ironically, almost 

from the very first moment of contact between Europeans and the indigenous people of 

the New World the production of pottery was impacted by the intervention of "foreign 

influences" (Babcock 1995). Such influences were manifested in the choice of firing 

techniques, designs, trade relations, and social ftmctions of the items produced. 

Nonetheless, an enduring aura of authenticity has continued to envelop native pottery 

production throughout the American continents (cf. Nash 1993). 

Pottery production in Tonala spread from its origins within a strictly Indian 

production system to a broader interest on the part of the Mestizo population of the area 

(Diaz 1963). Pottery became the predominant occupation of the town's residents; at one 

point, more than 60% of Tonaltecans earned a living from clay (Hernandez Casillas 

1996). In recent years, due to increasing industrialization of pottery production through 

large factories or capitalist workshops, the number of artisans has diminished. 

Nonetheless, approximately 6,000 artisans are said to still work and live in the small 

town. 

For many years, Tonala's pottery production remained safely hidden from the 

intrusive eyes of tourists and brokers; it was, in fact, one of Mexico's better known 

"secrets" {un secreto a voces). Safeguarded by the fame of the nearby larger trade center 

of Tlaquepaque, potters in Tonala enjoyed a certain degree of anonymity until the 1950s 
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that allowed them to develop a tight knit sense of community. But as folklorists and 

collectors began to discover Tonala as the true source of ceramic innovation in Jalisco, 

the town began to receive considerable attention. The tourist guide Fodor's 2003 remarks 

on the difference between the two towns: "Tonala is ten minutes away but centuries 

removed from its more tourist-oriented, spruced-up neighbor Tlaquepaque" (emphasis 

mine). The aura of authenticity of Tonald is reinforced when the town is described as a 

"prosperous village with dusty cobblestone streets and adobe houses." Yet, in what has 

become the typical contradiction of "ethnic tourism," travelers are sold both the 

quaintness of the village alongside the "industriousness" of the place. Such 

industriousness is manifested in this case in more than 300 shops that grant the twin 

towns of Tonala and Tlaquepaque the reputation of "craft meccas" of Mexico. 

Because Tonala contained both a deep-rooted pottery tradition and a history of 

adaptation and expansion dating back to the 16*'' century, folklorists soon heralded the 

town as a prototypical Mexican craft production center (Farias 1938). For the same 

reasons, Tonala also became a laboratory for the study of the tension between native arts 

and commercialism. As early as 1932, the Mexican scholar Salvador Novo described 

what he termed a "fatal and terrifying event." Explaining how the Mexican bourgeoisie 

developed a taste for copies and reproductions of foreign sculptures and repudiated the 

indigenous. Novo wrote that "the potters of Tlaquepaque, seeing that their models were 

meeting with no success and no sales, and, by contrast, that everyone wanted.. .vases 
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based on exotic models and languid maidens.. .the artisans began producing these, and 

we can still see them in the homes of the urban dross" (cited in Monsivais 1996:236). 

Those "fatal and terrifying' times that pushed artisans towards commercialization 

framed Don Manuel's views on the world as well. He came of age in the midst of an 

environment of active deliberation on the part of the town's leaders and national experts 

about the "potential," the "future," as well as the "danger" of Mexican pottery becoming 

either a means of livelihood, a symbol of national pride, or simply a decadent 

reproduction. Such debates, we now know preoccupied artisans throughout Mexico as 

fti f'ti 
the 19 and 20 century unfolded and various competing models of capitalist expansion 

began to be formulated (Perez Toledo 1996; Illades 1996). Although the overlapping of 

two distinct modes of production—artisanal and capitalist—seemed to present Mexico a 

imique opportunity for economic integration, by the turn of the 20*** century it became 

clear that the advance of capitalism was setting the tone for all social relations within 

Mexico. 

Artisanal production in both artistic and non-artistic occupations was quickly 

absorbed into cycles of petty commodity production consistent with capital accumulation 

and circulation of goods (Cook and Binford 1990). Rather than operate in opposition to 

capitalist development, artisanal production in Mexico became a key mechanism of 

articulation for the needs of capitalism itself (Weaver 2001). That is, artisanal work 

became a "necessity" to address rural unemployment and displacement; to expand 

consumption and adjust the balance of exports; and to give coherence to the State's 
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project of national unity (Garcia-Canclini 1993:45). In fact, it is quite feasible to argue 

that native crafts are partly what gives capitalism in Mexico a peculiar "Mexican" quality 

and flavor. 

Even though he did not come from a family of potters, Don Manuel became 

attracted to pottery at an early age. His family on the matemal side was well off and it 

was expected that young Manuel would follow in the steps of his uncles and cousins and 

attend to the various family businesses. Don Manuel chose a different path. He felt a 

strong attraction to pottery and to all artistic endeavors and by the mid-1930s when he 

was an adolescent, he decided to join a potter's workshop as apprentice. 

Tonald produces eight different kinds of ceramic ware. A diversity of styles, 

types of clays, and techniques characterize the Tonala "trademark." Among the best 

known styles are, the barro canelo, which features red designs on cream-colored vessels 

such as water jugs; the barro brunido (polished), which mixes copper and lead with white 

or black clay to obtain a shiny and smooth surface; and the highly coveted barro bandera 

(flag-colors clay), a collector's item foimd in museums in Jalisco, which obtains a 

particular green tint from a natural mineral of the region now almost depleted. Tonald is 

also home to a number of distinguished families of potters, among which the Familia 

Zezate, Familia Bemabe, Simeon Galvan, and Pablo Jimon are best known. 

While the world of "Mexican curios" as manifested in bordertowns like Nogales, 

Tijuana, and Ciudad Ju^ez is often described by scholars and critics as colored by a 

desperate sense of survival that contrasts with the more organic relations of production of 
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the authentic popular arts, Don Manuel recalled that even as a child he was already aware 

of the anxiety and conflicted feelings inherent to the "traditional crafts." For as long as 

he could remember "survival" (sobrevivencia) had occupied the attention of Tonala 

potters.'* As he composed for my benefit a chronology of his life, Don Manuel 

emphasized continuity. "These moms are called "curios," he said one afternoon, "but in 

one sense they are no different firom any other type of artesama that I knew when I was 

growing up." 

However, a reading of the canonical literature on Mexican folk arts reveals 

that this point of view is antagonistic to the generalized understanding of "curios" 

prevalent among scholars. In most, if not all, references in the literature, curios are 

described as "items of dubious and deformed taste, without history" (Marin de Paalen 

1971; emphasis mine). Referred by its English appellation, "Mexican curios," in texts in 

Spanish this category of objects includes the variety of souvenirs with the words 

^'Recuerdo de Mexico'' or ''Hecho en Mexico" found in airport gift shops as well as the 

many miniature dolls and paper flowers, Aztec calendar reproductions, and leather coin 

purses sold by sidewalk vendors in tourist zones. As early as 1925, Diego Rivera, 

already a highly regarded self-appointed arbiter and collector of "authentic" folk arts, 

referred to this other category of objects as a "pseudo artistic, bourgeoisie, foreign 

" In its traditional forms, artisanal production of indigenous or peasant communities was mostly for self-
subsistence as an activity complementary or alternative to seasonal agriculture. Consumption was mostly 
for functional, utilitarian, or religious purposes. 
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leprosy'^ manufactured to please the taste of the "boorish Yankee" (cited in Novelo 

1993:40; translation and emphasis mine). 

What lies at the root of this divergence in points of view between Don Manuel's 

assessment of curios and the scholarly position? Don Manuel never struck me as 

someone who was naive about the hierarchies of taste and value that framed curios. In 

fact, quite the opposite was true. He and his sons often spoke with a great deal of 

awareness about the value judgments leveled against curios, and in many ways, as far as 

purely artistic value was concerned, they did not disagree with the Folklorists. Their 

imderstanding of the low-level aesthetic value of curios was the reason why they used the 

word ''moms" or "'monitos" to refer to their products; the word "mono" served as their 

own vernacular acknowledgment that the figurines they made were regarded as quasi-

caricatures, or, rather, that they had a value and a character assigned from the outside by 

observers, collectors, and critics. What objective coiild Don Manuel pursue, then, by 

legitimizing a genealogy for "curios" that make them seem part and parcel of a 

continuous chain of development within Mexican cultural production? 

One answer to this question came in the form of a confession late one morning as 

I fiimbled with my notes and tape recorder. Don Manuel stated with the tone of one who 

had just had an epiphany: "I have been thinking a lot about what you said [the different 

point of views about curios] and I think it is just that people see something but they don't 

know what is behind it." What Don Manuel saw "behind" the hierarchical judgments 

about folk art and curios was an unacknowledged history of uneven economic 
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development in Mexico. In other words, he suspected that the miraculous boom in 

artesamas was a myth. Don Manuel's story references a bifurcated narrative of State and 

Economy that splits into what some historians have called a "monumental and heroic" 

Mexico and a marginal "Other" Mexico (Knight 1994). Without academic erudition, but 

through thoughtful self-reflection, Don Manuel had arrived at his own crucible of 

"critical theory." That is, he perceived that the record of capitalism in Mexico was 

contestable. 

His story referenced an unsettled argument over what constituted "success" and 

for whom; it also recognized the existence of a nervous and fractured hegemony over the 

consensus of whose lives and whose products were of value. Don Manuel was not 

interested in making "monos" pass for "beautiful native arts," but he wanted the intrinsic 

structural connection between the two objects to be acknowledged. Don Manuel 

perceived that acknowledgment to be an important personal victory. He had "made the 

peace" knowing that at least he had acknowledged to himself this trajectory. Still, he 

hoped that somehow the "authorities" would recognize it as well. 

Don Manuel's critique developed mostly out of instinct and a fair portion of good 

deductive skills. He described a "sexto sentido" (a sixth sense) that led him to suspect 

that the actual record of success of handicrafts in Mexico as an economic strategy was 

distorted by a romantic coat of nostalgia about how things are "supposed to be" rather 

than what they concretely and practically are for the majority of artisans and indigenous 

artists. Don Manuel was a pragmatist. While I struggled to make sense of the stories I 
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was collecting in the Hernandez workshop within the conceptual frameworks of 

anthropology and Mexican cultural historiography as I saw them, Don Manuel forged 

straight ahead with his own arsenal of possible explanations. While I frequently relied on 

thick applications of theories and intellectual juggernauts to add semiotic weight to my 

fledging investigation in Nogales,^ Don Manuel showed no hesitation in his desire to get 

some answers about the meaning of his life and his work. He demonstrated he had the 

analytic ability to differentiate between superficial facts and core variables. 

Don Manuel and the intellectuals who had theorized the "degradation" of folk arts 

into curios approached the study of handicrafts from different points of view. Most 

scholars in Mexico had assumed an attitude of grieving about the loss of authenticity 

manifested by curios. Rather than see curios as an invitation to investigate the cultural 

and social significance of this clash of points of views and attributions of meaning in 

artisanal varieties of work and products, many scholars have chosen instead to devote one 

or two paragraphs in their studies to clarify for the reader that these objects are not proper 

"subject-of-study." Such focus on what is lost, has obscured understanding and 

prevented intellectuals from seeing the connections (and contradictions) between the past 

and the present, authenticity and commercialism, high and low, fine and vulgar, 

meaningfiilness and vacuosness that Don Manuel had in fact made a point to "notice" 

(darse cuenta) in his old age. But most significantly, the judgment of curios based on 

' One unproductive path of investigation, for instance, was the postmodern critique advanced by 
Baudrillard's notion of sign-value, which in its most radical conclusion would disembody "curious" from 
its socio-political milieu to consider instead their symbolic preponderance simply as representations. 
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aesthetics {mal gusto) or on sheer economic desperation, rendered the objects and their 

makers flat, devoid of layers of signification, and semiotically sterile. 

Why were human agency and subjectivity systematically denied to a whole class 

of people and objects? Why were they denied to someone as critically engaged and 

intellectually curious as Don Manuel? How can this entrenched and taken-for-granted 

blind spot in Mexican scholarship be corrected? 

Autobiography was the tool that Don Manuel used to expose this contradiction.^ 

He arrived at the insights that he was leading me to consider by way of remembering the 

incidents of his own life and tying personal loose ends with fragments of social history 

(hatandopedazos de historia, was the expression he used in Spanish). Don Manuel's life 

story paralleled the shifts, evolution, and transformation of handicrafts within the 

development of Mexican capitalism. Marked by crossroads of migration and innovation, 

by numerous attempts at "making do," sometimes resisting the schemes of State and 

foreign impresarios and more often than not accommodating as best he could to the 

circumstances, Don Manuel's life unfolded in relation to a nxraiber of historical 

developments that influenced the commercialization of Mexican folk arts throughout the 

last century. His life story represents a poignant example of what Durkheim described as 

the articulation of an external, structural, social reality with an internal, subjective, 

personal life course (Durkheim 1957). 

® Mary Lousie Pratt has described a process of analysis that she termed "authoethnography" that can help 
explain Don Manuel's narrative as well. Authoethnography or "autoethnographic expression" refer to 
"instances in which colonized subjects xmdertake to represent themselves in ways that engage with the 
colonizer's own terms" (Pratt 1992:7; emphasis mine). 
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As with most people, while he was living through the convulsions of market 

changes, state projects, macro-economic dynamics, and personal decisions, he was only 

vaguely aware of how the social and individual realms intersected each other. But in 

time, with the benefit of hindsight, he began to recognize that he had a story to tell. Most 

importantly, Don Manuel also recognized that his life story was more than just a personal 

narrative. It also provided a unique historical perspective on the impact of commercial 

transformations in the world of traditional Mexican folk arts, from the vantage point of a 

participant. 

Unlike the critics and art historians, who established a sharp distinction between 

authentic popular art and commodities, Don Manuel was not troubled by the phenomenon 

of commercialization. In addition, unlike intellectuals, among his circle of associates he 

did not derive any "benefits" from putting on the persona of a "connoisseur." He did 

derive social prestige and local respect from being a "savvy" businessperson. 

Don Manuel spoke of commercialization as a strategy of empowerment. By 

deploying this strategy, he sought to make himself a subject of history, to exercise 

agency, and to invest his life's work with meaning. However, as he spoke his truths to 

me, I looked around and noticed that Spider Man banks. Sleeping Mexicans statues, 

pastel-colored piggy figurines, and Mickey Mouse reproductions surrounded us. Were 

Mexican folklore experts not correct, then, in describing these figurines made of plaster 

as "vulgar derivations" that are not "the authentic manifestations of the people?" (Bravo 

Ramirez 1976:44). 
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When confronted with dissonant vernacular versions of what constitutes "truth" it 

is not uncommon for "experts" to don a "but-we-know-better" attitude. There was a 

moment during the investigation when I was tempted to conclude that no matter how 

much "embellishment" Don Manuel added to the plaster curio business, the marginality 

of the craft spoke louder than words. But Don Manuel (and his sons) were not about to 

end this conversation with a quick rejoinder. They were not about to let this opportunity 

to have an anthropologist listen to them go by without some effort. I needed Don 

Manuel's story to make my field investigation substantive; but it seemed that Don 

Manuel also needed me, or at least, the tools of anthropological analysis that I wielded, to 

get his point across and validate it. 

Don Manuel described in Spanish the plaster objects produced at the Hernandez 

workshop as ''chillones" (blinding bright or gaudy). At other times he referred to them as 

objects "co« vida" (alive or infused with life)~a term of the trade that potters in Tonala 

utilize to refer to the process of filling an empty mold with clay (Hernandez Casillas 

1996). These descriptions also connote another meaning: plaster curios make their 

presence known; they draw attention to themselves and refuse to be ignored. For Don 

Manuel that connotation went even further: it meant also that plaster curios embody 

history. 

However, rather than being "priced objects" that unify in material form the 

"greatness" of the nation (as specimen of fine folk arts in a museum or exhibition are 

expected to do), curios are hybrid reminders of a fractured national project. Their daring 
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hybridity rejects the order aspired by Folklore. Hence, curios demand to be read in 

reverse-as commentaries on what they should stand for, but which they instead distort. 

Instead of affirming an essentialist Mexicanidad, of serving as the "logos" of the nation-

state, curios are a symbolic refraction of an identity in trouble. They may make 

intellectuals, politicians, and the upper classes cringe, but they are not less "truthful" for 

that matter: they represent and reproduce whatever the collective social memory has 

gathered in its uneven scanning throughout the national territory, whether it was the 

authorized great Mesoamerican icons or the Hollywood-manufactured image that slid 

through the back door inadvertently. Or, sometimes, a disorienting juxtaposition of both. 

Curios affirm by negation what the nation-state attempts to salvage, but which it instead 

may have already lost. 

In our conversations, Don Manuel often said: "these are border-type-things, but 

they come from a tradition" (son cosa de frontera, pero vienen de una tradicion). As the 

university-trained scholar in this partnership, however, I knew that Don Manuel's effort 

to make plaster curios legitimate and eloquent objects of Mexico's social history were 

unprecedented. The folk arts canon only mentioned plaster curios as evidence of what 

had gone wrong with Mexican popular arts (cf Ortiz Angulo 1990). To accomplish the 

reinscription of meaning that Don Manuel attempted would require a counter-reading of 

the canon; a reading "in reverse" of the chronicles of folk art appreciation to trace 
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tenuous connections to "subjugated knowledge" that had not been recorded;^ a kind of 

social history of Mexican crafts that simply did not exist. 

Totally Disrupting the System? 

The spring afternoon in April 1994 when I asked Don Manuel if he had any idea 

how plaster figurines began, he gave me the impression that he had been waiting for three 

decades for someone to ask that question. According to Don Manuel sometime in the 

decade of the 1940s, "a group of entrepreneurs {empresarios^ from the United States" 

taught the potters of Tonala and Tlaquepaque how "to use plaster to make molds that 

would speed up production." 

As he remembered it, the impresarios: "wanted to know if we could produce 

small clay pieces for sale, cups and saucers and that sort of thing, and it was because of 

those types of products that they taught us how to use molds. We were potters and we 

were used to doing everything by hand. But then they taught us about plaster. At the 

^ This reading in reverse is the basis of what in another context has been proposed as the analytical strategy 
of subaltern studies, or postcoloniality, as first articulated in the writings of toe SouthAsian Subaltern 
Group but specifically Ranajit Guha as the "prose of counter-insurgency." The phrase "subjugated 
knowledge" comes from Foucault. 

^ In recent years, there has been a growing recognition of the role of commercial crafts within the 
authorized discourse of folk arts or popular culture in Mexico. This recognition is most notably elaborated 
in the corpus of work by anthropologist Nestor Garcfa-Canclini and, in some commentaries on the subject, 
by cultural critic Carlos Monsivdis. However, not even these progressive and pathbreaking thinkers have 
been able to do away with the prevailing sense of contamination and degeneration that curios allegedly 
represent. When commercialism has been studied or commented upon it has been in relation to variation or 
iimovation of crafts with already established legitimate standing as folk arts (see notably Garcia-Canclini's 
references to weaving and clay figuration in Oaxaca and Michoacdn). No account of curios as a 
meaningftil craft in and of itself of the kind attempted by Don Manuel's narrative has been recorded. 
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beginning, we used the plaster for molds only, and in these molds we poured liquid clay 

and that way we increased production, which was what the foreign gentlemen wanted." 

I cross-referenced Don Manuel's story with the anthropological literature and 

found out that similar accounts had been recorded by ethnographers working in Tonala in 

the last fifty years. Anthropologist Roberta Katz, then a student at Columbia University, 

studied pottery production in Tonala in the 1970s. Her study took place almost fifteen 

years after another U.S. anthropologist. May Diaz, conducted research in the area in 

1959. In Mexico, Tonala pottery was the subject of at least two important studies, a 

preUminary study by Marin de Paleen in the 1960s and a more comprehensive 

investigation by Hem^dez Casillas in 1996. 

According to Katz, significant changes in Tonala ceramics and in the lives of 

artisans in that community could be attributed to "modifications that were initiated in the 

1950s" (1973:5). Hernandez Casillas also identified the 1950s and the arrival of one 

particularly important intermediary, Jorge Wilmont, as a turning point for Tonala pottery 

(1996:48). Don Manuel's own timeline for the introduction of changes is a little bit 

earlier: the 1940s. This discrepancy may in fact offer an enhancement to the 

anthropological record. While anthropologists like Katz and Hernandez Casillas were 

more interested in the impact of modifications and the time period in which they became 

widespread enough to begin being felt (the 1950s), Don Manuel is offering an origin tale, 

something which neither anthropologist was particularly interested in elucidating. The 

search for "origins" in anthropological research often misses innovations because these 
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generally occur as a process. Accounts by anthropologists can sometimes serve as 

catalysts to elucidate these stories, but sometimes they simply miss the target because 

they either do not ask the right question or do not ask the right person. 

The most significant modification to the industry according to Katz, however, 

coincides 100% with Don Manuel's account: namely, the introduction of molds as a 

means to "increase output and profit" (1973:11). Although changes in design and 

marketing were the most visible State-supported projects in Tonala ceramics by the 

1950s, the sole purpose of those changes was to increase demand. In turn, the increase in 

demand became the pivotal element that fed the artisans' interest in modifying their 

production. In other words, in order to sell more, they had to make pottery faster. 

Hernandez Casillas asserts that the meaning of these changes can be measured by the 

effect "that a large part of the decisions about crafts was transferred from the realm of 

production to that of circulation" and hence to "agents" (private and governmental) 

outside the control of the artisans (1996:145). 

Jorge Wilmont and Ken Edwards are legendary figures in Tonala ceramics. It is 

not clear exactly how or why these two men decided to make Tonala pottery their lives' 

projects, yet their influence in the development of the industry is indisputable. Wilmont 

is said to have arrived in Tonala in the 1950s. Allegedly, upon arrival he began to work 

with a well-known local potter. Soon thereafter Wilmont introduced new techniques for 

the massive production of high fire stoneware. Apparently, Wilmont was searching for a 

niche market within the domestic spheres of the American middle class and by all 
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accounts, he succeeded several times over. Many of the plate sets, cups and saucers, and 

other types of dinning stoneware available in the home-interior market in the United 

States today originated from the Wilmont factory in Tonala. Wilmont is said to have 

quickly "absorbed" into his own pottery workshop the artisan who had originally hosted 

him as well as many other independent artisans in Tonala. One of the incentives for 

joining Wilmont's business was that he paid "high wages" (Hem^dez Casillas 1996:40). 

We know even less about Ken Edward than about Jorge Wilmont. What is certain 

is that by the late 1960s and throughout the 1970s the two "foreign gentlemen" together 

dominated pottery production in Tonala. At one point, they employed more than 100 

potters. Later, they split up and each established an independent "pottery factory" in 

town. Today, travel guides strongly recommend a visit to either one of their workshops 

to join a well-organized tour that explains "traditional" methods of Tonala pottery 

production and recent "innovations." 

There are four basic methods used in Tonala for modeling clay. These methods 

utilize a number of man-made devices to aid production, especially in the case of 

earthenware pots: (a) the mushroom mold; (b) the vertical-halves mold; (c) the cast 

mold; and (d) the kick-wheel. The mushroom mold is the traditional method and utilizes 

traditional coiling techniques; the mold itself is made of clay. Katz reports that as potters 

began to search for new methods of production, a peculiar kind of mold made out of 

Plaster of Paris—the vertical-halves mold—became popular. When Dr. Diaz visited 

Tonala in 1959, the vertical halves-mold made of plaster was already in use. 
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Nonetheless, when Katz conducted her investigation in 1972 she still noted that "most 

Tonaltecan potters [were] xmaccustomed to working with plaster" and that the plaster 

vertical-half mold was "comparatively new in town" (1973:164). 

According to Don Manuel, unnamed impresarios taught him and other Tonaltecan 

potters in the 1940s the use of the vertical-halves mold and its derivative, the cast mold. 

A cast mold is also made of plaster and held together with large rubber bands. In the cast 

mold, the molded shape is achieved with a hollow interior. Hollowness, of course, is 

important for plaster statuary that serves as children's toy banks. Cast molds are the 

preferred method of artisans in the plaster curio industry. The most obvious advantage of 

these types of molds is that they eliminate the need for the traditional but labor-intensive 

hand technique of coiling to form the base and handles of the pots. This also meant that 

it eliminated a certain level of artisanal skill inherent to clay work and to the potter's 

occupation. 

Katz reported that because of the Plaster of Paris vertical-halves molds "most 

potters can produce ware more quickly.. .than they can with the mushroom mold." 

Inadvertently capturing a glimpse into the production imit of the Hem^dez Workshop in 

Nogales, Katz further states: "animal shapes in particular are always made in the 

vertical-halves mold because it would be extremely time-consuming and difficult for a 

potter to mold separately delicate parts like tails and legs." 

Conjoined with its neighbor Tlaquepaque, Tonala has thus become a notorious 

site within the larger tourist circuit of the prosperous city of Guadalajara. The two small 
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towns are amply recommended by tourist guides for their assortment of Mexican 

handicrafts, both fine and kitschy. Friends who have traveled to Guadalajara and 

adjacent sites recently have lamented the fact that "regrettably" the craft markets 

increasingly resemble the kinds of hybrid displays of folk arts and curios found at border 

towns. However, Don Manuel's story makes the provocative suggestion that the flow of 

historical "influence" from "border" to "village" may have not been as bidirectional as 

these comments of regret assume. 

Don Manuel's recollection of Tonala in the 1940s, together with the observations 

previously noted by Novo in the 1930s, suggest that border towns emulated and exploited 

commercial trends that were already palpable in Mexico's interior craft production 

centers by the mid-20*'' century. Before folk art sites in Mexico's interior became 

"borderized" through tourist kitsch, traditional sites like Tonala were already well versed 

in the tensions surrounding modifications of the native arts. 

Rather than being sui generis sites of chaotic commercialism, as they have 

sometimes been described, border towns can be thought of instead as concentrated 

"laboratories" that expanded trends already in motion in Mexican handicrafts within the 

overall firamework of nationalist arts promotion. The legendary "tasteless curio shop" of 

bordertowns may in fact be more truly authentic "Mexican" than what general 

impressions suggest. Curtis and Arreola arrived at a similar conclusion from a cultural-

geographic point of view when they described border towns as "first and foremost 

Mexican places," which have been "tempered" by the hybridity of proximity to the 
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United States, but yet remain part of the "Mexicanness" national apparatus at its core 

(1993:4-7). 

As a means of legitimizing his version of events, Don Manuel sometimes referred 

me to "official" sources that he knew had documented pottery production in Tonala 

earlier in the century. He never mentioned any specific study or researcher, but he gave 

me the impression that I was not the first anthropologist he had encountered along his 

path. After finishing a particularly vivid description of the intense market activities in 

Tonala during his youth, Don Manuel stated: "I am telling you that it was just like that. 

It is the way that educated people who know about these things tell the story. You know, 

the ones who know about Folklore and those types of things" {Asi fue, le digo. Lo dicen 

los que han estudiado; los que conocen del Folklore y esas cosas). 

Don Manuel wanted to make a simple point: curios had a genealogy. 

Furthermore, his own productions, the plaster figurines sold at the border, had an origin 

deep inside the traditional "womb" of the nation-state. Even if his life choice had been to 

refuse to be part of the nationalist program and forge his business on the margin of the 

nation-state, on that land up North where cultural patrimony was thin enough that it could 

be re-invented,^ Don Manuel insisted in writing himself into the text of Mexico's native 

arts. However, Don Manuel's way of tracing that genealogy defied conventional patterns 

® The idea that the North of Mexico lacked "culture" has been a subtle and not-so-subtle theme in 
intellectual circles in Mexico since the 19"' century. See next chapter for more on this notion. 
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of object analysis. For instance, elements of iconography, or stylization, or techniques of 

representation could not be counterpoised between a Tonala vessel and a Tweedy Bird 

bank to "match" the evolution of a symbol or a practice. 

Multiple examples exist in Mexican folk arts of derivations, modifications, and 

adaptations in one type of folk object unto another. For example, producers of papel 

amate paintings had copied the design and style of decorations used by potters in their 

native community, simply changing the medium, and the Huichols transferred their 

religious practice of yam weavings to boards and expanded their symbology into 

representational paintings, to name only two of the better-known cases. But at first 

glance, the only thing comparable to plaster statuary in Tonala is plaster statuary itself. 

However, closer inspection suggests that there are a number of threads that link the 

plaster "monos" of bordertowns with a figurative ceramic tradition that dates back at least 

one hundred years. 

In the artisan workshops of Tonala, the visit of "foreign impresarios" in the 1940s 

and 1950s left indelible marks that would forever change that community. Capitalist 

relations of production began to dominate pottery production in Tonald in ways that 

artisans had not anticipated. For instance, "modernizing" strategies to promote Tonald 

pottery, such as the introduction of lines of credit and loans, participation in marketing 

campaigns, and the introduction of mechanisms of quality control through the award of 

an official State of Jalisco "good-housekeeping-seal," have resulted in many artisans 

becoming indebted to government agencies in order to "catch up" to the new standards 
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for the industry (Hem^dez Casillas 1996:10). Recognizing that many of the government 

policies tend to favor the large pottery industrial production units, many individual 

artisans in Tonala have gone as far as refusing the government's "help," or at least, to 

learn to do without it. (Ibid). 

In the name of "success," the government's promotion policies are oriented to 

promote the integration of artisans into mechanisms of intense commercialization that in 

the end have had the paradoxical effect of transforming artisanal activity into a kind of 

industrial enterprise just like any other (Martmez-Peftalosa 1988). Since the main 

objective of the Mexican state has been to make artesamas a profitable source of foreign 

currency for Mexico, many of the promotion efforts that it has initiated have focused on 

increasing output, while standardizing quality and keeping costs low. This capitalist 

circular logic has virtually eliminated the "competitiveness" of small, independent, and 

more creative and innovative individual artisans and family workshops (Hem^dez 

Casillas 1996:96). 

On the one hand, Don Manuel was impatient and did not stick around Tonala long 

enough to benefit from the success brought about by the State-sanctioned launch of 

Tonala pottery as the quintessential Mexican handicraft. On the other hand, his 

skepticism seemed to have been prescient of the difficulties that such "success" would 

eventually create for the majority of Tonaltecan artisans. Describing himself as stubborn 

and ''escurridizo" (slippery, not-easy-to-control) in temperament, Don Manuel decided to 

position himself in such a way as to be able to transform some of the lessons that the 
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"foreign gentlemen" left him into something of his own; something that would enable 

him to play the game according to his own rules. In his desire to mine the entrepreneur's 

toolbox, what started simply as standard pottery production aided by plaster molds soon 

took a very different turn in the hands of Don Manuel and his ''compadres." 

Don Manuel explained that the idea of developing plaster as a complementary but 

separate craft from clay pottery was the invention of savvy artisans in Tonala. He told 

me; 

"My compadres and I got smart [nos pusimos listos] and one day began to 

experiment by making vases out of plaster only, in other words, using the mold 

itself as the final product. Plaster was cheaper than clay and easier to use. It does 

not have to be fired like clay. You could also get a finished product much faster 

and therefore start selling immediately. For example, the sun wall plaque, which 

is so popular here in the border, really it is a design that comes from Oaxaca, but 

in clay it costs a lot more, here we copy the design and are able to sell it a lot 

cheaper." 

There is an extensive body of work that records innovations and cross-cultural 

brokering as a strategy used by native producers for economic improvement (Phillips and 

Steiner 1999). Although this is a very common experience, there is, nonetheless, 

something quite extraordinary in the story that Don Manuel tells. His decision to 

appropriate a technology, which purpose was to increase profits for someone else, into a 

willful reformulation that empowers him, reveals how personal subjectivity in turn 
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becomes one and the same with cultural struggle at a social level. The objects that result 

from this appropriation in turn become reinscribed into a cultural dialectic of their own-

as objects of abjection to the ruling classes and objects of desire to the lower classes 

(which includes border tourists). And yet, most social critique about commodified 

objects of folk art seem incapable of addressing this connection between the individual 

subject who hacks, borrows, and refashions meaning as best he could from his position of 

disempowerment and the social dynamics that make the choice of "going commercial" 

not only logical but also necessary. 

Knowing what we know today about the fortunes of the Tonala ceramic tradition 

in the last few decades, we can recognize that by inventing a new hybrid and 

"degenerate" form of pottery and figurative sculpture, the artisans in Tonala like Don 

Manuel who "went commercial" were in fact searching for avenues of self-empowerment 

against a monumentalist project of a state and nation that they did not trust. At the time 

he "got smart," Don Manuel later told me, he was not professing to be a "rebel" in any 

intentional way; his intellectual awareness about the role of the state and his critique of 

power in society in general were rather inarticulate. His motivation to seek an alternative 

path was more a matter of personal satisfaction than of a deliberately politicized 

ideology. Yet, as a social actor, Don Manuel crafted a personal response that felt 

intuitively "smart" in relation to his social position. 

According to Don Manuel, the introduction of plaster objects raised a few brows 

in Tonala. Katz, in parallel fashion, remarks that the modifications that were introduced 
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in the ceramics industry there served to "stimulate production of non-traditional types of 

pottery" (1973:4). Don Manuel recalled how some of the artisans began making plaster 

vases and decorating them with commercial paints. 

At first, according to Don Manuel, the markets in Jalisco were reluctant to accept 

this new hybrid form. Plaster figurines gained more acceptance as they came to be 

associated with children's toys, a form of vernacular expression that was also 

autochthonous to Tonala. In fact, it is quite possible to make a stylistic correlation 

between many of the plaster figurines produced in the border and a certain kind of 

figurative ceramics produced in Tonala since the turn of the century. It is possible that 

Don Manuel and others derived inspiration from the work known as "fantastic ceramics" 

associated with the great Tonaltecan artisan Candelario Medrano. Traditionally bathed in 

a resin called betus, which was extracted from pine trees, the figurative sculptures of 

Medrano included bright colored roosters, coyotes, owls, mythical beasts, masks, and a 

version of a smiling sun. The entire village of Santa Cniz de las Huertas, where Medrano 

hails from, is known throughout Mexico as a prolific and inventive site for the production 

of toys (jugueterid). 

Similarly, the tradition of making "banks" or alcancias in fantastic animal shapes 

dates back to the turn of the 20''' century and is described by collectors as a practice 

native to Tonala and Tlaquepaque. Figure 4.1 is a photograph archived in the US Library 

of Congress taken by the American photographer Frank G. Carpenter circa 1910-20. It is 
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Figure 4.1 - Don Julito Acero, circa 1910-20, selling hollow banks in the form of animal 
figurines at a market in Tonala, Jalisco. Photograph by Frank G. Carpenter, in the 
collection of the Library of Congress. 
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an image of a market scene in Tonala possibly featuring the greatest bank-maker of all 

times and possibly an originator of the form, Don Julian Acero. Although folklorists also 

recognize that almost all pottery-production sites in Mexico eventually produced some 

version of the children's bank, Tonala and Tlaquepaque excelled in quantity and variety. 

Juli^ Acero, too, was a native of Santa Cruz de las Huertas. His lion and dog banks are 

highly coveted by collectors nowadays. 

One collector's book suggests that the origin of clay banks may had something to 

do with the desire of potters to break the routine of ceramic productions and to express a 

"sense of humor through these whimsical creations" (McMenamin 1996:110). "Bizarre" 

colors and shapes, collectors are advised, are not uncommon; thus, sometimes 

"traditional" desirable items may include pink lions, green dogs, polka-dotted goats, or 

flower-covered pigs. These descriptions, of course, are not unlike the terms used to 

describe, with a very different intonation, the "kitsch" associated with tourist sites and 

border aesthetics. 

Don Manuel explained that from the very start of plaster production as a 

distinctive and organized craft, the artisans in Tonala knew that plaster was a derivative, 

commercial form of limited artistic value compared to the fine clay products of the 

region. Those who started working with plaster, he told me, had no pretensions 

otherwise. For many, the primary motivation was economic. Lack of skills in artisanal 

labor was also a factor; some who wanted to "cash in" on the surge in demand and 
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intense promotion of Tonala pottery but who lacked talent or a family relationship to 

pottery making, saw in plaster statuary a way of participating in the "boom" while 

remaining "outsiders" to the economic and social networks that sustained it. Don Manuel 

was an exception; his motivation was pure and simple independence. His son Mefio 

made it a point to remind me often that Don Manuel w£is at one point a skillfiil potter and 

decorator; that he knew quite well how to succeed in "the system" if that had been 

something that had appealed to him. 

Don Manuel and his friends acted as small venture capitalists, but their calculated 

economic project was not devoid of personal and social meaning. As soon as they began 

to be identified as "plaster" producers (the designation "plaster artisan" is something that 

Don Manuel elaborated later on), the workers had to contend with the perception in 

Tonald that they were less skilled workers than the clay potters of the region were. It is 

not clear how Don Manuel, so proud and dignified, dealt with this phenomenon. He did 

not elaborate on his own personal reaction to that label, but I speculate that it made him 

even more determined. 

Openly contesting the aura of authenticity highly promoted by the State and 

various intermediaries, he and other maverick artisans began to develop vernacular 

versions of "authenticity" to close the evaluative gap they confronted. For instance, the 

use of bright colors {colores con vida), the whimsical nature of a piece, and a sense of 

self-validating pride in seriality and accuracy of reproduction became important criteria 
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to determine whether a plaster producer was a "serious" worker or simply a charlatan 

hoping to make a quick buck. 

According to Don Manuel, most of the traditional potters did not object to the 

introduction of the new hybrid objects because in their view "each person had the right to 

find their own way to make a living." In addition, the number of potters who decided to 

leave the clay to embark in the plaster business was limited. Plaster production became, 

for the most part, a side-occupation for non-potters who wanted to develop some 

relationship to the characteristic trademark of Tonala. Don Manuel was among the few 

who decided to try his fortune with the new material and the new technology in a more 

deliberate and substantial way by setting up an artisanal workshop that worked with 

plaster exclusively. Don Manuel told me that some people laughed at him because he 

had taken a "fancy" {diversion) too far. But in the end, he said, he laughed last. 

Once again, interesting coimections emerge from the ethnographic record that 

back up Don Manuel's story. Plaster has been recognized as one of the many varieties of 

crafts produced in Tonala since the mid-20''' century, yet Don Manuel and his sons often 

referred to plaster statuary as a product "indigenous" to the US-Mexico border. The 

discrepancy may have had more to do with questions of validation and volume important 

to Don Manuel and his family (more of it is produced at the border, where it is also better 

"appreciated" or, it sells better) than with accurate semantic claims of "origin." 

Hemtodez Casillas states unequivocally that the "famed" plaster piggybanks so popular 

throughout Mexico are of "Tonala origin" (1996:18). In the Thursday and Simday, 
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tianguis (open market) in Tonala in the niid-1990s Hernandez Casillas counted 34 seller 

stands (kiosks) that sold plaster statuary out of a total of 352 ceramics and pottery-related 

stands. The fact that plaster represented such a small segment of the overall ceramics 

market in Tonala also corresponds with Don Manuel's story of how the innovation he 

developed only caught the attention of a few artisans. 

When I first heard Don Manuel's story, I struggled to understand how it was 

possible for him to see a connection between the plaster statuary he produced in Nogales 

and the pottery he had created as a youngster in Tonala. Visually, they represented two 

opposite cosmological views of one's surroundings; in one setting, brown clay shapes 

spoke of ancient anthropomorphic vessels of ritual and functional significance; in the 

other setting, a manufactured need for objects of spurious consumption revealed a 

menagerie of corporate-designed characters in strident colors. Sometimes, I felt as if Don 

Manuel was in effect asking me to "suspend disbelief and "buy" his story. At other 

times, I felt it was I who asked of Don Manuel to make a leap of faith by helping me 

construct a critical edifice that could add theoretical texture to his narrative. I often 

worried whether I was not somehow obliging a romantic impulse to "redeem" curios in 

order to feel better about the marginality of the subject matter I was dealing with. 

My doubts subsided, however, when I recognized that derivations and 

modifications were nothing extraordinary in the field of folk arts. Don Manuel and I, 

together, were assembling a narrative that had been lacking; it was our collective project 

to add texture to a canon that had forgotten to ask obvious questions. In Tonala, 
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anthropologists had recorded changes within the traditional styles. For example, the 

"barro brunidd''' figurines of doves, owls, and native animals that were once typical of 

the area could now be foimd everywhere in Mexico as "airport art" Hpicamente 

Mexicano. Once hand-sculpted for ceremonial purposes, these objects were now serially 

produced in large quantities and formed part of the stereotypical Mexican souvenir 

market. But if such a direct correlation between objects was nearly impossible in the 

nexus Tonala-Nogales/clay-plaster, then what was the nature of the genealogical 

connection? Was the only connection, Don Manuel himself, the fact that he had been 

there and now he was here'l Or was the point he was trying to make that 

commercialization is simply part of human nature and it has been with us since time 

immemorial? 

Don Manuel struck me as a much more sophisticated thinker than that; he was not 

prompt to invoking too many refranes (traditional proverbs) to explain things away. Yet, 

none of the object analyses that I could conceive got at the heart of the matter that most 

concerned Don Manuel. He was tackling the issue fi-om another angle altogether; but 

what methodology was he favoring instead? His argument about correlations was 

directed at something other than the iconography or the material qualities of the objects in 

question. His line of reasoning focused on processes of production and negotiations of 

meaning; it was in those elements that he saw a continuity that had been denied by the 

scholars. 
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Luckily, every attempt on my part to turn analysis into an abstraction was sternly 

resisted and contested by Don Manuel and his sons. One morning in 1996, Raul the 

eldest son exploded in a deep belly laugh and in the tone of one teaching a youngster a 

simple truth, said to me: "We know that plaster moms are objects de segunda categona 

(low-level, second-degree objects) and that some of these images are inspired by 

corporate mega-empires on the other side." I was stunned. If their points were not 

aesthetics or heroic resistances to the forces of capitalist accommodation, what then, was 

at the core of this insistence on connecting curios to the legitimate folk art apparatus of 

Mexico? Vis-a-vis what social entity not apparent in his story did Don Manuel want to 

direct his counter narrative? 

Handicrafts, Nationalism, and State Rituals 

Generally, folk arts and native crafts are not among the main topics of public 

debate in most countries. Mexico, however, is an intriguing exception to that rule. In 

Mexico, debates over the economic and symbolic importance of native arts have been a 

national obsession since the turn of the 20^ century. Far from simply being an 

i d e o l o g i c a l  f i x a t i o n ,  t h e  h e i g h t e n e d  M e x i c a n  i n t e r e s t  i n  a r t e  s o m a s  ( n a t i v e  c r a f t s ) i s  

grounded on a solid material base. Mexico counts the largest nmnber of artisans and folk 

artists in the Western hemisphere: according to one estimate, approximately 6 million 

people make their living from making and selling crafts (Lauer 1989). 

Terminology is part and parcel of the art hierarchy in Mexico. The Spanish word artesanias is used 
widely as the equivalent of the English words "crafts" or "handicrafts;" literally, "artesan-ias" can be 
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By describing the Mexican interest in folk arts as an "obsession," one must not 

presume that the public debate about these objects has always been articulated clearly and 

consistently, either as a matter of state policy or of public opinion. Neither should it be 

assumed that such interest figures prominently in the minds of all Mexicans. It is fair to 

suggest that matters of more profound consequence, such as agriculture and 

industrialization, political reform, crime, and urban poverty, interest Mexicans more 

consistently on a daily basis. But, in its application, here the word "obsession" is meant 

to convey that the folk arts are a volatile, passionate, and sometimes touchy, subject 

about which most Mexicans hold strong opinions. 

The reason for such uncommon fervor is that in Mexico the folk arts became 

historically connected to questions of national identity as a result of the popular (and 

populist) struggle known as the Mexican Revolution (1910-1917). Through its 

association with hotly debated questions of nationalism in the context of a popular 

uprising that had as one of its goals limiting foreign influence on the country, folk arts in 

Mexico acquired an unusual transcendental character. The themes of tradition, national 

identity, and ethnic pride evoked by native crafts are not in themselves rare; they have 

been part of the development of a Western discourse about folk art since the 18^ century 

(Williams 1983). What is different about the Mexican case is the deliberate role 

intellectuals and the State assxmied in the discussion. At the level of government policy, 

the folk arts debate is further complicated by the fact that artesamas are intrinsically 

connected with a vital area of Mexican economic activity—namely, mass tourism. In this 

translated as "works made by artisans." 
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sense, the country's political and intellectual leaders regard Mexican folk arts as both a 

matter of ideological expression and of economic necessity. 

Monsivais describes the existence of a "canon" of folk arts in Mexico framed by 

four distinct moments: (a) in the 16^ and 17^ centuries a preponderant focus on 

devotional items; (b) in the 18^ century an interest in objects that combined the utilitarian 

and the beautiful; (c) in the 19^ century the emergence of an ideology that makes objects 

signs or icons of national identity; (d) in the 20 century a blossoming of interest in folk 

arts hand in hand with an affirmation of nationalism, namely, the exaltation of 

"possessions that structure pride" (1996:16). Monsivais describes the general attitude of 

most Mexicans towards the native arts for several centuries as a "highly prejudiced 

admiration" (Ibid). 

The existence of a Mexican folkloric canon thus understood as a system of 

classification and validation owes much to what Clifford described as the emergence in 

th 
the last part of the 19 century of an "art-culture system." Such a system, Clifford states, 

is historically specific; the categories of "the beautiful, the cultural, and the authentic" 

change over time (1988:215). The system's primary function is to assign value to objects 

based on criteria of authenticity and beauty and to parcel out their collection and study to 

distinct branches of the human sciences, namely art history or anthropology. 

Theoretically, one could argue that insofar as the categories of what constitutes the 

beautiful and the authentic are "invented" according to social context, they are therefore 

also contestable. However, the effect of this "archaizing system" becomes in any given 
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era also totalizing. In other words, by establishing a differential scheme of symbols and 

values, the art-culture system enforces commonsense distinctions between "antiques," 

"curios," "art," "ethnographic artifacts," and "souvenirs." 

In establishing and regulating the contexts in which objects properly belong and 

between which they circulate, the art-culture system marks boundaries that define how 

"we see things." This system of value and classification is manifested in societies 

through both ideological and institutional mechanisms. The generalized idea is that 

curios represent the lowest level of this hierarchical system; a curio is an object that has 

degenerated from its original category as folk art. By plunging downwards in the 

category scheme, curios therefore take us to the "lower parts" of the system, where 

defilement resides (cf Douglas 1966; White and Stallybrass 1986; Kristeva 1982). 

In Mexico, the art-culture system described by Clifford congeals into a veritable 

art-culture folkloric apparatus, underwritten and sanctioned to a large degree by the 

State. Historically the Mexican state has played the leading role in the organization 

(invention) of a national "folk-lore." However, studies about the role of the State in the 

institutionalization of the Mexican art-culture system may be misleading at least in one 

sense. The "State project" as enacted by a postrevolutionary leading class after 1917 

should be more accurately described in the plural; that is, as a series of project(s) which 

met with varying degrees of success, both in their ideological/rhetorical capacity to make 

the population follow their lead as well as in their concrete institutional accomplishments 

(cf Knight 1986; Hart 1987). 
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The fact that there are contested meanings and multiple interpretations such as the 

ones advanced by Don Manuel provides an analytical fracture point in the official 

narrative. Since "not everything was as good as they made it sound," Don Manuel 

exploited that fracture in his own version of historical events. The perception of such a 

fracture in the State narrative and the State project(s) encourages Don Manuel and his 

sons to attempt a self-reflexive reconceptualization of "curios." Their 

reconceptualization was a personal project framed both within and vis-a-vis the dominant 

classifications of the Mexican art-culture system. 

In other words, skepticism over the effectiveness of the State project fueled the 

entrepreneurial decision on the part of Don Manuel to "take matters into [his] own 

hands." Yet, the decision to make a path for himself, as an independent border artisan 

was at the same time something that Don Manuel was only able to do with whatever 

resources were "at hand" to accomplish such a task. One such opening was the newly 

created interest in the border as an expansive zone of economic development. Ironically, 

the State also played an active role in constructing the image of the border as a "land of 

opportunity" that enticed Don Manuel. In other words, Don Manuel's decisions are 

structured by elements of power that are sometimes visible and sometimes invisible to 

him; the degree to which his decision showed "resistance" or "accommodation" to the 

State depended on his capacity to "maneuver" at very particular and specific historical 

moments. On the one hand, he fled Tonala skeptic about the State's promises; on the 

other hand, he moved North believing that the doors opening at the border could be 
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"independent" from the State's intervention. He was only partially correct in making that 

assumption. 

The use of the binary "resistance-accommodation" as conceptualized here can be 

misleading in one fundamental sense, however. By invoking "the State" as a protagonist 

in Don Manuel's life story, it is possible to give the impression that Don Manuel 

confronted a monolithic all-powerful entity, which in the end, tricked him and won. That 

was not the case. Properly speaking, the Mexican Revolution was a process that took at 

least two decades to consolidate. Even though 1917 is often identified as a year of 

closure for the revolutionary process on account of the approval of a new Constitution, 

political and ideological struggles continued into the decade of the 1920s. The ideal of a 

"unified nation" meant different things to Presidents Carranza, Obregon, and Calles. 

Carranza advocated a system of political liberalism modeled on the European nations, 

and to some degree, the United States. Such a model still presumed a "civilizing" role for 

the state vis-a-vis the indigenous population. Obregon, grounded on a more leftist 

political position, directs the national project towards the embrace of the indigenous 

partly in response to the Carranza legacy. Thus, even as I speak about a hegemonic 

intellectual position with regards to the country's folklore, it is important to note that 

diverse points of views and internal fractures afflicted the so-called "hegemony" of each 

leader and social period. 

To correct the presumption of an overpowering state folkloric project rising 

against Don Manuel's small clamor for autonomy, it is necessary to work with an 
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expanded notion of "the State." Rather than speak of 'the State" as an imaginary 

abstraction, scholars have suggested it would be more accurate and productive to engage 

in a discussion about processes of state-formation (Joseph and Nugent 1994; Corrigan 

and Sayer 1985). The difference between the two concepts is that the first one 

emphasizes unity, as if the State was an entity with a will and a coherent voice, while the 

second stresses the diverse and contested nature of what States attempt to do, sometimes 

more successfully than others—to secure order, legitimacy, and moral authority. Rather 

than govern by edicts, a State apparatus combined with a "State idea" in which 

intellectual and moral leadership plays a significant part, actively forms and transforms 

the way people relate to one another, to their work, livelihood, and to their own identities 

(Abrams 1977/88). 

Thus fashioned, "the State" participates in setting ideological and institutional 

"grooves" through which some ideas and practices become hegemonic at a given time, 

while others fade back or lose legitimacy (Caso 1950). To the extent that processes of 

state-formation function ideologically to set a horizon of what counts as important or 

meaningful (of the way in which "the world is made sense of) one can think of state-

formation as a cultural process (Corrigan and Sayer 1985:2) 

The state-formation approach is particularly useful to understand what happened 

in Mexico during the first decades of the 20^ century. The "State" that emerged as a 

result of the popular uprising known as the Mexican Revolution was quite visibly and 

deliberately an attempt on the part of some sectors of the Mexican population (namely, a 
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historically contingent mix of peasants, middle classes, and intellectuals), to articulate a 

different way of living, working, and being Mexican. Yet, this process of construction 

took place across several decades of social transformation that involved not only armed 

struggle, but also a number of administrative mechanisms, policies, regulations, rhetorical 

tools, coercive measures, political displacements, and public rituals. Expressive forms of 

popular culture (the dances, folk arts, crafts, music, traditions, and practices of Mexico's 

indigenous and peasant communities) became a tool in the construction of a state project 

allegedly more in tune and accountable to the aspirations of "e/ pueblo" (the people). 

The symbolic substance of the new envisioned Mexican nation was to be found, not in 

the European modes and styles of the dominant classes of the 19 century, but in 

Mexico's great Mesoamerican past and in the "remnants" of those glorious civilizations 

still perceptible in the living arts of indigenous communities. Although this process of 

national "reclamation" has been primarily associated with the postrevolutionary period, 

the seeds of its importance in Mexico date back to the early 19 century, especially the 

process of the "Reforma" after independence from Spain. 

In order for the indigenous arts to play the role demanded of them as symbols of 

the project of state-formation, they needed an ideological and symbolic transformation of 

their own. That is, they required a transformation in the way in which the majority of 

Mexican mestizos regarded them. In order to promote a revolutionary nationalism, 

intellectuals of the 1920s and 30s thought it was necessary to demonstrate that the 

postrevolutinary state de facto marked a break from the 19^'* century past dominated by 
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deference to foreign ideals (and to the Carrancistas as well). For the intellectuals of the 

new social order, a symbolic shift in the taste of the Mexican public for things "more 

Mexican" justified a deliberate state-endorsed effort to "elevate" the folk arts. However, 

to accomplish this goal, the state had to forge an ideal narrative (a national myth) that 

posited the indigenous/native folk arts as "pure," "authentic," "uncontaminated," and 

transparent reflections of the nation's "innate" love for beauty, simplicity, tradition, and 

community. 

Within this political context, "rescuing," understanding, and "appreciating" 

Mexico's indigenous folk arts became the tall order of the day for Mexicans fi:om all 

walks of life, but mostly for the middle and upper classes which had up to then shown 

greater preference for European aesthetics. The Obregon-led postrevolutionary state 

commissioned dozens of studies, exhibitions, collections, and programs designed to 

"preserve" the folk arts as well as to create an appreciation and a taste among Mexico's 

non-indigenous and non-peasant population for "/o Mexicano" (Mexicanness). The State 

played a key role in shaping a "folkloric" agenda for the postrevolutionary nation by 

sponsoring or participating in a number of key landmark events. 

The first and most important of these major benchmarks was an exhibition and 

publication organized in 1921 as part of the centenary celebration of the end of the 

Mexican independence struggle. Two important Mexican artists took the lead in 

planning the exhibit and a month-long program of lectures, demonstrations, and other 

celebratory events. The exhibit was unlike any other to date; it not only displayed 
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hundreds of samples of native crafts from all comers of Mexico, it did so guided by a 

philosophical orientation that recognized the craft and skill of "living" indigenous 

artisans as vital participants of the nation's identity. To accompany the exhibition, 

organizers commissioned a large catalog. The task of assembling the publication was 

given to Gerardo Murillo, aka Dr. Atl. Published with the title Folk Arts of Mexico the 

catalog gathered together an impressive array of objects and crafts. In myriad official 

acts related to the exhibition, President Alvaro Obregon honed in on the deliberate 

connection between the Revolution and a return to "what was Mexican." A year later, 

the exhibit traveled to Los Angeles, where an average of 4,000 persons a day saw the 

display of more than 5,000 items of Mexican handicrafts (Delpar 1992). 

Although in the 1920s American tourism to Mexico was still relatively low, 

throughout the decade Americans were exposed in earnest to Mexican folk arts in the 

United States. In 1925, with a small grant from the Rockefellers, the avid collector and 

folklorist Frances Toor began publishing in Mexico the influential magazine Mexican 

Folkwavs. The first edition of Dr. Atl's book was exhausted almost immediately upon 

publication. It was later republished and quickly exhausted once again. The book was 

avidly consumed, first and foremost by American collectors; secondly, by Mexican 

artisans themselves, who reportedly used the book as a gauge to leam what would 

properly count as "folk art" in the nascent nationalistic scholarship (Martinez-Penalosa 

1988). 
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In 1928 and 1930, two major exhibits of Mexican folk arts were staged at the Art 

Center and the Metropolitan Museum in New York. The 1928 show included 3,200 

objects collected from 30 different locations; all pieces were for sale upon completion of 

the exhibition tour. Abby Aldrich Rockefeller is said to have visited the show four times, 

as did Robert DeForest, President of the Met, who had been collecting Mexican pottery 

since 1903 (Delpar 1992). The same 1928 exhibit traveled to 12 American cities as well 

as to Denmark, Sweden, and Canada. The Met exhibition of 1930 traveled to 13 

American cities and it was estimated that close to 500,000 Americans viewed the display. 

The Mexican government found in its native arts and handicrafts a new productive and 

engaging "language" with which to communicate with the Americans; a mixture of 

quaint underdevelopment and moving beauty and admiration that fit quite nicely into the 

agendas of both countries. In 1930, Mexico launched its first official campaign to invite 

American tourism by dropping the requirement for visas to American travelers. 

The result of the state-funded implosion of popular arts initiatives was a deliberate 

"folklorization" of the concept of Mexican identity. In this way, a common cultural 

vocabulary and a shared iconography began to gain acceptance throughout various levels 

of public life. During the 1920s, the establishment of a Ballet Folklorico (national folk 

dance company), the commitment to restore and preserve archaeological sites, and the 

mural movement that took the art academies by storm, were all initiatives run under the 

Secretary of Public Education Jose Vasconcelos, with the expressed purpose of helping 

Mexicans "find themselves" (Bakewell 1995:25). Well before artesamas became the 
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concern of the Ministry of Tourism as an adjunct activity of economic initiatives, they 

were seen as an essential component of the toolbox that would help Mexicans find 

common ground as a people whose "blood and soul" were Indian but whose "language 

and civilization" were European (Vasconcelos 1920). 

To be sure, efforts to craft a national identity through symbols of art and industry 

had been in motion since the early 19^ century.'' The fledging attempts to define 

Mexicanidad that preceded the Revolutionary efforts had also incorporated the native arts 

as symbolic elements. Yet, overwhelmingly, the interest focused on the pre-Hispanic 

"great civilizations," which were blatantly contrasted with "living Indians" who were 

perceived as defeated and slothful. The dictator Porfirio Diaz and many in the ruling 

class of his time demonstrated open hostility towards the living Indian population, while 

at the same time exalting the great Indigenous past. Several groups (in Yucat^ and 

Sonora most notably) staged important upheavals against Diaz's injustices. 

The difference between the pre and post revolutionary approaches with regards to 

the treatment of mdigenous groups was therefore noticeable and resulted in profoundly 

different social policies. Such differences responded in part to a conceptual framework 

developed by Mexican anthropology students of the American anthropologist Franz Boas 

about the treatment of Indians under the philosophy of cultural relativism. 

" The first National Museum was created in Mexico in 1834; although it included a few native 
ethnographic displays, its main orientation was the Spanish colonial heritage. The most significant effort to 
link nationalism wi& crafts occurred during the 1849 Exposition of Agriculture and Industry in Mexico 
City, but the emphasis was on "criollo" artisanal forms such as furniture and jeweby and on pre-Hispanic 
architecture, with an explicit exclusion of living indigenous groups. In 1861, the first on the folk arts of 
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From the 1920s through the end of the Cardenas period in the 1930s, Mexico 

developed various philosophical/intellectual projects and a number of public policies with 

the explicit goal of incorporating Indian groups to the national life. Although there w^as 

agreement at the highest levels of the postrevolutionary government about the need for a 

reinvidication of plural "ethnic groups" within the national identity, there were also 

competing ideologies as to the degree and most effective method of incorporation (Sesia 

1994). The approach favored by Jose Vasconcelos, the Minister of Education, 

emphasized an expedited "education," absorption, and integration of Indians into modem 

national institutions. 

Non-Indian Mexicans, in turn, were instructed to appreciate the spiritual meaning 

of having "Indian blood and soul." Mostly conceptualized and orchestrated by 

anthropologist Antonio Gamio, the policies of indigenismo, in contrast, sought to 

promote a validation of Indian ways and culture in their own terms, and a gradual, 

selective, and negotiated incorporation of indigenous groups to those aspects of national 

life which benefited them the most, such as employment policies and land-holding 

legislation. The particular articulation between national ruling elites and intellectuals that 

emerged in the first decades of the postrevolutionary government favored the Indigenista 

point of view. The victory of ethnographic particularism, however, did not come without 

a price. In order to sustain a position of leadership against those intellectuals who 

preferred to "efface" the Indian, indigenistas opted instead to "problematize" the "Indian 

Yucat^ appeared, only followed four decades later by Carl Lumholtz's studies on the Huichol in 1900 and 
Nicolds Ledn's studies in Oaxaca in 1903 (Coronel Rivera 1997). 



question" (Ibid). The answer to the "Indian problem," therefore, was a series of 

government initiatives directed by enlightened outsiders that permanently codified and 

contrived Indian identity. 

The presence of American bohemians, writers and artists, and philanthropists in 

Mexico in the first two decades of the 20*^ century also helped foster an idyllic vision of a 

rural and indigenous land of mystery consistent with the objectives of the Mexican 

nation-state. Recounted in great and fascinating detail in the book The Enormous Vogue 

of Things Mexican by historian Helen Delpar (1992), the list of Americans involved in 

various aspects of trade, study, collection, travel, and general fellowship with Mexican 

intellectuals of the period reads like a "Who's Who" list of the most important writers 

and scholars of American letters. Such intense levels of interaction planted the seed that 

would later feed an appetite for Mexican folk arts among American middle class 

consumers. In 1933, the first visit of Nelson Rockefeller to Mexico touched off a series 

of events, publications, and projects that would prove to be of overarching consequence 

for Mexican handicrafts. Single-handedly, Rockefeller set in motion a reinscription of 

Mexican crafts as collectable "folk art" and "primitive art" worthy of engaging the 

attention of the most wealthy and cultured Americans and of enriching pre-contact 

collections. 

Similarly, the passion for Mexican folk arts embraced by U.S. Ambassador to 

Mexico Dwight Morrow and his wife during the 1920s went a long way towards 

supporting and encouraging policies of native art preservation in Mexico. As one 
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historian has remarked, "the Mexico that captured the Morrow's fascination was the one 

promoted by postrevolutionary intellectual and political leaders as "Indian Mexico" 

(Lopez 2002:53). Very few international relations between nation-states have been as 

intensely mediated by art and culture as the relationship between Mexico and the United 

States during that time. Although by today's standards the Morrow's approach to 

collecting Mexican folk arts may seem patronizing (for example, they named their house 

in Cuemavaca "Casa Manana"), at the time, the Morrows were a breath of fresh air. 

Their genuine love and interest in the humblest of Mexican treasures~the native arts-led 

one Mexican journalist to celebrate the fact that "at last Mexico was sent di gringo that 

neither patronized nor sneered" (cited in Danly 2002:2). 

Mexican post-revolutionary nationalism was thus fed from a variety of sources-

some were strictly political, but many were grounded in rhetorical, symbolic, and 

intellectual motivations that surpassed the predictable lines of demarcation between the 

"state" and "society." Countless government-sponsored initiatives were launched with 

the objective of identifying and promoting objects and practices that embodied "/o 

Mexicano.'" In part "official construct" and in part "popular narrative," the essentialized 

representation of Mexico has played a vital symbolic role in the development of the 

country as a whole. Since the 1940s, as Mexico sought to entered a period of industrial 

modernization, these symbolic aspects of national identity began to be articulated in 

officialist discourse under the theme of legacy and heritage—or, herencia Mexicana 

(Joseph, Rubenstein, Zolov 2001). 
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The notion that there are things, practices, and people that are more 

"authentically" Mexican than others also opened the floodgates for a persistent and 

onerous burden to "safeguard" Mexican identity—a task simultaneously undermined by 

the industrial export-oriented economic policies of post-1940s Mexico. Such a subjective 

national project, which sometimes has taken absurd and ridiculous tones such as in the 

many assertions that Mexicans are melancholic" or that ^'Mexicans suffer an inferiority 

complex" constitute, however, a "powerful cohesive illusion" that sustains, in turn, a 

powerful dominant apparatus (Bartra 1987). 

By the 1940s, Americans from all walks of life were "discovering" Mexico. 

Conversely, many Indigenous groups, artisans, and folk artists began "discovering" the 

opportunities for employment, flexible non-wage labor, and overall material 

improvements promised by the new tourist markets (Eshelman 1988:28). Although the 

Mexican state acted as the lead coordinator of cultural policies and crafts promotion, it 

did not exclude the participation of foreign impresarios and other middlemen seeking to 

exploit the business opportunities in the new tourist industries. By the 1950s, folklore 

was more than an element in the nationalist rhetoric that had once inspired Gamio to 

encourage all Mexicans to "forge the fatherland;" folklore had become big business. 

The marriage of Folklore with economic development signaled a particular 

moment in the enactment of a modernization paradigm with a particular "Mexican 

flavor." Specifically, the link between tourism and the emergence of a folkloric sub

system called the "Mexican curio industry" would have long-term repercussions for the 
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country. Because "Mexican curios" would touch off and play exactly on those feelings 

of national singularity and Mexicanness that had served as the foundation for a 

"progressive" Mexico, their hybrid, inauthentic presence would in turn make many 

Mexicans uncomfortable. 

It is no accident that the encounter between Don Manuel and the "foreign 

gentlemen" who visited Tonala to teach artisans about molds took place in the 1940s. 

That decade marked not only a turning point in the development of capitalism in Mexico; 

it also launched the beginning of a major national effort on the part of the Mexican 

government to expand tourism (Saragoza 2001). Since the 1930s, transportation 

networks had developed sufficiently to allow Americans to travel "safely" by road to 

Mexico's interior and by plane to the most remote areas (Nolan and Nolan 1988). 

Beginning in the 1930s, tourism received a significant boost; travel agencies and travel 

guides sprang up and Mexico relaxed its rules for the licensing and regulation of hotels. 

Under the leadership of Miguel Alem^ Valdes, first as Minister of Tourism from 1940 

to 1946, and then as President of Mexico from 1946 to 1952, the State engaged in a large 

niimber of policies and projects that sought to "modernize" travel to Mexico. Alem&i 

Valdez wished to move from the "intellectual" kind of travel of the first decades of the 

th 
20 century to a "leisure and fun" tourism that would be less of interest to select 

collectors and more appealing to the souvenir buyer. 

A number of external and internal factors came together to prime the growth of 

tourism. World War II resulted in the coincidental interruption of American tourist travel 
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to Europe at the same time that post-war prosperity gave rise to the thirst for distraction 

and exotic recreation on the part of a new emerging US middle class (Zolov 2001). 

Furthermore, in 1942 a devaluation of the Mexican peso coincided with the conclusion of 

an era of radical redistribution of wealth under the government of Ldzaro C^denas and 

the embrace of a model of modernization based on intensive capital accumulation that 

many have hailed as the "onset of the country's prolonged 'miracle' of economic growth" 

(Joseph, Rubenstein, and Zolov 2001:8). During the twelve year period (1940-1952), a 

time also known as Mexico's Golden Era, the development of tourism and the expansion 

of handicraft production associated with the tourist industries grew in importance and 

became a pivotal element of the policies of modernization advocated by Mexico's 

political leaders. By 1949, tourists from the United States provided Mexico's largest 

single source of dollars (Nolan and Nolan 1988:17). Guided by the State's tourism 

policies, the modem world of "Mexican curios" eventually acquired the same 

"assembled, patchwork, invented quality" that the allegedly "unique" folk arts had 

endured several decades earlier (Sarazoga 2001). During the 1920s and 30s, the State 

was interested in "authentic" popular arts; but by the 1960s, authenticity meant 

something else. It meant whether a work could be produced consistently enough to be 

commercialized. 

The thirty-year period between the mid-1940s and the mid-1970s can be 

described as a long caravan towards the mass visibility of artesanias in Mexico. In 1960, 

President Adolfo Lopez Mateos created the Fondo para el Fomento de las Artesanias 
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(FONART), the largest and most influential of the Mexican governmental entities 

devoted to the promotion of native arts. It was President Luis Echeverria, however, who 

immediately upon taking office in 1970 took it upon himself to promote Mexican crafts. 

Echeverria was also unique in another sense: he not only promoted the selective folk arts 

of museums and collectors, he also loved souvenirs and crafts in all of their various 

"diluted" forms. Echeverria caused a stir among the Mexican upper classes when in 

addition to redecorating the Presidential Palace with indigenous Mexican objects and 

ftimiture; he ordered that all women attending state dinners wear traditional Indian attire 

(Bakewell 1995). 

For many Mexican scholars, Echeverria's indiscriminate taste for Indian things 

was an empty charade. The country has experienced one of its most painftal and violent 

moments in 1968, when students attending a demonstration were massacred in Mexico 

City. Echeverria had been the right-hand man of President Diaz Ordaz who had ordered 

the death of the student protestors. Many saw Echeverria's gesture to extend a hand to 

the country's indigenous commimities through their arts and crafts as an insult and as a 

glaring contradiction. Many feared that Mexico had lost its way; the nation that only 60 

years earlier had made the folk arts a source of pride and inspiration was now awash in 

empty rhetoric and Mexican curios. Although there is some evidence to suggest that 

national consumption of artesamas actually increased in Mexico after the 1970s, it is also 

accurate to state that many scholars and educated Mexicans saw this as a period of 

decline in the taste, elegance, and discrimination between the authentic and the vulgar in 
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the covintry. Monsivais describes it as the period when "the picturesque was dissolved 

into decoration" (1996:242). For many, it was a sign of the failure of the nationalist 

revolutionary project. 

But seen from a different point of view, curios represent a "Mexicarmess" that has 

been as real and consistent as the folk arts that have underwritten the nationalist project 

since the turn of the 20*** century. Insofar as they represent a convulsed and fractured 

history of Mexican capitalist development that is desperately attempting to pass as a 

unified symbol of national pride, curios do not pretend to "fool" anyone. The artificial 

quality that they embody is an instant give-away to their unstable pretensions. It is 

entirely conceivable to hold a plastic Aztec calendar reproduction in one's hand, or a 

Little Mermaid plaster bank with the inscription "Hecho en Mexico" at the base, and 

arrive at the conclusion that these objects belie precisely what they seek to promote-

namely, a Mexicanness that has spilled over the proper channels of nationalist 

containment. 

The model of capitalist development that abetted tourism began to suffer a 

number of difficulties at the same moment in which its success was declared. The 1940s 

were a time when some of the official projects of the state began to experience a number 

of structural dislocations. For instance, the first major migrations to the US took place; 

structural shortfalls in international accounts surfaced; and dependency on outside capital 

and technology increased significantly (Schmidt 2001). Dependency on the infinite 

reproduction of tourist-type products and incentives increased to such a degree that it 
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became a matter of State interest to assist in planning and promoting higher demand. 

Don Manuel's recollection of this era of capitalist expansion focused more on the 

disruptions that he perceived than on the successes. These dislocations intensified the 

economic necessity of artisans to adapt to new tourist markets (Eshelman 1988). 

As an intermediary and broker of commercial crafts, however, the State often had 

conflicting goals. For instance, the folk arts were regarded as a symbolic repository of 

the nation's cultural essence, but they were also a source of employment with the 

potential of alleviating rural poverty. In order to succeed on the first count, folk arts had 

to be "protected" and preserved in their state of purity. In contrast, in order to succeed on 

the second count, they had to be "shared," marketed, or commercialized. Within this lens 

of interpretation, elements of "commercialization" in the folk arts were inevitably 

deemed as threatening the purity and authenticity of the nation's "true" character. State 

intellectuals claimed that it was possible to create administrative apparatuses to help 

indigenous artisans mediate this contradiction and accomplish both tasks simultaneously. 

But by setting a rhetorical opposition between commercial crafts and the 

country's authentic folk arts, the State plunged itself into an impossible conundrum: how 

to promote folk arts while keeping them quaint. In managing this balancing act, the State 

set up contradictions that it was in no position to adjudicate. The story of "popular 

culture" in Mexico from the 1920s forward, therefore, must be considered a story of 

contested representations of what constitutes, in the last instance, a more legitimate way 

of working one's way towards being and becoming "Mexican" (Bartra 1987). Such a 
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project of subjectivity compelled young Don Manuel to look outside Tonala for a place 

that felt more consistent with the disorientation and dislocations that the national project 

of Mexicanness had inadvertently provoked. 

The Land of Opportunity: Hybrid Objects in an In-Between Place 

In 1957, Don Manuel left Tonala headed North, to the border zone between 

Mexico and the United States where he hoped to set up his own plaster molding business. 

On his way, he stopped in Sinaloa and met the woman who became his wife. Together, 

they continued the journey towards Tijuana, Baja California. Don Manuel had heard 

stories from relatives in Sinaloa about the opportunities for self-improvement in the 

emerging bordertown markets. He felt that his experiences in the potter's community of 

Tonala gave him a special advantage. Not only did he feel a sense of self-assurance from 

having skills as a potter, he also felt that he knew "a thing or two about the business of 

craft" {sabia una o das cosas sobre el negocio de las artesamas). 

In spite of his optimism, Don Manuel realized that he faced one significant 

obstacle: he did not have any capital. Because he understood that this was a liability to 

his plans, he considered a number of different options to get ahead. His primary desire 

was to continue experimenting with the plaster molds and set up a plaster artisanal 

workshop of his own. However, he felt confident that he knew enough about artesamas 

in general to become a curio shopkeeper in case things did not go the way he planned 

them. Don Manuel told me that if there was one thing he had learned in the craft markets 
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of Jalisco during the post-war tourist boom it was to be sawy and flexible {listo y 

flexible). He prepared himself to walk through "whatever door opened first." 

By the late 1950s and early 1960s, the US-Mexico border began to attract the 

attention of Mexican officials as the next fi-ontier of modernization and development. In 

1961, PRONAF (The National Frontier Program) was set up as the main institutional 

mechanism to achieve the revitalization of the border zones. Tourism, once again, was 

the pivotal element in this plan. Efforts to increase tourism and consimiption of Mexican 

souvenirs in border towns date as far back as the turn of the century, but after World War 

II the emphasis shifted to promoting a type of "family tourism" that significantly 

expanded the range of domestic items typically offered at curio shops. A heightened 

interest in decorative arts and crafts among middle-class American visitors to the border 

gave rise to a cottage manufacturing industry in many border tovms. In 1965, another 

major federal initiative, BIP, launched the maquiladoras program (export assembly 

factories) in close collaboration with private industry and capital. 

The Mexican government recognized the importance of bordertowns as tourist 

points-of-entry to Mexico; one estimate determined that close to 70% of all foreign 

tourist spending in Mexico took place in the border corridor (Arreola 2001 ;29). But from 

the point of view of Mexico City intellectuals, the North had no "culture" to promote. 

The indigenous groups of the North such as Raramuri, Seri, and Yaqui had proven to be 

the most difficult ones to domesticate into the national agenda. They were not known to 
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scholars as great producers of "beautiful things" in the way that Indian communities in 

the center and south of Mexico had proven to be. 

Agendas of folklore and economic development crisscrossed yet one more time: 

Mexican officials determined that the high level of tourist spending happening at the 

border could not be left to the whim of low-quality crafts. Mexico City planners and 

craft connoisseurs worried, as they have for most of Mexico's history, about the 

authenticity and quality of the products tourists may have encountered on the northern 

margins of the nation-state. The border had to be Mexicanized. Authenticity and 

govemability became one and the same in the eyes of the State's interest. PRONAF was 

therefore conceived as an economic incentive program as well as an education and 

domestication strategy to promote Mexicanness for the northern territories. Three of the 

ten stated aims of PRONAF were: "(1) to transform the living conditions of border 

residents by stimulating the tourist trade; (2) to ship to the border the products of the 

craftsmanship of Mexico-, (3) to transform the physical appearance of border towns with 

an eye to giving Mexico a good name" (Arreola 2001:29; emphasis mine). 

The folkloric apparatus that Don Manuel had faced in Tonald in the 1940s and 

1950s, and which he so much wished to elide, began to extend its reach to the border as 

well. In this "in-between place," however, the State efforts to guarantee authenticity 

would meet considerable resistance. The boundaries between folk art and curios would 

blur beyond recognition. "Taste" and "survival" would become reinterpreted, in the 

context of a gargantuan informal economy, in myriad clever forms that would challenge 
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our most basic definitions of both concepts. As Arreola has stated: "curio crafts are now 

a basic element of our Mexican bordertown vision;" they cannot be "disentangled" from 

that reality or from the identity of the "Mexican-American Borderland region" (2001:30). 

In Tijuana, Don Manuel had only limited success. He studied the "culture" of the 

place and got to know how the curio industry was organized. He was surprised not to 

find more household craft production units, however. He had arrived at the border with 

the idea that it was a self-made entrepreneur's paradise. He had conjured up images of 

independent families working on crafts of their own invention, barely catching up to the 

rising demand from American visitors. The Americanos intrigued Don Manuel. He 

found them to be fimny and courteous, most of the time very eager to leam about Mexico. 

At other times, they were quiet and distant. He was not sure what made them be one way 

or another on any particular day. For the most part, he liked them. They gave Tijuana a 

sense of constant activity that he enjoyed. He was surprised, however, that they did not 

seem to have as much spending money as he had thought they would. 

A year after arriving in Tijuana, Don Manuel received an offer to move to 

Nogales, Sonora, to help start a souvenir/curio business. He met a man who had a small 

amount of capital and wanted to launch a small curio operation in Nogales. The man had 

come to Tijuana looking for artisans who could sell him craft objects at reduced prices or 

be willing to make new objects that could give his new business an edge against the 

competition. Don Manuel recalled: 
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"The man had heard about the plaster monos and he wanted to find someone who 

could work them in Nogales. He had come to Tijuana looking for artesanos 

because that's where all the people from the South, from Guadalajara, potters and 

people who worked the clay really beautifully, were arriving. I came to Nogales 

to produce curio pieces for that man. At first, we only made cups, bowls, plates, 

and little decorations. Here in Nogales later on I met another man who was also 

making small figurines; they were little bulls covered with fQlXjarritos [small 

jars], and a variety of other miniatures." 

Don Manuel started out in Nogales working with other business partners and 

making a variety of small craft objects. He felt he had to take any opportunity to make 

money that came before him. But less than a year after arriving in Nogales, Don Manuel 

was able to secure a small area behind a house he was renting to set up his own long-

desired plaster workshop. It was 1958. He had accumulated only a little bit of money in 

the short time, he had been in the border, but the advantage of plaster was that it did not 

require much up-front capital investment. Don Manuel knew exactly what to do to make 

the first molds he needed. His first products were vases and pots. Later he produced Sun 

plaques and piggy banks. Don Manuel liked Nogales much more than Tijuana and he 

developed very quickly a sense of belonging that helped him decide to settle down in that 

peaceful and beautiful high desert town. 

In the late 1960s, almost ten years after he began working as an independent 

plaster artisan in Nogales, Don Manuel received a visit that would have long-term 
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consequences for his business. A "gringo from Tucson" came by the Hem^dez Plaster 

Artisans Workshop with a number of "small monitos" that he thought could sell very 

well. Don Manuel was already making children's banks, but these were in the shape of 

the fantastic animals he had learned in Tonala. 

The monitos the "gringo" brought were in fact Disney cartoon characters that 

were becoming very popular with American children, especially in the Southwest after 

the opening of Disneyland in 1965. The man thought that the Disney characters could be 

turned into children's toys in the same style of the Mexican alcancias, and that these 

products would appeal to the American tourists. The Americano was right. Disney 

character children's banks became a staple of the plaster curio industry and a recurrent 

icon of the border curio industry itself They also became one of the few authentically 

hybrid crafts indigenous to the border. Copying Disney characters in violation of U.S. 

copyright laws became as well one of the most distinctive "subversive" symbolic 

practices of the borderlands. 

As he developed roots in Nogales and began to see how the economy of the 

border exacted a human price from the many immigrants who came North in search of 

better opportunities, Don Manuel became increasingly protective and appreciative of his 

workshop. He saw in plaster production opportunities for independence, primarily 

financial; but most of all, he saw an escape from low-paying and backbreaking work. 

Wage-labor at American assembly plants was one of the most rapidly expanding labor 

markets in the bordertowns (Bustamante 1983). 
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The decisions Don Manuel made in is life were based on his assessment of social 

opportunities against a fragile balance; on the one hand, he had to "survive" and make a 

living; on the other hand, he wanted to have a life that had meaning. Working for himself 

as an independent border artisan met both criteria. In each one of his decisions, he 

negotiated with processes and dynamics of social power that were beyond his control. 

Sometimes he was conscious of the structural forces he had to confront; most of the time, 

however, he moved forward without weighting all the players and the circumstances. 

In Tonala, Don Manuel chose to stray from the path of the traditional craft circuits 

to chart instead his ovm course. In doing so, he effected a symbolic disruption to what 

the State hoped to accomplish through the managerial organization of folk arts as a 

national project. Yet, in his pursuit for an independent path, Don Manuel participated in 

another state project, specifically the organization of the border as a plarmed and 

managed source of tourist revenue for the country. Don Manuel's choices were 

constrained by the boundary of capitalist relations of production at every turn he made. 

But the story of a life like Don Manuel's is not captured by simple oppositional 

binaries. Instead, we find that layers of meaning fold into layers of meaning to weave a 

complex tapestry. At the border, by asserting his role as an independent artisan Don 

Manuel charted a different course for himself and his sons against assembly line work, 

wage-labor, and the kind of capitalist discipline demanded by an export-producing 

environment. Yet, one could argue that the curio industry is the classic antecedent 
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export-oriented business of the borderlands. Does such an assertion imply that Don 

Manuel "deceives" himself in believing that curios are a mode of independent work? 

Don Manuel's self-reflexive narrative suggests that people who find themselves 

on the margins of projects of State and Economy manage to develop sophisticated 

readings of what they perceive are the "real" costs of believing the authorized narratives 

they are sold. The point is not to argue that there are no costs associated with choosing to 

work in the informal setting of a border economy; the point is to recognize that 

subordinated human actors negotiate which costs are more agreeable to their sense of 

dignity. A more complete and complex representation of Mexico's history of folk arts 

ought to abandon the evolutionary paradigm that marks a schism in that great moment of 

degeneration when "art becomes decoration" and reflect instead on how the history of the 

low-grade and marginal speaks to human resilience and capacity for symbolic renewal. 

In place of grieving over the pervasive spread of "bad taste," Mexican folklorists 

and social historians ought to write histories that intertwine questions of power with 

questions of subjectivity. In other words, what strategies do people deploy to make 

themselves "subjects" of a nation, a state, a tradition, a mode of work, and an intellectual 

nomenclature? Such histories would no longer consider curios as aberrations, but rather 

as historically specific manifestations of cultural struggle in an uneven playing field—a 

field plagued by economic disparity and orchestrated by State projects that impose a 

hegemony that is, in a very concrete sense, simultaneously overpowering and fictitious 

(Roseberry 1994; Sayer 1994). 
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If it is true that capitalist incorporation chips away (or, sometimes, bulldozes 

over) the organic and non-alienated relationship between artisan, his labor, and his 

product, it is also true that artisans are always negotiating for better positions, better 

terms of engagement, more dignified arrangements, and more beneficial outcomes within 

the system of capitalist relations as this appears before them in specific historical 

moments. Thus, artisanal production in Mexico today cannot be portrayed as just one 

single and purposeful alternative to capitalist waged labor; it is, instead, a complex array 

of strategies which artisans mix and blend in a variety of fashions to position themselves, 

their labor, and their products as best they can. That they do so, as Don Manuel 

demonstrated, through seemingly disparate or contradictory elements, is as much a part of 

the story of Mexico, an act of Mexicanidad as the great murals of Orozco and Rivera, the 

colorful dresses of the women of the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, or the gigantic Olmec head 

that greets tourists at the National Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City. 
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PERCEPTIONS AND METAPHORS 

"But then they danced down the streets like dingledodies, and I shambled after as I've 
been doing all my life after people who interest me, because the only people for me 

are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, 
desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say a commonplace thing, 

but bum, bum, bum like fabulous yellow roman candles 
exploding like spiders across the stars..." 

Jack Kerouac 
(1957) 

The Violence of Language 

Meno Hem^dez believes that there is something unique about "the border," 

which defines his work and his identity. While we waited for a group of young guys to 

finish loading plaster statutes into a truck bound for Tucson, he said to me; "I think that 

this craft is mostly a border-type-thing" {Yo pienso que esto es una cosa mas bien de 

frontera). He then proceeded to explain how in other regions of Mexico, notably in the 

Center and South, "people even have superstitions about handling plaster." There was a 

brief moment of hesitation as he spoke—"I don't know if it is all true," he said. Then, 

reaffirming a belief in the distinctiveness of the region he calls home, he stated: "In the 

last few years, plaster objects have become more popular in the interior of Mexico; but 

donkeys, cacti, and Panchos are not so well liked over there. But here in Nogales, and 

across the line, Mexican people do buy plaster objects to decorate their homes." 
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The notion that the border is a distinct zone, where things otherwise unpopular or 

implausible in the "interior" of the nation-state are both expected and pervasive is 

grounded on much more than simply geographical location or historical circumstances. It 

is also an ideology that supports asymmetrical relationships between fronterizos (border 

people) and other Mexicans and between Mexicans and North Americans. The ideology 

of difference functions as a double-edge sword: it provides people in the borderlands 

simultaneously with a sense of collective identity and cultural affirmation and with a 

derogatory shadow of suspicion that they are unlike "the rest" of the citizenry of the 

nation. 

This ambivalence is characteristic of marginal spaces everywhere; negotiations 

between "the pleasure of autonomy" and "the stigma of disorder" are common everyday 

transactions for people who live in places where the boundaries of social categories are 

permeable and shifting, such as remote rural areas, ethnic enclaves, irmer cities, or skid 

row (Tsing 1993:62). This embedded situation of cultural conflict grants life along 

borders a peculiar generative capacity for invention and creativity. Out of the daily 

grinding of one national experience against another, a distinctive culture emerges 

(Paredes 1993:13). While promoters of national patrimony consider border regions 

backward and debased, it is precisely the stark oppositions within such contact zones that 

engender the valorization of a regional culture of resistance (Bauman 1993:xv). 

Despite repeated instances of fracture and disruption, the idea of a unified nation-

state has been a very consequential symbolic project in Mexico for the last two hundred 
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years. In order to sustain the position of "spokesman" of the people, though, the state has 

had to borrow, assemble, cut, paste, and reconfigure into a coherent sound the many 

small noises emerging fi-om independent cultural pockets throughout the country. 

Discourses of regional difference have played a large role in the invention of a myth of 

Mexicanness. Sometimes, as in the case of the Charro, Jarabe Tapatw, and Mariachi 

music from Jalisco, regional identities have become metonymic of the nation as a whole. ̂ 

At other times, such identities have served as sub-texts of contradictory desire and 

derision—emotional expressions of what Mexico simultaneously wants to be and wants to 

refrain from being. One can argue that this is the case with the manly ideal of vaqueros 

in Sonora or the ambivalent portrait of joyous, yet assertive, Zapotec women in Oaxaca 

(cf. Nunez-Noriega 1995; Saynes 1996). In the effort to craft and sustain a hegemonic 

nationalistic ideology, states employ both "totalizing" and "differentiating" rhetorical 

strategies (Alonso 1994). 

When Don Manuel Hemtodez Mateos decided to leave his native town in 

Mexico's interior to embark on a journey to the border zones, he was undoubtedly 

motivated by an idealized image of what the border could offer him. As is common 

among Mexicans from Mexico's interior, he perceived the northern frontier bordering the 

United States as a place of laissez-faire opportunities where he would be able to "make 

something of himself." The emergent markets that catered to the large groups of people 

who converged in "la frontera " represented a "way out" from an uncertain economic 

' See the fascinatmg account by P6rez Monfort (1994) on how deliberate and orchestrated was the effort on 
the part of the state to select elements of Jaliscience regional culture as general symbols of the nation. 
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future. Implicit in the image of a land of opportunity that Don Manuel conjured up was 

also the idea that the borderlands were a space outside the reach of regulatory state 

practices. In expressing such a vision of the border, Don Manuel orchestrated a complex 

signifying system that incorporated both populist accounts of frontier "can-do" attitudes 

and hegemonic narratives about "badlands" overpowered by fierce Indians and 

uncultured peasants (Aguilar Camln 1977). For "border people" like Don Manuel's sons 

Raul, Meno, and Lalo Hernandez, the awareness of such a paradoxical uniqueness can at 

times be empowering. However, being repeatedly singled out as a cultural underachiever 

can also feel uncomfortable, disorienting, or psychologically painful. 

While it is entirely possible to describe the uniqueness of a place based on 

geography, climate, human populations or history, without conflating such differences 

with deficiencies, a very different order of symbolic meaning underwrites the idea of 

"difference" experienced by most people in the borderlands. The idea of "difference" 

that stands behind the discourse of border uniqueness is also an idea about differential 

value; it is an evaluative standard that uses metaphors of space, location, and subjectivity 

to reinforce cultural boundaries. Factual descriptions of "difference" that otherwise seem 

obvious or harmless can hide the connotations of social value they inscribe. Thus, when 

Meno enumerates some of the plaster objects that are popvilar or unpopular in different 

parts of Mexico (donkeys, cacti, Panchos), it takes a fiirther interpretative move to realize 

that the objects he mentions belong to the category of stereotypes. These items also 

belong, by extension, to the category of "Indian" things. Hidden in his description is the 
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presumption that "border people" have a higher level of tolerance for images or 

representations that degrade than do individuals who live nestled in the interior of a 

nation and have learned how to discriminate. 

It is not necessary to conduct in-depth anthropological fieldwork in the border 

region to find evidence to support these interpretations of marginality. Everyday life in 

the borderlands overflows with incidents, encounters, gossip, newspaper reports, 

bureaucratic protocols, and casual speech that reinforce the idea of being different. 

Depending on the social and political context, being different can mean either being 

"better than" (say, the poor emigrants from the South and rural areas that come to work at 

the maquilas), or being "less than" the idealized image of a worldly and civically-

engaged Mexicano from a capital city (Balderas Dommguez 2002). 

Anthropological investigations are helpftil, however, in order to convey a picture 

of border everyday life beyond the cliches and assumptions that seem to dominate 

cultural critique. Attention to details and small voices, of the kind made possible by the 

methodology of ethnography, are necessary in order to tease out the expressive texture, 

historical context, and symbolic layers which overlay a dense everyday register. On 

account of being historically designated as non-conformist, devious, and peculiar 

Subjects within the general patterns of national development on each country, 

borderlanders are impromptu ethnographers who have had to develop a heightened 

expertise about their own subjectivities. Living at actual physical distance from the 

central areas and with constant exposure to transnational processes, Nortenos have 
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become a curious historical invention to themselves (Martinez 1994:xviii). As a cultural 

myth,^ border difference therefore feeds into its own reproduction and veracity. 

Borderland cultural production (customs, fashions, slang, music, etc.) also includes the 

persistent reproduction of Subjects that embody "la diferencia de ser de frontera," [the 

difference of being from the border], as Lalo Hemmdez put it. 

Two ethnographic moments far removed from the Hernandez Workshop shed 

light into the social structure that frames the Hernandez's everyday existence. The first 

comes from the North; it is an attempt to size up the cultural world "south of the border" 

by a very different kind of "participant-observer," namely the White Southwestemer who 

lives among borderlanders without ever claiming to be one himself (although being a 

cowboy can be a close equivalent). The second comes from Mexico's capital; it is an 

intellectual pronouncement of the kind that came to exemplify Latin America's obsession 

with modernism and progress and the ambivalence many intellectuals feel towards the 

social effects of such political and economic programs. 

On a flight from Tucson to Las Vegas in 2002, an athletic, tall Anglo man in his 

mid-forties sits next to me and begins a conversation. He informs me he is the Manager 

of an American assembly plant (maquiladora) in Nogales, Sonora. He is going to Las 

Vegas to interview for a position as Manager of a bigger plant in Ensenada, Baja 

California. I ask him how he likes his job. He replies: "we work hard and play hard." 1 

 ̂"Myth" is used here in the Claude Levi-Strauss and Roland Barthes sense of the word. It does not refer to 
the idea of border or Nortefio difference as being "false" but rather of being transcendentally "real" as in a 
"mythical" account that structures belief and actions. 
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am almost sure, from his tone of voice and body language, that the references to "play" 

are euphemisms for drinking and sexual license, but I don't inquire fiirther. I keep the 

conversation at a professional level and ask: "what exactly does your job entail?" He 

replies he is responsible for "ensuring that productivity and efficiency stay high." I have 

the feeling he is rehearsing the lines he will use during his interview. Then, in a gesture 

that startles me, he leans forward in a conspiratorial tone that is almost a whisper on my 

ear and says: "what I like the most about my job is the opportunity I have to guide the 

people down there, you know?" At that moment, the flight attendant passes by and he 

grabs her attention to order whiskey and soda. I nod, smile politely, and we remain silent 

the rest of the trip. 

North Americans suffer no shortage of preconceived ideas about the people and 

things living across the national divide of the Rio Grande and the Sonoran desert. A 

mixture of attraction, satisfaction, repulsion, pity, and guilt seems to be present in many 

accounts of cross-ethnic interaction, even expressed by Anglos who live in border areas 

(Martinez 1994; Vila 2000). Codified in a sexualized language that evokes 

simultaneously curiosity and shame, the country and the people "down there" are talked 

about as a single homogeneous entity somehow inferior or adolescent and therefore in 

need of assistance. Wrapped in vestiges of imperialist rhetoric, the words of the 

maquiladora manager in the plane are consistent with a paradigm of modernization that 

Mexico itself has eagerly adopted. Yet, from the North American point of view 

expressed by this anonymous traveler, the border is a metonym of Mexico. It is not only 



"the border" that seems caught in webs of irrational, yet wondrous, impulses; Mexico as a 

whole, in spite of its "playful" and spiritual appeal, is in need of capitalist discipline and 

acculturation. The lively "hormonal" feel of the country, manifested in excesses of 

emotion and pleasure, require an attitude adjustment in order to become "adult-like" and 

•1 

enter the community of countries bound on the path of progress. 

In this discourse of North American effacement, Mexico as a whole is a 

borderland. First, Mexico is the border between the U.S. and the rest of Latin America 

and the polarized levels of economic development and underdevelopment each world 

symbolizes. Secondly, Mexico is a border unto itself. The Mexican elites that many 

North American investors and managers interact with through business relationships, 

seem to the American to be forever caught, on the one hand, between their perception of 

Mexico as a land of gumption and enterprise, and on the other hand to their relationship 

as a ruling class with the 56 indigenous ethnic groups that make up Mexico's population. 

The anthropologists employed by the Mexican government after 1920 used to call this 

dilemma alternatively "the Indian question" or the "Indian problem" (Sesia 1994). 

The Americano reads in-between the lines that this "problem" and this "question" 

eats at the heart of the Mexican professional. The contrast between a white-mestizo-

professional class and the "colored" Mexicanos is especially noticeable in the maquilas, 

where the pattern of occupational segregation between managers and workers can assume 

 ̂ Variations on this rhetoric of development, yet remarkably similar in tone, can be foimd in the official 
policies of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund with regards to the "structural 
adjustments" required for capitalist success in Latin American countries. 
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overt racial tones (Lugo 1995). The Americano thus knows that the Mexico of Progress 

and Reason exists only at the highest level of institutional fiction, as text on the public 

relation collaterals that are included in the left-hand pockets of glossy corporate 

portfolios. And he laughs about it. In his dealings with Mexico, he disregards the myth 

of spiritual mestizaje he has been sold and replaces it instead with his own metonymical 

racist fantasy~"o«ce you have met a Mexican you have met them alV 

Mexicans, however, make adamant distinctions about who among themselves 

represents the most backward sectors of society. Populist representations of the various 

intemal Others that hold back national progress include the urban "pe/aJo" (inner-city 

hustlers), the "naco" (the vulgar wanna-be), the corrupt ^'narcos" (drug cartel kingpins), 

and the '"''pocho" (the half-breed Mexican of the border who can't speak Spanish 

correctly). 

Writing in a recent government-sponsored catalogue on Mexican folk arts, the 

Mexican poet Fernando del Paso summarizes the sentiment of many in Mexico when he 

admonishes that two types of "dangers" continue to "threaten the authenticity and 

spontaneity of Mexican popular art" and that both dangers come from "the North" 

(1996:254). The first danger is mass production, "which deadens the spirit of the manual 

arts," and the second are North American tourists. In del Paso's view, this invasion from 

the North is making the interior of Mexico less Mexican. He states: "this is how the 

seigniorial architecture of Tonala has been besieged by spurious pastel colors.. .and why 
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pinatas are no longer comets, peacocks, carrots or stars, but instead Batmans and Donald 

Ducks" (Ibid). 

The proximity of the northern Mexican territories to the United States has cast the 

cultural authenticity and depth of the region into question since the early 19*^ century. As 

a social and cultural space "in the making" frontiers are usually regarded as disorienting 

paradoxes of nationalism. In border or frontier settings, standing up for "/a patria''' can 

sometimes acquire connotations of personal honor and claims for autonomy and self-

reliance that may or may not be aligned with the expectations of people from the "center" 

(Alonso 1994; Paredes 1993). The sentiment that foreign influence (capital, politics, 

culture) threatens Mexican sovereignty has resulted in the casting of "the border" as an 

entry way into the nation for an unwelcomed, yet inescapable, hybridity. This hybridity, 

from time to time metaphorically conceived as a contagious viral disease, flows towards 

the "interior" from a North that is "exterior," arrogant, and invasive. The result is a 

contaminated national culture. 

If disease and contamination are images popularly evoked by intellectuals to 

describe the phenomenon of cultural imperialism, metaphors of orientation are a strategy 

through which Mexican political and social elites characterize the "essence" of 

nationalism.'* Consequently, spatial metaphors have influenced the manner in which the 

border is described and imagined. A system of value organized aroimd measures of 

* Even though Octavio Paz has remarked that "the Mexican is not an essence but a history" (Paz 1972:vii), 
one can argue that a predominantly essentialistperspective colors nonetheless a popular, and at times, 
dominant historiography of Mexico (cf. Knight 1994). 
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"distance"~fiinge v. core, edge v. nucleus, periphery v. center—ranks the metaphors used 

to describe borderlands difference. The repeated use of these orientational terms 

reinforces the idea that something of premier value occurs "inside" the nation that is not 

equivalent or replicable the farther away one moves from a "hub" of cultural identity 

located somewhere in the innermost chambers of the country. Traces of a similar kind of 

colonialist idealization as that which structured Conrad's descriptions of Belgium's 

explorations in the African continent ("we penetrated deeper and deeper into the heart of 

darkness") can be detected in the ubiquitous idea that concentrated Mexicanness resides 

deep inside the heartland (Conrad 1995). 

Travel guides, those transparent guides to conventional wisdom, make frequent 

reference to getting to know the "real" Mexico, which can only be found "deep" inside 

the churches of Puebla, the colonial architecture of San Miguel de Allende, the Mayan 

ruins, the villages of Guerrero, the cemeteries around Lake Patzcuaro, or the extra

terrestrial quality of the main avenue at Tenochtitlan. This "depth" of Mexican culture 

and civilization, however, is elusive on the margins of the nation-state. It is elusive 

around the coast—Acapulco and "Baja" are prefab tourist destinations where only the 

most typical (or, surface) signs of culture matter. It is also elusive in the Southern border, 

but for reasons of excessive folklorization that border (the pun is intended) on the 

irrecognizable. The Indians of Chiapas, the Lacandon jungle, and the spirited ethnicity of 

the Zapotecs, are a world, as Conrad would have described it that "wore the aspect of an 

unknown planet." Chiapas, Subcomandante Marcos observes, is not the kind of place 
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likely to match the expectations of the Department of Tourism slogan "Get to know 

Mexico first" (Marcos 2001 ;22). It is, in fact, an "unknown" place; a place exploited 

both materially and symbolically as a "result of a thousand teeth sunk into the throat of 

the Mexican Southeast" by powerful economic and political interests (Ibid). In the US-

Mexico border, the simulacrum allegedly reaches its climax: there's only surface here, 

nothing "deep" is at risk of being lost. At least one important Mexico City-based 

intellectual has found evidence of the superlative fakeness of the border in those sad 

burros painted as zebras where tourists don large charro hats and take a photo that says 

''^Recuerdo de Mexico''' (Garcia-Canclini 1995:236). 

If the Noble Savage^ was the main trope governing relations between White 

settlers and Indians in the westward expansion in the United States (Phillips 1995), then 

we can say that the notion of a Deep Mexico can serve as the dominant trope for 

understanding borderland history and identity. Everyday speech in both English and 

Spanish, as well as covmtless travel chronicles and journalistic accounts include 

 ̂ According to Phillips, the trope of the Noble Savage has been the dominant text of Indian-Anglo relations 
since the 18"" century (1998:13). Of course, the idea of a Noble Savage has always worked in juxtaposition 
to that of the Wild Savage. The trope of the Noble Savage combines into one single image the otherwise 
incompatible emotional pulls of desire and rejection. The trope asserts in an economical way the mixed 
feelings Western colonizers felt towards Indians. Namely, (a) that Indians are "savages" which need 
civilization, help, redemption, compassion; (b) that Indians can "turn" on the colonizer and must be 
watched and taught social discipline; (c) and that in spite of their shortcomings Indians are "noble" at heart, 
naive beings who live in more spiritual ways and have much to teach the Western man. Admiration and 
derision cohabit in the same practices and relationships. Although the ideology of "savagism" has 
resurfaced in many other colonial encounters and situations of social inequality not directly related to 
American Indians (Aldama 2001), there is no equivalent master trope in Latin America for relationships 
with indigenous communities. Some localized versions of concepts that accompUsh similar condensations 
of race and nation can be identified; for example, tiie "Mulata" in Cuban nationalist folklore (Mendieta 
Costa 2000). But in Latin America, the relationships between colonizers and natives were significantly 
more diffused and multi-layered, contending with nationalist projects across a wide spectrum of social 
imagmaries. 
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references to a Mexico of magic beauty that can only be found when one travels "deep" 

inside the little villages and non-paved roads of the countryside. Also "deep" inside 

Mexico is the amazing and overpowering intellectual prowess of one of the world's most 

important cultural hubs—the capital city, el DF. With its magnificent museums, public 

monuments, libraries, astonishing viniversity, a massive subway train system, prehispanic 

ruins of incomprehensible magnitude, outdoor markets, and millions upon millions of 

people everywhere, Mexico City appears truly as the "center" of the world for most 

Mexicans. Yet, it is not physical preponderance or demographic mayhem that defines 

centrality. The majority of Mexicans understand references to the "centro" as a clear 

reference to political power. 

Mexican anthropologist Guillermo Bonfil Batalla provided the most elaborate and 

elegant treatment of this notion of orientational distinction in Mexican social thought to 

date. He offered a moral reading; his work on what he called Deep Mexico or "'Mexico 

Pro/undo" (1987) is an attempt to revindicate that, which is most truly "deeply" Mexican 

—the Indian. The recalcitrant biological and social presence of "live" Indians who 

constitute a bounty of "active capital" constitutes, according to Bonfil Batalla, a Deep 

Mexico that has been systematically effaced since colonial times. In contrast, Bonfil 

Batalla described an Imaginary Mexico or "e/ Mexico imaginario" (1987:10). This 

Imaginary Mexico is not reaUy a state or a country or a territory, it is a social and 

ideological project spread over a mass of land and people. It is a project of consolidation 

under specific nomenclatures of political and economic leadership. Bonfil Batalla turns 
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on its head the conventional elite wisdom that proclaims a Mexico of "dead civilizations" 

and glorious past achievements salvaged by the occidental (European) intervention as a 

"deep" tradition in a passive tense. 

According to Bonfil Batalla, the mobilization of signs of cultural depth that 

Mexican elites have been so good at implementing is not really based on the "deep" 

elements that count, but on an ideological shallowness that can win or lose elections. The 

only real "Deep Mexico," he argued, can and must be the "undeniable presence" 

(presencia innegable) of a creative force which is continuously repressed (1987:13). 

Imaginary Mexico is a farce—it is made up of those who do not recognize themselves as 

Indians; a contingent of "de-indianized Indians" who have the political and symbolic 

resources available to make themselves "pass" for the protagonist of the nation's history 

(1987:42). 

Bonfil Batalla's attention to the play on words in Mexico's system of social and 

civic distinction—in spite of occasional lapses into romanticism—opens up an important 

path in Mexican cultural critique. It effectively creates a rupture in the order of myth. 

His argument is not only an argument about symbolic power struggles codified in 

linguistic national signs; it is also, as social science, a form of symbolic inversion itself. 

By suggesting that what is deemed "deep" or "central" in the process of state-formation is 

actually a symbolic construction manufactured out of paradoxical fields of struggle, 

Bonfil Batalla shines the light on state hegemony as a mask that hides processes of 

identity formation and deformation (Sayer 1994:369-370). For borderland studies, this 
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theoretical move is crucial. It makes possible the "disbelief reqviired in order to see 

border difference as a fictional artifact, which can in turn be suspected of "not being 

true." Although productive of its own "real" pleasurable markers of difference (the belts, 

hats, boots, arbures, dances, nightlife, and came asada that Limon 1989, Nunez-Noriega 

1994, and Balderas Dommguez 2003 eloquently contextualize), the alleged discourse of 

difference to codify border identity can be complicit with the views of the hegemonic 

central class. This is especially true when such notions of "being different" are used as 

rhetorical devices to regard certain people, activities, and practices "obstacles to the 

development of the nation" (Bonfil Batalla 1987:11). 

Highly sensitive to this predicament, the borderland scholar Americo Paredes 

introduced yet another orientational metaphor that extends Bonfil Batalla's argument and 

makes it more in tune with the language familiar to borderlanders. Paredes directed his 

argument to a specialized sector of the "deindianized Indians" that Bonfil Batalla 

addressed, namely to Mexico City folklorists. "Every Mexican knows that there are two 

Mexicos," he said: "One Mexico—the "real" one.. .is found within the boundaries of the 

Mexican republic. The second Mexico—the Mexico de Afuera (Mexico abroad).. .is 

composed of all the persons of Mexican origin in the United States (Paredes 1993:3). 

Even though Paredes made it a point to say that his study of borderland folklore concerns 

one side of the binational divide, the American one, the elaboration of Mexican-

American folklore encompasses the life experience of all Mexicans who live wedged in 

the narrow strip between the line of demarcation on the "other side" and the "rest of 
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Mexico." In other words, Mexican fronterizos like Meno, Raul, and Lalo Hem^dez 

share with their counterparts in Nogales, Arizona, an inventory of symbolic and 

expressive forms that renders them "t/e frontera" regardless of the circumstantial 

accidents that may have caused one to live on one or another side of the line at any given 

point (cf. Aguirre 2002) 

Paredes' "Mexico de Afuera" and Bonfil Batalla's ^'Mexico Profunda" share a 

systematic symbolic undercurrent implicated in the production and reproduction of 

subjectivities. Being Indian is, like being "i/e frontera," an identity organized around 

negotiations of power which "rulers always seek to regulate, but never succeed in wholly 

constituting" (Sayer 1994:376). To the extent that "the state lives in and through its 

subjects," then exposing the state's attempted exercises on meaning-making as a lie 

(Indians are not dead, fronterizos are not people without culture) goes a long way towards 

revealing the fragility of state attempts to define the value of lives (Ibid). 

Paredes argued against dominant interpretations of folkloric "diffusionism" that 

see the border area as a "fringe area of Mexico" (Bauman 1993:xi). He privileged the 

narratives of 'low-life" people—bootleggers, bandidos, folk heroes—and of low-level 

types of cultural forms (corridos, songs, folk poetry, popular sayings, slang, folk 

medicine) in order to valorize the cultures of resistance inherent to the border zones. 

Paredes condemned the stereotypes that central Mexico-based folklorists have imputed to 

the border. Under the ideological assumption that "border culture" is only a "slight 

isolated ripple, moving far from its origin in the great waves of Mexican folk culture 
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centered in Jalisco," the prevailing point of view emerging from central Mexico is that 

border folk culture is a "detritus" of Mexican folklore (Paredes 1993:5). 

Paredes' answer to those accusations was to disprove them by details. An 

obsessive ethnographer, he devoted a lifetime to recording the most subtle nuances and 

details of folk life in the borderlands, sometimes if only to "prove" in a single line in a 

popular "corrido" that the folklore of Greater Mexico (a term he coined), cannot be 

separated into high and low, center or fringe, but that it is made up of "continuous mutual 

influence moving in both directions" (1993:6). The passion and earnest sincerity with 

which Paredes wrote his folkloric texts to make this point is equivalent to the way in 

which Don Manuel, without the benefit of a Ph.D., threw himself to the same task by 

appropriating to his own ends the fieldwork investigation in which he figured as main 

"informant." 

One cultural implication of being "at the rim" of a cultural and social space is that 

excess can be imminent at anytime (Cruz 1999). The danger of "going too far" in either 

direction (too folkloric/anachronistic or too agringado!Amedcamzod) are policed by the 

rhetoric of deviance that elites attribute to others beneath them but never to themselves, 

even when their own first-world-like consumption habits have already blurred the 

boundaries between "here" and "there" (Donnan and Wilson 1999). What happens to a 

society when it cannot control its excesses, especially those instigated by alien forces, 

and the boundaries of propriety, decency, taste, identity, and social order are blurred?^ 

® Ironically, this is the same rhetoric mobilized in the United States against illegal immigration and the 
"browning" of American society in general. It is perhaps a reminder that even the most "powerful" feel 
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One result of such processes of "contamination" is that the very nature of nationalism 

changes. Instead of the orderly arrangement of signs, icons, and symbols in the service of 

a civic-minded ritual of citizenship, anything or everything will do to harness the masses 

into an emotional response of fellowship. In other words, the masses may formulate their 

own version of what it means to be and feel "Mexicano" and that version may be an 

embarrassment to the national elites (cf. Castaneda 1997). 

In a world organized around the proper elements of national Folklore, Monsivais 

reminds us, nationalism "can only be expressed through generalizations" (1996b:20). In 

Mexico, historically this has meant that the idea of the nation has rested fimdamentally in 

the capacity of the ruling class to create an impression of a "common language." Not 

unlike the edit of the United States for Et Pluribus Unum (from the many, one), the 

ability of Mexico's hegemonic class to create and sustain a "common discursive 

framework" can be said to have been at times a comedic act "between the talking state" 

and "the distracted audience" (Roseberry 1994:365). Fronterizos and Indians continually 

refuse to "pay attention" to the State instructions. For example, they have been known to 

organize rebellions on the same day where NAFTA is due to start; they elect 

representatives from the oppositional party PAN much earlier than the rest of the country; 

they abandon their villages, crowd the cities, live in squalor in the outskirts of towns, and 

vulnerable to social forces that may get "out of hand." See Rodriguez 2002 for a reflection on the fear of 
Brown. 
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teach their children to beg or sell Chiclets-, they force their variety of regional music into 

the national spotlight while also wirming Grammy's on the US side. 

Much to the chagrin of the intellectual class, this populist upsurge of 

imdisciplined children is awash in shallowness. Something "deep" has been lost in 

translation. If anything is left of nationalism, Monsivais observes, it is its "pop quality;" 

that is, the frenzy to bet the nation's identity on a soccer match, a pilgrimage to the 

Basilica of Guadalupe on December 12^, or a settling of accounts between Julio Cesar 

Chavez and any young punk from East Los Angeles, with Don King presiding (Cf. 

Monsivais 1995:25). To assuage this fear of diluted national identity, the ruling elites 

mobilize the social value of belonging as a measure of the masses' tacit endorsement of 

the validity of the State's speaking role. To be Mexicano, therefore, is to belong to the 

family of a nation of ancient roots, to the fellowship of citizens, to the masses who 

constitute "e/ pueblo," to the "people of reason" who help the nation "progress." Hence, 

the idea that it is much better to be "in" than "out" and that being "in the center" is better 

than being "on the margin" underscores a wide range of social practices. 

The ideology of border difference has been a long time in the making. The 

Mexican political elite worried about the "Mexicaimess" of the northern territories as 

soon as the first rumblings of U.S. westward expansion began to surface in the 19^'' 

century. In fact, fear of U.S. influence over Sonora caused many in Mexico to oppose the 

creation of the railroad. President Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada is remembered, among 
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many other things, for his anachronistic statement that "between a strong nation and a 

weak one, the best defense is a desert" (Tinker-Salas 1977). 

The idea that the border is "fake Mexico" has also been reinforced historically 

through anecdotes and popular accounts that have circulated widely since the early 19^ 

century to the present. For example, a Mexican official in charge of the Boundary 

Commission wrote to the president of Mexico in 1828 about the negative impressions 

Anglo settlers in the northern territories had of the Mexicans. In his letter, he attributed 

the Anglo's prejudice to the fact that "with the exception of some few who have 

jovimeyed to the capital, they know no other Mexicans than the inhabitants around here" 

(cited in Robinson 1992:39). In other words. Northern Mexicans were different from the 

educated and refined Mexicans of the Center. If Anglos were to deal, instead, with those 

types of Mexicans, surely their prejudices would soon be exposed as imfounded. Almost 

two hundred years later, the opinion of the Boundary Commissioner still holds currency. 

During the time I lived in Southern Arizona I came across the same idea, sometimes 

expressed almost in the exact terms, about Northern and Fronterizo difference from the 

rest of Mexico more times than I care to count. 

The allure of a "better" Mexico, past the strip of border "kitsch," has been a 

powerful ideological motif in US-Mexico relations. It has made the border 

simultaneously a friendly gateway to taste the exotic world "down Mexico way" from the 

safe distance of a Best Western motel, as well as a transitional zone where the display of 

true Mexicanness appears compromised. The same Mexican Commissioner examining 
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the northern territories in 1828 remarked in yet another letter to the authorities in Mexico 

City on the pernicious pattern of cultural assimilation that afflicted the "very humble 

people" that lived in the northern zones of the Republic. "Accustomed to the continuous 

trade with the North Americans," the official wrote, "they have adopted their customs 

and habits, and one may say truly that they are not Mexicans except by birth, for they 

even speak Spanish with marked incorrectness" (cited in Chavez 1984; emphasis mine). 

To the degree that our conceptual systems are fundamentally metaphorical in 

nature—that is, that we tend to xmderstand and experience one thing in terms of another— 

metaphors can also be "dangerous;" they can freeze in our minds an image of something 

we take for granted or simply assume as common sense (Lakofif and Johnson 1980; 

Lakoff 1987). Because they constitute a systematic way of thinking and talking, and are 

experientially grounded, metaphors play a central role in the construction of social and 

political reality (Lakoff and Johnson 1980:159). To the degree that we categorize people 

and experiences as a kind of thing (a border-like or border-type thing), we assign varying 

degrees of value to those things. Human beings tend to attribute a real existence to the 

categories that they invent. In other words, we believe the tales we tell ourselves about 

what is re£isonable and true. Hence, "to change the concept of category itself is to change 

our understanding of the world" (Ibid). To play with the definitions of "deep" and 

"shallow" as cultural artifacts constructed out of social struggle is to take one step in the 

direction of understanding border life in its own terms, from the point of view of those 

who experience it everyday. 
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Thus, the notion of "border difference" carniot be treated merely as factual and 

historical; it also fiinctions as social commentary and symbolic foil. Although a 

prevailing point of view among intellectuals regards the border as intangible and almost 

fictive, he border is tangible and material. Nonetheless, the border is also a rhetorical 

construction. Although a place "on the margin" of the nation can be said to function in 

terms of specific socio-economic indicators such as political neglect, natural exploitation, 

rebellious native inhabitants, and such, it is also true that the "marginal" is also, to a large 

degree, what is commented upon and imagined as marginal (Tsing 1993). "Borders," 

Mexican-American folklorist Americo Paredes said, "offer special conditions not only for 

smuggling but for the idealization of the smuggler" (1993:24). 

Hence, metaphors of difference must be read with a certain degree of skepticism. 

Metaphors that describe a place so utterly familiar as the border, yet so detached, may in 

fact function as instruments of last resort to secure semantic boundaries already in the 

process of transformation. Mexico, for instance, may have become "borderized," spilled 

into cultural excess, and made susceptible to sensational border-type aesthetics, much 

earlier than the metaphor of "margin v. center" may allow us to perceive. The idea of the 

border as a hybrid oddity is difficult to maintain unless one is also able to isolate and 

freeze a Mexico of the imagination that stands for everything that the border is not. The 

difference of the border is thus reproduced socially through a semantic domain of deficit. 

In a "bipolar environment" it is not surprising, as border scholar Oscar Martinez 

observes, to find such "contrary tendencies as conflict and accommodation, poverty and 
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wealth, social rigidity and fluidity, racial animosity and tolerance, and cultural separation 

and fusion" (1994:305). What is surprising, however, is that such contrary tendencies 

should be perceived, by default and definition, by many in Mexican society as signs of 

abjection and menacing chaos. Raul Hernandez expressed anger at the ironic realization 

that many people he met during his trip to Mexico City, while pretending to "know" 

something about border difference, were in fact perpetuating false ideas. One afternoon, 

while I attempted to help him by detailing small plaster geckos, he told me: "I tell you, 

Maribel, those people in the capital, not even in movies have they really seen what we are 

like in the border; their idea of the North is that there's so much money you can just 

shove some off the street any day." 

Far from being "unique," the border has become a prototype of cultural struggle 

and hybridization. Under conditions of globalization, what has been happening at the 

border in terms of cultural negotiations and articulations of uneven economic levels is 

now happening all over Mexico. The idealized cultural cocoons that were once 

adamantly guarded by Folklore are now exposed, much in the same way in which the 

capitalist extraction of resources from Latin America once led writer Eduardo Galeano to 

speak about the "open veins" of the continent (Galeano 1973). Mexico has been 

borderized all over. The border has been globalized. Mexicaimess has been 

contaminated.^ To the degree to which the field of Folklore constitutes a politicized 

 ̂The idea of contamination as a project of resistance, as an anti-hegemonic process, also contains gendered 
implications. This turning "in" of the border unto the country is something similar to what Derrida calls 
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arena that intends to pull the country's essence "back" into a controllable and hegemonic 

scheme, the language of contamination deployed in the folkloric literature represents a 

reactionary rhetoric in the service of an internal "empire" of signification. 

Are people in Mexico really unaware that there is something fictitious about the 

representations of border uniqueness that they espouse? Are the tensions and 

contradictions of daily life in Mexico City that dissimilar from those in a border town? It 

does not seem so. Far from being an alien organism that invades the body of the nation-

state, the kind of hybridity represented by border "disorder" has been part and parcel of a 

complex social process fundamental to Mexican history for the last several centuries. If 

the collapse of the Imaginary Mexico has been something that Mexicans have known 

about and predicted for some time, then what role does the discourse of nationalism play 

in today's/>o5?-postrevolutionary nation-state? 

Recent developments have yielded some signs that suggest that there are forces 

within Mexico struggling to move towards a broader conceptualization of the nation-state 

and its role as repository of cultural identity. The march of two dozen Zapatistas into the 

nation's capital on March 11,2001 demanding that the government implement measures 

that would grant indigenous communities autonomy and control over their natural 

resources is one of the most eloquent arguments to date for this reinvisioning of the 

symbolic project. Fledging proposals from the minority party PRD in the Mexican 

legislature to grant voting rights to Mexican nationals living permanently in the United 

"invagination," or, as described by John Beverly, a situation "in which cultural elements from different 
historical times and social formations enter into contact and combination" (Beverly 1999:125). 
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States has been another step in the direction of a possible change of how nation and 

citizenship are conceived and mobilized for social action. 

The border can turn out to be, after all, a metonym for a Paradoxical Mexico that 

insists on making something out of its own hybridity. Even if such hybridity is primarily 

articulated as a dilemma instead of an asset, the recognition that it is, and has been, part 

and parcel of the nation's identity is already a reinvidication of a history otherwise 

obscured by fantasies of hegemony. Instead of lamenting the replacement of pinata 

motifs from Aztec suns and iguanas to Powerpuff Girls and Bart Simpson, scholars 

should pay more attention to the processes of subjective appropriation through which 

Bart Simpson and Powerpuff Girls become "Mexicanized." Monsivms advises a similar 

course of action when he describes what has happened to Mexican toys as a sub-category 

of folkloric collections. 

"Mexican toys," he says, "were the aesthetic contribution of poverty. They were 

not very ingenious, not very memorable, but they were artistic, in the best sense of the 

word, because they were products of the creative spirit in scarcity" (Monsivais 

1996:241). Since the 1950s, those toys have undergone a significant transformation; they 

are now almost universally mass-produced and movies and television prompt their 

inspiration. Even so, Monsivais observes, not all is lost: "now eclipsed and 

disappearing, new artists and artisans have emerged in a response to another knowledge" 

(Ibid). The result is that instead of barkening to an idyllic past, "Mexican toys," states 
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Monsivais, "persist in forms that are generally degraded, but these new toys testify to the 

renovation of imaginative powers" (Ibid). 

Rather than being associated with the great aspirations of a "Person of Reason" as 

expressed in Vasconcelo's dream of a "cosmic race," presumably being Mexican could 

• • • 8 instead be understood as a bold experiment in cultural hybridity in the present tense. 

Instead of a national identity that dismisses its frayed edges, Mexican identity could 

presumably be understood as a historical social project of negotiated contradictions, 

where internal and external elements, high and low, the folkloric and the commercial, 

converge into constructions of meaningful subjectivities that are negotiated in concrete 

social contexts everyday. In other words, sometimes it is easier to "be" Mexicano than at 

other times. 

Instead of touting hybridity as a postmodern condition of expanded, late 

capitalism that only a "video-clip" epistemology can capture, as Garcia-Canclini, among 

several cultural critics, argues, the notion of flexible and permeable boundaries of nation-

making can be emphasized, historically. Hybridity would not be regarded then, as a 

peculiar quality characteristic of border zones that fimction as "laboratories of post-

modemity" (a perpetuation of the discourse of "oddity" that underwrites the hegemonic 

view), but rather as a subtext of resistance that discourses of assimilation and state-

formation minimized and kept hidden (Garcia-Canclini 1995). Hybridity would 

* This is not to suggest, however, that there are no hierarchical dimensions of power in hybridity. The 
work of Jane Hill on jiink Spanish, for example, is a clear argument for the fact that environments of 
hybridity contain within their own terms of abjection and oppression (Hill 1993; 1995). See also Beverly 
(1999) for a friendly criticism of the notion as developed and employed by Garcia-Canclini. 
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constitute, in the terminology of Gramsci, "a disjunction of the national and the popular" 

(Beverly 1999:125). 

Insofar as Folklore has evolved as an "ideological state apparatus" in Mexican 

historiography, it has been complicit vnth the hegemonic project that insisted on 

preserving the "purity" of national self-representation. Folklorist Eduardo Coronel 

Rivera sheds light into the irony of this attempt at national univocality by sharing the 

story of how, to his surprise, a very prestigious collection of Mexican masks includes 

among its "rare" finds a mask fi-om the state of Veracruz (very far from the US-Mexico 

border) from the early to mid-20*'' century that features "death" on one half of the face 

and Donald Duck on the other half (Coronel Rivera 1997). I experienced a similar 

fortuitous incident when, in 1997,1 realized my dream of traveling to Tzin Tzun Tzan, 

state of Michoacan, in search of authentic Mexican folklore and found instead that the 

Mexico de frontera, the only Mexico I had properly known up to that time, had made its 

way into the interior of the country much more evidently than I had anticipated. 

Tzin Tzun Tzan was also the name of a wondrous Mexican folk art import store in 

Berkeley, California that I frequented. I had befriended the owners and throughout the 

years, as a fledging collector and a patron to their sales and special programs with guest 

artisans from Mexico, I had learned more about Mexican folklore at their store than from 

any other source. Yet, the mystery remained of someday visiting the "interior" of 

Mexico where the true Tzin Tzun Tzan (Land of the Hummingbirds) existed, surrounded 
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in deep traditions where the indigenous green high-gloss ceramic ware so highly priced 

by US consximers and collectors thrived. 

As my traveler companion and I drove the road that led us to Tzin Tzun Tzan, the 

first thing that struck us was a large sign, the same kind of green, metal sign with white 

letters used in American highways, annoimcing the town limits. As we made our way 

into town, parked our rented car, and looked around, it became immediately obvious that 

we were "deep" inside a very commercialized and tourist-oriented town, not that different 

from Nogales, Sonora. Sure enough, there was plenty of glossy green ware. In fact, 

there was so much, that the small "curio" shops along the main street looked overstocked. 

Relentless, we walked past the obvious shops towards smaller side streets and cul-

de-sacs where people wearing indigenous dress were gathering. Yes, they were Tarascan 

Indians who sold green ware; but they also sold dozens of other mass-manufactured 

curios and mementos with the words "Mexico" stamped for effect. As we walked pass 

stand after stand that looked exactly the same as the previous one and talked briefly with 

Indians peddlers who were ambivalent about telliog us whether they made the green ware 

themselves—or were simply working as brokers for other artisans~I began to discover a 

new phenomenon I had not incorporated into my folkloric fantasies of a quaint and 

authentic Tzin Tzim Tzan. Right there on the sidewalk stand next to the traditional ware 

of the region were plaster figurines and banks of the kind produced in Nogales. The 

peddlers told us that they were occasionally purchased by tourists but were more popular 
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with the town's natives, who used them for children's parties and as prizes at community 

fairs. Figure 5.1 is a photo of one of the "hybrid" sidewalks of Tzin Tzun Tzan. 

The Insistent Vocality of "Genie Humilde"^ 

The Hernandez brothers use self-deprecating humor to express their mixed 

feelings about being border-type-people. As a particular form of humor framed by an 

awareness of marginality, border humor can be mercurial, coarse, bawdry, or sentimental 

(Paredes 1993). Similar to the humor of other ethnic or marginalized groups, border 

humor often relies on the setting up of stereotypes, which are then playfully manipulated 

by the in-group as a parody of power relations (Hilton and Von Hippel 1996). 

In effect, the purpose of in-group derision (such as the use of racist labels by 

people of the same ethnic or racial group against themselves) is to invert the symbolic 

weight (consequence) of selected pejorative terms in order to negotiate identity through a 

playfiil, less onerous, lens than that which dominant society pre-dictates. Since 

characteristics attributed to marginal social groups are usually considered a "normative 

deviation" that stands in opposition to a dominant ideal, marginalized people often use 

humor and various humorous genres such as irony, parody, satire, wit, or comedy, to turn 

the norm on its head and break, so to speak, the "spell" of hurtfiilness implied in deviancy 

(Hemandez 1991). 

' Gente Humilde can be translated literally as Humble People, but the term used in Spanish implies much 
more: it refers to the working class or to the working poor in economic terms and to the common, everyday 
folk culture of a community in the social and cultural sense. Although it can be used pejoratively, that is 
rarely the case. The term connotes a humanistic sense of deference, if not outright respect, for the poor. 



Figure 5.1 - Plaster "monos" share space with traditional Tarascan pottery on a 
sidewalk in Tzin Tzun Tzan, Michoacan. Photograph by M. Alvarez. 
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However, in order for this type of humor to be "funny," ambivalence and 

ambiguity need to be contextualized according to specific time, place, and occasion. 

What is fiumy in one instance may be offensive in another. Thus, humor in the hands of 

the powerful is not the same as humor on the hands of the subordinated. The lines can be 

so blurry, at times, that social misunderstandings of all sorts are likely to occur.'® 

Humor has been used as a strategy of identity construction and reproduction in the 

US-Mexico borderlands for several centuries. Jest is frequently used in the borderlands 

to help resolve conflicts brought upon by acculturation (Paredes 1993). It is a kind of 

humor based on the conscious mockery of self vis-a-vis the "powers that be." It is also a 

humor that depends on linguistic mastery and semantic manipulation. Thus, border 

humor has been quite susceptible to misinterpretation by out-group observers, including 

anthropologists. Paredes' excellent essay On Ethnographic Work Among Minority 

Groups (1993) documents at least a half a dozen cases of anthropological mistakes in the 

recording and reporting of humorous comments on the part of informants. In the 

majority of instances, problems emerged because anthropologists took the information 

shared by an informant as "information," missing the point that it was a satiric 

commentary, a joke, or an ironic play off words to comment on something that was left 

Several years ago, actor Ted Dansen received a lot of heat when he decided to appear at an award show 
with his face painted black in the tradition of the Black Minstrel. At the time, Dansen was dating African-
American actor Whoopie Goldberg. Dansen apologized publicly after many in the Black commmiity 
expressed that his "joke" was in bad taste. Dansen explained that he and Goldberg thought it would be an 
appropriate commentary on stereotypes and that it would silence tabloid gossip about their relationship. 
The Black commxmity responded, in large part, to the effect that Dansen was not a member of the in-group 
that had suffered under the application of the stereotype and was therefore incapable of rendering such 
depiction "ftmny" in the context of being a white man. 
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out of the conversation. Paredes observes that while many ethnographers have made it a 

point to comment on the "Mexican's degree of sensitivity to insult" as a cultural 

characteristic, the same time they have simply missed the ironic point that Mexicans 

demonstrate, by contrast, a remarkable "virtuosity" in the practice of insult as a 

vernacular strategy of communication (1993:85). But again, this would not be true of just 

any insult; it is a particular kind of self-deprecating commentary on one's in-group as a 

rhetorical device that allows the subject of the joke to interpret his and other's feelings on 

the basis of a creative use of language (Paredes 1993:82). In other words, words and 

making-up words can in and of itsef be considered funny and subversive. 

With a few notable exceptions (the work of Keith Basso among Apaches, for 

instance), the collection of jokes and other forms of jest has been largely ignored by 

folklorists. Some of the blame for this gap rightly falls on the ethnocentrism of some 

researchers. Another element that explains the dearth of information about humor as a 

"weapon of the weak" is the fact that indigenous people and other subordinated 

anthropological subjects have not always told everything they knew to anthropologists 

(cf. Scott 1985). Humor requires an "insider knowledge" that is not always readily 

available to all particiant in a conversation. But more than simply a matter of fluency or 

rapport, anthropologists have erred insofar as they have not been trained well enough in 

the "subtle uses of verbal art" among subordinated people as a means of empowerment 

and self-reflexion (Paredes 1993:81). 
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Instead, the tendency of anthropologists has been to take the answer to the 

questions they pose at face value—as "data" that fits into the stated or unstated hypotheses 

with which we enter our field sites. Native American scholar Nancy Parezo calls this 

phenomenon a case of "anthropologists getting answers fit for a 3 to 5 year-old;" 

researchers are simply not "old enough," culturally speaking, to "get" the language play 

(Parezo 2003). In the rush to produce the kind of exclusive knowledge that fieldwork 

allegedly engenders, anthropologists tend to disregard the extent to which "informants" 

play with words in their answers to our questions. 

Instead of recognizing the "artistic possibilities of language" and the degree to 

which "informants" may use words to "take the anthropologist's measure" and, 

sometimes, their own, ethnographers sometimes grant words a preponderance that is 

inconsistent with the cultural context in which they are uttered. In other words, 

sometimes anthropologists take themselves too seriously and forget that the people they 

collaborate with are "teasing," "testing," and "inventing" explanations for cultural reality 

right there and then, along with the anthropologist, as inquisitive researchers of their own 

subjectivities. 

As a young researcher new to fieldwork, I often struggled with how difficult it 

was for me to ask certain questions directly to the Hem^dez brothers. The question that 

most intrigued me was also the one I had the hardest time posing to them, out of fear of 

offending or being misunderstood. It was: Why reproduce stereotypes of yourself that 

could potentially degrade you or offend others? Another factor that bothered me initially 
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was that the Hem^dez brothers resisted formal interviews. They always invited me to 

"hang ouf and to talk while they worked. This was the most comfortable setting for 

them to share stories and opinions. One-on-one, Meno and Raiil tended to be 

uncomfortable (maybe because I was a woman), or maybe because such formality in 

questioning went against their relaxed artisanal mode of labor and social relations. With 

time, I learned to comply with their preferences. 

Sometimes it was difficult to stir the conversation to where I wanted it, but 

cumulatively, over many visits, it proved to be a methodology that challenged me and 

caused me, the anthropologist, and not them, the "informants," to be on my toes. This 

was especially true in those instances when very significant "data" emerged in the most 

casual and subtle forms; so subtle, in fact, that it was almost too easy to miss. By 

requesting that I sit among them and "hang out," the Hernandez brothers initiated me into 

a mode of male verbal exchange peculiar to borderlanders that was truly outside of my 

zone of comfort. With time, I learned how to hold my own. 

But in order to do so, I often had to leave aside words that in my native Cuban-

Spanish came to mind and use their words instead. I know that I often imitated their 

accent, something that I have learned to do quite easily as a Caribbean person living in 

the United States Southwest for more than 20 years. Thus, I found myself responding in 

more than one occasion at a himiorous taunting from Raul by saying to him; "no, pues 

fijese nomas, que no''' (a peculiar regional Mexican way of expressing "well, as a matter 

of fact, I don't"). The exchanges to which the Hem^dez brothers introduced me were 
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structured "speech events" that used humor, irony, satire, sarcasm, and the dialects of 

gente humilde to open up doors of cultural perception and critique (cf Hymes 1996). 

Raul Hernandez is a talker. He talks and talks all afternoon while I sit in his 

private area of the workshop helping him decorate wall plaques to fulfill a large order 

headed for Michoac^. The other workers in the Taller shake their heads, laugh, and look 

at me with sympathy. Occasionally, his stories acquire a dramatic flare and then his 

brother Meno pleads with him to stop: "aj/, ya par ale, vas a volver loca a la senora 

Maribel [come on man, stop, you are going to drive Miss Maribel crazy]." I am not 

taking notes, but I have turned on a tape recorder. Every 45 minutes I turn the tape. Raul 

is still talking; about his love of music and the DJ equipment he sets up in his house on 

Sundays to entertain the neighbors; about his general interest in Mexican regional music 

and his favorite bands; about a gas tank that exploded in his neighbor's house and how 

the Fire Department did not show up until 45 minutes after he had rescued the old woman 

who lived in the house; about how little help artesanos receive from the government. 

"I am a merolico" says Raul. 

Merolico is a term used in Mexico to describe someone who works the streets 

attempting to sell trinkets. Specifically, it refers to the mode of speech: repetitive, 

rhythmic, and hyperbolic. A merolico would say anything to sell you something, and 

sometimes he would do absurd tricks that resemble circus acts, like the famous fire-eaters 

in Mexico City. In usage, it is only a masculine novin. Sometimes a merolico can be 
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fimny or ingenious, but the main middle class characterization is of someone who is a 

nuisance. 

By choosing the word "mero/zco" to describe himself Raul is not simply 

describing his gift of gab. He is also using language to set in motion a playful mode of 

"subversive" subjectivity that expresses a variety of feelings, attitudes, moods, and 

cultural elements. Raul uses a word that has many potential readings; it has a pejorative 

aura, but it is not by any means an outright insult either. In his use, Raul intends to 

charge and discharge the word merolico to his own objectives. His use is deliberate and 

self-conscious. It is also self-mocking and it demonstrates his desire to answer the 

anthropologist's seemingly never ending interest in his identity and self-perception, but 

by means of ambiguity and semantic playfulness. 

On one level, it is evident that with the word merolico Raul connects his identity 

to his work; or rather, that he identifies qualities that make him a distinct individual in 

relation to what he does for a living (something similar to "hustling" for a buck). But the 

fact that he is also being self-deploring, in a furmy kind of way that switches almost a 

little too easy from one sentence to another from cockiness to abjection, clues the 

audience to the fact that he is also being non-categorical and non-definitive. Since the 

word came out of a conversation wherein I prompted Raul to share with me his sense of 

the importance of his work, his answer is also an attempt to implicate me in the njirrative 

project. In other words, he picks an urban slang word, which can be satirically applied to 

the anthropologist's own craft—talking and making others talk. But this meaning remains 
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underground for most of the conversation. Raul has chosen a word that invites more 

prompting, more argiiment, more engagement, rather than simply filling a blank on a 

questionnaire. 

In contrast to his verbal elaboration, in a very concrete and material sense Raul is 

not a merolico. He does not walk the streets hustling for dollars; instead, he is an artisan 

who works in his family's workshop on a manual craft that he learned from his father, 

who came from the interior of Mexico. Although the work of curio makers is 

fundamentally steeped into the so-called "informal economy" of Nogales, the labor 

conditions of self-emplojonent of the Hemmdez brothers constitute a reinvidication of 

dignity and self-control that stands in opposition to wage labor as normally practiced in 

the border economy. Raul, of course, is aware of this fact. But on this particular 

Thursday in the year 1996, rather than present himself as a folk-hero who manages to 

work with his hands, in his own time, and not the Patron's clock, Raul chooses instead to 

describe himself through a term of censure and ridicule. Even at this time, I had to ask 

myself "why?" 

One possibility is that Raul wants to "perform" through his verbal skills. 

Performance in the context of folklore, as Abrahams has remarked, can be a device for 

"self-assertion" (1968). By shifting roles between the "real" and the "perceived" Raul 

expands the artistic possibilities of what constitutes "truth" in language. To do so, he 

avails himself of a form of himior, subtle and under-the-skin, vernacular to the border; 

this is especially true if we consider the not-so-obvious fact that the word merolico. 
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although not altogether strange to borderlanders, is not in common usage in this region. 

It is a word, in fact, that evokes the urban setting of Mexico City. Thus, Raul draws from 

his cultural capital as a fronterizo (his verbal skills) to answer a question about identity; 

but chooses a word that does not make a perfect fit in the cultural context in which he 

lives. Merolico is therefore chosen for its ambiguous performative potential. It is a word 

that bridges the distance between two social positions—that of "artisan" and "hustler" as 

well as that between "borderlander" and "xarbanite." The word merolico also references 

the imperative desire both Raul and I share for "making up stories" of self, work, and 

space. There is an epistemilogical tension between Raul and I, which he brings to bear in 

his answer to my anthropological inquiry. 

Something else is at stake in our interaction; a community of listeners surroimds 

us. Raul is not only talking to me; he is also talking to the other workers in the Taller. 

By extracting a word from the slang of poverty and unsecured employment to describe 

himself Raul is pointing out an awareness of the fragility of his economy as well as a 

moral lesson about the status one occupies in life. The fortuitous nature of life, the fact 

that by a sleigh of hand of circumstances beyond his control he could find himself as a 

"street hustler" from one day to another is not lost in Raul. His derision is, by way of 

jest, a contrast. It is a reminder of appreciation for his present condition but also an 

awareness of vulnerability. In an existential sense, any of us can find him/herself as a 

merolico peddling goods in the city when least expected. Humor offers Raul a 

cormective mechanism between the dual reality of being a meaningfiil participant of the 
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border economy or being a marginal player—that is, being a merolico or an artesano. 

Humor shines the light on the illusion of stability-a condition of permanence that the 

border economy cannot guarantee. 

Raul lets the word merolico linger in the air for a few seconds. The silence in the 

Taller after he speaks fills the room with a certain sombemess. All the other workers 

have been listening to Raul; they know that I am recording the conversation. Raul's 

pause constitutes a symbolic bracket—everyone knows he is "performing" for the 

anthropological interview, but no one doubts that his words are sincere and truthful, or 

that in some way they capture a general sentiment. The word merolico encapsulates a 

certain mood, attitude, and position towards work that bridges the disparity of being, not 

simply artisans, but border dxiisacos, plaster artisans, curio-makers. That is, workers on 

the fringe of the folkloric apparatus. After a few seconds of meditative silence, the 

atmosphere of the Taller surmised in a strange mixture of lightness and anticipation, Raul 

retakes command of the conversation. His insistent talk releases the tension brought 

upon the workers and the anthropologist by the utterance of a fundamental life truth. 

Because of Raul's verbal skills, we are collectively spared from the sadness and futility 

lurking behind the word "/wero//co." 

In complete control of his verbal skills, Raiil breaks out, like Sonorans say it is 

customary in these borderlands, in a flight of fancy, stuffing words into the space of 

emptiness with a speed and determination of a man escaping from something invisible, 

yet awful. His humor, once again, negotiates the disparity between being and not-being. 
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having or lacking "culture," being at the right place, at the right time, or having missed 

the greatest opportunity of a lifetime. Raul avails himself of a vernacular satiric style of 

story-telling to underscore the symbolic leap required to change the way circumstances 

are perceived, or felt, or imagined. 

"If I had learned to read and write," he says, "well, then, who knows what I may 

have accomplished. Perhaps, a rocket to the moon. But I am better this way, my life is 

more peaceful, and even then, these guys could hardly stand me around here." 

{Pause. Silence} 

Raul repeats, almost in a whisper: ''Merolico: man that talks his head off." 

Then he tells me, as a way of summary: "Well, that is the way it is; that's our 

story around here. The story of the Hemaidez brothers. Raul Hernandez, the Monero. 

Because the other Raul Hem^dez is the Tiger [one of the singers in his favorite Norteno 

band Los Tigres del Norte]. As a matter of fact, they will be playing here in town 

tomorrow." 

As a well-rehearsed "straight man," I take the clue and jump in with timing 

precision to let Raul complete the joke. I ask in a similar jestful tone: "And are you 

planning to attend the concert?" 

Delighted, Raul responds: "Nooooooo, unfortunately (desgraciadamente) I can't, 

because then the amiouncer starts calling over the sound system, please Raul Hernandez 

come forward, Raul Hernandez, and then there I go and show my face and the announcer 

says, and who are you? And I say, I am Raul Hernandez, you were calling me, and then 
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they tell me that it is the other Raul Hernandez they are calling, not me. Noooooo, in 

order to avoid any confusion and to make it easier for the Tigres, so that the boys can 

work at ease {que asi trabajen mas a gusto los muchachos), I better abstain from going." 

The whole Taller, me included, explodes in laughter. 

Raul was the most talkative of the workers in the Taller. His talking was 

informative, helpful, and gave me access to an explicit understanding of the everyday 

philosophies and points of views of the men in the Taller in a way that made my work 

pleasurable and easy. In spite of being illiterate, Raul demonstrated again and again a 

natural talent for teaching and storytelling. He embodied the core essence of an 

intellectual—someone who is thoughtful about knowledge. Yet, too often, ethnographers 

and folklorists give in to the tendency to accept explanations "as if language had only one 

level of meaning" (Paredes 1993:82). Instead of condensing Raul's incessant talk into a 

few simplistic psychological insights, Raul's openness gives me as an anthropologist the 

opportunity to read in his prolific verbal excesses a self-conscious and self-dignified 

attempt to multiply signifiers, and hence multiply the complexity of his subjecthood 

(Babcock 1978). 

Raul's eager talking style sometimes had undertones of anxiety. Yet, at other 

times, his humorous embellishments covered up the anger he felt about injustices around 

him. Sometimes, a simple question would lead to a long and winded monologue. 

Sometimes, Raul was economical in his speech and did not elaborate on the meaning of 

what he said. More than just talk, Raul's verbal performance seemed to be an attempt at 
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re-arranging the symbolic structure of "truth" (Stewart 1996:3). More than just symbolic 

gestures to blow off steam or informal literary attempts to craft an anthropological 

representation of himself, Raul's prolific discovirse was a strategy for talking through 

power. 

Raul (the merolico and monero) attempted to establish, for the benefit of the story 

we were writing together, a vernacular logic of who and what he was in relation to his 

labor conditions. There was no single explanation to what and who he was; there were 

many explanations, and each one needed to be interpreted in context. Raul attempted to 

take on the pejorative meaning of the words merolico and monero as weapons that he 

wielded; first, in order to take the power out of those who would use them against him 

and secondly, to multiply the scenarios in which he performed his work and fi-om which 

he derived meaning. His self-designated position "on the margin" of border economy 

and of Mexican folklore impelled Raul's search for a way to gain a symbolic advantage 

over the discourse of difference that structured his identity. Humor, irony, and satire 

provided a mechanism to mediate contradictions simultaneously experienced, anticipated, 

and feared. In this instance, Raul has also managed to make himself the center of the 

interaction, not simply a marginal participant. 

In this sense, Raul's logic can also be said to be beyond logic. On account of the 

material position he occupies, Raul experiences what Ruth Phillips has called the "double 

bind" of indigenous producers: when Indians resist commodification, they get respect 

but no money; when they "succumb" to commercialization they are deemed to be 
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"deteriorated people" (Phillips 1998:63). An organic intellectual who can reflect on his 

own conditions of life and work at the end of the day, Raul is still for many external 

observers a marginal maker of marginal objects who reproduces stereotypes of himself to 

sell for ridiculously cheap prices to tourists who laugh at the Mexican's twisted sense of 

humor. 

But Raul is not alone in having to juggle these contradictions of accommodation 

and resistance. Anthropology, too, wrestles with its own expressive anxieties: how to 

string words together without encapsulating a totality; how to represent knowledges that 

reside with subjects whose relationship to our discipline are ambivalent and tenuous; how 

to reproduce reproductions that reveal truthfully, yet contextually, the contradictions 

embedded in everyday life and scholarship. The practice of ethnography represents an 

arresting experiential moment in which decisions that affect these discursive outcomes 

are made. Sometimes, however, anthropologists tend to efface the fact that every 

anthropological investigation makes the ethnographer not simply an "observer" but also 

the "observed." The people that we work with have as much information about us as we 

do about them; they simply rarely get to write texts about us. 

In my relationship with the Hem^dez family, I came to understand that my quest 

for understanding them was being interpellated all along by another project: them 

wanting to know and present themselves through the kinds of words the anthropologist 

has access to. My anthropologist's persona was not spared from the satiric joking style 

that cast all members of the Tallers as potential targets of derision. Raul had gathered the 
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perceptions about himself and his work that he mocked and offered up for criticism from 

the general milieu of growing up as a fronterizo and as a ''monero." "Son cosas que uno 

oye toda su vida [these are things you hear throughout your whole life]," he said. Now, it 

was my turn to experience the way "things are around here." Border humor would soon 

"contaminate" my scholarly project and implicate me in the crafting of this story in ways 

that, at least for Raul, Meno, and Lalo, were more important than I originally anticipated. 

One day Raul told me about a report he had seen on TV concerning an 

anthropologist who studies lucha litre (Mexico's own brand of theatrical wrestling). He 

said the report reminded him of me. He compared my interest in border plaster statuary 

with the anthropologist's interest in wrestling, but then proceeded to tease me with a 

well-measured sense of irony. He said: "I thought that anthropologists study serious 

things', that you work in museums or with Indians, or dig up archaeological sites, but look 

at you, studying the monos we make here in the border." 

Raul's jab at me for not being a "serious" anthropologist was a commentary on 

the ambivalence he feels for being both "insider" and "outsider" to the world of Mexican 

folklore. It was also a symbolic juxtaposition of different sources of "authoritative 

knowledge" on matters of folklore. After all, if I spent my time studying them, the non-

serious moneros, what respect could I expect to command from the colleages in my 

professional field? These were sensitive subjects that Raul felt comfortable in teasing me 

about, because we both shared the same anxieties; and because, more than ethnographer 

and "informant," we had become friends. 
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Raiil had previously told me that I did not act like "other anthropologists." When 

I asked him what he meant he said that he felt comfortable with me and not intimidated; 

he had an idea of anthropologists as intrusive and relentless questioners and was pleased 

to learn that other more "relaxed" and dialogic modes of anthropological inquiries were 

possible. But in the verbal exchange of anthropological practice, as a symbolic gesture 

against the power and authority, he associated with Folklore and "expert" studies of 

artesamas, Raul turned the table on me and made me the butt of the joke. In this move, 

of course, he was expressing his own awareness that his type of craft is not the type 

highly regarded by "serious" scholars. By association, I became a questionable producer 

of meaning, just like him. This act of solidarity was not exactly defiant; it was a gesture 

of shared misgivings and an "honor" bestowed upon me as a sign that marks the one who 

is close enough to be capable of understanding. 

A separate collaboration between the Hernandez Workshop and me in 1995 

proved yet once again to be a source of creative symbolic elaboration for Raiil. I curated 

and produced an exhibition at an art gallery in Nogales, Arizona that documented the 

work of the Hemtodez Workshop and contrasted plaster crafts against the official 

discourses of good taste and stereotypes. The exhibition included approximately 25 large 

color photos of the Hernandez's at work in their workshop. The photos were mounted on 

foam board. Text that explained each action or image represented was added at the 

bottom of each photo. When the exhibition ended, I gave the majority of the photos to 

the Hernandez brothers and the workers in the Taller in appreciation for their 
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collaboration in the project. The men thoroughly enjoyed receiving the photos; some of 

them took them home while others displayed them in their work areas. 

Two years later, I visited the Hem^dez Workshop to reconnect with my 

collaborators. In the years between 1994 when I first began my research project at the 

Hernandez Workshop and my visit in 1998,1 had postponed writing the manuscript 

where I would tell the Hem^dez's story. This delay was the occasion for casual taunting 

on the part of Raul and Meno who eagerly demanded to "see something in writing." 

Throughout the years, our relationship had evolved into a respectful but very fi-ank and 

open style of communication. We shared opinions and worries about international 

events, exchanged a fair amount of personal information about our families, and 

developed a common vocabulary to talk about the Mexican curio industry. 

During my visit in 1998, Raul told me that the year before he had been invited to 

participate in an official display of artesanias in Mexico City. He could not remember 

which government agency extended the invitation, but he said that they came to Nogales 

looking for a representative fi:om the local artisanal community who could travel to the 

DF to represent "border" crafts. The local government referred the organizers of the 

^'feria artesanar to the Hemtedez Workshop. Raul went to the DF and took with him 

the photos that I had given him after the exhibition. In the capital city, Raul had the 

experience of a lifetime. He could not stop talking about how little people in Mexico 

City knew about the border. He was delighted to have been invited and told me that the 

crafts fair took place in a very impressive building where there was a mural by Diego 
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Rivera, Indian artifacts on display, and objects from the time of the Spanish colony. Raul 

could not be sure exactly what kind of building or institution it was. He explained that by 

bringing the photos I had given him, he was able to explain a lot better what plaster crafts 

are and what kinds of steps are involved in production. 

Euphoric, almost out of breath, confidently, he said: "Oh, I am telling you, the 

chilangos [derogatory term for people from the capital city] were impressed, their mouths 

dropped, you know that? They even kept for themselves my favorite photo, but no way 

was I going to ask for it back, right? And the information on the photos, that's what 

attracted them, because it was written right there what each photo was about and what 

each word meant, it was all explained, and you know what? That's the right way to do 

things. Can you imagine, it was in English and Spanish, the chilangos could not help but 

laugh about it, they kept saying, no, this can't be. They just did not expect that kind of 

quality and information from the border, you know?" 

When Raul finished telling me the story of his experience in the crafts fair in 

Mexico City and he stated: "You know, Maribel, it would be nice if the next time you 

take photos of us, you brought instead a video camera. Because with video you can tell 

the story more vividly, people get to see for themselves what you are writing about. It's 

just a suggestion, you know what you are doing, but I think it would really help you in 

your research." 

Anthropologist Roy Wagner has said that insofar as every human being is an 

"inventor" of culture, therefore every human being is in some sense an "anthropologist" 
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(1981:36). Sometimes, anthropologists "invent" cultures by classifying them in ways 

that native participants of that culture cannot recognize, or at least know to be simply 

distorted. For instance, anthropologist William Madsen's ethnography Mexican-

Americans of South Texas is considered by most Chicanos an offensive 

misrepresentation of cultural characteristics that Madsen simply made to fit in his 

preconceived evolutionary scheme of human "progress." One of Madsen's most obvious 

and unnecessary mistakes was the attribution of literal meaning to figurative expressions 

(Paredes 1993:77). But sometimes the tables get turned. The subjects of anthropological 

studies have been known to invent anthropology by inscribing their experiences into 

cultural nomenclatures that they borrow or appropriate fi-om anthropologists for their own 

ends. 

Raul, like his father Don Manuel, was an anthropological subject who saw in the 

language of academic narratives a vehicle to insert himself into an official narrative fi-om 

which he knew he had been excluded. "Serious" studies had bypassed plaster border 

artisans. Raul made explicit the aspiration his father had all along to legitimize his story. 

In contrast to the conventional wisdom of the Mexican folkloric apparatus, Raul wanted 

to be acknowledge for his expertise. He knew his worth and he wanted me to record it. 

My intervention into the lives of the Hemtedez family provided words, intentions, 

connections, and resources that gave them needed conceptual tools. While in my ethic as 

an ethnographer I was always sensitive not to be too intrusive, Raul kindly encouraged 

me to do more. But even this realization was not the end of the story. What kinds of 
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resources did Raul think were accessible to me now that he had had a taste of explanatory 

power among the Mexico City intelligentsia? What kinds of human aspirations for 

respect and dignity can be possibly embodied in an anthropological text? To whom does 

such a text belong? To the one who writes it or to the one who enables it? What kinds of 

personal, private meanings can that text encapsulate? What kind of social, public 

meanings can it hide? 

"La Indiada:" let's not take things to ridiculous levels 

A friend of a friend of mine, who happens to be a very wealthy Mexican citizen, 

is in the habit of collecting folk art while simultaneously dismissing producers of folk art 

at every opportunity. This habit, as a matter of social practice, is a very "modem" thing 

to do, whether one is Mexican, Argentinean, South African, or Balinese. On more than 

one occasion, my friend's friend, when sharing a coffee at an outdoors' cafe, or walking 

down the streets of a local mercado, or telling a story about a gardener or a maid 

employed at her house, has referred to the masses of dark-skinned, working class 

Mexicans as "/a Indiada" (the "Indian Mob" or the "Indianized Masses"). Embarrassed 

and hurt, my friend has always struggled with what to say or do when her childhood 

friend uses such pejorative expressions. One of the few things that has prevented her 

from having an all-time blow up with her friend about using such terminology is the sad 

realization that her friend is not really a "bad person," but that she expresses a point of 
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view that is much more common in Mexico, across social classes, than what has been 

openly acknowledged. 

In the second and third decades of the 20^ centxiry, when Mexico readied to 

launch a vision for a post-revolutionary nation capable of capturing both the "soul" and 

the political mandate of "the people," anthropologists like Manuel Gamio struggled to 

find an adequate resolution and compromise to what was then deemed Mexico's "Indian 

question" (Sesia 1994). What to do with the millions of Indians that made up Mexico's 

population, most of them steeped in traditional peasant and subsistence economies? 

Gamio and the anthropologists who stepped forward to search for public policy solutions 

to this situation, faced questions that touched upon all aspects of indigenous social life. 

Should Indians be taught Spanish? What kind of literacy policy made more political 

sense; which policy was more anthropologically sound and humanitarian? Should 

Indians be socialized into Western customs, clothing, and jobs? Meditating on such 

dilemmas, Gamio wrote in his classic text Foriando Patria (Forging a Fatherland): 

"To incorporate the Indian into our society, we shall not pretend to "Europeanize" 
him all at once; to the contrary, it is us who shall become "Indianized" a little in 
order to present to him, now diluted with his own, our civilization. Only then, can 
we be sure that he will not find such civilization exotic, cruel, bitter, and 
incomprehensible. Naturally, lam not suggesting that we shall exaggerate to a 
ridiculous level our embracing of the Indian.''^ (Gamio 1916; translation mine; 
emphasis added). 

Gamio's admonition resonated loud and clear within Mexican society for more 

than half a century. The question remains: how to "rhetorically embrace what in practice 

is rejected" (Bakewell 1995:42). In the words of my fiiend's fiiend, la Indiada, is no 
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longer made up only of Indians. The quality of being "Indian-like," supposedly afflicts 

many who are not Indian, strictly speaking; in the point of view of my friend's friend, the 

urban poor act "like Indians" when they gravitate towards the gaudy, the ridiculous, the 

inconsequential aspects of life which in turn deprives them of the "cultural capital" to 

advance in life. 

The alloy of Mexican identity called the "Mestizo" is not a simple blood 

fransaction and a label. It is also a historical and social construction with differing levels 

of distinction within. Being educated, for instance, is one way of making it out of the 

Indiada. Showing a preference for the gaudy and the scandalous, regardless of ethnicity, 

makes one part of that detritus of humanity that multiplies by the thousands—the masses 

that act like Indians. Indian, sadly ironic for a coimtry where indigenous groups produce 

some of the most beautiful crafts objects in the world, has come to stand in popular 

speech for "bad taste." 

There are a few glaring contradictions worth pointing out in this position towards 

the indigenous. For one, Indians are also the makers of "beautiful" and functional objects 

that the bourgeoisie uses and collects. Appreciation for the beauty of Mexico's folkloric 

objects and traditions is also considered an integral sign of a sophisticated Mexican 

citizen. No educated Mexican today would dare disregard the nation's "Indian heritage" 

as a cornerstone of national patrimony. In addition, there is a persistent spiritual, 

philosophical tradition in Mexico, deeply connected to the attribute of charity and 

piousness among the educated classes, that valorizes the "indito" (diminutive of Indian) 
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as a "child" of the nation for whom, after all, all citizens must root. As argued eloquently 

by Bonfil Batalla and many other writers and scholars, there is no doubt that this 

contradiction informs and colors many aspects of Mexican social and cultural life (Rich 

and de los Reyes 1996; Dworkin 1965). 

We can say, however, that the conundrum wherein a bourgeois hierarchy stands in 

opposition to an internal Other is not a problem unique to Mexico. What makes the 

Mexican paradox particularly interesting is the populist character of the dilemma. 

Instead of being a matter that only preoccupies intellectuals, curators, educators, and 

social advocates, in Mexico even 'V/ze Indiada" holds negative opinions about 'V/je 

Indiadd'"'—to mock oneself as India is a common form of popular humor among Mexico's 

lower socio-economic groups. 

None of this national clash of social values would amount to anything significant 

if it were not for the fact that Indians, and those who by lower status or "bad taste" are 

similarly marginalized and under valorized, are producers of objects (commodities) that 

flood the everyday field of vision of the average Mexicano. Thus, what is at stake is not 

simply the existence of a marginal Other that calls into question the idealized norms of 

Mexicanness (one could easily say the same thing of gypsies in Europe, for instance), but 

the fact that the aesthetic vision of the multitude is articulated, through massive 

commodity exchange, into veritable representations of the nation. What is at stake in the 

overwhelming presence of la Indiada everywhere (the border towns none the less 

vulnerable) is the desire of the nation's elites to control every visual representation of 
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nationalism—and their increasing inability, within capitalism, to do so. Thus, the matter 

of visual representation of Mexicanness is a battleground where Mexican elites inevitably 

lose groimd, even as their neoliberal policies secure victories on the "bottomline." The 

irony of this situation was expressed by Subcomandante Marcos in his satirical 

declaration entitled ''^Instructions to be named Man of the Year.'''' Thus, the third and 

fourth instructions read as follows: 

"3. Take an indigenous Mexican. Take away the crafts and take a picture of her. 
Put her crafts and the photo in a jar and set aside. Label it 'Tradition.' 

4. Put the indigenous Mexican in another jar, set it aside, and label it 
'Dispensable.' One must not forget to disinfect oneself after this last operation." 
(Marcos 2001:63) 

As this satirical statement suggest, at the core of the argument that Indians are 

Mexico's historical "problem" is the assumption that those who are producers of objects 

cannot be simultaneously producers of meaning. To be sure, this is a problem that has 

afflicted the social sciences since its origins (Giddens 1979). Even when popular sectors 

are depicted as "clever," or resourceful, or "impressive" in their social contributions, 

seldom are they also afforded the attribute of being original and critical "thinkers" 

(Fabian 2001:96). There is an ingrained assumption that those who labor with their 

hands to reproduce culture in its expressive forms tend to be naive, or are driven by habit 

and tradition, or at best, are not completely self-conscious of the socio-economic 

structures that organize their lives. As a "subject-producer-of-objects," the Indian and 

his/her stand-in Others (border curio-makers, for instance) are not considered to be 

thinkers (Todorov in Babcock 1995:128). Whereas intellectuals feel justified in 
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explaining through a variety of sympathy signifiers the emotional and conceptual world 

of the "subaltern," the subordinated, marginalized, the poor, the working class, the 

underprivileged, and so forth, rarely do they recognize the capacity of these same social 

groups to be self-reflexive, observant, and analytical. The majority of academic 

treatments of "the marginal" leave unstated the presumption that without the benefit of 

"our" theoretical fi-ameworks, people would have a hard time understanding their 

motivations and circumstances (Gmelch 1986). 

Anthropology has contributed its share to help perpetuate this mistaken notion. 

Anthropologist's accounts of their experiences in the field often include confessions to 

being "surprised" by their subjects of study. The confession of bewilderment is part of 

the mystique of ethnography, perhaps even its underlying desire and motivation. The 

discovery of an anthropologist's assumptions about the motives of other human beings 

being proven wrong is also a rite of passage for the young practitioner of ethnography. In 

this sense, the admission of shortsightedness constitutes an integral part of the rituals, 

tactics, and protocols of anthropological practice. In the field of cultural anthropology, 

being "surprised" often involves a realization about mistaken attributions of meaning. 

"Surprise" can also be a ruse that stands in for the pleasure anthropologists derive fi^om 

"finding" a great cultural insight, similar to what archeologists feel when they come upon 

a hidden tomb. More often than has been recognized, such mistakes are based on the 

assumption that meaning is simply elusive to certain types of persons, vmder certain types 

of abject social conditions. 
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A review of several important works dealing with various manifestations of 

popular culture reveals the use of textual strategies of "confession and surprise" in 

reference to certain kinds of workers—namely Indians, peasants, peddlers, and artisans. 

This textual technique is used to show insight into a situation that had been previously 

obscure to the ethnographer. The "new" insight often constitutes a significant shift in the 

presumptions of meaning, not only of the activities or practices under study, but most 

importantly of the "subjects" of study themselves. Below I describe three instances of 

such realizations in recent ethnographies dealing with Mexico. 

From 1977 to 1982, anthropologist Catherine Good Eshelman lived among the 

Nahuas of Ameyaltepec in the state of Guerrero, Mexico. She studied a new form of 

native craft (stylistic and narrative paintings on ornate paper) which had rapidly gained 

commercial success throughout Mexico, even though its invention departed from the 

traditional artisanal currency of the region. Eshelman discovered that incredibly 

resourcefiil networks of production had been set in motion by the Nahuas communities of 

Guerrero. The clever mobilization of traditional Indian modes of production working in 

tandem with flexible adaptations in response to sophisticated readings of emerging tourist 

markets, gave this indigenous group an edge in commercializing their newly invented 

craft. Their efforts resulted in noticeable economic benefits to their local commimities. 

In 1988, Eshelman published a monograph in Mexico documenting this 

extraordinary example of vernacular entrepreneurship. In a section describing the savvy 

tactics utilized by the Nahuas to gain the advantage in selling their goods (including 
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learning phrases in English, French, and Japanese to engage the attention of tovirist 

buyers and sharing information about the alleged major national traits of each group of 

tourist in order to predict their buying behaviors and preferences), Eshelman inserts her 

own confession. She says: "I discovered that the people of Ameyaltepec have developed 

a series of social and ideological mechanisms to soften the effect of the 'dominant 

culture' over them; they are not as immersed in its practices nor are they as defenseless 

against it, as I supposed they would be when I started the investigation" (Eshelman 

1988:50; translation mine). 

In another paragraph, she states: "In contrast to the stereotypical image of the 

fearful, timid indigenous person, lost in the city, it's clear that the members of this Nahua 

group move safely and confidently in the urban setting" (Eshelman 1998:52; translation 

mine). This reflection suggests that the anthropologist is not exempting herself from 

among those who hold a "stereotypical image" of indigenous artisans. Her own 

expectations going into the field, in this instance, mirrored the dominant culture's view 

on her subjects. On the other hand, this is not that surprising. Anthropologists are 

members of the societies in which they work and take their cultures with them to the 

field. Part of the anthropological endeavor is precisely to unmask those hidden 

assumptions and expose them. In this sense, Eshelman acts with ethical integrity. 

In his important book Hybrid Cultures, anthropologist Nestor Garcia-Canclini 

references Eshelman's work as an example of how erroneous folklorists can be in 

predicting the detrimental effects on indigenous groups of the impending loss of 
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authenticity through contamination with market forces. Eshelman's ethnography about 

the Nahuas of Ameyaltepec, according to Garcfa-Canciini, is a good example that 

sometimes "impure handicrafts" have the contradictory effect of benefiting their 

producers more than the traditional, authentic crafts native to their ethnic group 

(1995:168). In Garcia-Canclini's reference of the work, as well as in Eshelman's original 

contribution, the desired effect is to illustrate the agency and creative capacity of 

subordinated people to deal with the hand they've been dealt under asymmetrical 

economic conditions. 

Garcia-Canclini uses Eshelman's example as part of a measured and extensive 

meditation on the all-too-easy dismissal by Latin American scholars of products of mass 

culture as nothing more than by-products of cultural imperialism. Against the broad-

stroke brush of mass culture as cultural exploitation, Garcia-Canclini wishes to add a 

renewed appreciation for popular culture as a field of complex practices and 

negotiations. Yet, Garcia-Canclini also feels the need to come clean and admit his own 

prejudice. He states: "let me say that when I began to study these changes 

[commercialization of traditional crafts], my immediate reaction was to lament the 

subordination of the producers to the tastes of urban consumers and tourists" (1995:172). 

Then, upon further reflection and personal experience meeting tourist-market artisans, 

Garcia-Canclini came to the realization that his "worries about the loss of their tradition" 

was not shared by the artisans themselves, who instead had developed sophisticated 

strategies for moving in and out of disparate and competing cultural systems (1995:173). 
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Again, the discussion of Garci'a-Canclini's admission of "surprise" is not meant to 

suggest that the author was in any way unethical by holding these prejudices. In fact, my 

purpose is to underscore the fact that the admission of error is one important criterion of 

good scholarship. 

In an article concerned with popular culture and the analytical dichotomy between 

accommodation and resistance, anthropologist Daniel Nugent reflected on his dual 

experience as ethnographer and musician among a peasant community in Chihuahua, 

Northern Mexico. As an anthropologist in the field, Nugent joined a local band that 

played at social gatherings throughout the region. A noted specialist on the Mexican 

peasantry, Nugent confessed that his pre-fieldwork expectations included "finding (1) a 

determined, revolutionary, anti-capitalist agrarian ideology still alive in rural Chihuahvia, 

and (2) a vigorous and generalized anti-gringo, anti-imperialist sentiment" among the 

people of the area (1992:31). He was surprised to discover that one reason the peasants 

of Namiquipa welcomed him so warmly into their community was because he was a 

gringo. 

As it turns out, Chihuahuan peasants' love of music included a high regard for 

American rock and roll and Nugent found himself teaching lyrics in English, singing 

classic rock and roll songs at community parties, to his surprise, in respond to the 

demands and taste of the people of the community and most especially his musician 

fiiends. Nugent confessed: "I was wrong. Namiquipans loved things and people North 

American" (1992:32). As he got to know the people of the community better, he realized 
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that Chihuahuan peasants willfully exploited their proximity to the United States, 

appropriating allegedly "foreign" musical styles at their pleasure, as a symbolic move to 

reassert their distance from the Mexican state's totalistic and authoritarian representation 

and policies with regards to agrarian communities. By "playing binary cultural points of 

reference off one another" Nugent's informants and fellow musicians empowered 

themselves vis-a-vis the pre-conceived notions the Mexican state held of them (1992:45). 

Each one of these works represents examples of a new body of literature 

explicitly engaged in theorizing popular culture as a dialogical project within a field of 

struggle. Nugent argued vigorously against "rigid formulations" that assign value to 

popular culture based on the "content" of the symbols and language under study (whether 

folkloric, authentic, or mass-produced" (Joseph and Nugent 1994:17). In a similar 

argument, Garcia-Canclini suggests that "the popular cannot denote a set of 

objects...only a position and an action" (Garcia-Canclini 1993:106). The works of 

Nugent, Eshleman, and Garcia-Canclini demonstrate that the study of popular cultures in 

anthropology has been expanded to accommodate critical analyses based on concerns 

with social relations that surpass the previous limited and inherited valorizations of 

folklorists and state intellectuals. 

Yet, for all their value as path breaking anthropological works, the examples of 

ethnographic confessions discussed above signal a blind spot in theorizations of popular 

culture. They point out the persistent existence of a rhetorical space in which some 

things and some people in our societies are so incompatible with intellectual discourses 
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that they are simply not seen. Similarly, for decades Latin American intellectuals have 

expressed repudiation towards tourist crafts and mass commodities. Even in those cases 

when there is a sympathetic strand towards the poor and the proletariat, Latin American 

intellectuals tend to reserve their most vehement arguments against the corrosive nature 

of commercialism and kitsch (Goldman 1994). During the 1960s and 1970s, this 

impassioned dislike for the commodification of cultural forms led some sectors of the 

Latin America intelligentsia to argue for the revival of authentic native cultures as a 

"salvation" to all the pathologies brought about by "savage capitalism" (Yudice 1992:9). 

A couple of examples from the vast literature against the commercialization of culture are 

worth mentioning. 

Sociologist Ticio Escobar denounces mass culture as a force that homogenizes 

and corrupts, entertains and sweetens (Escobar 1987). Regretting the participation of 

some artisans and popular art-makers in the kind of trivial reproductions characteristic of 

kitsch, Escobar posits that popular culture, by "virtue of position" constitutes in itself an 

opposition. It is interesting that Escobar glosses popular culture in this way because it 

implies that those who participate in the reproduction of kitsch (even if their economic 

and social "position" can be legitimately proven to be "of the people"), are in fact, not the 

locus of sui generis opposition that he envisions. In this conceptual turn, Escobar simply 

vanishes a whole group of producers, who are, according to his schema, neither 

"oppositional" nor "people" in virtue of the position required for resistance to 

domination. 
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In a similar vein, cultural critic A. Colombres offers a sentimental denunciation of 

mass culture and its producers. Specifically, Colombres feels "sad" because many of the 

craftsmen who work in the serialized reproductions of mass commodities "would in fact 

be frustrated artists—not for lack of talent but due to misery and exploitation." 

According to Colombres, what is most insidious about the "corruption of popular arts is 

not the market process (which has always to some level existed).. .but the corruption that 

resides in the sacrifice of creativity implied in getting stuck in serial reproduction only 

based on market-demand with images already manipulated by the managers of 

circulation" (Colombres 1987:77; emphasis mine). 

Colombres' statement contains the exact elements that elevate unchecked and 

unsubstantiated assumptions to the status of critical theory. I do not mean to question his 

intention in writing passionately about a condition that he finds deplorable nor the fact 

that cultural imperialism and consumerism create conditions that demand critical 

commentary. But I do believe that as a mode of writing cultural criticism, Colombres' 

text demands a radical deconstruction. For instance, in the text from which this quote is 

extracted the author offers no first-hand data (interviews, surveys, oral histories, 

participant-observation) to back up his assertion that contemporary artisans feel 

"frustrated," "stuck," or obligated to "sacrifice creativity." The researcher imputes these 

feelings to people who get no opportunity to speak for themselves. While claiming to be 

a vehement humanistic plea for agency, the commentator addresses the subjects of 

investigation as abstract entities without voice or will. In other words, as victims. 
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Yet, the difficulty in criticizing this detrimental form of social commentary 

resides precisely on the fact that the researcher is commenting on a condition that 

appears overwhelmingly real, obvious, and henceforth "natural." In other words, the 

informal economies of Latin America are overflowing with peddlers, laborers, hawkers, 

and merolicos that provoke reactions by social critics. One does not need to be a 

sophisticated semiotician or a Marxist scholar to figure out that these people live on the 

edge of the capitalist economies of their societies and that their conditions of life are less 

than ideal. How then should conscientious researchers and critics react to what they 

perceive to be the pernicious effects of cultural imperialism? 

While the tradition of social commentary by public intellectuals has been a 

fruitful source of renewal for culture in Latin America, too much of it is based on an 

engrained bias towards "what seems evident" from the interpretative lens of the 

commentator. Colombres does what cultural critics everywhere do when confronted with 

the uncomfortable tensions brought upon by mass culture. He draws assumptions and 

imposes conclusions from a pre-existing political/ethical framework against 

commercialism (Ross 1989). At stake, therefore, in this approach to social analysis is the 

question of how we think about knowledge and whom our Western academic training 

leads us to believe are the "holders" of knowledge (and theory) in society. 

In contrast to Western rationality, many native people in the world view elders 

and community pillars as the keepers of "wisdom." Franz Boas even spoke of folk 

narratives as being a community's "own ethnography" (cited in Herzfeld 2001:25). But 
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the cultural critique of commercial art forms that has developed in Latin America over 

the last decades, as the above examples demonstrate, is far from being grounded on the 

"wisdom" of the ordinary men and women who produce and consume low-grade arts. 

Instead, most critiques start out being suspicious that self-consciousness among such 

social actors even exists. 

If the examples of critical "blind spotting" that I have offered were a simple 

matter of improving research methods or were isolated instances of the natural learning 

curve involved in fieldwork, we could easily set them aside and move on. But my 

suspicion is that something more profound is involved in the disparity between how 

social scientists and ordinary people think of meaning and power in the context of mass 

culture. A fundamental difference between each group's ideas of epistemology is at 

stake. For Colombres, Escobar, Garcia-Canclini, and others, research begins by scanning 

the social field around a given phenomenon. From what he sees, the researcher makes 

assumptions and conclusions. Garcia-Canclini, for instance, has suggested that in the 

context of postmodemity, perhaps only a "video clip" methodology which juxtaposes 

many bits of visual clues against each other can be adequate to "get at" contemporary 

popular culture (Garcia-Canclini 1995). 

In spite of how much "common sense" such a proposition can make given the 

saturation of media images and the implosion of a pastiche-oriented visual culture in 

most contemporary urban settings, there are a nimiber of ethical and epistemological 

pitfalls implicated in this approach. A position that regards visual scarming as equivalent 
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to in-depth, first-hand research or that imagines ethnographers as not significantly 

different than "tourists," is dangerous because it privileges "seeing" versus "listening" 

and in so doing it unwittingly relies on preconceived mental images and stereotypes to 

situate the subject of investigation (de la Campa 1999 and Fabian 2001). Granted, the 

kind of visual scanning that I am referring to is one based on superficial quick viewing; 

more in-depth modes of "seeing" are conceivable. 

Perhaps, rather than set up an opposition between seeing and listening as 

categorical modes of ethnographic investigation, it is more accurate to state the ways in 

which visualism simply abets not-listening. In my own practice, however, the general 

attitude that I encountered, even among anthropologists allegedly concerned with popular 

culture, when I first began my relationship with the Hemtodez family and with flea-

market shoppers was one based on what I would describe as visual prejudice. The 

unspoken consensus among the circle of educated fiiends and some scholars in which I 

moved as a graduate student was that "we" already knew what poor, uneducated, 

marginalized, people felt and why they did what they did. We "knew" this because that 

kind of information (and conclusion) was apparent in looking at tourist markets. In the 

opinion of many of my colleagues (and to some degree my own initial hypothesis), curio 

makers and shoppers were simply victims of capitalist relations of commodification. It 

was not their fault that they were caught in the selling of trinkets and kitsch; but at the 

same time, it was unclear whether they understood the structural forces that shaped their 

conditions. Of course, not all my academic mentors or colleagues espoused this position; 
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some, including my dissertation director, were intent on teaching me a different 

approach. Yet, the intellectual ethos of anthropological work in which I came of age in 

the 1990s reinforced this position. 

Informed by a variety of theoretical framework that label and classify actors and 

transactions according to logical schemes of "culture" or "system," researchers like 

Colombres and others feel entirely justified in extrapolating characteristics from the 

reahn of the social to the realm of the personal. In other words, in depositing social 

theory into subjectivities, as if these were empty vessels that lay unorganized on a table 

until the intellectual arranges them in a way that "makes sense." Or, alternatively, as 

anthropology's own Clifford Geertz would have us believe, as if the meaning of people's 

activities could be "read" by simply looking over their shoulders at the "text" they 

inadvertently write through their social positions (Geertz 1973:452). However, as 

Johannes Fabian has observed, "given the power of high culture to cast popular actors in 

stereotypes" it seems that a more grounded ethical position of counter-narrativization is 

demanded from anthropology at the present juncture (Fabian 2001:96). Instead of 

affirming the principle that "what you see is what you get," anthropologists must work 

hard instead to demonstrate how what "we see" hides what "we don't get."^^ 

One could argue, however, that the practice of fieldwork acts as a safety valve 

against the reproduction of unchecked a priori judgments. After all, Nugent, Eshelman 

and Garcia-Canclini recognized their mistakes because they interacted through fieldwork 

" See the provocative commentary by Herzfeld 2001:34-37 on the dangers of "Visualism" to anthropology. 
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with real subjects and listened to points of view that contradicted their assumptions. 

Textual strategies of confession and surprise are, therefore, welcomed reminders to the 

discipline about the complexities involved in generating theory and knowledge. 

Nonetheless, as the present study demonstrates, some blind spots are harder to recognize 

than others are. There are certain types of subjectivities and social positions that simply 

fall off the radar for anthropologists. Neglect, too, is a form of prejudice. 

Among the subjects and topics that have traditionally received low priority in 

anthropology are mass culture, children, women's hobbies, "low-grade" taste and 

lifestyles, or commercial non-utilitarian objects, to name just a few of a list of hundreds 

of topics. Although there are a few notable changes in this regard in recent years, even in 

the fledging field of material culture studies there is a still a great distance to bridge 

between the study of objects as "components" of larger social systems (i.e. capitalism, 

globalization) and the study of objects as active clues to subjectivity and critical meaning. 

The crux of the matter is not whether anthropologists are complicit with oppressive 

power structures that label and hurt people; we know enough about the history of the 

discipline to know that in some instances, they do, and in some instances, they don't. 

Examples of both outcomes abound in the literature. 

Instead of lamenting what damage anthropology may have already caused, or, 

alternatively, setting out to craft a new anthropology of redemption that posits heroic 

"subaltern subjects" resisting power through minutia, anthropologists must direct their 

attention instead to more grounded political/ethical questions (Ortner 1995; Nash 1997; 
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Abu-Lughod 1990). For instance, what kind of critical intervention would be necessary 

in order for anthropology to form alliances with social groups who have no access to 

academic jargon and knowledge and cannot therefore take the official "enunciative 

apparatus" to task for stereotyping and dismissing them? In the context of informal 

economies where people labor without the traditional safety net of social security, anti-

exploitation laws, or health insurance, what kind of "politically consequential" 

anthropological intervention should be undertaken? (cf. Roseberry 1988; Gutmann 1998). 

In the context of what I learned by working closely with border curio-makers and 

curio-buyers about how they regarded their own histories and social positions, I believe 

one productive arena of insight for a more humanistic anthropology can begin with how 

anthropologists define "knowledge" and how we imagine the process of getting "it." Not 

to mention that the very notion of "getting" knowledge deserves critical unpacking. In 

other words, how can anthropologists develop substantial cultural analyses that represent 

the complexities (highs, lows, and in-between moments of awareness and meaning) that 

ordinary people experience? What would cultural critique look like from the point of 

view of those who live under conditions of intellectual no-respect? (cf. Ross 1989; 

Cintron 1997; Bourgois 1995). 

To access this kind of knowledge, as the story of Don Manuel illustrated, requires 

an inversion of the authorized conceptual framework through which state intellectuals, 

folklorists, and national elites approach the practices and people that slip from under the 

established patterns and nomenclatures. It requires a counter-intuitive approach to 
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ethnographic knowledge. It also demands a painstaking (and some would argue 

somewhat topsy-turvy) methodology that searches in the "language and the 

corresponding cultural assumptions of the elites" evidence of the presence of the subject 

of history that has been effaced or negated (Beverly 1999:27). 

Such an approach would lead one to argue, as I have done in this ethnography, 

that in the narrative of Mexican Folklore and Nationalism one can find the hidden 

fractures that constitute the reason-for-being of curios and kitsch. Furthermore, that 

curios are not the opposite of folk art, but that they are instead Folklore's "insurgent's 

project" (cf. Guha 1983:333). In this light, curio-makers would not be deemed as the 

opposite of folk artists or traditional artisans; they would be treated at the onset as 

intelligent historical subjects who reverse the idealized state-sanctioned world in which 

folk artists are compelled to function. 

Working with the somewhat obtuse concept of "subaltemity," cultural critic John 

Beverly, exclaims: "When Gayatri Spivak'^ makes the claim that the subaltern cannot 

speak, she means that the subaltern cannot speak in a way that would carry any sort of 

authority or meaning for us without altering the relations of power/knowledge that 

constitute it as subaltern in the first place" (Beverly 1999:29; emphasis added). When I 

first began working with the Hernandez family and with consumers of plaster kitsch, I, 

too, was not sure how much "authority" and "meaning" I should attribute to the 

vernacular narratives I was recording. The reason for my doubt was quite simply that the 

Refers to the text "Can the Subaltern Speak?" Spivack 1988. 
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narrativization these subordinated people made of their own lives sometimes flew in the 

face of what I assumed to be the unquestionably accepted academic appraisal of their 

situation. 

This is, in fact, a built in-problem with the theory of subaltemity. The term 

"subaltern" places people at the outset at a theoretical distance. The prefix "sub" means 

"below, underneath." Of course, the word is intended to index political, social, and 

economic "subordination" (conditions for which the subaltern are not ontologically 

responsible); yet, not enough has been said about the degree to which the word also 

indexes "intellectual" and conceptual power, and the degree to which this feeds into a 

common, self-constituting m3^h of intellectualism. Namely, that "we" know more than 

"them." 

The border, like Appalachia, or the Native American reservation, or the urban 

slum, has been subject to what anthropologists Kathleen Stewart describes as a process of 

"incessant narrativization" by state agencies, cultural observers, and intellectuals (Stewart 

1996:3). When ordinary people lay over those pre-existing narratives their own stories, 

they in effect open a gap in "the order of grand simmiarizing traits that claim to capture 

the 'gist' of things" in these marginal spaces" (Ibid). In this gap, they find room for 

maneuver. What emerges alongside the official descriptions and assumptions, Stewart 

observes is a "local cultural real" that grows "dense with cultural tensions and desires" 

seeming somewhat illogical to the external observers (Stewart 1996:4). 
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This becomes, in turn, something akin to the non-commonsensical universe of 

fancy and language inhabited by Raul Hem^dez, wherein through self-deprecating 

humor he mocks the hierarchies that attempt to contain him. Like the folks in Appalachia 

that Stewart collaborated with, Raul's point is not so much to "set the story straight" but 

to keep the gap open so that things could be imagined differently. In place of the 

Folkloric assessment of border, curios, and curio-makers, Raul and his family assert an 

"anecdotal" conception of self, work, and place. In other words, there's always a story to 

explain how they got there and how things took that or this turn. 

However, by investing their lives with the imaginative force of story-telling, they 

do not escape the contradictions of the real conditions of capitalism and conmiodification 

that organize the border economy. They experience all their lives a "haunting double 

epistemology" whereby they are caught in the middle of things they cannot control, yet 

are always engaged in making something out of those things and circumstances. A 

phenomenon of this order may be at work in the way in which the plaster moneros of the 

border that I met regarded their work. The Hemmdez brothers negotiate a dual reality: 

they are aware of their marginality (in relation to the State and the nationally sanctioned 

traditional crafts) but simultaneously they appropriate the tools of the dominant system 

(serial reproduction, cheap commodities, informal economy) to feel empowered. This 

paradoxical ongoing state of cultural negotiation sometimes clashes with the conclusions 

and assumptions that intellectual endeavors demand. Thus, the "meaning" of border-

type-things is always elusive, contradictory, and jfragmentary. 
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When the anthropologist enters the space of narrativization of others, there comes 

a point when she has to make decisions. Writing, of course, forces choices upon the 

anthropologist in a most tangible manner. Whose voice will be privileged in the 

narrative? How coherent will she insist that this story be? At that point, an 

epistemological breakthrough becomes necessary; how do I know what I am writing 

about? It is also at that moment, Beverly observes, that it becomes obvious that 

"subaltern studies cannot be simply a discourse 'about' the subaltern" (Beverly 1999:28). 

"What would be the point, after all," he asks, "of representing the subaltern as subalternl 

(Ibid; emphasis in the original)." In other words, the point of anthropology must not be 

only to affirm that people are "under" the weight of oppressive structures. The point of 

anthropology must be to illuminate how people who live under oppressive structures 

manage not to lose human dignity, creativity, resolve, imagination, joy, hope, and critical 

engagement with the world. 

Given the technologies of power and the resources that are available to the 

powerful at any given point to efface and block these basic human capacities, it is fair to 

assume that "salvaging" a sense of self vinder difficult social conditions requires the 

mobilization of sophisticated strategies of signification. When those of us who work with 

people in various social positions of subordination "discover," to our surprise, ideologies 

and negotiations of power that, albeit contradictory, exceed the measure of awareness and 

articulation we expected from our research participants, one possible reaction is to be 

puzzled and humbled. But, this would be different if the academic study of poor people 
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began from the premise that all people are potentially and actually smart and creative. 

The question that anthropologists need to ask is: "why are we not hearing the eloquent 

speech of our "subjects" of research?" If anthropological studies of "the subaltern" 

started out expecting subjects to be intelligent, anthropologists would be in a better 

position to work side by side as partners and collaborators with ordinary people involved 

in projects of self-assertion and emancipation. In other words, to be useful to the people 

with whom we work. In such a scenario, anthropology need not be regarded as an 

intrusion, but rather as a welcomed tool to tell "an other's" story. 
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LABOR AND DISCIPLINE 

"The workiî  day contains the full 24 houis, with the 
deduction of the few hours of rest without which labor-power is 

absolutely incapable of renewing its services. Hence it is self-evident that 
the worker is nothing other than labor-power for the duration 

of his whole life... .time for education, for intellectual development, 
for the fulfillment of social functions, for social intercourse, for the free 

play of the vital forces of his body and his mind, even the rest time of Sunday... .wdiat foolishness! 

Karl Marx (1867/1977:375) 

The Invisible "Patron" 

On March 19, 1998,1 recorded the following conversation between Raul 

Hernandez and his nephew Manuel, Meno's 17-year-old son. The morning had passed 

by uneventfiilly. Workers went about their business in the workshop performing routine 

activities. I had been talking to Raul earlier about two artisans friends of mine from 

Mexico City who had visited me in San Jose, California the year before. These artisans 

are considered among the top ten folk art masters in Mexico, yet they continuously 

struggle with policies and guidelines established by FONART, the Mexican government 

folk arts promotion agency, about quality, prices, style, thematic choices, and 

consequently, official endorsement of their inclusion or exclusion in major international 

exhibitions. 

I shared with Raul details of the other artisan's ordeals in an effort to validate the 

difficulties of all artisans and to get his opinion on how the same frustrations compared 
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respond in the way that I had expected. He was quiet and pensive and I thought for a 

moment that I had made him uncomfortable on account of the fact that the two realms of 

"folk art" production I was seeking to compare (border plaster moneros and master folk 

arts artisans) were so far apart as far as aesthetics and value within the folklore canon. 

As it turned out, I was projecting my own discomfort with the situation. Raul had 

taken in every word that I had said and was pondering an appropriate response. I asked 

Raiil if he would not mind if I left the tape recorder running while I went over to talk to 

Lalo and the compadre. After approximately 15 minutes of small talk and some silence, I 

heard across the patio Raiil start up a conversation with his nephew. Later on I realized 

that in all four years of friendship and visits to the workshop, Raul had never been as 

forthcoming and transparent about his views on "the government" (elgobiemo) as he 

was that day. 

Raul; Well, all I wish is that there was a government that would help artisans, or 

at least, that would not harm us. Take for example, tariffs and taxes. Sometimes 

the government imposes so many regulations and restrictions that it makes it 

really hard for our merchandise to be exported across the border. They set up 

obstacles in a couple of ways. First, because they tell you: no, this paperwork is 

incomplete, it is not that form, it is another form, now you must bring this other 

form. And why? Only because I say so, they tell you. This paperwork is not 
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filled out correctly, that's what they say. Those are the kinds of obstacles that 

governments have the power to set up against artisans, and as a result the artisan 

starts to wither, slowly. Instead of helping us, they make matters worse. People 

who come to buy from us from the other side therefore limit the amount of their 

purchases; they only buy a little bit at a time. Why? Because they are afraid that 

customs will confiscate their merchandise. And after all, all that talk about tariffs 

and taxes, but what do I do if not pay taxes already, all the time? Everything you 

see around here is taxed. Yes, as I tell you, artisans do pay taxes. We pay taxes 

when we buy paint; we pay taxes when we buy gasoline and ftiel; we pay taxes in 

the food we buy. And what do we have left after paying to the government? Our 

struggle—the labor that we have to endure, that's all we have left. And the 

problem is that the government does not want to do anything about our situation. 

If you go to Hermosillo and you talk to the political leaders of the state of Sonora 

and you say, look, we have this problem, the only thing you walk away with is the 

idea that soon there will be an election and maybe the next person would help 

you. Because the one who is in power now, no way, no way would he help you. 

And then, the next leader comes along and he makes more promises, and more 

promises, and we end up in the same place. And even the President of the 

RepubUc comes by, and we ask him to help us, and more promises, that's it. 

That's as far as it will go. There is nothing, nothing at all that you could say, 

well, they did that action that helped the artisans. No way, they never help us. To 
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Manuel; They pick the artisans that will generate more profit for them. 

Raul; Right, right. And they do not even care the harm that they will do to you, 

morally speaking. Because unfortunately, one is left behind with so many dreams 

and aspirations. It is all a dream, that's it. Sometimes one does not even want to 

wake up from that dream because you say to yourself, no, how could it be 

possible? Tragically, we live in a country where the government is like the ruler 

or father of a house; it is the one who orders and commands. If they say, go this 

way, then we have to follow. If the next day they say go the other way, well, 

what choice do we have? If we say no, that is not right, they do not listen. Why? 

Just because they don't have to listen. You can't convince them otherwise. 

Manuel; But even then, they can't stop us. 

Raul; That's right. Because we are strong. We are really strong, no matter what. 

As long as we have hands and legs and can work with our own strength, that is the 

only real Mexican machinery that matters; the human machine. That is the only 

inheritance we have. And the government cannot confiscate that human machine. 
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and support us, and that is not convenient. For them, the system is better as it is. 

They choose the manufacturers that they want to support, the ones that fit right 

along with their interests. But a small insignificant workshop like this, they do 

not care if it produces more or not. They do not help it to produce more, what 

they do instead is help it to go under faster. That is their slogan: we will kick 

those who are down. They only want to choose one or two of the workshops or 

factories that they like. I have heard stories about the people they handpicked to 

be helped out. But us, we are left in utter frustration. They do it to us, just like 

that, drink up to your health! Some people think the solution is to cross the line to 

the other side. Some people think that doing so is such an easy thing: come to 

the border town, there's a nice hole in the fence, you cross over, and you get a job 

in the United States. But they don't figure out that many even find their death in 

the desert. Or sometimes, even when they cross the line, on the other side it is a 

different way of life. Sometimes it is not a matter of luck; it is a matter of 

someone blocking your way to get ahead. As everyday items become more and 

more expensive, it is harder to make a living, to make ends meet. What we make 

is simply not enough. The Government just lets it happen: it raises the cost of 

electricity, it raises the price of gas, the cost of water, and even sodas are more 

expensive. How far will we go? Where are things going to end up? It is a race 

against time what they are imposing on us. 
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Manuel; Everything increases, except salaries. 

Raul; Salaries? They are as low as ever. And, granted, here in the workshop we 

can earn our own money honestly. But can you imagine if I worked at a maquila? 

What would I do to survive? For example, say they pay me 400 pesos, which is 

not likely to be my starting salary at a maquila, but for argument's sake, say that it 

is. Then, I am always going to be behind in my payments. By the time I pay 

everything, I have no money left to eat. One week, maybe two, the body can 

handle it. But more than two weeks? It can't. That's how the government is 

decimating us. 

Manuel; That's the advantage we have. We eat right here at the Taller. 

Raul; But of course. Here, every few hours I get something to eat brought to me. 

A "torta," or a drink, you see? Then I have that advantage, that my expenses in 

food are very low. Well, except for my wife, no? She eats all the time! 

(Laughter) 
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The Question of Oppression 

Raul's scathing critique of the state invokes and manifests objective and 

subjective conditions of life and work. His awareness of the forces that "take pleasure in 

keeping [him] down" is inextricably connected to a perception of himself as a productive 

human being. The cornerstone of Raul's sense of self is the work he does with his own 

hands. Manual labor is also a strategy of last resort to resist infringements upon his 

autonomy from other modes of production (assembly plants) and other types of work 

(wage earner). The government, says Raul, "cannot confiscate" his human capacity to 

work. Even so, it can make work more difficult, less profitable, onerous, oppressive, 

irksome, cumbersome, and distressing. The regulations and alliances orchestrated by the 

state can transform work into labor—XhaX is, attempt to rob work of its creative, and not 

merely productive, dimensions (Calagione and Nugent 1992:7). 

From Raul's point of view, the state forms part of a nexus of social relations that 

result in policies, regulations, and ideologies that impede his full realization as an artisan 

and hence, as a human being. But Raul's dilemma rests on the fact that in more ways 

than he would like, he, too, is caught up in the web of injurious relations that he decries. 

The state and the powerfiil interests that structure work, value, and exchange in the 

border penetrate the workshop in which Raul attempts to work, "they" tax the materials 

he has to buy; "they" ask his clients for paperwork that discourages them from buying; 

"they" pick favorites and form alliances with big businesses while disregarding the small 

entrepreneur. He approaches the state representatives to ask for help, only to be met by 
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disappointment. It is a vicious cycle: "if only we had a government that could help the 

artisan," Raul exclaims. Yet, his belief that such a government may be possible has been 

eroded. The presence of an entity, which he can only name in the vaguest of terms ("el 

gobierno") makes itself, felt in and around the Taller. Even then, Raul is prompt to 

acknowledge, by virtue of being an artisan he can keep the worse detrimental effects of 

that oppressive force at bay. At least he gets to eat lunch at home everyday, he remarks. 

Raul expresses a dilemma that has preoccupied social scientists, especially those 

interested in a critique of capitalism, for several generations. On the one hand, the 

political economy of the border constitutes an objective backdrop against which Raul 

must enact his performance as artisan, citizen, laborer, man, and borderlander. The 

context in which Raul reproduces himself as a human being is not exactly a leveled 

playing field or a "laissez-faire" paradise. It is a thorny socio-political terrain in which he 

encounters repeated injustices and "reasons for things" that do not make sense to him. It 

is a world wherein both material conditions for making a living and ideological 

justifications for what is valuable or worthless conspire to make him feel "morally" 

compromised. 

On the other hand, Raul and workers like him do the best they can to make 

something positive and rewarding out of their employment conditions. Sometimes, to be 

sure, it can be hard for an outside observer to understand how they manage to do that. 

When I sit on my car waiting to cross the line back fi-om Mexico to the United States I 

wonder how it would feel if I had to walk the same stretch of pavement under the desert 
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sun for eight or ten hours a day in order to make the money that I will use to buy food for 

me and my family. Sometimes, when I saw Meno closing a sale to a broker from Tucson 

I wondered how he felt selling for three dollars a plaster sculpture that took him three 

days to complete and for which he had to obtain all the raw materials. I wondered how 

he felt in addition knowing that what he was selling was the reproduction of a stereotype 

of a Mexican Indian, simply because the Americans liked that image. I was, of course, 

always awakened from my mental ruminations during fieldwork when Meno and Raul 

offered inventive inversions of meaning to almost everything they sold, did, and endured. 

Therein lies the enigma, from the point of view of social science; of the condition we call 

"oppression." 

As it is evident in Raul's dialogue with his nephew, a statement of hope and self-

dignity countered every statement of despair he uttered. Raul's performance against the 

elements that "kick him while he is down," therefore, is only partially a matter of making 

a living or generating economic value. It is also a creative endeavor where "categories of 

work and identity are reciprocally constituted" (Calagione and Nugent 1992:4). When 

Raul speaks of his hands and his body strength as "/a maquinaria Mexicana" (the 

Mexican machinery), he is commingling two domains of meaning. Raul knows that the 

body is not a machine. Quite to the contrary, in the experience of border economies 

machines like those used in assembly plant work militate against the dignity of the body. 

Machines, and the production that they organize, discipline the body in a way that 

offends the natural rhythm of life; lunch is a quick race against time; bathroom breaks are 
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painfully slow in coming and then, shamefully monitored; punching the clock on time 

supersedes any special circumstances—a sick child, a late bus, an injured wrist; firing and 

hiring are bargaining chips that supervisors use, specially if you are a woman, to harass 

and make sexual advances (Lugo 1995). 

Machines require skillfiil attention and the bodies that work with them require 

protection; gloves, goggles, hairnets, aprons, and helmets. Yet, Raul's metaphor points 

out the fact that maquilas—not people—are heralded as the source of Mexicos' industrial 

prosperity by elites and national leaders. In his discourse, Raiil begs to differ; he argues 

that Mexican bodies that labor in the maquilas are the real producers of value. According 

to Raul, not to see this is to miss the whole point of being "Mexicano f it is a form of 

betrayal. 

The paradox that Raul expresses is also emblematic of another duality. Marx 

referred to two domains in the constitution of the labor process; on the one hand, "a 

definite mode of life" (a practical activity such as making curios), and on the other hand, 

"a definite form of expressing that life" (the historical narratives, perceptions, metaphors, 

and social critiques that inform the Hernandez Family identity). These two domains, 

sometimes crudely called the "material" and the "ideal" (or base and superstructure), 

appear in the life of workers like Raul as cultural inscriptions—that is, as a range of 

signifying everyday practices that encompass everything from "eating tortas" at the 

workshop, to paying for paint and brushes, to filling out custom documents incorrectly, to 

the gendered humor in which he is represented as breadwinner and his wife as non
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productive consumer. These cuhural expressions of livelihood are embedded in systems 

of "structural power" that are larger than the will of any single individual. 

To the extent that Raul thinks of "work" as a continuation of his identity, then the 

"economic" aspect of what workers at the Hem^dez workshop do to earn a living is only 

one aspect of what matters to them. This is exactly the opposite of what many cultural 

critics believe about curio-makers. One general opinion about border moneros and 

peddlers is that "they" work in marginal occupations because they are desperate to make 

a living "at whatever cost." The conventional wisdom asserts that maybe at one-point 

curio makers and street vendors had dreams and aspirations, but in light of structural 

realities they quickly decided, "any strategy for self-advancement will do" (Worsley 

1984:206). 

The fact is that a wide range of social, aesthetic, and cultural expressions are 

involved in the way curio industry laborers relate to their work. Hence, when Raul faces 

opposition from the state and from other powerful elements, he is not so much speaking 

of whether he gets to work or not (a statistical measure of employment or leisure) but of 

how he works—namely, being able to hold on to his "dreams" or feeling "'canoladd'' 

(frustrated, annoyed, defeated). In the political-economic context of the border, 

production rests not only on what is produced, but also on how it is produced and by 

whom. This process of production is in every way meaningful. In Marx's words, "man 

not only effects a change of form in the materials of nature; he also realizes his own 

purpose in those materials" (Marx 1867/1977:284). 
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The most important element of this culturally productive process, however, is that 

it involves specific histories of specific individuals in specific conditions. The 

contribution of anthropology to political-economy lies in documenting and specifying 

that history (Roseberry 1988; DiLeonardo 1993). It is not enough to say that Raul is an 

"artisan" in an industrially-dominated economy, as if the designation "artisanal" and 

"industrial" had pre-established meanings of their own according to an abstract economic 

theoretical scheme. 

While the articulation between artisanal modes of production and industrial labor-

intensive capitalism in border economies represents a linkage worth examining, these 

theoretical fi"ameworks cannot be applied in a "cut-and-dry" fashion that translates to de 

facto attributions of meaning (Weaver 2001:115). The representation of his life that Raul 

makes to himself—swerving between oppression and agency—does not derive from a 

single code or category; it is fashioned by Raul and the other men in the Taller from 

"very diverse discourses and imaginings of people stationed in different social and 

cultural positions" (Wolf 1999:14). 

Objectively speaking, border plaster moneros do not conform to the state-

sanctioned view of "artisans." To begin with, they are not Indians; unlike the Hernandez 

family, many do not evolve from a tradition of craft making in the country's interior but 

shift from wage labor to crafts according to swings in border commercial ventures. 

Secondly, they are not peasants. Their work is entrenched in the dynamics of an urban 

social setting. In addition, these commercial craft producers do not use durable materials 
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such as wood or clay which have more obvious associations with the earth and hence the 

nation. Plaster moneros work with a hybrid chemical compound that is mostly used to 

help create works of art. Lastly, these craftsmen work in the border zones, where except 

for a few limited crafts by the Raramuri, the Seri, and the Yaqui, and a distant legacy by 

the Casas Grande civilization, allegedly there are no deep-rooted traditions of 

autochthonous craft production (Olmos Aguilera 2001). 

For all these reasons, the border is the perfect place to "invent" a craft. Because 

of the spurious nature of the popular arts in the border the state, in fact, has not invested a 

great deal of effort in regulating this industry. After all, the site of authenticity is also the 

site of govemability. Yet, Raul speaks vehemently about the weight of the state power 

on his shoulders. It is unclear, however, whether at times Raul wishes that the state did 

more or less for him, either to "help" him or to leave him alone. This ambivalence is part 

of the dilemma workers and artisans in other parts of Mexico experience as well (cf 

Hemandez-Casillas 1996; Diaz Barriga 1996; Levi 1999; Moctezuma Yano 2001). 

Thus, Raul's critique of the state suggests something other than a mere personal 

grievance or a heroic resistance to state power. More than a meditation on how he is 

"held in place" by neglect and antagonism on the part of powerfiil interests or an 

argument on how he symbolically overcomes these mechanisms of oppression, Raul 

comes across as a man engaged in an ongoing negotiation between two conflicting poles. 

This negotiation points out the difficulty workers have in working with the state (with the 

structures of economic and political power as they stand) in order to hold their ground as 
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meaningful actors in the capitahst economy. The lives of border curio makers, therefore, 

cannot be simply analyzed through an assessment of production and meaning, as if these 

analytical categories had fixed, stable boundaries, or, as if they were codes waiting to be 

deciphered. Instead, the lives of marginal workers in marginal zones must be 

apprehended as a process that entails a dynamic interplay between subjectivities and 

subjection and the possibilities and connections that alternatively open up and close when 

one lives under conditions of inequality and marginality. In other words, as Roseberry 

has stated, these lives need to be seen "not only as products of world history but also as 

actors in that history—acconmiodating themselves to some developments, resisting others, 

and so on" (Roseberry 1988:140). 

Nowhere is the task of explaining Raul's dilemma of working with the state while 

simultaneously resisting its surveillance more difficult than in the analytical realm of 

political-economy. Economic theory runs the spectrum between determinism and choice 

(Wilk 1996). One end of the spectrum is dominated by an ideology of extreme 

individualism. In neoclassical economics, self-interest and rational choice supersede 

whatever "structures" may be at work in any given micro-economic context. From this 

perspective, there is no "oppression" in Raul's life to speak of, only conditions favorable 

or unfavorable for him to maximize his opportunities. The exact opposite side of this 

argument proposes that "oppression" brought about by social structures outwith of Raul's 

choice are "in the last instance" what must concern any analysis of the meaning of his 

work. The theories that emphasize the social organization of subjection encompass both 
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Marxist and non-Marxist points of view. The difference is that while one theory stresses 

the "functional unity" of systems of social rule, the other is directly concerned with the 

conflict that emerges from the unequal application of power in society (Ibid 1996:89). 

The question of "oppression" has also been of central interest to Marxist scholars 

and to others not categorically Marxist, who have delved into the question of 

development and dependency in Latin America (cf Wallerstein 1979; Gunder Frank 

1971). One early consequence of the interest on the penetration of capitalism in Latin 

America was that it tended to treat as discreet units of analysis those forms of production 

that it considered capitalist versus those that it considered pre-capitalist. 

In countries like Mexico, where capitalism evolved in gradual steps that 

established marked variations at different historical moments in the degrees to which the 

country was absorbed in core-periphery relationships, the pastoral notion of an 

independent class of workers who marched parallel capitalism gained significant 

visibility. Artisans were granted an elevated status as pre-capitalist workers who enjoyed 

a tempered (and idealized) relationship to the damaging forces of capitalism—for 

example, it was thought that they were less vulnerable to alienation and exploitation 

(Rubin de la Borbolla 1996; Suarez Farias 1996). This conceptualization of the 

was not static; it changed according to the political leanings of various post-

revolutionary governments. Thus, during the first three decades of the 20*^ century, up 

until the end of the C^denas period, the artesano was seen along with the proletariat 

(pbreros) as the central focus of governments dedicated to the advancement of workers. 
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After 1940 and during the periods of heavy industrialization that followed, artesanos 

embodied what was considered an archaic mode of work and life; in the eyes of the 

industrialist elites this sometimes worked for the better of the country (a pastoral 

mystique of a quaint countryside), and sometimes for the worse (the rural problems of 

underemployment). Nonetheless, a generalized popular ideology about the "otherness" 

of the artisan as a "man in touch with the earth," spread (Lechuga 1996). According to 

Novelo, it was not until the 1970s that the Mexican state explicitly incorporated artisans 

within a program of national economic development, primarily to address the problem of 

rural unemployment and migration to the cities (Novelo 1976:13-30). 

For most of the 20*** century, state policies towards artesanias shifted and 

accommodated to various political and ideological objectives. Beginning in the 1910s, 

with Porfirio Diaz's celebrations of the centenary of independence, through the period 

immediately before the Great Depression, artesanias held a symbolic role in relation to 

the ideological forging of Mexican nationalism. To be sure, there were diametrical 

oppositions between the dictator Diaz and the socialist Cardenas (1930s) in their 

approach to the crafts of living Indians. Nonetheless, it is in the period of time covered 

by these decades that the state's role in folk arts begins to evolve in the form of a 

benevolent, intellectual protector, promoter, and educator. The discourse changed in 

tempo and emphasis after the Cardenas period. Starting in the 1940s, crafts became an 

appendix to the development of another industry of great economic importance to 

Mexico; tourism. Commercialization of folk arts began to spread in connection to a 
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larger program of industrialization throughout the country. By the 1960s, Mexico was 

deeply entrenched in the workings of a global capitalist system of import-export 

substitution. As Mexico grew more and more dependent on imported finished consumer 

goods to satisfy the consumption needs of elites and a rising middle class, it looked in 

turn for Mexican products that it could export to balance the ratio between imports and 

exports and hold an image of economic strength in the world market. Artesanias became 

a tool in that strategy. Ironically, the little objects made by Indians joined petroleum and 

minerals as core "natural resources" of the nation. This set in motion a frenzy of curio 

trading activity and the growth of private and state-supported agencies and enterprises 

dedicated to the mass production and distribution of Mexican crafts, folk arts, and curios 

Since the 1970s, this large-scale production has remained relatively steady and 

has made crafts a pivotal element of the overall economic development policies of the 

country. The appetite of North Americans for Mexican folk arts and curios has grown 

substantially with each passing decade. According to one estimate, 97% of all Mexican 

folk art exports are destined to the United States (Arreola 2001:30). The identity and role 

of the artisan, although modified and adapted at each one of these economic turns, 

remained shrouded in romanticism. State officials and politicians fomented the idea that 

the objects' beauty that this unique class of working Mejc/cawo5 produced overshadowed 

all other considerations of their conditions of production. Because these men and women 

"worked with their hands" they were folk heroes (Novelo 1976:8). 
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Popular accounts in folklore and fiction reflected this idealized view of artisans. 

For instance, the famous story by B. Traven about an American entrepreneur who tries to 

convince a Mexican Indian to make serialized little baskets that the American will buy in 

bulk, upholds a representation of the native artisan as a dignified independent worker 

who refiises to compromise the cultural basis of his craft production only to make more 

money. The story, written in 1930, assumes that native artisans have a choice in making 

more money or being content with their organic relations of production and subsistence; 

it assumes that the latter choice is sustainable and realistic for native craft producers. 

Today we know that no such idyllic choice exists; many artisans have had to enter the 

market not only to supplement their seasonal agricultural subsistence, but also simply to 

survive. Unlike the native producer in Traven's story, selling "more" is better for most 

contemporary artisans. 

Writing in 1996 about the fate of folk arts in Mexico, however, poet Fernando del 

Paso refers to the artisan in the story, to whom he cannot refi^ain from describing as 

endowed with "an inevitable dose of kitschy sentiment," as an anachronistic hero who 

resisted the seduction of the gringo (del Paso 1996:254). Del Paso reproduces in his 

commentary about the Traven story a dichotomy between "mass production" and 

"artisanal" work that has consistently framed the Mexican understanding of folk arts, and 

hence, has treated as dissonant and unfounded the claims of "curios" to be treated as 

"artisanal" works. One of the reasons the native artisan gives in Traven's story for 
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refusing to mass produce baskets is that he would not be able to "leave a piece of his 

soul" in each one. Alienation is thus perceived as a by-product of serialization. 

When workers make objects in serialized fashion, this line of argument suggests, 

they engage in capitalist forms of commodification that establish a distance between the 

worker and his product. Artisanal modes of work, especially those tied to indigenous and 

peasant groups, who practice craft production along community agriculture, avoid the 

alienation inherent to serialized mass production (Novelo 1976; Turok 1988). In turn, the 

romantics argue, when artisanal labor becomes highjacked into capitahst modes of 

production, social scientists lament such occurrences as a "terrible and terrifying" event 

that results in increased oppression for "fhistrated artists" who see themselves 

downgraded to the status of, well, curio-makers (Novo cited in Monsivais 1996a and 

Colombres 1987). The problem with this point of view is that in Mexico artisanal 

production has been "highjacked" into capitaUst relations for most of the 20^ century, up 

to the present. 

This embedded nostalgia for a heroic artisanal class, however, begs a number of 

questions. For instance: is working on a maquila a "modern" occupation? Is being a 

curio artisan a "traditional" identity? There is something absurd in these semantic 

oppositions. While assembly plant work is "industrial" and hence "modem," it can also 

be so exploitative that it in effect strips people of the very same attributes of autonomy 

and rationality that modernity promotes (Tiano 1994). Arguably, being an "artisan" of 

objects made exclusively for commodity trade in the context of mass tourism can be as 
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far removed from "tradition" as one can fathom. And yet, for more than one hundred 

years Latin American countries have made modernization and its counterpart, pre

capitalist cultures, the central mythical driving force of their development. 

Insofar as industrialization is the emblem of modernity for Third World countries, 

artisanal modes of production are therefore the foil of anti-modemity (Lauer 1989). Folk 

art artisans are the residual Other of Latin American "progress." Sometimes, artisanal 

work evokes longing and nostalgia for these societies' agrarian past (which in most 

instances was fraught with intense social struggles); at other times, it provokes rejection 

and denial. It has been only in more recent years that theories of articulation have 

promoted a greater appreciation about the co-existence of industrial, agrarian, and 

artisanal modes of productions in Latin America (Weaver 2001:207; Nash 1993). 

At stake in the analysis of productive activity, Marx observed, are two distinct 

processes: the "labor process" and the "process of valorization" (Marx 1867/1977:304). 

In this regard, while there is something very "objective" in the description of the labor 

process (who gets the opportunity to work and under what conditions) there is also 

something very specifically "subjective" about the configurations, forms, and enactments 

of that process in distinct political, social, and cultural practices. Rather than being 

subsumed into one overarching "mode of production" (a material determinism) or a 

romantic quest for resistance where none seems plausible (an idealistic un-determinism), 

what Raul's discourse reflects is that power and labor in the border can be best 
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understood as a range of meanings and a range of relationships (cf Calagione and Nugent 

1992). 

Dichotomous, singsong separations between the structural and the personal, the 

objective and the subjective, the ideal and the real, the static and the dynamic (and other 

oppositions ad infinitum) can be dead ends in the path to understanding human behavior 

and motivation. Anthropology, in spite of having a particular methodological advantage 

in getting close to the grain of people's multi-stranded experiences, throughout its history 

as a discipline has, nonetheless waddled in more than one occasion in the shallow waters 

of dichotomous thinking. Throughout its history, anthropology has emphasized 

conceptual frameworks that privileged certain aspects of human experience at the 

expense of others. Granted, all social theory does this to a certain extent in order to be 

manageable and coherent. Nonetheless, dominant themes (which occasionally become 

academic fads) influence the way researchers "hear" what their research subjects say. 

Thus, at one point anthropologists believed that history was the preeminent determinant 

of human forms. At other times, the emphasis shifted to patterns (Benedict); community 

(Mead); fiinction (RadclifFe-Brown); structure (Levi-Strauss); symbol (Geertz); 

experience (Turner); power (Rosaldo), and so forth. But since the core mandate of 

ethnography is to represent the social and cultural lives of people as interpreted by 

themselves, anthropologists are always looking for ways to "translate" private meanings 

into public statements. That is, to make local knowledges speak with universal relevance. 
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One problem with this task, however, is that human beings are always giving 

meanings to things and dreaming up ideas and practices that seem to confound 

predictability. Even though a large part of what we understand by "culture" entails 

forms, ideas, values, and social relations that imply repetition and stability, the fact is that 

schemes or categories do not easily contain human beings. In the early days of 

anthropology, Franz Boas recognized this fundamental challenge. "Most attempts to 

characterize the social life of peoples," he said, "are hampered by the lack of uniform 

behavior of all individuals.. .the Eskimo are often described as good-natured, of sunny 

temperament. This seems to form a striking contrast to the difficulties of life in an Artie 

cHmate" (Boas 1938:683). 

Hence, as a science of human phenomena, anthropology confr^onts a persistent 

problem: how to bridge a gap between the need for coherent understandings and 

explanations on the one hand and on the other hand the paradoxes of lived experience 

that subjects of ethnographic investigation demonstrate again and again. As succinctly 

expressed by Durkheim, human beings are capable of producing meanings (the range of 

which can go from the zany to the sublime); but human beings have to live those 

meanings within particular forms and structures that constitute "a compelling and 

coercive power" (Durkheim 1950). 

How, then, does an ethnographer determine which organizing category of socio-

cultural analysis best encapsulates the overall direction of a hfe, a mode of work, a social 

position? Judging from the social structures that they navigate on an everyday basis, are 
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curio-makers "oppressed" people? Are they subordinated people that resist through 

"hidden transcripts" the schemes of state power? (cf. Scott 1990). What happens when 

people jump categories and draw meaning for their lives not from the designated places 

or positions within the social structure they inhabit (proletariat, peasant, artisan, etc.), but 

instead from the interstices between those positions, from the gray zones they craft and 

imagine for themselves? 

I believe something in the order of this fragmentary process of social meaning is 

at play in the way curio makers in the US-Mexico border talk about the market and the 

state. Unless social scientists and cultural critics are able to write and talk about the 

subjectivity implicated in subjection in ways that more accurately reflect how workers 

and ordinary people themselves regard the contradictory tensions of life in capitalist 

society, talk about "oppression" may be nothing more than an intellectual's chimera—an 

"imaginary monster compounded of incongruous parts" (Merriam-Webster 2002:198) 

And yet, as Raymond Williams stated, a cultural critique without some concept of 

what Marxists call "determination" is in effect worthless (Williams 1977). The term 

"determination" as used in this context refers to the problem of how larger, macro-social 

structures (the State, capitalism, racism, patriarchy, etc.) bear upon other spheres of 

cultural and psychological life to render people capable or incapable of resisting or 

changing their conditions. The question for Williams and other Marxists is, at one level, 

one of supra-efifects: which matters most, the material or the ideal? But in a more 

practical sense, th^ question is interesting for anthropologists because it draws attention 
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to the role of cuhure—of everyday forms of lived experiences invested with meanings—in 

either enabling or disabling people to stand up to the dehumanizing forces that confront 

them. 

In reaching for an understanding of meaning as a core principle of human 

activities, anthropologists may have placed too little emphasis on the relationship 

between meaning and power (Garcia-Canclini 1988b; Hall 1981). In other words, 

cultural order (hegemony) is expressed as social meaning. Resistance, therefore, requires 

a re-inscription of meaning out of the materials readily at hand. The same can be said 

about accommodation; when marginal workers and ordinary people "make do" as best 

they can within the circumstances of their lives, they do so meaningfully (deCertau 

1994:32). 

Insofar as curio-makers recognize the power that acts upon them, they devise 

multiple strategies to deal with it. Because so much cultural criticism is steeped in 

"either/or" thinking, social scientists have been short in grasping how accommodation, 

too, can be a meaningful practice (cf Alonso 1992). Raul and Meno believe some of the 

things that are said about them by folklorists and segments of Mexico's intellectual 

classes. Because they believe that marginalization is a condition that accurately reflects 

some part of who they are and what they do for a living, they seek to re-organize through 

their stories, their sense of humor, and their ordinary philosophy of life the semantic 

domains trough which marginality is experienced and apprehended. Hence, "cultural and 

subjective processes and actions" are elements of "structure;" the task of the social critic 
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is to identify in which direction they bend at different historical junctures (Willis 

1977:120). 

Thus, we make a mistake when we think of resistance as an add-on to subjectivity 

or as a time bomb placed on the underbelly of "oppressive structures" ready to be 

detonated at a propitious moment of exuberance. Or, for that matter, when we speak of 

resistance as an "enhanced" consciousness. Resistance and/or accommodation to 

oppression are not singular moments of celebration of defeat, they are instead a praxis of 

everyday experience; they acquire a particular creative form specified by its context. 

To describe ordinary human activities and products as "meaningful" is to imply 

two simultaneous processes: (1) that people manage to find purpose and worth for their 

actions in a personal, internal level; (2) that individual accounts of significance are part of 

a system of external, social practices. Hence, there is always a tension between those 

things that people do to "make sense" of their lives (an intimate sense of meaning) and a 

socially defined assignment of worth and legitimacy (a public argument of what things 

mean). This tension forms a double helix that defines and regulates "how we live."' One 

of the most important questions posed by studies of meaning, therefore, must be how 

internal, subjective meanings become "properly externalized: formalized, made concrete 

and public in some way" (Willis 1993:216), and vice versa. 

' The combined dynamics of internal and external (subjective and objective) meanings and the tensions 
generated between socially fixed values and the variances of human practical experiences has been 
described by Raymond Wilhams as a "structure of feeling" (1977:128). William's contribution is 
especially relevant to the present study of meaning in the emphasis that it places in understanding "private, 
idiosyncratic" actions "actively lived and felt" as part of an ongoing process of social order in which 
systematic beliefs become formalized into specific forms of symbolic and material conditions. Bourdieu 
described a similar process through the concept of "habitus." 
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Meanings are manifested in both symbolic and material forms. For example, by 

how one works, as well as by how one thinks and talks about work; by how people 

behave in relationships, as well as by how they think they ought to behave; by the things 

one buys, as well as by the perception one has of choices in consumption. Meanings are 

responses generated by human beings to satisfy their individual needs for validation and 

self-worth. But they are also social processes that take into account whatever practical 

means are either available or inaccessible to people at any given point to figure out of 

their circumstances. In other words, not all meanings are equally possible at all times. ̂  

The creation and interpretation of meanings, therefore, are always "inextricably bound up 

with sociopolitical means and ends" (Babcock and Macaloon 1987). Meanings are also 

ideologies. Cultural order is expressed as meaning; that is, forms of representations that 

constraints individuals and exist independently of them. One of the point of studies like 

this, however, is to demonstrate that these constraints on signification do not prevent 

people from treating given social meanings in a "disorderly fashion" (that is, to discredit 

them or be skeptical about their validity). 

Although it is not uncommon in popular usage influenced by theories of the 

"unconscious" to associate the meaning of things to neat and coherent explanations 

 ̂ In semiotic terms, the limits of signification have been argued vigomously both as political critique and as 
an element of the basic constitution of communicatioa The idea that there are "discourses" that ftame the 
range of meaning of a sign is one such argument. Barthes, for instance, believes "dress" means nothing 
outside the discourse of Fashioa The importance of recognizing the limits imposed on signification has led 
to an interest in the political contexts in which meanings are produced. Scholte (1986) thus remarks that a 
theory of meaning without a theory of production is only of limited social value. What is most important is 
not the "sign" itself as a metacommunicative phenomenon, but the social realm in which it "fights" with 
other social factors to signify. 
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extracted out of deep mental reservoirs, quite an opposing reality emerges out of practical 

experience. The human experience of meaning-making tends to be tentative and 

makeshift. Throughout this ethnography, the reader has been introduced to a variety of 

cognitive, material, symbolic, and aesthetic strategies used by people in different social 

and economic positions to invest meaning into their practices, tastes, identities, and into 

objects themselves. As the ethnography demonstrates, meaningful actions do not always 

equate to satisfying actions. Sometimes people who are poor or live and work under 

conditions of duress, scrap meaning out of circumstances that, given a range of other 

social options, they would rather have gladly left behind. Thus, the present study has 

invited us to consider strategies of "accommodation" as equally meaningfiil as strategies 

of "resistance." 

One of the ways in which anthropologists refer to the processes of signification is 

to say that people "invest" meaning into their lives. The word "invest" is used to 

describe what people do to make their life situations intelligible to themselves and to 

others because it conveys an active sense of participation, without reducing that act to a 

"rational choice."^ To invest means to "commit or use capital (money, time, effort)" with 

the expectation of a return; it also means to "give power, authority, or rank" to something 

or someone. Meaning, then, can be thought of as a symbolic struggle to "give authority" 

 ̂Classical economic theory upheld the idea of rational choice as the basis for decision-making. The notion 
of human beings as rational maxrmizers has been challenged from a variety of angles. Anthropologist 
Richard Wilk states that the problem lies with the idea of rationality itself; "how do we tell if an action is 
rational or irrational? Sometimes it only looks irrational because we don't understand the setting, the 
meaning, or the history of a particular action. But maybe it really is irrational, and we are just making-up a 
rational-sounding explanation" (Wilk 19%:66). 
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to a point of view over another and as a symbolic commitment of personal resources, 

albeit constrained by material realities, to derive a "return" of social validation. Seen in 

this light, it is therefore not difficult to imagine meaning as a fiindamental element in the 

negotiations of power in society. By talking about "investing" something with meaning, 

anthropologists also suggest that meanings are not pre-formulated or pre-fabricated; they 

are actually forged out of life situations themselves and brought to bear on particular 

historical contexts. The meaning of being an "artisan," for example, is not only a 

personal quest; it also reflects a social struggle to position a certain mode of laboring 

within the political-economy of a place where labor is already highly commodified. 

Anthropologist Kathleen Stewart, in an almost phantasmagorical rendering of life 

in Appalachia, makes the point that such negotiations sometimes happen in the form of 

"nervous, overstuffed, insistent" stories "on the margins and on the interstices" of places, 

such as "America"~close to home, yet symbolically "on the side of the road" (1996:7). 

This is an apt metaphor, also, for life in the touristic circuits of the US-Mexico border, 

not only because plaster figurines are literally sold "on the side of the road" but also 

because making and buying plaster figurines is an "aside" to what many considered 

"real" work, "real" Mexican crafts, "real" taste, and "real" value. 

One way in which anthropology can help overcome the analytical impasse 

between forms of ruling and forms of feeling is to demonstrate how politics (the state) 

and economics (the market) and the articulating domains between them such as class, 

bureaucracy, race, gender, and labor, are experienced culturally. In other words, as 
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signifying practices expressed through multiple signifiers, some of which square off with 

"reality" as we know it, and some of which invert that reality, sometimes if only 

symbolically, to find grounds for more humane forms of self-recognition (cf Babcock 

1978). An examination of the labor process that takes a closer look at "representations of 

working experiences generated by workers themselves" offers a fiuitfiil place to begin to 

change the rationalized ideologies that have so far turned the study of worker's 

oppression into a zero-sum game (Calagione and Nugent 1992:5). 

The Cost of Autonomy 

"You arrive in time for lunch," yells Meno fi^om behind a very large vessel he just 

finished spray-painting. The men in the Taller welcome me with wide-open smiles and 

warm looks. They are always respectful, yet not distant. As I reach the back of the 

house, I realize how comfortable I feel among them. I have been coming here for more 

than a year already and not once have they made me feel unwelcome or even slightly 

awkward. My visits are mostly unannounced; that is how Meno prefers it. "We are 

always here, day after day, always doing the same thing, come anytime, really, it's 

perfectly fine with us," he told me. I usually stay for two or three hours, sometimes 

longer. 

The open space in the back of the house functions as a courtyard around which 

workers set up their labor stations. In this particular day, Raul is not around, so 

everything is, by default, significantly quieter. The open courtyard facilitates social 
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interactions among the workers. Men come from the back of the Taller to set plaster 

figurines to dry. Visitors and buyers step into the open space to inspect pieces. 

Everybody greets the workers politely. They are hard to ignore; they lift their eyes from 

the piece they are working on to examine who is coming; they make eye contact; they 

greet the regulars with enthusiasm and the strangers with deference. 

When Meno has to spray paint a large piece, he sets cinder blocks in the middle of 

the yard and places the figurine above them. The other men quietly inspect his progress 

in covering the surface of the object evenly. I have discovered that men like to watch 

other men at work. I remember that when I was a child and walked with my father past a 

construction site, he always stopped to watch with attention how the workers moved 

equipment, how they made pieces fit, and how they organized the steps for the task at 

hand. My father used to turn around and say to me while shaking his head, "pretty 

interesting, no?" The men in the workshop seemed to enjoy this activity as well. 

The courtyard also offered a direct view to the backyard of the house where the 

Hernandez's mother lived. She cooked meals for her sons throughout the day. As I 

arrive, she pokes her head outside her kitchen door and greets me. She is in the middle of 

preparing lunch and holds in her hand a large, thin flour tortilla, the kind autochthonous 

to these lands. She waves with her elbow from the distance. Then, she walks quietly 

towards Meno and I hear her asking him whether he thinks I would like what they have to 

offer me for lunch this morning. Meno nods and whispers and then moving closer 

towards me offers me a folded tortilla spread with refried beans. Then he yells to one of 
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the young guys in the Taller to run to the comer store to buy me a "Mexican Coca-Cola" 

(in the traditional Coca-Cola bottle). I eat my lunch and drink my soda with great 

pleasure. Meno apologizes at least two or three times for such a humble lunch. His 

mother echoes the apology and tells me that she cooks meat other days and that I am 

welcomed to come back and eat anytime I want. 

The one constant noise you can be assured of hearing at the Hem^dez Plaster 

Workshop is the radio. It is a communal radio placed above Lalo's desk area, facing the 

courtyard. All day the men follow along the tunes that play and the commentaries by the 

radio announcer. Gossip about famous singers and TV stars, sexual innuendos, and 

advertisements for local businesses and national beer brands fill the air with laughter, 

anecdotes, and the occasional counter-commentary to the news. When I was present the 

men refrained from taunting other men about sexy female singers or songs with 

sexualized lyrics, but on one or two occasions, I walked into a situation when it was 

obvious that the humor was not intended for my ears. 

One topic of conversation that was not common among the artisans was the 

objects they produced. This was different from other artisans whom I have met. The 

men in the Hernandez Workshop followed a relaxed yet meticulous process of production 

for each piece and their bodily movements indicated a constant engagement with the 

work in their hands. For example, they would hold apiece away at arm's length to make 

sure it was well saturated with gloss or they would put on reading glasses to look at 

minor details when painting small objects; but otherwise, their production marched along 
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according to a pre-established format without much commentary. I attributed this silence 

to the serialized nature of the work: there were no innovations that required commentary, 

as in the case of papier-mache sculptures by the Linares family, where the form remained 

the same but the styling took on fantastical new directions in each piece. 

I was surprised, however, by the endearing terms the men would use to refer to 

the pieces they were working on. The compadre, for example, always used a parental, 

tender tone to refer to his pieces. If he were working on a dog with black spots, he would 

say to me: "here, making him look nice with his bright little spots" {aqui nomas, 

poniendole sus manchitas negras alperrito pa' que luzca). If Raul were working on an 

Indian maiden, he would say: "here, making sure that her braids are all pretty and her 

ribbons just the perfect color." On one occasion I found Meno making a series of small 

Spider Man banks inscribed with the name of a child on the front base; they were a 

special order for a birthday party. When I asked him if I was correct in assuming that the 

name on the plaster figure was the name of the birthday child, he said to me: "we must 

print each name with care, so that the little boy can share these with his little friends" 

{hay que ponerle cada nombre con carino para que el ninito pues les de un buen regalo a 

sus amiguitos). 

One day it suddenly dawned on me that the language these men used to refer to 

the plaster monitos was gendered. It imitated female speech and tone of voice—it was a 

reservoir of tenderness that transformed the serial disembodied "curio" into an object of 

personal affection (cf Stewart 1993). This kind of affectionate talk was a sentimental 
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investment that effaced the serial quality of the object in favor of an emotional 

connection worthy of decent and caring men. This linguistic strategy functioned to 

counter and diminish alienation—the loss of a worker's labor power into a manufactured 

object that appears as "a thing" strange to him. It was, in essence, the kind of relationship 

expected between an "artesand" and his creations. 

When Raul's father, Don Manuel Hernandez, established his plaster workshop in 

Nogales, he purposefully borrowed a number of concepts and terminology from his old 

days as a folk arts producer in Tonala, Jalisco. One of those concepts was the 

organization of production in the workshop. By working in a format that combined the 

small family unit workshop with a limited capitalist workshop that hired a select number 

of wage earners, Don Manuel was able to maximize the positive characteristics of each 

mode of production. He was able to retain family loyalty and cooperation while at the 

same time expanding the production capacity of the workshop. Since most of the 

workers who received wages for their labor in the Hernandez Taller were close 

acquaintances of the family, an atmosphere of solidarity and respect extended to them 

organically. While the means of production remained in the hands of Don Manuel's 

sons, the organization of labor in the workshop emulated and reproduced the traditional 

format of artisanal production. In fact, other cottage industries indigenous to the border 

(i.e. upholstery or lamp making, for example) have only been partially successful in 

reproducing artisanal forms of production (Howard 1991). "Petty capitalist cottage 

manufacturing" is a better term to describe how some of these other Talleres operate. 
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Meno always made this point in his conversations when he reminded me that "in Juarez, 

they make plaster monos in large factories" and that convicts at an Hermosillo jail were 

occupied in the production of plaster figurines while serving their terms. 

Another concept that Don Manuel attempted to transfer to the border fi-om the 

traditional world of pottery production was a vernacular sense of "quality control." An 

artesano, Don Manuel often said, "must learn how to judge his own work, before anyone 

else tells him otherwise." I will return to this point later. Finally, the third and most 

important concept that Don Manuel borrowed from his youth in Tonala was the self-

designation of "artisan." It was important for Don Manuel to name himself artisan and 

hence to claim a place within the tradition of manual crafts that made Mexico proud. Not 

all curio-makers call themselves '^''artesanos" In Nogales, I heard people who made 

wrought iron decorations call themselves "curio laborers," (trabajadores del curio). 

Some of the temporary workers who were hired at the Hernandez Workshop to speed up 

mold work during the high-tourist season did not think of themselves as "artisans" either, 

but only as hired laborers. Raul, as I discussed in Chapter 5, joked by designating 

himself "/wowem" or maker of dolls, cartoons, monkeys, or "figurita:^'' (figurines). 

Being an artisan in the context of the political-economy of Nogales is not a small 

feat: it takes the entire wherewithal, determination, and self-respect one can muster. The 

identity claimed by Raul, his father, and his brothers as workers is therefore 

overwhelmingly contextual and processual: it derives meaning not from the products they 

generate (curios versus folk art), or from the "mode of production" per se as a self-
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contained totality, but from the social and symbolic space they are able to "take back" in 

their everyday practices from the discourse of folklore. The name "artesand" is a 

linguistic ex-propriation through which the Hernandez men accomplish a "symbolic 

appropriation" of the meaning of their work (Garcia-Canclini 1993:84). There is a subtle 

but important point to be made here: it is not just being "artisans" that makes a difference 

for the Hernandez Family; it is being "artisans" in the border. 

The development of policies in Mexico to support artesanias, both state-initiated 

and ad hoc private initiatives, cannot be understood separately from an overall 

appreciation of the economic development of the country as a whole; in other words, 

aside from the history of capitalism in Mexico (Novelo 1976:13). This is an important 

perspective because it counters the representation of folk arts in most of the folklore 

canon as a "spiritual" side occupation of peasants and indigenous groups. Instead of 

sweeping generalizations about an "artisanal mode of production," Novelo and other 

Mexican scholars studying crafts from a socio-historical perspective specify what types 

of arrangements artisans have employed in organizing their relations of production under 

capitalism. While some artisans have been able to secure a higher degree of 

independence from processes of commodification by staging their productions at family-

operated workshops that alternate between crafts and agriculture, others have had to 

integrate some levels of wage labor and manufacturing methods to sustain their 

competitiveness in production (Novelo 1976). 
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Marta Turok conducted a large investigation of Mexican crafts in the late 1980s, 

She observed that although many people in Mexico can be overheard saying that 

"popular crafts are disappearing" (las artesanias se estdn perdiendo), this is not accurate 

(Turok 1988:10). While some forms of popular arts have diminished, Turok exclaims, 

"crafts only disappear to the extent that artisans disappear" when they stop working as 

artisans and become instead wage earners and laborers in other industries (Ibid). What 

has happened to Mexican folk arts, Turok explains, is not that they are an endangered 

species, but that they have been reinvented according to new logics of production. 

Mexican crafts have been transformed into one of two kinds; a low-level mass 

touristic product or a high-level selective collector's and interior design object. Both 

kinds of crafts (curios or master pieces) are thoroughly integrated into capitalist 

"commodity chains," even at the objection of traditionalists collectors who would still 

prefer to travel dusty roads to suddenly "come upon" a beautifiil bounty of colorfiil wood 

carvings (Chibnik 1999). 

Labor conditions in Nogales, Sonora have not been easy in the last few decades. 

The first maquila or assembly plant was established in Nogales in 1967. By 1990, there 

were 75 factories operating in the area. Coincidentally, the 1990s also saw a rise of 

violence in Nogales unseen in the border town for at least 80 years (Davidson 2000). The 

costs and benefits of the industrial boom have brought about unimaginable changes to 

this community. Another factor of great importance in reshaping the character of 

Nogales has been that, by the 1980s, Mexican labor was one of the cheapest in the world 
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(Ibid). American companies flooded to the border (and eventually to the "interior" of 

Mexico) to establish large assembly plants that secured a new stage of industrial 

development for the country based on labor-intensive economic incentives. It is 

estimated that 43% of the workforce of Nogales, Sonora is employed at a maquila 

(Ingram 1995). To the shock of many observers who still hold on to an image of Nogales 

as a "quiet" border town, a higher percentage of the workforce proportionately works at 

maquilas than in any other city on the border (Davidson 2000; 11). 

The economic system of the US-Mexico border is made up of both formal and 

informal activities. In Mexico, a quarter to one third of the economically active 

population works "informally" (Staudt 1998:21). Formal economic transactions usually 

encompass factors such as employment rates, corporate earnings, capital investments, 

tariffs and taxation, labor laws, export-import balance, and gross national product. These 

tj'pes of activities can be planned, measured, monitored, and reported by government and 

corporate actors. Interwoven throughout those formal economic measures, sometimes far 

out on the fringes of the economic system, are the productive activities that social 

scientists call the "informal economy" (Rakowski 1994). 

This informal sector of the border town economies includes ambulatory 

merchants and service workers (curio sellers moving along the line of cars waiting to 

cross the border, young men who offer to wash windshields, flower vendors, and other 

day laborers such as gardeners or food vendors). Studies reveal that earnings from 
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informal work are nearly comparable with that of other workers, and that in the US-

Mexico border, those earnings may in fact be higher (Staudt 1998). 

While economists have tended to regard economic informality as closely 

associated with either criminal or downright survivalist activities, another dimension of 

"informal work" derives from social actors who become skeptical about "ambitious state-

driven modernization projects" and search instead for alternative channels for work, 

shelter, and creative cultural production (Staudt 1998:2). In other words, workers who 

recognize that "civil society is much more than that which the state authorizes" exercise 

claims against what they perceive to be "legitimate" state interests (Ibid). One 

characteristic of informal work is that it usually takes place just a few degrees beneath the 

surface of what is observable and quantifiable, by regulatory state agencies. In 

bordertowns, however, "beneath" the surface can spill over to the public eye in such a 

way that it becomes one of the defining characteristics of the region. Nonetheless, 

economists tend to miss the point that for many of its practitioners, informality can be 

about a lot more than just economic gain. It can also have a lot to do with power and 

control and the basic desire "to escape from routine surveillance" (Staudt 1998:15). 

As in the previous discussion on "oppression," there is a dual dimension to this 

conception of resistance to power structures. Workers who opt out of the state-authorized 

channels of employment may possibly gain autonomy; but they also run the risk of 

supplying cheap labor without social safeguards. This was one of the core arguments of 

the labor campaign that sought to unionize janitors in Silicon Valley in the 1990s. While 
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rich, multi-million companies needed people to clean their offices, the practice of 

contracting with third-party smaller companies that hired formal and informal workers-

legal and illegal; payroll and under-the-table—created conditions of inequality for a large 

sector of the community that lived among the Sihcon Valley engineers. 

Insofar as informality has allowed them an opportunity to get some relief from 

burdensome regulations, curio-makers such as the Hernandez family have made use of 

the informal aspects of border economies to their own benefit. Given the severe 

indictment that Raul made of the surveillance and enforcement activities of the state 

"against artesanos" it is no surprise that he would try to exploit any small pocket of 

resistance he can find against the discipline imposed on his work fi^om above. In "border-

straddling contexts," scholar Kathleen Staudt remarks, people mobilize their "unfailing 

ingenuity" to "identify uncontrolled spaces that they use for their own benefit" (Staudt 

1998:13). 

Thus, the Hernandez brothers work in an ambiguous zone between formal and 

informal aspects of the border economy. They borrow selective elements fi"om both 

economic spheres to empower themselves while simultaneously experiencing subjection 

to forces outside their control within each realm of activity. For instance, Meno's sales 

receipts are not always "logically" organized; prices can fluctuate from one receipt to the 

next for the same product, based on supply and demand. These are decisions that Meno 

makes on the spot as he walks around the Taller with a prospective buyer. 
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Some buyers take items on consignment; verbal agreements about prices and time 

of consignment often replace signed contracts. Items sold to long-time customers are 

sometimes wrapped and loaded in a truck before Meno gets to complete a detailed 

invoice; he completes the invoice by memory, sometimes erring to his own benefit, but 

the majority of the time erring to the benefit of the buyer. Finally, since all transactions 

are on a cash basis, when it comes time to report earnings or account for fluctuations in 

sales over time, Meno tends to rely on his recollection of sales rather than on any formal 

bookkeeping system. 

Although curios are considered a cottage manufacturing industry important to the 

overall assessment of the border's economic landscape, there is in practice only limited 

governmental regulation of the industry. This is especially true when compared with 

maquilas and the industrial sector, where the Mexican state works in close alliance with 

private corporate interests to facilitate zoning ordinances, ease or skirt environmental 

impacts, collect statistics, and national revenues in the form of taxation and tariffs. Of 

course, "regulations" and the manner in which they are enforced can be manipulated and 

interpreted in all sorts of ways. When the state looks away and relaxes the enforcement 

of environmental regulations, for instance, it aids powerfiil economic interests by virtue 

of non-regulation and non-surveillance. Certainly, non-regulation of free enterprise has 

been a core principle of conservative and most recently neo-liberal economic theory. 

Alliances between the state and businesses to establish the horizons of what is deemed 

"reasonable" regulatory measures are at the basis of how global capitalism functions. 
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Regulation cuts both ways -as an onerous burden of control and repression that can hold 

people down and as a civic-minded intervention that can protect citizens from abuses of 

power. At the same time, the more public or visible a business or industry, the more 

liable it is to the surveillance of outside observers, especially those who advocate on 

behalf of themselves. 

Yet, as stated earlier, the question of "safe distance" from state regulations is a 

matter of perception. While "informal businesses generally do not comply fully with 

license, tax, and labor regulations," sometimes the freedom afforded by such small 

concessions is not enough to make a worker feel in control of his own labor and resources 

(Staudt 1998). Raul in fact feels utterly regulated; yet he also acknowledges that "at 

least" he has some respite. Which reality bears more truth? Is the fact that cottage-

manufacturing businesses like the Hernandez Workshop are ignored by the state what 

feeds the core of Raul's grievance, or, is the very same condition of being ignored what 

grants Raul the "respite" of which he speaks of? This paradox suggests that more than 

pesos and work hours, Raul is waging a substantial symbolic struggle against his 

perception of state power and the ends towards which it functions. This struggle is 

"won" by curio-makers to the degree that they are able to have a say on how they work. 

But unfortunately, the "victory" in this area is also primarily symbolic. While being an 

independent artisan grants Raul the freedom to "negotiate" with his labor power as he 

wishes ("/a maquinaria Mexicand") it also requires him to make compromises in the only 

area where he can "flex" some power: the value of his work. 
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Before I explore the ways in which informality and artisanal labor work against 

Raul's aspirations, it is important to understand how the same elements work in his favor. 

Economic anthropologist Scott Cook defines "artisanal" as "labor-intensive 

unmechanized and/or semimechanized" production (1995:84). Non-artisanal modes of 

production are, by contrast, mechanized and capital-intensive. In the context of a 

capitalist world system, artisanal work can be of the "household-organized petty 

commodity type" or the "petty capitalist type regularly employing wage labor" (Ibid). 

One of the peculiar characteristics of artisanal labor is that it is better able than wage-

labor to auto-regulate its own pace and output. One of the rewards of being an 

^'artesand" is that the "supply of effort" an individual invests into production can be in 

turn "rewarded" back by the same individual to himself through the acquisition of 

additional leisure, more security, and overall "liquidity" in the production process (Ibid). 

Thus, instead of taking breaks limited to 10 minutes under the watchful eye of a 

stem manager—not enough time for all the female workers in one unit to use the 

bathrooms, as Alejandro Lugo (1995) recorded—an artisan can stop and go to the 

bathroom as many times as he needs during the day; he can step outside for a cigarette; 

and he can finish his work early or stay at work late at his pleasure and convenience. 

Even though the pressure of "production" never disappears, it is a lot easier to endure. 

Certainly, this was the kind of atmosphere that prevailed in the Hernandez Workshop; the 

men attended to their jobs, but they were quite pleased to recognize that the flexibility 

they enjoyed was leagues away fi-om how other workers labored at the maquila. 
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Too much of this "easy going" artisanal approach to work led neoclassical 

economists to characterize the economies of Third World countries as backward and 

stagnant. They blamed underdevelopment on a peculiar native wisdom or "siesta 

philosophy" that prevented people from working harder to advance in their standard of 

living (cf McWilliams 1990). Seen from the perspective of the capitalists from the 

North, low labor productivity has been a major problem for Latin America. From the 

point of view of artisans and other manual workers, labor productivity is a problem, but 

in reverse: the pressure to increase output and make more profits cuts into the organic 

conception of work that workers hold as important. 

This kind of thinking seems "illogical" from an economic developmental 

perspective, but from the point of view of what "really" matters in life-that is, from a 

culturally-grounded experience that regards work as a creative, aesthetic process of self-

reproduction~it makes a lot of sense. Designating oneself as an artisan, the way Don 

Manuel did when he set out to establish a plaster workshop, is about something deeper 

than simply securing money to buy food (although this, too can become more or less 

important at different times); it is most of all about being a kind of worker who "enjoys" 

what he does. 

Anthropologist Ana Alonso describes the conception of work held by agricultural 

workers in the community of Namiquipa, in Northern Mexico. Characterizing their 

vernacular conceptualization as being infrised with "gwsto," one of the workers contrasted 

the Mexican approach to work with that of the gringos. "We know how.. .to live together 



and enjoy life," he said. In contrast, "on the other side, all people know how to do is 

work. The gringos have accomplished a lot with so much work.. .in Mexico we don't 

have so many things... [yet]... .we know how to work, but we also know how to enjoy 

life" (Alonso 1992:165). The Namiquipans, Alonso observes, accord "social value" to 

people and negotiate their identities through an ideology of work and gusto that can be 

quite incomprehensible to the notion of capitalist discipline predominant "on the other 

side" (Ibid: 166). 

Scott Cook encountered a related example of what in economic terms can be 

described as "contextualized rationality" while doing research among brick makers in 

Reynosa, Mexico (Cook 1995:79). Frustrated by buyers who demanded higher outputs of 

bricks, the operator of one of the ladrilleras tried to explain that he could make fifty 

thousand bricks as the buyer required, but that he was not able to guarantee "when" he 

could complete the order (Ibid). The reason, he explained, was that the workers in his 

workshop did not "want to work additional hours at a higher rate but want to work fewer 

hours to earn the same" (Ibid). In other words, the "little problem" he had with the 

workers was that they did not want their work to be only "make, make, make," but to 

work at a pace that was more realistic, in their view, to all the other fimctions that are 

involved in artisanal work: load and unload firewood, load bricks in the kiln, fire the kiln, 

stack it, etc. (Ibid). The brick makers had their own way of doing things that inhibited 

the expansion of output for the capitalist market: "Today, perhaps" said the operator, 

"but tomorrow the workers will work differently" (Ibid). 
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At the Hernandez workshop, in spite of the many incorrect assumptions external 

observers make about "serial reproduction," Meno keeps a close eye on how much output 

he is willing to accomplish at any given time. On a few occasions, I arrived at the 

workshop only to find the "showroom" empty. When I asked Meno why he did not keep 

as complete a stock as possible at all times in case of an unexpected large order by a 

drop-in buyer, he replied: "when we don't have a reason to make the figurines, like a 

buyer who placed a specific order, we like to use the down days for other things." 

While on the one hand the workers at the Taller resisted alienation by controlling 

their output of objects in relation to their desire to be more than pure production 

"machines," the other reality that surfaced in those decisions was that sometimes buyers 

did not come around as often as the artisans would have liked. If they produced 

overstock, then what would they do while the pieces sat on a room waiting to be bought? 

The workers much preferred to work as hard as possible to fulfill an order than to enter 

the morally disheartening condition of having too much idle time. 

The other side of the coin to Raul and Meno's autonomy as "informal workers" 

was that it was hard for them to quantify how much labor time it took them to complete a 

piece or a whole order. To the extent that labor time is an important measure of "value," 

it is fair to say that the Hernandez brothers had no idea of what was the real unit cost of 

production of the items they made. This is compounded by the fact that plaster figurines 

sell very inexpensively. The capitalist market that brands plaster figurines "low-grade" 

objects also functions to regulate the price of curios as commodities. Since Raul, Lalo, 
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and Meno keep no accounts on the cost of raw materials (only nominal accounts based on 

the supply of plaster or paints as needed); have no reliable estimate on the cost of 

overhead; and cannot ascertain with any degree of accuracy what is the hourly or daily 

value of their labor-power, it is very difficult to determine what is the bottom line "labor-

time" necessary for them to reproduce themselves as workers (Marx 1867/1977:340). 

Hence, if we were to assume that curios sell in order to recuperate, at a minimum, 

the "cost of production" (labor + materials + capital), what then must be the appropriate 

value of a plaster object? In a plaster piggy bank that sells for two dollars, even if one 

hundred were to be sold, there is very little room for profit or surplus value. But, most 

important of all, two hundred piggy banks caimot be completed in one day. As the 

volume increases, so does the labor power and labor time required for production. Yet, 

the artisan cannot raise the price of the plaster figurines, because the market will not bear 

it. In fact, from the point of view of the buyer the more volume he buys, the lower price 

he expects."* 

Even though Marx spoke of the working day as variable and indeterminate, he 

also argued that there is a reasonable expectation to limit labor time and labor costs in 

order for a worker to "get ahead." According to Marx, one thing is to engage in 

"necessary labor" (to ensure physical reproduction) and another is to produce "surplus 

labor" to generate profit or to expand one's social condition. In the curio workshop of 

This is, of course, exactly the point of the Indian basket maker in B. Traven's stoiy "Canastitas en Serie" 
which has become emblematic of the kind of contextual economics that distinguishes artisanal production 
from the "logic" of capitalist production. 
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the Hernandez brothers, it was almost impossible to ascertain when necessary or surplus 

labor started or ended in any given day. Because of the informality with which they 

worked, it was extremely difficult to determine where value stood vis-a-vis labor and 

time. Raul and Meno always borrowed against themselves (lowered their return on their 

labor power) in order to "even things out" when sales were slow. What happened instead 

is that the work pace at the Taller fluctuated between frantic and slow according to 

demand. In the tourist season or when they were able to lock in a regular relationship 

with a broker from Tucson, work was "profitable." When things slowed down and 

buyers stayed away, both production and profit decreased rapidly, and then, instead of 

pleasant leisure, the artisans found themselves with "too much time in their hands." The 

value of a working day, Marx argued, determines the value of a commodity. Thus, it is in 

the interest of consumers that workers work a "normal working day" in order to keep 

prices under reasonable control. There is a difference, Marx stated, between a worker 

"using" his labor and "despoiling" it (Marx 1867/1977:343) 

The elastic nature of how value, labor power, and time is determined in the 

Hernandez Workshop sets in motion detrimental effects that Meno, Lalo, and Raul are 

barely able to contain in their own symbolic ways. When sales are slow, the brothers 

simply lower prices. I have seen Meno lower prices beyond the ridiculous to make a sale. 

When they need cash, curio makers negotiate with their labor-power, assigning to it less 

or more value arbitrarily. Their labor, the real cost of reproducing themselves, is the one 

bargaining chip they always have at hand—the ''maquinaria Mexicand" that nobody can 
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take away from them, as Raul noted. But, how elastic can this asset be before it starts to 

fray? While informality grants Meno the "cover" he needs to doctor prices—report less 

earnings, forget an invoice and pocket the cash for an immediate purchase of food or a 

late payment to a creditor, make a deal for less than reasonable prices—it also endorses a 

practice of subjection that belies the very same independence and joy that being an 

"artisan" represented in the first place. 

"That's the Satisfaction that I get" 

A book published in 1973 by American Marian Harvey records the following 

story told to the interviewer by Placido Pablo, an artisan from Tzin Tzun Tzan, 

Michoacm. Placido Pablo's family specializes in making woven figures out of wheat 

stalks. Describing how he began making wheat sculptures, Tata Placido (grandfather 

Placido) exclaimed; 

"Years ago, when I was a young man, I went before the Virgin and I said: 

Why can't I, a poor Indian, with these rough hands, who can't read or write, 

make something beautiful? (Harvey 1973:86). 

Reminiscent of the literary style of "magical realism" that has become identified with 

Latin American narratives, Tata Placido offers an origin story. As was the case with Don 

Manuel Hernandez Mateos, origin myths fulfill an important fiinction in the lives of 

ordinary people. In their simplicity and eloquence, origin myths form a bridge to a 

symbolic world that helps ground everyday experience. Origin myths, however, are not 
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necessarily "mythological;" they take the mundane in ordinary life and rework it into 

points of reference that inform an individual and a community's social history. 

Sometimes these histories are punctuated with amusing contradictions. As Tata Placido 

continued his tale, the story took an interesting twist: 

"Soon after, I was hurt in a fight. I could not work sitting up. I had to lie down 

for many weeks. I could not make the petates (straw mats). An American came 

to me and asked me to make a dog of tule. I did. I also made a chicken. He paid 

me well—14 centavos... .1 began to make more figuras. Then I thought of the 

wheat. It would be easier to use, it is more flexible. I could make more things." 

Remarkably, Tata Placido's story resembles almost word by word the story told by Don 

Manuel Hernandez about the origin of plaster figures. But the two men never met. There 

is no reason to believe, either, that either one of them was relating something that had not 

in fact taken place. The presence oi Americanos as brokers who introduce variations into 

Mexican crafts seems to be ubiquitous. What this interesting coincidence reveals is that 

the development of crafts under capitalism in Mexico has evolved according to very 

consistent and predictable patterns. These patterns, however, have not been fully 

revealed. 

While several scholars have demonstrated what were the political-economic 

conditions that engendered trade, innovation, commodification, and ideologies of value 
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around crafts, the stories of Placido and Manuel speak to the coded symbolic content that 

lies hidden amidst the public records of Mexican artesanias. Hidden in-between-the-

lines of a social history that is accessible and disseminated there is another less evident 

history. The alternative social history revealed through this bifijrcated reading is also a 

more hybrid and contradictory history than what the dominant public text exposes: it 

includes in the same breath prayers to the Virgin, the catalyst prompting of a foreign 

agent, and an opportunistic decision to use an easier material. These three elements 

constitute a vexing juxtaposition, but at the same time they are a tmthfijl representation of 

how indigenous people have negotiated, altered, modified, and invented "tradition" for 

the last 500 years (cf Babcock 2001). 

The folk arts canon, on the other hand, emphasizes cultural continuity. In 

describing the production of artisans in Middle America, even contemporary political-

economic oriented studies depart from the premise that "Maya, Zapotec, and Nahuatl 

groups preserve techniques and art traditions over a thousand years old" (Nash 1993:2). 

The problem with social narratives of victory, success, and unity is that they tend to cover 

up the insurgent elements and the fractures implicated in their making (Guha 1983). 

In an effort to feel like active social actors, curio-makers in the US-Mexico border 

forge narratives of self, family, work, and nation that emphasize a heightened level of 

creativity and imagination than what generaUzed opinion attributes to them. Unless one 

is interested in refiising the myth of borders and curios as dead-ends of creativity, these 

interventions on the part of workers and other ordinary people would not be apparent to 
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the naked eye. But rather than attribute the surge in creativity of curio-makers to the 

fancy turn of a strained imagination belonging to someone with few alternatives, the 

force of the narratives advanced by the Hernandez family lies instead in their tangible, 

ordinary, and simple character. In other words, it is a homegrown commentary on life 

and its meaning seeking to be entered onto the "public record." 

The following transcription of a casual conversation with Lalo, the most quiet and 

unassuming of Don Manuel's sons, speaks volumes about the ways in which curio-

makers appropriate the meaning of aesthetic discourses to validate their own productions, 

while being deeply aware of the system of difference in which plaster curios circulate. 

Lalo uses creativity to make his "working day" transcend what otherwise may have been 

seen and labeled as a "frustration." Namely, his aspirations for being an artist. Instead of 

the proverbial serial curio maker absorbed in the drudgery of alienated labor, Lalo 

demonstrates how his daily production is informed by myriad pieces of meaningfulness 

that he assembles from his past, his surroundings, his intellectual life, and his 

observations. The transcript is also an example of how "anthropological knowledge" 

emerges out of the shared curiosity about each other's world between ethnographer and 

collaborator. 

Lalo; I have been doing this work for almost thirty years, since I was ten years 

old. Ever since I was a small boy, maybe since age six, when I came home from 

school I would always practice and learn how to make and paint things in the 
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workshop. 

Maribel: I heard that you also have a special interest in sculpture. 

Lalo: Yes, I do. For example, I recreated the feet of this Saint (religious figure). 

I do like sculpture. I have specialized in religious figures now for almost 17 

years. I restore them, I paint them, and sometimes I make new molds, whatever 

problem people bring to me, I try to fix it. Maybe all in all I would say that 

a total of 25 years I have spent dedicated to painting plaster figures exclusively. 

I am a specialist in detailing. Yes, it's true that I have done all the other tasks in 

the production process; I've made my share of suns and banks. But what I like 

to do is add details to a figure so that it looks more finished; more like something 

that came fi-om a workshop of artisans, you know? For example, do you see that 

plaque on the wall? It was a lot more simple; I added to it the saguaro, the 

rattle snake, and the nopales. If I could make my own sculptures what I would 

like to produce is decorative plaques like that one, that reflect the culture of this 

region. I have not yet tried my own creations in the market; but I am thinking 

about it. 

Maribel; What do you think would most interest the tourists? 



Lalo: Well, I would think that it would be important for the tourists to see work 

that is well done, that is finished and well-rounded, that reflects accurately the 

elements of life in the Sonoran desert; a souvenir that is true to the reality of 

how we live here. And maybe, also, to be able to see the difference between the 

work of one person and another; the care they put into making the work look 

complete. You know? My father, he really knew how to make sculptures in clay. 

Maribel: Yes, I know, but tell me more. 

Lalo: Well, he arrived in Tijuana first, but then he came to Nogales. 

[Interruption: Meno comes over to ask whether Lalo has seen a certain tool; 

when he finished talking to Meno, Lalo forgets what he was saying before and 

starts the conversation commenting on the religious figure he is working on.] 

Lalo: This Saint was broken; they brought him over for restoration. It belongs to 

a Local church. He is a Saint Joseph. Ah, what a coincidence, today is March 

19*'*, the day of Saint Joseph. [Addressing the Saint:] Well, here you go, you will 

be all repaired and ready to go in your own day. 

Maribel: You were telling me before about your father. 
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Lalo: Ah, yes. When my father began to make figurines in Nogales the most 

popular items at that time were bulls, because of the bullfights, you know? He 

also made other animals; it was what people liked at that time. The border is the 

area of Mexico where plaster has really proliferated, but the ones who started it 

where the same ones who used to work with clay. I have had people brought me 

over figures made of clay, and they are wonderful; so well done. But clay is also 

more difficult to work on, so my father began working with plaster, which dries 

faster. No need for kilns or wood for fuel, less dangerous also, I suppose. Plaster 

evaporates all its water content and it hardens. And over there in the United 

States, is there much plaster production? 

Maribel: Well, yes, plaster is used in preparing molds, sometimes for artistic 

purposes, but also for construction and other industrial uses. This type of 

figurine, though, it comes fi'om Mexico. In the neighborhoods where many 

Mexicans live you can find plaster figurines for sale at markets or sometimes 

outdoor vendors. 

Lalo: What about the schools? Do they teach kids about art? Do they work with 

plaster? 
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Maribel; Well, maybe, I think so. I am not sure about plaster, but there are many 

places where you can learn how to work with clay, pottery mostly. 

Lalo: Ah, yes, it is because clay is considered a fine craft (artesania find), and 

plaster is more ordinary {elyeso es mas corriente). At least that is the attitude of 

most people. 

Maribel: But do you think that the tourists here in Nogales make those 

distinctions? 

Lalo: Sure, they do. Clay lasts longer; it is a better and nicer material. They can 

buy clay vessels and pots and leave them in their gardens for a long time and they 

will not suffer damage, unlike plaster that after getting rain for a while starts to 

chip. 

Maribel: Nonetheless, so many of the figurines you make here are used as 

decorations in the garden. 

Lalo: Yes, it is like a "contradiction," that's what it is called I believe {es como 

una contradiccion que le diceri). The frogs, the family of ducklings, saguaros, all 

used as decoration in gardens. My cousin told me that in Guadalajara some of the 



artisans now use a varnish on plaster figures that makes them look almost like 

porcelain. It is something that someone invented, I suppose. Well, over there, 

because there are so many artisans, they are always figuring something new {le 

estdn buscando todos los dtias algo mevo). 

Maribel; And do you figure that there is a lot of plaster produced over there? 

Lalo: Long time ago, it was very limited. More recently, there has been a lot 

more interest in plaster. It's because a lot of men came to the border to work for a 

while and then they went back home and began working with clay in Jalisco. 

Maribel; I saw plaster figurines in Michoacan selling next to indigenous crafts. 

Lalo: Yes, plaster is now very popular. But not everyone sees that as a good 

thing. Because maybe they worry that, the indigenous person is abandoning their 

roots, the authentic craft of each region. Maybe people worry about commercial 

pressures, like the ones we face here in the border. Because plaster is so much 

cheaper, it affects how the artisans might be able to sell their other products. 

There are people who definitely regard plaster as a low-grade type of object. 

Maribel; And what do you think about that? 
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Lalo: Well, there are some plaster figures that as long as they are well made and 

well painted can stand the test. As long as the paint holds over time, they look 

good. In some cases, I suppose it is true that some objects may look as if they are 

low-grade. But you know? In Mexico, a lot of the saints and religious figures are 

made out of plaster. In Mexico, a lot more than here in the border, people are 

very religious, and they buy many plaster figures of saints for their private 

devotions. What I think is the best part of working with plaster is how a work 

starts out as a plain mold and then it is embellished with colorful paint. I like 

seeing a well-completed object. Sometimes I stand back and admire my own 

work. That is the satisfaction that I get; seeing something finished {ese es el 

gusto que me da). 

Living under the stigma of categories 

In Mexico, the taxonomy of fine arts/folk arts is complicated and can be 

misleading (Bakeweii 1995). Yet, variations in words, approaches, and ideologies about 

the boundaries of art, folk arts, and curios constitute a tangible register of social 

distinction. Mexican sociologist Isabel Marin de Paalen (1971) breaks down Mexican 

artesanias into four types: (1) popular arts, which include a wide range of non-Indian 

creations such as works on papier-mache, some crafts of Spanish origin, some urban 

expressions such as calendars, some invented traditions such as Mexican jewelry and 
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selected items of generalized use; (2) ethno-crqfts, which are the items made by Indians 

with clear markers of ethnic origin and character such as pottery, weaving, and 

embroideries; (3) semi-industrial-artistic objects, which include all the standardized, 

mass reproduced forms of Indian or non-Indian crafts, such as burnished animal 

sculptures, vases, pots, and toys that sell both at Museum shops and at tourist high-end 

stores; and {A) Mexican curios, the cheap reproductions in onyx and alabaster, 

commercial leatherwork, industrially-made sarapes, Mexican hats, and all sorts of other 

"knick knacks" inscribed with the words "Hecho en Mexico." 

Meno attributes the success of his family in selling "Mexican curios" for almost 

half a century to two factors, one, to his family's ability to read and interpret changes in 

consumer's taste and adapt accordingly; and secondly, to the ability of the Hernandez 

Workshop to maintain a high level of quality in their products. In these two elements, the 

Hernandez Workshop is no different from any entrepreneur with goods to sell in a 

capitalist market. Yet, if we follow the downward logic of the schema offered by Marin 

de Paalen, Mexican curios have no relationship to either "taste" or "quality." The fact 

that Meno identifies these as central elements of his business practice suggests that 

something more profound than simply "reproduction" is at stake for curio-makers when 

they labor. 

In the souvenir tourist markets, quality is a relative concept. Since it is widely 

known that plaster figurines are serial reproductions, very rarely quality figures as a 

major factor in the criteria shoppers use to purchase a plaster object. The exception, as 
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noted by Lalo, is religious statuary. Mexican and Mexican-American consumers 

constitute the largest segment of buyers of plaster figures of saints. Their motivations 

and relationships to the products are very different from those of tourists. Since the 

religious figures are used for devotional purposes, there is a preference for objects of 

"good quality" that have bright colors and do not distort the facial features and 

iconographic details of the saints. 

The Hernandez Workshop produces plaster objects that are noticeably better in 

their finish than the average plaster figurines found in markets throughout the Southwest. 

They apply to Mickey Mouse the same standards of quality used for religious figures. 

For them, it is a matter of pride of craftsmanship. The deployment of a vernacular 

valorization of quality within the local plaster industry is one of the elements that Don 

Manuel derived and incorporated from his experience as a traditional artisan in Jalisco. 

Over the years, it has become a code of personal pride and respect for the work produced 

in the Taller. 

Don Manuel explained this commitment to quality as follows. 

"If you notice what distinguishes one workshop from another is the attention to 

the quality of the finished product, because the production process is rather 

standard—although the quality of the plaster material may vary. This is why I 

have always taught my sons about color composition and the finish of the product. 

In other words, that the works of plaster from our workshop must have 

'life'.. that's what I always tell them, use colors that come alive." 
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Since makers do not sign plaster works, the only way to distinguish a plaster 

object of better quality is by intimate familiarity with the industry. It took me a concerted 

and deliberate process of observation and comparison to be able to distinguish plaster 

items made by the Hernandez Taller from works by other workshops sold in Nogales 

curio shops. In their desire to use "quality" as a mark of pride in craftsmanship, the 

Hernandez family has set up an economically problematic proposition. They cannot 

depend on either wholesale buyers or tourists distinguishing their work from other 

producers or paying a premium for the extra effort and expense required to produce 

quality pieces. Although selected buyers will make reference to quality variations from 

time to time, it is not generally something that buyers have in mind. No one that I came 

in contact with during my fieldwork ever singled out a plaster figure from the Hernandez 

workshop because of specific markers of quality in the product. The reason for this was 

not because in a normal commodity exchange objects with better colors and finish did not 

stand out (they did), but rather because the market of souvenirs has not developed a 

discourse of quality in general. 

And yet, an elaborate discburse on quality that incorporates many of the 

established language of folklore, occupied a central place in the Hernandez's elaboration 

of their worth and self-respect. In this sense, they use the criteria of guilds—a self-

referential standard to measure excellence based on adherence to principles of 

craftsmanship. Although buyers may never walk into a local curio shop asking for a 
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"Hernandez" plaster piece, in the local work environment of Nogales, the Hernandez 

have acquired a degree of social prestige among other workshops based on the quality of 

their production. This was evident when representatives of Mexico City folkloric 

institutions came to Nogales and asked local officials to identify "artisans indigenous to 

the border." The Hernandez Workshop was identified as "representative" of the craft 

industry of Nogales and that was how Raul was able to travel to Mexico City to give a 

demonstration. 

Hierarchies of craftsmanship among curio-makers, however, also engender 

difficulties for the Hernandez brothers. One day Meno told me a trade story to make this 

point. The story exhibits the same double-bind characteristic of many of Don Manuel's 

narratives. It is a discursive effort to take a marginal craft to a higher ground, by 

appropriating the language of folklore: 

"A man fi^om around here, who is not even an artisan, realized how well the 

plaster handicrafts sell, so he began to make the Sun plaques in a makeshift 

workshop in his house. But the quality of his work is terrible. In that sense, you 

can say that he is no competition to us, because, you may not believe it, but the 

tourists, they take notice, they know all the tricks, and sometimes you can see a 

tourists scratching the back of a piece to see how easily the plaster will dust off. 

But in other ways, well, yes, it is competition, because even if a product is of bad 
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quality, they can still sell it cheaper. In this way, what suffers is the quality of 

plaster crafts in general." 

Meno's interest in casting his preoccupation with quality as a concern over the 

general perception of plasterwork within the field of Mexican handicrafts is also an 

attempt to reinscribe his position as "artisan" vis-a-vis opportunists whose only interest is 

"strictly commercial." It is ironic that "strictly commercial" is exactly the phrase 

Mexican folklorists, anthropologists, and cultural critics have used to describe (and 

dismiss) Meno's work in the first place. Meno's attempt to make his work meaningful by 

setting high quality standards in his workshop can be said to work against him in at least 

one sense: insofar as plaster production is a practice firmly embedded, dependent, 

organized, and regulated by a capitalist economy based on cheap, rapid turnover of 

inventory, and serial commodity exchange, inscriptions of value and distinction would 

always disregard the symbolic investment the Hernandez workers put into their creations. 

As in the case of labor power and labor time, curio-makers make investments of meaning 

at their own expense; they neither get the respect that such investments merit nor the 

material rewards that in other commodity transactions they would normally receive. The 

political-economy of the curio-industry can thus be said to function to perpetuate the 

availability of low-grade commodities, as these are necessary for the daily exchanges that 

make "consumer confidence" a regular money flow in capitalist societies. 
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If quality is a criteria of personal meaning with limited social returns, not the 

same can be said for Meno's second factor for the success of his business: the reading of 

"the tourist's mind." Like most tourist economies, the plaster industry is demand-driven. 

The inventory of images represented at any time by plaster figurines is remarkably up-to-

date according to styles, fashions, and consumer preferences. In order to gain a 

competitive edge, curio-makers respond quickly to current events, jokes, advertising 

campaigns, Hollywood movies, and other mass media. They understand the importance 

of keeping pace with the changing tastes and fads of consumers, specially the North 

American tourist, who is believed to be particularly "fidgety" about things conforming to 

his or her pre-established preferences. Plaster artisans do not spend money on 

advertising, but they have learned to piggyback on Hollywood multi-million dollar 

campaigns (i.e. Disney characters) to help them generate a desire for their products. 

Souvenir sale and purchase can be an interaction embedded in contradictory 

modes of communication. While on the one hand, a number of conventions regulate how 

shopper and buyer interact, on the other hand, the content of the communication between 

them is not always predictable. It requires on the part of the seller a "tuning in" to the 

needs of the buyer that is not always easy to achieve. The way that Meno described it, 

each purchase has an element of "surprise" which is anticipated by both parties. The 

tourists are surprised to find a plaster bank representing their favorite Disney character, or 

an icon that they identify with the Southwest or Mexico. Artisans, in turn, are surprised 

at the things that tourists like. 
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Meno told me how he could not understand why tourists prefer pastel colors to the 

traditionally bright Mexican colors. The consumer's cultural conceptualization and 

aesthetic preference for what she is looking for in a souvenir is shaped before the 

consumer reaches the seller. The desires of buyers are determined by a generalized 

consumerist culture outside the boundaries of the interaction per se. It assumes that the 

object for sale will be something designed to please him (the consumer). In this sense, 

souvenir buyers act out a position of power over sellers. But in the "surprise" element of 

the transaction, there is also a pecuHar satisfaction for Mefio. In addition to the overall 

sense of worth for knowing at the most basic level that the work "sells," that people want 

his work and that his life choices has been ""right," Meno also describes the pleasure of 

being able to anticipate what the buyer wants. In other words, it is a pleasure based on 

the symbolic and communicative capacity to "take the measure" of the one who has the 

power to "make" or "break" you. 

Souvenir sales are also a dialogical "performance" or a "ritual" that cast 

differential actors into cross-cultural relations. As is standard in situations of ritual 

exchange, a ritual provides a "frame" that alerts both parties that they are entering a 

"special kind of expectancy" in their interaction (Douglas 1966:63). Suspended for a 

brief interval in a space that is "liminal"~betwixt-and-between the normal day-to-day-

seller and buyer grant themselves permission to move beyond the constraints of normal 

behavior (Cf Turner 1974). What results out this moment of suspension is the 

phenomenon we call "bargaining." Bargaining is a ritual scenario where actors know that 



once "on stage" they are expected to enact a performance (cf Duncan 1995:2). Thus, in 

a typical curio-trading situation in a border shop, the souvenir buyer would ask "How 

much?" and the curio vendor would respond, "How much do you want to pay?" 

Americans usually respond with amusement that their question was not answered 

directly, but then they recall from their previous reading of the cultural code that "down 

in Mexico way" things are different. Either by word of mouth from a friend who 

preceded them, from information on a travel guide, from a scene in a movie, or from a 

general indeterminate prejudice about cheapness and survivalist attitudes south of the 

border, the shopper gets the clue that it is "OK" now to bargain. 

The bargaining process, of course, is performed according to certain internal 

controls. There are unwritten regulations that allow and restrain how far the bargain can 

really go. If the artisan is "not nice" and refuses to lower prices, the buyer may walk 

away upset; if the artisan is "too nice" the tourist may feel manipulated and walk away 

out of suspicion that the deal sounded too good to be true. In both cases, the artisan 

stands to lose the sale and therefore a source of income. If the artisan charges too much, 

the tourist feels cheated. If the artisan charges more than what the tourist "thinks" he or 

she should pay for the product, the artisan may be accused of greed and opportunism. 

Bargaining is also a playing off of stereotypes. Studies conducted with Native 

Americans sellers of souvenirs suggest that rather than offering opportunities for tourists 

to broaden their ideas about Native cultures, the souvenir-buying process reinforces 

prejudices (Laxson 1991). However, as much as cross-cultural expectations can be 
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constraining, they also allow opportunities for creative manipulation by both sides, not 

the least of which is often exercised by the sellers. 

Curio-makers like Meno are always sharpening their skills to understand the 

"mind" of the tourist and to generate products that will be viable. In doing so, sometimes 

they invert the meaning of objects. This is especially true with respect to stereotypes. 

When I asked Meno once about his feelings concerning the image of "Pancho," a 

representation of a Mexican campesino sleeping on a crouching position and one of the 

most popular stereotypes of the alleged "manana syndrome" by which Mexicans are 

considered lazy and fatalistic (Jimenez 1990), he explained his ability to make and sell 

stereotypes as follows: 

"I find it fiinny that the Americans like the [image of] Pancho so much. See, 

they think they are buying something that is true, I mean, they think that Pancho 

is lazy, but just the opposite is true. The reason he is sleeping is because he is 

resting from la milpa (com fields), or from walking a long distance to sell wares. 

To me, Pancho is a symbol of poor people everywhere (gente humilde)." 

The day after I recorded this comment by Meno, I wrote in my notebook; "Who is 

playing a joke on whom? It seems to me that Meno, Lalo, and Raul are very aware that 

they are not Panchos, yet they are quite willing to sell this 'lie' to the gringo tourists. 

Could it be that they let this semiotic battle slide in order to gain something else? 
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Perhaps because the tourist's money buys them the freedom of not having to work at a 

maquildV 

Manual Metaphors 

In 1958, the same year in which the Hernandez Family Plaster Workshop was 

established in Nogales, Sonora, the candidate from the PRI to the presidency of Mexico, 

Adolfo Lopez Mateos, expressed during a campaign speech: 

"The Mexican is gifted with such skill and imagination that he can make any 

artifact beautifiil. This innate capacity must be transformed into an economic 

force... To the artisans of the Republic I say: your hands are your greatest 

asset" (cited in Novelo 1976:39; translation mine) 

A couple of ironies jump at me from this quote (not the least of which is the fact that 

President Lopez Mateos was a cousin of Don Manuel from his mother's side). In 

praising Mexican artisans for their skills. President Lopez Mateos failed to expose 

publicly the fijll extent of the philosophy of global division of labor encoded in his words. 

If "hands" are the assets of artisans, then we can conclude that manual laborers are 

themselves "assets" of the nation. 

In recent decades, under the unbridled force of industrial assembly work as a 

cornerstone of global capitalism, Mexico has become a player on the world's markets 
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through the little hands and strong bodies of its poorest citizens (cf Fernandez-Kelly 

1983; Sklair 1989; Ochoa 1998). The idea that indigenous people, peasants, women, and 

other subordinated creative social actors are "natural resources" of the state is reinforced 

by an apparatus of folklore and nationalism that upholds these expressive creators as 

timeless, disembodied entities whose "bodies" and work (if we must bear them) are 

"charming, but trivial and unproblematic" (Babcock 1994:182). 

Yet, in the context of serialized commodity exchange there is nothing more 

evidently present, current, and timely that the bodily practices through which workers 

generate value. Metaphors of bodily engagement—particularly through the use of hands-

circulate freely in the discussion of crafts. But while folklore may lead us to hold manual 

labor as a redeeming feature of what would be otherwise ordinary and functional (the 

value of the nonvaluable), political economy leads us to consider the practical uses of 

hands as generators of social value. 

Thus, while Octavio Paz writes beautifiilly about hand-made objects, curio-

makers who are only a heartbeat away from being other kind of manual laborers, that is, 

industrial assembly plant workers, use metaphors of manual dexterity to write an 

alternative history of Mexico's beautiful objects. 

This is Paz: 

"Being made by human hands, the craft object is made for human hands: we can not only 

see it but caress it with our fingers" (Paz 1974: 21) 

This is Meno: 
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"We need to take matters into our own hands." 

This is Paz: 

"Our relation to the industrial object is fiinctional; to the work of art, semi-religious; to 

the handcrafted object, corporal." 

This is Raul; 

"We must work with what we have at hand." 

This is Paz: 

"The trans-personal nature of craftwork is expressed, directly and immediately, in 

sensation: the body is participation." 

This is Lalo: 

"My father worked very hard to hand-down to us a tradition." 

This is Paz: 

"To feel is first of all to be aware of something or someone not ourselves. And above all 

else: to feel with someone." 

This is the Compadre. 

"We are always trying to get the upper hand on things, but sometimes it is very hard." 

This is Paz: 

"The physical, bodily ties that bind us to others are no less strong than the legal, 

economic, and religious ties that unite us." 

This is Don Manuel: 

"I have always taught my sons to give each other a hand." 
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This is Paz: 

"The handmade object is a sign that expresses human society in a way all its own: not as 

work (technology), not as symbol (art, religion), but as a mutually shared physical life." 

This is the anonymous curio-maker: 

"We have done the best we could with the hand that we've been deah." 
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SOUVENIRS AND SHOPPERS 

"While obsessive materialism has been consistently critiqued 
in antiracist movements, as well as by radicals on the left, 

the issue of aesthetics has not received much attention, nor has the 
relationship between the desire for beauty and 

the longing for material goods." 

bell hooks 
(1995:122) 

Resisting Simulacra 

My eyes look down as low as possible; to the sidewalk; the bottom of a shelf; the 

pavement; a sarape laid on the grass; the dusty highway shoulder; the floor of the market 

stall; the ground at the artisan's workshop. There, I find figurines representing at least 27 

different species of animals; busts of Indian Chiefs and maidens; new and old Disney 

characters; icons from TV shows; reproductions of French sculptures; Marvel comics 

heroes; archetypes and prototypes of Mexican nationalism—an Indian girl with a water 

jug, a Pancho nestling his face between bent knees, and a mariachi band composed of 

portly musicians; bittersweet symbols of Western expansionist fantasies—tall saguaros, 

cattle skeletons leaning against broken wagon wheels, and roadrunners, or churreas as 

Sonorenses call them. The world of Mexican curios and souvenirs circulates in a literal 

and metaphoric space of lowered expectations. 

The first-time visitor to a bordertown is not sure where to direct his or her gaze. 

In the multi-leveled planes of the urban landscape, signs proliferate. An iconic figure 
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wrapped in a blanket beckons shoppers from a neon sign above the door to recognize "the 

best curio shop in town;" at eye level, a sea of wool and synthetic blankets seems ready to 

split open as in a biblical reenactment; at waist height, impromptu jewelers sell knock-off 

Rolex watches for twenty dollars; at ankle-level, an Indian woman, generically called "a 

Maria^' extends a dirty Styrofoam cup begging for change; the baby sleeping on her side 

is covered in multicolored fabrics. The full extent of the body from head to toe becomes 

entangled in the web of somatic energy generated by the friction between things and 

people in these trading outposts. It is impossible to remain neutral, although many claim 

that they are de-sensitized by the sheer excess of stimuli. Writer Alberto Alvaro Rios, 

who grew up in Nogales, Arizona, says that when he was growing up it was hard to value 

the objects sold at curio shops, "because for every one thing there were twenty just like it 

on the shelf' (Rios 1999:14). 

But sometimes, the extravagant, garish, overstuffed windows, floors, and ceilings 

along Avenida Obregon in Nogales congeal into a wave of sensual knowledge that the 

visitor cannot ignore. Affection for things and for places where people gather to share a 

communal experience becomes more important than the "lurid folklore" of the border 

curio district (Arreola and Curtis 1993; 103). Over time, these objects and the experience 

of buying them acquire significance belied by their prosaic origin. "Now that these 

things are in my house and out in the world by themselves," Rios exclaims, "I am in love 

with what I once laughed at" (Rios 1999:14). What looms stereotypical and offensive in 
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one context can be reinscribed as a sign of subjective (and subversive) appropriation in 

another. 

During the 1950s, "Exotica" was coveted by middle-class Americans as symbols 

of a sophisticated "primitivism" that spoke more loudly about class and racial anxieties 

than about any considerations of taste (Price 1989; Goings 1994). People adorned their 

walls with "safari wall paper;" placed lamps in the shape of Mexican hats in their living 

rooms; used salt and pepper shakers in the shape of Chinese kids; displayed nubile 

"Negresses" on their mini-bars; and brought plastic pitchers in the shape of tropical 

pineapples to the church picnic. At the height of its mass manufacturing prowess, nearly 

everyone in the West (except the very poor) could afford ornaments of all sorts; these 

objects were "glorious, fat, creamy American originals" that borrowed culture, color, and 

ideas fi"om colonial Others to disguise a certain "drabness" that characterized the 

Protestant-driven march of progress (cf Bums and DiBonis 1988). The white picket 

fence, afler all, sometimes was literally "too white." The Latin American middles classes 

participated with equal zeal of the Fifties porcelain and plastic bonanza. While ethnic 

stereotypes were common stock in the new favored objects of decoration, many objects 

emphasized the "childlike, innocent, and fun loving" side of Otherness, and thus were 

embraced unproblematically (Ibid). 

Today, Chicanas in the United States reappropriate their own version of "ethnic 

collectibles." Chicanas transform common ornamental objects generally considered 

trivial and offensive into a vernacular expressive vocabulary of personal and collective 
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empowerment. This collective practice is known as "Mexicana." Chicana scholar 

Amalia Mesa-Bains has taken this semantic domain several steps further and charged the 

term "Mexicana" with the full gendered force of its connotation, thus calling it 

"Domesticana"—a. sensibility for domestic beauty (Mesa-Bains 1995). "Fiesta" plates 

and Mexican travelogue aprons are collected along with plaster Virgin of Guadalupe 

centerpieces, Tijuana leatherwork purses, and tin luminaria candleholders. By bringing 

commodified crafts and decorations into their homes, Mexican American women and 

artists use these objects as a "retrieval of memory"(Mesa-Bains 1995:163). They 

juxtapose hyper-femininity with nostalgia to continuously re-evaluate the meaning of 

beauty and dignity. 

However, perhaps because they are still incipient, or because they carry the 

intellectual suspicion of being "too subjective," or simply because they are mostly 

advanced by women scholars, these cultural reinscriptions are often discarded in favor of 

supposedly more cerebral and detached characterizations of working class taste. One 

popular school of thought in recent times proposes that border tourist districts, like 

Disneyland, Graceland, or Chinatown, are little more than sheer caricatures of late 

capitalist hyper-reality (cf Eco 1986). Because it is possible to have these distortions 

allegedly "confirmed" by a barrage of habitual performances and cliches by tourists and 

locals who "act out" their expected roles in this farce, some cultural critics take a short 

cut and do not bother to investigate any deeper (Brewer 1984). 
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It is not that in describing the border in these terms, these critics lack a theoretical 

foundation. Baudrillard, for instance, the most popular and at the same time most 

maligned of the theorists of hyperreality, bases a great deal of his argument on a Marxist 

political-economic model, which he turns upside down. In his view, we have reached a 

stage in social and economic development in which it is no longer possible to separate the 

economic or productive realms from the realms of ideology or culture (Baudrillard 1981; 

cf Connor 1989). 

Baudrillard begins from the premise that we live in a post-modem world. 

Postmodernism is not simply characterized by a culture of endlessly multiplying signs; it 

is also the culture of the "simulacrum" (Baudrillard 1983; cf Storey 1993). A 

simulacrum is an identical copy without an original. Baudrillard argues that simulation 

generates the hyperreal and hyperrealism is the characteristic mode of postmodemity 

(1983 :2). Tijuana, for instance, is supposed to be representative of this phantasmagorical 

picture of late industrial capitalism; its heterogeneity disorients—modernity is late in 

arriving, yet postmodemity is already present in the dizzying array of bodies, objects, and 

symbols which pile up, demanding our attention (Aguilar Nery 1999). As a result, the 

social imaginary of the border megalopolis is presumed to be always fractured, fake, 

uncertain, and simulated. 

Indeed, it is tempting to look at the border through a "vertiginous, dematerialized 

Baudrillardian" lens (Best and Kellner 1991:109). Doing so would not be a very novel 

undertaking. The more "obscure" the mysteries that fester behind the wires, the more 
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"hyperreal" the myths about "the Tortilla Curtain" that grow in the North American 

imagination (Urrea 1993; cf. Simmen 1971; Chavez 1984). While one can argue that a 

"simulation" can be a good model for exploring new possibilities (an aid to Utopia, so to 

speak) in the context of the borderlands this representation touches only the surface of 

things. It is perhaps the abundance of material culture and the juxtaposition of meanings 

and social practices that has made the border recently an intriguing and "happening place 

for intellectuals," at least metaphorically speaking (Heyman 1994). On the other side of 

this phenomenon is the fact that intellectuals always like to "be the ones" who "discover" 

pockets of bohemia and cultural dissonance. They get an ontological thrill from being 

able to "explain" the world to others, especially to those who inhabit the worlds where 

intellectuals frolic (cf Powers 2000; Frank 1997). 

In the 1930s, even though he himself was an American-in-love-with-Mexico, 

social scientist Stuart Chase warned Mexicans of what could be expected when the 

hordes of tourists began to pour into their country; "Clouds of Buicks, swarms of 

Dodges, shoals of Chevrolets—mark my words, they will come.. .they will demand 

souvenirs to take back.. .the Mexicans will have to preserve their craft integrity against 

that southward-moving cloud of dust" (cited in Delpar 1992:135). And so it happened; 

but metaphors did not tell the whole story. Beneath the dust remained the realities of 

Mexican and American lives thrown together in a new social space. 

Semiotic theory, also, may have inadvertently aided the Baudrillardian fantasy-

rides of intellectuals. By making too much of the difference described by Eco between 
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"systems of communication" and "systems of signification," some authors may have 

perceived the inordinate world of border objects as a floating signifier waiting to be 

deciphered (Eco 1976). According to Eco, systems of communication imply intentional 

meanings, or, in other words, structure, language, and most of all, agency. Systems of 

signification, on the other hand, may be structured as language, but they do not 

necessarily communicate intentionally. Hence, a border visit may be presumed to be no 

more than "a passage through a channel of signals which do not have any communicative 

function and are thus simply stimuli" (Eco 1976:41). The world of curios, and most 

notably, the cultural system coded in the experience of "curio shopping" has thus been 

abstracted from behavior, history, and meaningfulness. Never mind the very "embodied" 

and intentional acts of the nearly 14 million Mexicans who live in the Mexican Border 

States. This modality of social research seems content to ask: When one has so many 

symbols, who needs people? 

Regardless of the merits of these semiotic arguments, it seems to me that they are 

inadequate for the kind of analysis that should interest anthropologists—connecting 

questions of meaning with questions of human value (which are, in turn, at a minimum, 

questions about power). While semiotic studies in the postmodernist vein may be 

capable of "describing" the profuse sign system of a border town, they cannot go very far 

in "explaining" the symbolic relations that make that system tick (Gottdiener 1995:30). 

There is a need for clarification; sometimes border souvenirs are "taken back" by non-

academic actors on behalf of very personal (but not necessarily less political) aesthetic 
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intentions (Mesa-Bains 1995; 156). It seems that one important question that has not been 

asked is: What does the system of low-grade border-type-of-objects known as Mexican 

curios look like from the perspective of the system's "insiders"? 

At a minimum, we can speculate that the answer would be multi-layered and 

active and not necessarily in line with the representation of curio-buying as a "social fact" 

that outsiders endorse. In other words, we can assume that the perspectives of buyers and 

sellers on buying and selling would constitute a system of communication with its own 

coherence, grammar, and cultural frames of reference. We can assume, henceforth, that 

the subjects of curio-exchange experience the discourses of value, ideologies of worth, 

protocols of rule, and attributions of taste that are targeted at them differently than the 

academic critics who do the targeting. The premise that "differently positioned subjects 

interpret the same 'culture' in different ways" should be, by now, a standard assumption 

among ethnographers (Rosaldo 1989:227). 

Yet, the translation of this assumption to cultural analysis is more difficult than it 

sounds. Rosaldo identified polar extremes with regard to the interpretation of aboriginal 

rituals: anthropologists either read too much into rituals or not enough. When the 

subjects under consideration are commonplace middle class shoppers and urban hustlers, 

the same kind of polarization applies. At one end of the pole, there is the idea that 

something sociologically profound and of great ontological depth must be going on in the 

minds of shoppers (although "they" are not aware of it). On the other end, there is the 
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assumption that curio shopping is a superficial act simply brimming "over with 

platitudes" (Rosaldo 1989:15). 

Another way to approach the subject of low-grade crafts is to ask what is their 

meaning. When anthropologists ask about "the meaning of things" they usually have in 

mind more than "narrow questions of semanticity"~that is a simple material 

identification of the object as referent (Miller 1994:397). Rather, the concept of meaning 

is used to indicate something more akin to "meaningfiil" or "significance." Colin 

Campbell has warned semitiocians, however, about the difficulty in the social sciences 

arising from the tendency to take the meanings commonly attached to objects and extend 

them to the meanings attached to their use as a lineal, seamless correspondence 

(Campbell 1996). When cultural analysts confuse the analysis of objects with the 

analysis of actions that make use of those objects, a heuristic problematic rises: people 

are assumed to be either "actively aware" or "naively unaware" of their own practices 

and of the social status of the objects that they are dealing with. 

However, my research among curio shoppers in the US-Mexican border zone 

seems to suggest that it is quite possible to inquire about the meaning of an object without 

this inquiry having any necessary implications for the actions of individuals. People in 

the curio industry repeatedly described what a curio was with great sociological 

precision, but explained their behavior in relation to those objects in quite different terms. 

This was the case, most notably, with stereotypes. The people that I encountered in my 

research (including many Mexican American "targets" of the stereotype) chose to 
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disregard the "meaning" of an image in favor of their own interpretations. For instance, 

my friend Rosa, a Chicana professional living in Southern California, surrounds herself in 

her home environment with trinkets and artwork in a baroque combination of high and 

low aesthetics, both of which are revalorized in the context of personal identity and 

communicative intent. For Rosa, "comfort" is not necessarily implied in effacing 

commodities or "refiising" stereotypes, but in her ability to redefine the register in which 

trinkets and stereotypes function. 

Arreola defines "curios" as "folk art that has become reinvented for mass cultural 

consumption" (Arreola 2001 ;24). Whatever is entailed in the process of accomplishing 

this transformation from one kind of object to another, he states, constitutes "a cultural 

history, but a story largely untold" (Ibid). Indeed, this story can be told from many points 

of views; but at least two of them seem at odds. During the origins of the modem era of 

trading in the exotic, these points of view were identified with the colonizer, explorer, or 

traveler on the one hand, and the colonized, Indian, or aboriginal on the other. 

Today, those relationships are captured by the terms "tourist" and "craftsmen," or, 

simply, "seller" and "customer." The word "curios" did not come into general use until 

the last half of the 19*'' century. Up to that point, the full word "curiosities" was 

preferred. Dominguez describes the shortened version as "an abbreviated and vulgarized 

term" (Dominguez 1986:547). But other writers note that the word was merely 

"shorthand" for curiosity and that it co-existed with terms such as "relic," "artifact," 

"specimen," or simply, "goods" (Cole 1985:281; Duncan 2000:24). 
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Early practices of procuring, collecting, and using curiosities were not any more 

monolithic than they are today. Different actors established different relationships 

between themselves and the exotic and strange objects that they pursued and acquired. 

For instance, Duncan and Phillips describe in separate works how at the turn of the 2(f^ 

century, commercial traders, museum collectors, travelers and tourists, and upper middle 

class women in the Northwest Coast all vied simultaneously for Indian goods but were 

compelled by different motivations, objectives, and categories of taste (Duncan 2000.24; 

Phillips 1998). The same object selected for display at a lady's home based on a criterion 

of beauty was valued differently and accorded status based on a criterion of aflfordability 

at a Trading Company shop down the street. 

As objects traveled through different social settings, they accumulated different 

values and meanings, with the end result that objects were no longer regarded "for what 

they were meant to be," but for what they "became" in the process of social circulation 

(Thomas 1991:4). But, as Thomas fiirther elaborates, these "changes" in a commodity 

are not simply a matter of identifying where, when, and how an object becomes a 

particular category of thing (art, artifact, or curio). It is also a matter of "cultural and 

political recognition" (Thomas 1991:100). In other words, it is a process that concerns 

who is doing the bidding and who is "selling." 

In this sense, tourists are better equipped than it is generally thought to participate 

in the process of object transformation from raw materials to vessels with meaning. The 

reason is that in most tourist experiences, everyday obligations are "suspended or 
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inverted," making room for "license for permissive and playftil" behavior and the 

"encouragement of a relatively unconstrained communitas or social togetherness" (Urry 

1990:10). Of course, inversion of the everyday and permission to play can also result in 

the obnoxious behaviors that have become associated with border excursions; the white 

suburban dweller who takes his picture with "a sarape thrown over his shoulder while 

wearing a sombrero with the words borracho (drunk) or Just Divorced emblazed across" 

(Arreola and Curtis 1993:77). Of course, any rearrangement of order carries the risk of 

unbearable dis-order (Douglas 1966). 

This caveat aside, however, tourists and tourism-oriented shoppers' are excellent 

"accomplices of semiotics" (Culler 1981:127). They continuously engaged in the reading 

of cities, landscapes and cultures as sign systems; they are predisposed to "decipher" 

meanings, even if in many instances they draw from what they already know or think they 

know about a place (Blundell 1994). A study conducted in 1982 among tourists visiting 

Mexico City found that two-thirds to three-fourths were already familiar with Mexican 

crafts, either through previous visual contact or readings in encyclopedias and specialized 

texts (Lauer 1989:100). Twenty one percent of those interviewed said they had already 

bought Mexican crafts in the United States (Ibid). 

Approximately 150 years ago, Marx recognized that relationships between things 

are really relationships between people. Commodification is a process that usually 

' I use the expression "tourist-oriented shoppers" because along the US-Mexico border area many people 
who are not technically tourists frequently cross into Mexico with visitors from out of town or otherwise 
take day-trips on their own from time to time to shop at curio shops. 
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involves a change in the relationship between humans and objects. While most of the 

time that change marks the entrance into relations of exchange for pure economic 

reasons, human beings have developed symbolic and communicative mechanisms to 

manipulate the kinds of relationships implicated in these necessary exchanges. This is by 

no means a "new" practice. Fabian notes that during moments of "brisk trade" between 

colonizers and Africans in the early days of colonialism, individual owners of desired 

objects suddenly negated or suspended the commodity character of the objects by 

refusing to sell them and insisting on giving them away as gifts (Fabian 2001 -.127). On 

the few occasions when this happened, Fabian explains, the most likely explanation was a 

discrepancy between seller and buyer about what constituted "an object" and what 

"performance" was required to make that object count in the social intercourse in 

question. 

Thus, while it is fair to assume that sometimes a curio or a souvenir is nothing 

more than an impulse purchase, an object of nonsignificance that ends up in the trunk of 

the car or the attic discarded and forgotten, most studies about souvenir-buying attribute a 

more lasting and deliberate intention on the part of buyers (Nason 1984; Walther 1984). 

In fact, it is conceivable that even impulse purchases have a lot more significance than it 

is generally assumed; the length of the temporal significance changes as memory of the 

object evolves. 

The value of artifacts, things, and objects is not always subsumed and determined 

by market forces alone (Domingues 1986). A study conducted among residents in 
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Chicago found that a large percentage of objects in homes were not valued for reasons of 

market value but instead for the memories, experiences, associations, and links that the 

objects allowed between the individual owners and people and events important to them 

(Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 1981). People in the study were asked to 

identify objects that they considered "special." Because the term was imprecise, it 

imposed on the respondent the task of explaining what constituted "meaning" without 

pre-determined parameters. Researchers found that in each case the explanation of 

"meaning" involved an active process of interpretation. Deriving their semiotic reading 

from a tradition of philosophical pragmatism, the authors determined that "the potential 

significance of things is realized in a process of actively cultivating a world of meaning^' 

(1981 :xi). 

Meanings are not ready-made; they are manufactured through practices. Part of 

what led people in the study to identify the meaning of particular items was not the items 

themselves, or even their individual histories, but the "whole symbolic environment" 

(household, neighborhood, city) in which they existed. The house represented "an 

ecology of signs" which framed the reasons for the preponderance of some meanings and 

the exclusion of others.^ This pragmatic and contextual approach to signification is also 

2 
Appadurai made this same point by stating that the "link between exchange and value is politics, construed broadly" 

(1986:3). In other words, exploring the conditions under which economic objects circulate in different "regimes of 
value." He stated; "from a theoretical point of view human actors encode things with significance; from a 
methodological point of view it is the things-in-motion that illuminate their human and social context. 
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shoppers that I encountered in Southern Arizona in the mid-1990s. 
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Participant-Observation at a Flea Market 

Odd and bulky, the square cement structure sits on a large open space adjacent to 

Eastbound Highway 10. It looks like a bomb shelter, or a military bunker, except for the 

neon signs and fluorescent announcements luring visitors to stop by. The parking lot is at 

least three times the size of the building. Non-descript glass doors on two ends of the 

structure grant access to the interior. 

On Sundays, the parking lot is full and people come in and out of the building in 

continuous flow. Families with children, elderly couples, groups of people with friends 

from out of town or visiting relatives, and local residents from all races and ethnicities in 

relaxed desert attire constitute the bulk of the customers. This is one of the most 

democratic public spaces in Tucson. Inside, individual stands or kiosks have been 

parceled out along the periphery of the building. Row after row of small shops, divided 

by thin plywood walls, constitute an "indoor flea market" where capitalism seems to have 

gone wild. The result is an unfathomable amount of curiosities, "as seen on'TV" 

specialty products, and facsimiles of "designer" items one would find at Bloomingdales: 

fashion perfumes, bags, shoes, jewelry. 

Things try to make things look like the "real" brand items, but they have an 

unshakable aura of fakeness; the gold in gold chains is just a little too bright; the patent 
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leather on Chinese-shoes-made-to-look-Italian is just a tad too artificial; the scent of the 

knock-off Ralph Lauren perfume is just a smidgen too strong; and so forth. But people do 

not seem to mind. Authenticity has already been questioned and discarded by these 

shoppers, without the likely benefit of reading Baudrillard. These fake objects are 

attractive because they allow their users to smell, look, and feel better; what seems absurd 

to most of the shoppers that I talk to is that people would pay $150 dollars for a bottle of 

perfiime just to achieve the same effect. Shoppers here articulate an inverse rationality of 

cost-and-effect; the more you pay for an item, the more you have been "duped" by the 

commodity system. 

Amidst all the imports from Taiwan, there are also a number of artisanal shops. 

The manager of the facility told me that originally the intent of the Market USA project 

was to be all artisanal, but economic pressures appearing very soon after opening 

required that commercial vendors share in the space. Most of the artisanal shops carry 

products associated with the Southwest region and its folklore. This is one reason why 

the word has spread among tourists traveling on Interstate Highway 10 that this is a good 

place to shop for souvenirs. Some of the artisanal objects are of high quality. My 

companion and I bought pocket blades emblazed with Southwest symbols on nice 

abalone shell handles. An American Indian woman sells very nice beadwork, which she 

makes on site while waiting for shoppers to stop by her stall. The flea market is a hybrid 

space where the boundaries of high and low art are left up to the interpretation of the 
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observer. The manager told me; "some people with a lot a money come here to buy 

anyway, because who does not like a bargain?" 

On the northeast corner of the building, I find Orville's plaster statuary shop. 

Orville tells me this is a good location, because it is close to the door and people prefer to 

purchase plaster items when they are walking back to their cars; "easier to carry," he 

explains. Orville's shop is one of the largest in the compound. He explains that the 

space I see actually encompasses nine adjacent individual stalls, all of which he rents 

together to be able to create a good-sized floor shop area. The rent is $600 a month. The 

shop does very well; it is the only one of its kind as far as Orville knows. "But it is not 

all profit," he explains, "there is also overhead." Still, he says, it is not a bad business. 

He explains; "the little roadrunners that I sell for $4 dollars here, I buy for sixty cents 

from Meno Hernandez; in the curio shop in Nogales maybe they sell for $1.50; but, who 

knows, maybe we all make the same amount proportionately to what our cost is, you 

know?" Interesting theory of value, I think; I make a mental note to write about cost and 

value in my field journal later that evening. 

It is a Friday afternoon in April. The ocotillos are blooming. I arrive at Orville's 

shop like I have been doing almost every Friday for the last two months. At the shop, I 

am greeted warmly by Linda. I always look forward to seeing her because she is 

perpetually positive and fi'iendly. Just like the artisans in Nogales that she and Orville 

introduced me to, she is a willing and enthusiastic "informant." 
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The word "informant" in reference to Linda was never a good fit. In fact, Linda is 

a co-researcher. She is always thinking ahead of time about things concerning the plaster 

curio industry that she wants me to record; interpretations she has made of shopper 

behavior; and possible explanations for ideas that we have pondered together. I feel she 

is a better ethnographer than I am. I am still learning how to use this technique of 

participant-observation, but Linda is always reminding me of things that I may have 

missed or not thought about. This day, it is no different. As she sees me approaching the 

shop, she raises her voice and exclaims: 

"You just missed a lady who bought $200 worth of merchandise. She has 

a large ranch in Marana and bought all sorts of desert animals and cactus 

for decoration. Too bad you missed her; she would have been a good 

person to interview. But she said she will come back for more. You know all 

those ceramic lizards that I put out last week? She bought them all. She is 

building one of those adobe-like thick walls and she wants to put these 

lizards into the wall, as part of the decoration. She said she saw someone else's 

back fence look something like that. See what I was telling you the other 

day? Competing with the Jones', that's one motivation that people have to 

buy things." 
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While we are talking, two Chicanas in their late twenties or early thirties come up 

to the small makeshift counter where Linda and I sit. One of them says that she came to 

purchase the white carrousel horse facing the door. Linda jumps with excitement and 

walks over to the large beautifiilly painted figure. I follow behind. The woman tells us 

that she collects images and sculptures of horses, and that having this piece in her living 

room would "make a big statement" about her collection to friends and families. Then 

she hesitates and asks: "Do you have one that is not painted? Maybe I can paint it 

myself" Her friend frowns at the idea: "Ay no, look how beautiful this is; why would 

you go through all that trouble?" The woman reflects for a second and then, says, "OK, 

I'll take it, then. Oh, I am so excited. Wait 'till my Mom sees it." 

When the women leave, Linda and I comment on how individual the sense of 

taste seems to be. Some people are attracted to things that others consider "in bad taste." 

But that is the "beauty," Linda tells me, of having a shop like this: there is something for 

everyone. People learn to disregard what others say, Linda further explains. People buy 

things because they have personal meaning to them. She stares at me for a few seconds 

as if to say: is that so hard to understand? I am not sure if she is thinking of "other" 

people outside this market not understanding or if she means me, the anthropologist, not 

"getting it." 

As I begin to get my notebook and tape recorder out, Linda moves quickly to the 

back, gets a short ladder, and climbs to dust off a number of brass birds perched on brass 

branches hanging from the ceiling. The brass pieces are made in Mexico. They are one 
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of the few select non-plaster items that Orville carries in the store. The other is polo 

fierro (ironwood) carvings from the Serfs of Sonora. One of the birds is a toucan. It 

reminds me distinctly of the style of the artist and illustrator Laurel Burch. I say to 

Linda: "I see that someone in Mexico got around to copying this popular style from that 

well known woman artist [her name escaped me at that moment]." Linda responds 

immediately with one of the most direct inversions of authenticity that I have heard from 

anyone in this industry. She says; "I think it was the other way around. That famous 

artist must have copied the popular crafts of Mexico. As long as I can remember they 

have been making brass and wood animals in Mexico in this particular style." I 

appreciate her point. 

As the hours pass, Linda and I continue to exchange ideas, opinions, and stories 

"from the field." Linda shares with me her philosophy about customer service: 

"It is not necessary to make a hard sale pitch; people pretty much 

have made up their mind before they come in about what they want to buy. 

But if they happen to just find us for the first time, good manners in interacting 

with the public are very important. I personally like to always say, if you don't 

find what you are looking for, I will be happy to try to find it for you." 

Many of Linda and Orville's customers are repeat visitors. They have developed a small 

community of regulars who come looking for specific items to enhance their collections. 
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Most of the time, these collections are of a highly utilitarian nature. For example, people 

came back to get new animals for their garden: frogs, coyotes, ducks, and lizards. Or, in 

the case of Mexican American customers, most of the time they came looking for 

religious statues of their favorite saints or one of the many representations of Christ—the 

Last Supper, the Sacred Heart, the crucifix, baby Jesus, or Jesus falling upon the arms of 

his mother, the facsimile of Michelangelo's La Pietd. 

It was Linda's idea to nurture another kind of specialized niche customer; the 

women who buy unfinished plaster cast pieces to decorate themselves. Orville was 

happy that Linda came up with the idea of capturing a slice of the hobby craft market in 

Tucson. Linda enjoyed decorating plaster cast figures herself Over the short time the 

shop had been selling "plain" or unfinished pieces, Linda had managed to develop a 

clientele of hobby-craftswomen who came back frequently to buy new pieces or to 

discuss ideas for painting with Linda. 

During the next two hours, another two dozen shoppers stop by our stand. A lady 

from Spokane, Washington bought six Southwest theme statues to take back home in her 

van. Two young Chicanas walk in and out after a quick scan. They comment on the 

many different kinds of animals represented in plaster statutes. Another woman buys two 

large Panchos (I happen to recognize them as Hernandez pieces) and several Wagon 

Wheel statutes. She tells us she is driving back to Florida and that these are gifts for her 

neighbors who have been watching her house. "In Florida," she says, "what people like 
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are all the southwestern things." And then, absent mindedly, she asks; "Do you have any 

Indian statutes?" 

A Filipino woman in her thirties comes in to buy a large decorative vase with gold 

relief. The vase costs $10 dollars. She takes her time inspecting the piece. She walks 

around it several times, touches it, stands back to take a look from another angle. Finally, 

she asks us if there are any other similar pieces in the back inventory area. Linda says 

there is one piece exactly like the one she is looking at. The woman asks to see it, 

nonetheless. When Linda shows the back piece to her, she conducts the same careful 

review. Linda and I look at each other puzzled. What could she possibly be inspecting 

that is not obvious to the eye? Linda asks hesitantly, "is there anything you are looking at 

in particular?" The woman responds: "No, I am just trying to imagine how it would look 

in my living room." 

Linda tells me of her own venture as a plaster mold decorator. She became 

interested in doing more with the statutes after she found herself touching-ofF chipped 

objects in the shop. Plaster statutes are relatively easy to fix when they chip; one can 

sand the damage down, build the area up with putty and, retouch with color or gloss. The 

previous month, Linda had given one of the Last Supper plaques her own treatment. She 

explains that she "wanted to give the plaque more depth, so I painted the figures in the 

background black and the ones upfront gold." But Orville did not like it. He thought that 

it was "overdone" and that buyers would be able to recognize the work of an "amateur." 



A White couple in their fifties interrupts our conversation. They are ready to pay. 

They bought a round-belly pot with relief geometric shapes for decorations. They tell me 

they are buying it to plant petunias. When they leave, Linda tells me; "People 

sometimes try to barter; they see the kinds of objects we sell and they think they can do 

the same thing they would do in Mexico." As we are talking, the next customers 

approach the counter ready to make their purchases: two roadrunners. One is marked at 

$10 dollars, the other slightly larger one at $12 dollars. Linda involves them in the thread 

of our conversation. She says: 

"Sometimes when we buy from the people in Mexico we get better prices than 

others. I always try to explain to people that we do not triple or quadruple our 

prices; that we are only trying to make a decent living. I feel that people are more 

appreciative when you tell them these things; that way they can see that you are 

just like them, trying to make the dollar stretch." 

A week has passed since my last visit. I return to the shop on a Sunday this time. 

Sundays are more animated and busy at Market USA. As I approach the shop, I see 

Linda closing a purchase. I say hello to both Linda and her customer. Linda, 

enthusiastic, says: "Ha, look, this is the lady from the University who is doing research 

and she speaks Spanish." The customer is a Mexican woman approximately 60 years 

old; she speaks little English. She is buying a crocodile and a flowerpot. I ask her in 
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Spanish where she intends to put them. "These are for the patio," she says. "I was really 

looking for a large frog that I had seen here before, but I could not find it today. I settled 

for the alligator because at least it is green." 

This seems to be the day of Spanish-speaker customers. Linda is delighted that I 

am around. She encourages me to establish conversation and wants me to translate for 

her what people are saying. Two young Mexican couples come in. One of the men 

examines a mid-sized elephant. He buys it; he tells the others that elephants are omens of 

good luck. His friends do not say much, but they pay attention to what he is saying. He 

seems to be the group's "leader." His wife or partner becomes interested in a wall plaque 

of the Virgin of Guadalupe. He says to her: "Hey, why don't we get the unpainted one 

instead? See we can paint it ourselves, just like this one. Yes, let's do that, baby." The 

young woman acquiesces. As they prepare to pay, the young man grabs a small gecko 

and tells his wife; "Look, for the baby-sitter. Do you like it?" She nods in silence. I ask 

the young man several questions hoping to understand his motivations. He tells me he 

feels he has "grown up" with these kinds of objects all his life. "Here, en la frontera, it is 

the way that we decorate our houses," he explains. When I ask for more information, he 

emphasizes; "well, at least us poor folks." 

Linda tells me she is leaving a little earlier today because she is going to play 

bingo at the "reservation" with her mother. One of Linda's women friends comes by. 

She also paints plaster figurines as a hobby. She asks Linda about a piece she was 

expecting. I ask her when she started coming here to buy unfinished plaster. She ignores 
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my question and instead tells me why she comes; "This is better than Michael's [a large 

crafts store in Tucson]. It is the only place where you can get unfinished plaster cast-

mold figures and at cheap prices." Suddenly, a group of approximately ten people enter 

the store. They speak English and Spanish. Another young man seems to be the center 

of attention. He approaches an oversized black panther on display on the shop floor. He 

tells his friends this is where he bought the one he has at home. As she passes me by, 

Linda says she remembers him from that purchase. I approach the group and ask the 

young man about his panther; "where do you have it displayed?" 

The young man tells me that the panther is in his living room. He then proceeds 

to tell me about his taste in art; 

"Some people don't like the kinds of things that I like. But in my house I have 

all kinds of animal decorations and animal prints. See, I think I know a little 

about art; I like to paint; I would like to go to art school someday. Maybe my 

decoration style is not so much what people who know a lot more than me would 

like. I understand that there are different styles for different places. Like a 

museum, right? Maybe they will not put a panther like this one on display there, 

because this is something more... closer... maybe to common people, I mean. 

You know? That's why it is kind of personal. I may not an expert or anything 

like that, but I know what I like." 
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The young man and I keep talking; I share with him some of the premises of my research 

project about differences in taste and social status. I have to say he is a better talker than 

listener, or maybe I have not yet found a way to express these ideas without sounding 

academic. If that were how I came across, then I would have to say the young man was 

very polite and considerate. He let me say my piece. Aside from the comments he had 

just made, which I obtained his permission to record, he does not seem comfortable 

elaborating on the issue of social class distinctions. Maybe this is something one does 

not discuss in front of other people? It is hard for me to read the situation, so I don't push 

the point. Later on, upon reflection, I realized that most people who are not academics 

discuss "theoretical" points in a more refracted way, as part of the flow of a conversation, 

not always point by point, crossing all the "Ts" and dotting all the "Is"~the way that I do 

it. As he leaves, the young man thanks me profusely for talking to him. He wishes me 

good luck in my project, and then he said: "I hope the things I said made some sense." 

They did. 

This Sunday afternoon slides by busily. There is considerable activity in the 

shop. At any point, I count at least 12 or 15 customers browsing and purchasing. An 

elderly lady buys a large whimsical turtle for her patio. Two tourists from Honolulu buy 

three "Southwest scene" plaques, at $6 dollars a piece. People make many comments 

about the variety of animal figurines on display; they use words like "curious;" "frinny'" 

and "cute" to describe them. More than one family with children contemplates the idea 
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of taking one of these intriguing animal statutes home. One couple buys a large Polar 

Bear for decoration on a child's room. 

Four Mexican American kids come in, three boys and one girl. They collectively 

pick a plaque of a Pueblo home as a gift to somebody. I don't catch whom exactly. 

When they come to the cash register, one of the boys, no more than 13 years old, says to 

Linda; "if we buy a lot, would you give us better prices?" I get the impression his 

friends have put him on to do some bartering. Linda responds: "we are the cheapest 

place in town." A woman who is looking at some ironwood sculptures closely turns 

around and inteijects: "cheaper than Mexico." 

A man wearing a black T-shirt featuring an Indian chief with a flying eagle buys a 

small tabletop plaster eagle. The price is $3 dollars. "Do you like eagles a lot?" I ask 

him. "Oh, I like Indian things." Out of the blue, Linda says; "Sometimes Indians around 

here make drawings of animals that they may not have seen, like buffaloes." The man 

looks disconcerted. Then she ties her comment back to the conversation; "Like an eagle, 

that's not the case; I mean an eagle is more of a national symbol; it is dominant all over." 

I ask another woman who is looking at some bird statutes why she thinks people 

are attracted to certain objects. "Because they associate them with happy moments in 

their lives, I think," is her answer. She elaborates; "Back home we had a Dalmatian. 

Now I see this one here it reminds me of him. I may buy it. I am thinking about it." At 

my inquiry, another woman tells me she thinks Pancho ("the sombrero-siesta guy" she 

calls him) should go together with a donkey. When I ask her why, she says that she 
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thinks he is "an agricultural worker " I ask her where she thinks she got that idea but she 

can't quite specify. "I think it is general information, no?" she asks me. Another woman. 

White, in her mid-sixties, stops by to say hello to Linda. She tells me: "My husband and 

I moved here from Pennsylvania and we decorated our entire house "Southwest." When 

our children and grandchildren come to visit they love it, because it is so different from 

over there." 

One day when traffic in the store was slow, Linda and I began to discuss my 

research project. She told me that she "understood" that "whole question of respect." 

"When you get people who do ceramics," she said, "plaster is not good enough for them." 

An older man who happened to overhear our conversation from the other end of the shop 

interjected: "the problem is that for me there is no difference." Linda explains that she 

suspects many of the tourists who stop by this Flea Market are wealthier than they seem. 

"Some of them drive very nice trailers," she says. But she figures that they go "against 

their class" and stop here anyway because "they buy what they like, and who is going to 

say something to them here?" I ask Linda to elaborate. She says: 

"Once you get past the social barrier that you are at a 'swap meet' you enjoy 

yourself See, the people who are not educated, for them, they don't come here 

and see something bad about "Mexico;" they are used to these objects and these 

kinds of places. They have lived with them all their lives. The educated and the 

rich, they are the ones who come here and see what they think Mexico is. It's like 
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the Hispanics, they buy 80% of the religious figures. For them, it is natural; it's 

their tradition. For someone else, it is like, why would people like the Christ on 

the cross? You know, Protestants don't get that. The same way with people who 

live in the trailer parks here in Tucson, they buy one thing because they have seen 

that their neighbor bought one first. That's how come Panchos are so popular; 

because people see them and they'd like one for themselves. But to us, that's 

normal. But to others, well, they don't understand. It all depends on what world 

you live in. The border or the 'swap meet,' different places set the fi^ame for 

people's mindset." 

Kitsch and the Phantom Consumer 

In recent years, there has been an explosion of studies concerned with the 

relationship between consumption and culture. Daniel Miller remarks that up to the 

1980s "there was little sympathy for any approach to consumption that refused to regard 

it as other than merely the final outcome and symptom of capitalism" (Miller 2001:4). 

By the end of the 1990s, however, things had taken a sharp turn. A number of recent 

studies have gone too far to the other extreme in an exuberant celebration of consumers 

as fi'ee and subversive agents who manipulate manufactures and advertisers instead of 

being objects of manipulation themselves.^ 

 ̂DeCertau, for instance, calls consumers "poets of their own affairs" (1994:34). Objections to consumer 
freedom at the expense of structural considerations of power echo the concern among some anthropologists 
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The main contribution made by anthropology to the field of consumption studies 

is the recognition that although the exchange of commodities in capitalist settings may in 

fact involve varying degrees of exploitation and alienation that is not all there is to this 

widespread social practice. Objections to romanticizing consumption, however, have 

emphasized that although shopping may be one of the most pleasurable dimensions of 

everyday life in capitalist societies, it is by consequence, one of the most effective means 

for the continued reproduction of capitalism and hence, inequality.** Anthropologists seek 

to balance these tensions. Even though consumption is far fi'om being an arena of social 

practice fi-ee of stress and oppression, especially if one considers the fhastrations related 

to credit, choices, and marketing deceptions that continuously assault consumers, studies 

of actual consuming practices reveal that experiences of personal satisfaction derived 

from "buying things" are shared across cultures and socio-economic groups (Howes 

1996). Shopping may in fact be the defining universal characteristic of the modem 

economic world-system. 

But, of course, there is always a caveat to academic trends; while new paradigms 

of social theory can be wonderfully effective in illuminating previously obscured topics, 

they are also notorious for neglecting certain aspects of the same subjects. Thus, it is fair 

to say that not all "shopping experiences" have been considered equally by researchers. 

with the uncritical application of the concept of "resistance;" see Nash 1997 and Ortner 1995 for 
elaboration on this point. 

'* Baudrillard, for example, admonishes that "the best evidence that pleasure is not the basis or the objective 
of consimiption is that nowadays pleasure is constrained and institutionalized, not as a right or enjoyment, 
but as the citizen's dut} '̂ (Consiuner Society, 1970). 
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One of the areas of consumption neglected up to now is the generalized system of objects 

known as kitsch. Kitsch refers to the kinds of objects found at a Flea Market: copies, 

imitations, sentimental miniatures and gigantic things, relics with false patinas, plastic 

things, made-in-Taiwan things. In some ways, this is understandable; kitsch is a concept 

that carries towering amounts of "baggage." One critic has observed that in order to 

write about kitsch coherently, researchers must move with a certain amount of care 

around "an issue with a complex and contentious history rife with theoretical and 

polemical pot-holes of various kinds" (Binkley 2000.132). 

The word kitsch is believed to come from the German "kitschenj' which means, 

"to put together sloppily" (Stewart 1993:168). In generalized use, kitsch refers to objects, 

taste, and styles that are imitations of a higher order of taste. Art critic Clement 

Greenberg achieved fame for writing the most widely quoted definition of kitsch: 

"Kitsch, using for raw material the debased and academicized simulacra of 

genuine culture, welcomes and cultivates.. .insensibility. Kitsch is mechanical 

and operates by formulas. Kitsch is vicarious experience and faked sensations. 

Kitsch is the epitome of all that is spurious in the life of our times. Kitsch 

pretends to demand nothing of its customers except their money—not even their 

time" (Greenberg 1957). 
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The symboHc force of the term kitsch lies in the way in which it works as "an 

exaggerated display of the values of consumer culture" (Ibid). It is, allegedly, pure, 

simple, unadulterated consumption for consumption's sake; a desire for "cute" things, 

just because they are "cute." In this sense, kitsch functions as a "metasign"~it 

continually refers and monitors the social relations of a sign system understandable only 

unto itself (cf Hodge and Kress 1998:79). In other words: Who enjoys kitsch? Answer: 

those who buy kitsch. Who deplores kitsch? Answer: those who stay away from kitsch, 

and ad infinitum. Semiotician Susan Stewart distinguishes between a kitsch object and a 

souvenir. While the souvenir acquires its symbolic charge at the level of individual 

biography, she argues, a kitsch object becomes meaningful primarily on the level of 

collective identity. Kitsch objects, she states, "are souvenirs of an era and not of self 

(Stewart 1993:167). The value of a kitsch object depends on how "in" it is; thus, 

consumer fads are the engine that generates kitsch. 

The origin of kitsch can be traced back to the 1600s in the salons of Paris, but its 

evolution was a gradual process that depended on the growth of the bourgeoisie 

throughout Western Europe and culminated with the emergence of the proletariat during 

the Industrial Revolution. The first rupture in the commodity was directed against the 

church and feudalism. Up to them, only the aristocracy and the clergy had in their 

personal possession "objects of desire." The Industrial Revolution brought about the 

emergence of a new group of people who had wealth, but no aristocratic lineage. This 
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new class, the bourgeoisie, eventually dissolved throughout the 20*^ century into several 

classes, some of which are best known in common speech as the upper or middle classes. 

This split in the mid 1800s set in motion a vast array of new practices of 

accumulation of commodities. The aristocracy saw in the attempts of the nouveau rich to 

imitate their taste merely a pathetic gesture; the noveau rich passed the same prejudice 

down to the middle managers, and the managers to the workers. Kitsch therefore became 

identified with those practices of new classes to imitate the next higher class level, mostly 

through decorative indulgence (Ward 1991). The spread of modem tourism, the world 

fairs, and the emergence of the first department stores, contributed to cement this new 

order of material goods (Harris 1975). In the 20 century, these class distinctions 

underwent further elaborations, and the notion of a middlebrow culture (not rich, but 

comfortable) gained significant currency (Levine 1988). These kinds of distinctions, and 

the impact they had on civil notions of taste, good manners, and the rational restraint 

expected of good citizens, militated against an ever-expanding consumer capitalism, 

which required for its survival endless consumption and the generation of "false needs." 

Both the Left and the Right sides of the political spectrum weighed in heavily on these 

topics during the first decades of the 20*^ century. 

Thus, kitsch objects become kitsch at a historical moment when a generalized 

system of material goods and social practices of consumption bifurcates into a dominant 

system and a sub-system. This conceptual split allows the naming of certain practices as 

"lower than" other practices that are held as the norm (Stallybrass and White 1986). This 
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kind of signifying order constitutes a structure and a system—thai is, meaning is produced 

through mechanisms of opposition. The relationship between things, rather than the 

things themselves, is the source of coherence of this system. The significance of the 

thing and experience called kitsch, therefore, "cannot be perceived unless and until it is 

integrated into the structure of which it forms a part" (Hawkes 1977:18). Hence, we 

come to see that as a way of obtaining meaning, each side of the binary good^ad taste 

exists to reinforce the system in which they function as a whole. 

When categories of social value contest each other, social "resolution" of the 

symbolic struggle tends to favor the higher form of the binary, thus enabling one kind of 

reproduction of the system.^ Hence, what is deemed dirty fiinctions to reinforce the value 

of cleanliness; what is funny fiinctions to point out what needs to be taken seriously; what 

is grotesque and ambiguous functions to remind us of what is well-proportioned and 

defined (Babcock 1978; Douglas 1966). The system of distinction reproduces itself: 

there is always a new "lower" form to take the place of the lowest common denominator 

in any binary. This proclivity to always invent or reproduce a low ranking "other" 

becomes second nature~"systems of durable, transposable dispositions" (Bourdieu 

1990:53). 

As a category of social value, kitsch is immediately recognized as bad taste in 

contrast to its opposite, good taste. Neither category, however, is consistently self-

' structural dichotomies codified in conceptual oppositions are one "straightforward" mode of social reproduction but 
other modes of signification, equally reproductive, yet far more creative and "chaotic" are also possible. These can 
include, for example, poetic language (see Kristeva 1982; Jakobson 1973; and Derrida 1970) or ritual (see Babcock 
1978). 



evident. What is good taste at one moment can become bad taste at a later time. The 

rich, Bourdieu argued, are especially apt at continuously creating new categories of 

distinction when poorer people want to share in their taste (Bourdieu 1984). In fact, there 

is a growing field of professional and amateur collectors and art critics whose mark of 

"good taste" is precisely their ability to spot, discern, and theorize "bad taste" (Ward 

1991). In spite of the blows that postmodemisms inflicted upon conventional lines of 

demarcation between high and low arts, the notion of kitsch as a residual category of the 

distastefiil and trivial persists in art criticism circles. While it is true that the concept 

does not have today the venom characteristic of earlier periods,^ the connotation of the 

word kitsch as "creatively void and therefore aesthetically pathological" is very much 

alive in common use (Binkley 2000:134). 

I would argue that in spite of certain rhetorical adjustments in the ways in which 

the established art world talks about aesthetic difference, a definitive canon of aesthetic 

distinction remains strongly in place. One of the ways in which this canon makes itself 

known is through the continuous identification of its symbolic Other, namely a variety of 

vernacular lower art forms and instances of bad taste. The more kitsch there is, the easier 

it is to identify, isolate, and elevate "Art" as unique and transcendental. As Kirshenblatt-

Gimblet has succinctly stated "the finger that points to the breach points to the rule" 

(1991.120). Thus, the relationship between the concepts "bad" and "good" taste is 

power-laden and as such, neither one can be taken at face value. Instead, they need to be 

® Ross (1989) offers an excellent analysis of the political fears (from both the Right and the Left) that underscored 
during the first half of the 20"' century the apprehension towards the "masses" and "mass culture." See also Gans 1974. 
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apprehended contextually. The relevance of this discussion for anthropology is that, 

ultimately, concepts refer to people. Somewhere hidden in the thick brush of "art speak" 

real human actors are constituted and caught between the dynamics of these oppositions. 

Up to now, theorizations of kitsch have displayed a tendency to conflate various 

levels of meanings into a say-all, definitive statement of kitsch as a sign of generalized 

social decay. In other words, kitsch is predominantly discussed as style, philosophy, 

discourse, and ideology; but rarely as practice. Hence, aesthetic criticism often finds 

itself waddling between the trivial and the substantial. For instance, when art critics refer 

to the aesthetics of a certain class of objects and people, are they talking about picking art 

for the living room or about people moving through and in the world with a certain sense 

of purpose, meaning, identity, and social worth? As social discourse, the assumptions 

and valuations of the system of difference between good and bad taste have become 

generalized "common sense." 

This common sense does not only mark objects as inferior and infernal, it also 

designates human lives and ways of feeling and being as mediocre and flawed. The 

power dynamics produced by these oppositions, in the words of Foucault, constitute a 

form of power that "applies itself to immediate everyday life which categorizes the 

individual, marks him by his own individuality, attaches him to his own identity, imposes 

a law of truth on him which he must recognize and which others have to recognize in 

him. It is a form of power which makes individuals subjects" (Foucault 1980:212). 
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But attributing the discourse of bad taste to the ploy of a dominant class or 

arguing that aesthetic value is simply "relative," still leaves untheorized the practice of 

alleged "bad taste" and hence the "problematic of feeling" which haunts the study of 

aesthetics since its origin (O'Hara and Singer 1998:2-3). Perhaps the philosophical 

deadlock that has characterized aesthetic criticism up to this point can be unpacked by 

signaling one fundamental blind spot in the conventional analysis of kitsch; by virtue of 

its deprecatory and eschatological connotation, kitsch obscures the Subject of which it 

speaks. In other words: Who buys kitsch? What do these buyers "know" about kitsch? 

How do they explain their own taste, to others and to themselves? What mechanisms of 

meaning are involved in the practices of these consumers? In spite of the volumes of 

pages that kitsch has generated since the turn of the 20*^ century, the literature is 

conspicuously silent on any questions that involve the users and consumers of kitsch 

themselves. 

Along with popular culture, mass culture, consumer culture, and other adjectival 

forms of art (ethnic, outsider, folk, primitive, and fine), kitsch fiinctions in our society 

within a framework of hierarchy. Kitsch is the lowest level of a system of differential 

values. All other forms of artistic expression have the potential to be contextualized and 

apprehended in their own terms (i.e. political art by minority groups), but kitsch is always 

residual cultural dirt. Primitive, folk, and ethnic arts have trajectories of shifting 

valuations. Whereas at one point each stood as emblems of "the peripheral, the marginal, 

the unabsorbed, the undomesticated," eventually no matter how downgraded these art 
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forms appeared, in the last instance they always referred to a Subject that was capable of 

exercising agency and negotiating the terms of hegemony (Errington 1998:269). 

But, who is the Subject of kitsch? If the people in the contact zones of 

colonization were once deemed the "people without history," we can argue that the class 

of objects known as kitsch represent today the "objects without people;" signs without 

referents. Analyses of kitsch have predominantly followed the strange but common 

methodological tactic of "beginning their analyses by discounting agents' reasons for 

their action... in order to discover the 'reaP stimuli to their activity, of which they are 

ignorant" (Giddens 1979:71). This is why Foucault insists that power relations are also 

"relationships of communication" that mark "the 'value' of each person and of the levels 

of knowledge" (Foucault 1980:218). This kind of severing of the sign from the subject 

has facilitated a style of writing dominated by "commentary" and a gushing of hyperbole 

and generalizations whose primary point of reference is the binary good art/bad kitsch 

itself Critical writing becomes, in the words of Bourdieu, a "space of play" incapable of 

perceiving its own mystification. It is a form of "narcissism" wherein kitsch serves as a 

metaphor for everything that is wrong with "us" as a society. 

It must be acknowledged, however, that not all academic treatments of "the 

kitcshy" in the contemporary world project such a dismal negative engagement. In recent 

years, sociologists and a select number of cultural critics have made an effort to place 

kitsch in broader contexts.^ Studies in the field of consumer behavior, for instance, have 

 ̂ See for example Stanizwkeiwtz 1995; Fusco 1995; Olalquiaga 1992 and 1998. 
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made interesting contributions to our understanding of shoppers' motivations (see Belie 

19xx). Similarly, the sociology of arts literature, following Bourdieu, has done much to 

correct previously disembodied critiques about taste steeped in assumptions of class and 

political consciousness (cf Strinati 1995). 

However, despite their broadened focus on the social dimensions of taste, the 

majority of studies still tend to focus either on specific objects or in general sociological 

categories and their self-referential discursive dimensions. People are generally missing. 

Even Bourdieu's Distinction, the most ambitious of the sociological treatments of taste, 

resorts to gloss generalizations that efface subjectivity. For example, in his descriptions 

of life-styles Bourdieu refers in generalized terms to "those people:" 

who don't know how to live, who sacrifice most to material foods, and to the 

heaviest, grossest and most fattening of them, bread, potatoes, fats, and the most 

vulgar, such as wine; who spend least on clothing and cosmetics, appearance and 

beauty; those who ' don't know how to relax'... who set off in their Renault 5... to 

join the great traffic jams of the holiday exodus, who picnic beside major roads, 

cram their tents into overcrowded campsites, fling themselves into the 

prefabricated leisure activities designed for them by the engineers of cultural mass 

production (1984:179). 



Art critics, sociologists, philosophers, and historians all have had much to say 

about the nature and theoretical implications of the distinctions embedded in the 

oppositions kitsch/art, good^ad taste, but their investigations have rarely involved the 

practitioners of kitsch. The problem is one of extrapolation. People are attributed the 

same unidimensional and superficial "seriality" characteristic of objects manufactured in 

mass quantities. Binkley recognizes the dearth of studies about kitsch as practice and 

makes some original contributions to the question of who uses kitsch and for what 

purpose. He argues, boldly, that rather than a symptom of aesthetic corruption, kitsch is 

its own aesthetic, a "distinct style" which uses repetition and conventionality as a value in 

itself (Binkley 2000:133). Anthropologists working among curio makers in Africa also 

speak about how "seriality" constitutes its own vernacular standard of value for objects 

produced for tourist markets (Steiner 1995). 

Echoing a long tradition in the sociology of modernity, Binkley regards kitsch as 

a sensibility that corresponds to the current conditions of life in the world-economic 

system. Given the degree of "disembedeness," he argues, that afflicts societies today, it 

is natural that people would prefer sentimentalism over "existential probing" and formula 

over originality. In other words, for such a superficial epoch where collective solidarity 

is highly diminished, kitsch is the style that makes sense. But these assertions beg the 

question: how did Binkley conclude that this is the "state" of the world? On what 

empirical basis did he reach those conclusions? Is this state of social angst the same for 

every person in the world? Every person in advanced societies? Every person in a 



barrio, a ghetto, or a trailer park? Are art "connoisseurs" exempted from these feelings of 

social malaise and thus they are empowered to refiise kitsch? 

If kitsch works, as Binkley suggest, to "replenish stocks of ontological security," 

does that mean that Art Collectors are the most ontological secure people in the planet? 

The lack of an empirical basis to advance these arguments makes the interpretative stance 

highly questionable. And yet, this is the kind of writing about kitsch that circulates in the 

world in one form or another since the 1930s. Ethnographic inquiries like the one 

advanced in the present study strongly suggest that this interpretative lens may constitute 

a paramount oversimplification. 

Too much of what the consumers of kitsch have to say is regarded in the critical 

literature as a mode of talking that is "seen not as talk about art [aesthetics], but about 

something else—everyday life, myths, trade, or whatever" (Geertz 1983:96-97). Today, 

kitsch fijnctions a floating signifier, flexible and equally applicable as an idiom of 

bohemian self-awareness or as a transparent reference to the commercially superfluous. 

Since kitsch has been historically linked to the emergence of "the masses," it has been 

ostensibly theorized as a collective phenomenon without specific references to individual 

actors (users and producers). 

But what if the critical roles were reversed? What if from the point of view of the 

consumers of kitsch the dominant aesthetic looked awfully strange, illogical, even exotic? 

We don't have to imagine such a registry. It is alive and well, in Flea Markets, for 

example. Try explaining to the people there why it is better to buy Nike sport shoes for 



the kid's back-to-school at $140 dollars at Macys, instead of purchasing the Nike-look-

alike for $20 dollars at the Flea Market. They will think that you are a very "illogical" 

individual who obviously needs to surround yourself with expensive possessions that 

give you the illusion of authenticity in order, perhaps, to fill that "ontological void" that 

working as an engineer never did. Ask the people at the Flea Market what they think 

about distinctions in taste, and they will tell you. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION; 
AN ETHNOGRAPHIC CONUNDRUM 

"Thought-Woman 
is sitting in her room 

and whatever she thinks about 
appears... 

Thought-Woman, the spider 
named things and 

as she named them 
they appeared" 

Leslie Marmon Silko (1977; 1) 

Sitting at the theater of the Tech Museum of Innovation in San Jos^ California 

watching in larger-than-life IMAX format the movie "Mexico," I could not help but feel 

conflicted. As the movie begins, I feel overcome with emotion by the view of great 

pyramids dotting the magnificent valley of Teotihuacan, while the exquisite words of 

Carlos Fuentes narrated in the voice of actor Martin Sheen, in English, fill the dome with 

awe and seduction. The IMAX experience of monumental aerial views engrosses me. I 

am flying above the Valley of Mexico, like a high-tech muse who inspects a great 

treasure. The music of mariachis reverberates in the megatonic powerful speakers of this 

state-of-the-art auditorium in Silicon Valley. 

Suddenly, the screen combusts in an explosion of colors, movement, faces, 

hands, and feet. Prototypical and stereotypical images grow large and predictable on the 

tired imagination of the group of "community leaders" with whom I have been invited to 

watch this production. Indian dances, children, ceremonies, and artifacts flash in rapid 
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motion. In the next split second, the camera spans the industrial parks of Monterrey, 

Nuevo Leon, and the voice of the narrator changes to a collected and calm pitch; an 

anticipation of more "serious," and less "cultural" topics looms. The narrator says that 

Mexico is a land of contrasts; ancient and modem, traditional and progressive, excessive 

and minimalist, artisanal and industrial, tender and business-like. Suddenly, I realize that 

I lost track of the trailer; are these still the words of Carlos Fuentes? As the screen 

engorges with monumental views of oil refineries, I realize that this is a feel-good film, 

for North Americans weary of their feathered-serpent neighbor in the post-NAFTA era. 

Suddenly, I feel manipulated.' 

There is another Mexico, significantly less exuberant and monumental. Elena 

Poniatowska, or maybe her translator, calls it "the Mexico of losers" (Poniatowska 2001). 

In the United States, a "loser" is someone who squanders his opportunities; someone who 

is stubborn, boorish, not worth our attention. But I think that Poniatowska, always an 

incisive thinker, had another meaning in mind. I think she meant to convey the idea that 

Mexico presents one face, while hiding another. "The Mexico of losers," she says, "is far 

more essential than the Mexico of businessmen" (Ibid). Perhaps what Poniatowska 

means by "essential" is that there are many more people on the "losing" side of the social 

contract than on the presumably winning side of corporate business deals. 

' For a different interpretation of the fihn, see the review by Will Robinson Sheff, on The Austin Chronicle 
(Texas) on August 30,2002. It can be found online at www.austinchronicle.com. 

http://www.austinchronicle.com
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But following this line of reasoning can easily lead one to a one-dimensional view 

of history and social struggle. Unless we scratch beneath the surface of daily life as 

constituted, we would have to conclude that in Mexico industrialists won over peasants. 

Mestizos over Indians, politicians over "el pueblo," and long-dead cardboard heroes over 

living revolutionaries. What would we do, then, with the million of people on the bottom 

of the social strata who "made" Revolution once and participate in cultural struggles 

everydayl It would be far more fruitfiil and interesting to engage in a kind of socio-

cultural analysis capable of inquiring what is it that people think they "win," when they 

see themselves as winners, and what is it that they stand to lose when they are treated as 

losers. 

This study among curio-makers and curio buyers in the US-Mexico contact zone 

has attempted to probe into those questions. In doing so it has uncovered a multi-layered 

web of meanings and social practices barely capable of holding together whatever "thing" 

elites, businessmen, intellectuals, state officials (and occasional IMAX film makers) 

think of when they say "Mexico," or for that sake, when they say ''cultura. " The 

"inevitable" Mexico promised on political slogans, never arrived (Schmidt 2001). But, 

what difference does it make? For Don Manuel Hernandez and his sons, the answer is "a 

whole lot." It is true that, for the most part, they have always been reluctant and skeptical 

participants of the grand initiatives, preferring to make their own informal interventions 

into their life circumstances. Nonetheless, they still hoped: "if only we had a government 

that would help the artesanos." In spite of their difficulties, however, some things have 
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been accomplished. In contrast to the quivery hegemony of state planners and art 

connoisseurs, this study has attempted to turn up the volume on stories about what real, 

ordinary people have done to deal with powerfiil, yet diflflised, designs. 

The fictions represented in the film Mexico are what social scientists call an 

ideology, a system of beliefs and concepts simultaneously meaningful and obfuscating for 

those who share it. It is an ideology of popular dreams and aspirations that enables and 

disables in equal measure. Mexico has been a country sensitive about "representations." 

All countries are to some degree, but in Mexico there was once hope that the face that 

reflected the nation to the world was one bom out of the struggle of common people. 

Such an ideal has not been forgotten. In spite of the mystification, Mexicans 

continuously evoke and debate the perception that a Great Revolution once made them 

"special people." Many, however, have grown increasingly skeptical of the one-sided 

tempo of these national narratives, always inevitably directed "from above," and have 

advanced instead their own alternative histories, stories, and interpretations (Nugent 

1993). 

Yet, there is an intriguing conundrum here waiting to be explored: while on the 

one hand we can assert that social power is organized through the negotiation of meaning 

as it has been orchestrated by the state, we are, at the same time, forced to recognize that 

other forms of power beyond "the state," and other "meanings" beyond the ones 

produced by any given state apparatus, are not only possible, but imminently needed in 

order to make life, well, meaningful. I have attempted to show in this work, several ways 
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by which such a theoretical and practical project are made possible-namely, through 

humor, social memory, hard work, personal effort, aesthetic expression, and self-

awareness. 

The "Other Mexico" or, to be more accurate, the other Mexicos, that Poniatowska 

wants North American readers to recognize is made up of a demographic mass too large 

to be ignored, too persistent to be disregarded, too creative to be underestimated. Out of 

all the possible accounts advanced by social groups and individuals to modify, oppose, or 

discard the grand narratives of Mexican state, society, and civilization, the present work 

has attempted to represent one story; one point of view; one footnote in the copious 

volumes of Mexican historiography. 

In this story, the protagonists are ''gente humilde" (that is how Meno Hernandez 

described himself and Pancho, the stereotype of the "sleeping Mexican" popular in the 

US Southwest). They are also people that have not had many invitations to sit on panels 

and pontificate about their identities; but that never stopped them from making up stories 

and finding realistic ways to (1) enjoy their lives and (2) contradict the ways in which 

they have been spoken for (cf Minh-ha 1989). 

The people that I met in the border zone of Southern Arizona and Northern 

Sonora are the same kind of people that Poniatowska most likely encounters in Mexico 

City, in Chiapas, Oaxaca, or Matamoros: "those who have nothing and still are able to 

create their own idols, the myths of their culture, the saints of their devotion" 

(Poniatowska 2001). And yet, they are different; unique in their sense of history, their 
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grounding in place and region, the objects they make, the decorations they like, and the 

ideas about work, value, and taste that they invent and articulate. 

The setting of this story influenced how the story was told. In a border, a tourist 

environment, an informal economy, and urban space, the work of narration proved to be 

always a narration against ideas already assumed, judgments already formulated, and 

ideologies already embedded in the intellectual production of two nations. Three 

practical activities have been discussed: making things, selling things, and to a lesser 

extent, buying things. The "things" in question are souvenirs and low-grade ordinary 

objects, in particular those made out of plaster, figurative, and ornamental. In Mexico 

and the US Southwest, these objects are known as "Mexican curios." They have, like the 

border itself, a paradoxical image to live up to. That is, they are both harmless and 

offensive. 

Because there was so much ideological thick brush to clear before the people of 

this story and their practices could be seen and heard in their own terms, the ethnography 

has been written as a series of juxtapositions—between what is declared officially and 

what is improvised, between what is perceived and what is experienced, between what is 

evident and what is hidden, between what is empowering and what is debilitating. There 

is, henceforth, a whole lot of two-handed shuffling of "social facts" contained in these 

pages: on the one hand, fictions; on the other hand, many reality checks. 

The available tropes of nostalgia and authenticity to talk about tourism, artisans, 

and curiosities fail to grasp the paradoxical manner in which these elements are 
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manifested in the US-Mexico border, specifically in a town in rapid economic and social 

transition like Nogales, Sonora. Here, for reasons of social hyper-diversity, the 

exchanges are more ludic. In the playfulness of a joke, the sentimental cuteness of a 

monito, the symbolic inversion of a stereotype, or the reinscription of an officialist 

account of folklore, people in these borderlands continuously redefine what was 

presumably already known. Unlike the visitor to a resort in Canciin, or the ethnic tourist 

in the Mundo Maya, tourism and merchant^uyer exchanges at this border are not 

relaxed. Instead of loosening tensions unto a backdrop of authenticity, the US-Mexico 

border delivers a frontal encounter with myths of modernity (Grabum 1995; 169). To live 

here, to shop here, to peek across the other side of the steel fence, is to be nervous, 

uncomfortable, hybridized, contaminated, but, somehow, not necessarily "unhappy." 

Hence, the border-type-people that I met and conducted research among, sought 

to develop an alternative imaginary of border "happenings." They sought to spark stories 

that represented more accurately their own participation in creating conditions of life and 

work for themselves while challenging simultaneously the purported ''programas 

fronterizos" directed by the State, market forces, and intellectuals on their behalf These 

vernacular accounts are by no means always consistent, transparent, or even logical; but 

they are always self-reflexive, and that is the most important point made in the previous 

300 pages of this manuscript. 

The question that remains is not so much how is it that "the most visible becomes 

invisible." I believe I have offered enough arguments about "state-formation" and 
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"structural dimensions" of social value throughout to substantiate that invisibility is both 

an outcome and a fiction of the power (full) against the power (less). The question that 

remains is; how can meanings that have been rendered invisible become in turn rendered 

intelligible? The answer to that question constitutes what I believe is the most 

fundamental contribution of this dissertation: an epistemological contribution about how 

stories collected by anthropologists among marginalized people must be re-told without 

in turn re-marginalizing them. 

In the end, this thesis hopes to be a contribution to a question posed with great 

precision by scholar Ileana Rodriguez; how can "we," contemporary Latin American 

scholars, produce works that challenge "a culture to think of itself from the point of view 

of its own negations? (Rodriguez 2001 ;9). In laying out a narrative of symbolic and 

practical inversion, I hope to have demonstrated through the foldings and notes "on the 

margin" of the prose of Mexican folklore, the seeds of certain "insurgent" or at a 

minimum "disruptive" narratives. In the pages of denunciation and surveillance of "bad 

taste," I hope to have been able to identify, underneath the intellectual rubble, the 

presence of real Subjects. I hope to have given a face to the subjects of kitsch, and in the 

process, distill a memory of dignity from the records of institutional indignity. 
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The attack on the Twin Towers in New York City on September 11, 2001 plunged 

the tourist markets of Nogales into a severe economic downturn, the likes of which had 

not been experienced by the Hernandez Family for at least twenty years. During the 

tourist season of 2001, normally the time period that determines revenues for the whole 

year, sales to tourists and brokers were reduced suddenly and substantially. By the time 

2002 came along, predictions of a recovery seemed tentative. 

Just as it has happened for the past 150 years, when the economy of the United 

States experiences a downturn, border economies suffer. Ironically, the reverse action-

and-effect is not true. It has been the pattern of international tourism along the border 

zone that when Mexico as a whole suffers economic decline—for instance, when the peso 

is devaluated—the American dollar gets stronger and in turn, this stimulates demand for 

Mexican tourist exports. But at the time of this writing, the post-9/11 era is wrecking 

havoc in the economies of all countries, the United States included. What makes the 

current crisis particularly serious is not so much the cycle of economic expansion and 

retraction as such; it is the fact that people are fearful, that borders are seen as dangerous 

points of vulnerability, and that a wave of intimidation sweeps the lands on both sides of 

the line. 



In the fall of2002,1 returned to Nogales to visit Mefio, Raul, and Lalo. I was 

living in Tucson temporarily and a trip to Nogales to reconnect with my old friends 

seemed exciting. When I arrived at the Hernandez Workshop, however, I found things 

quite different fi"om the last time I visited in 1998. The place looked desolate. After a 

couple of knocks, Meno came to the front door: older, heavier, and worn out. I stepped 

inside what used to be his office and we sat down to talk. The old "showroom" was 

empty; the back patio quiet; and the plaster figurines that used to crowd every inch of the 

backyard and of the tattered house were conspicuously absent. What happened? I asked 

Meno. Why is it so quiet? Where is everybody? 

Meno explained in great detail how the incident of the Twin Towers had set in 

motion a series of changes in the curio industry that had almost decimated the workshop. 

''Fijese que ya casi no llegaron los turistas igual que antes" said Meno ("can you believe 

it? The tourists are no longer coming as they used to). I could understand Meno's 

incredulity; Don Manuel established the Taller in 1957 and it has operated more or less 

successfully every year since. Meno explained that demand was low and he was 

producing less work than ever. No demand; no production—that was Meno's philosophy. 

He said that Lalo was still working there and the compadre as well. I could step to the 

back and say hello later, he suggested. Everybody was working fewer hours, and making 

the most of any opportunity that suddenly appeared. His son, Manuel, for instance, had 

worked at a maquila, then as a construction worker, then as a handyman. Malos tiempos, 

said Meno, but we still continue, no matter what. 
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I interrupted Meno to ask. and Raul? Where is Raul? 

Raul, Meno told me, had become fiustrated with the difficult times. He just could 

not afford to wait for times to get better, he had to something. So, now, Raul makes tacos 

at his home and goes to the local tianguis (outdoor market) to sell them. He made a little 

cart for himself and travels with it around Nogales, but he mostly attends to the tianguis, 

Meno explained. 

Unsure about how to respond, I said to Meno; "I am so sad that Raul is no longer 

doing what he liked so much." 

Meno responded. "Well, he comes around and helps every once in a while; the 

thing is, at least he is not just waiting, he is doing something with his own effort. Raul 

likes to feel that way, you know." 

"Yes, I remember," I said pensively. 

It is now April 2003 and I haven't spoken to Meno since the holiday tourist 

season began last October. I want to believe that this season things picked up and that the 

Workshop is doing better, but I cannot be certain. I wonder if there is anything that I 

could do to help Meno out. But I am not sure; everything in the world seems rather 

uncertain at the moment. 

But who is complaining? Raul used to say: "as long as we have arms and legs... 

we can work to make something happen.. .the human machinery, that's what we've got." 

I agree with Raul, but cannot help wonder: is that enough? 
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